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hank you for joining us again in the pages of our Aus-
tralian Sapper Magazine�  I am sure you will be delight-
ed with the update it provides you on the health of the 

Corps and the achievements of our people�
You should be proud of the support that the Corps provides to 

current operations� 2013 has finally seen a change in operational 
tempo and we have had our focus shift sharply from a central 
focus on the Improvised Explosive Device to a shared effort in 
support of troops outside the wire and the redeployment of forces 
from multiple theatres of operations�  Even as we left one op-
erational area, new needs for Sapper skills arose particularly in 
support of our Government’s Asylum Seeker policy�  

The reduction in operational tempo will allow us to get back 
to some solid foundation training and we must take advantage 
of opportunities to renew our broad sapper skills set�  A return 
to a more balanced operational/training paradigm needs to be 
accompanied by an increased investment in soldier and officer 
development�  We need to retain our current operational experi-
ence base and mentor new sappers who will quickly find that any 
predicted operational drought is likely to be a myth�

Our sapper team continues to compete strongly for senior ap-
pointments�  I can welcome Michael Ryan, David Wainwright and 
John Shanahan to the Brigadier rank  each taking an influential 
posting�  Our Corps RSM Craig Egan is has been appointed as 
RSM Headquarters 1st Division, a tremendous accolade for his 
recent work�   Warrant Officer Class One Wayne Hay moves to 

the Land Warfare Centre, while 
Michael Kerr will take up the 
reins of the Corps RSM�  These 
individuals are just a small part 
of the influence that the Corps 
exerts within the Army�

I want to take this opportunity to thank all those that continue 
to support of RAE Foundation�  The Foundation has been active 
in support of our Sappers in need; your compassion in support 
of our extended Corps family is appreciated�

The future remains a focus for many reasons�  Army is moving 
forward with the Plan Beersheba transformation and the Corps is 
involved in shaping appropriate outcomes�  The Modular Engineer 
Force reorganisation we began from 2009 has endured in Plan 
Beersheba and our focus on re-equipping the Corps to enhance 
outputs must be sustained�  The development of the new SME site 
at Holsworthy is moving forward well�  With a planned opening 
in early 2015, it will coincide with our desires to commemorate 
the deeds of our 1915 Sappers�  A Corps tour of the Gallipoli 
Peninsular is being organised for June 2015 and will recognise 
the Corps achievement in completing the first pier construction, 
Watson Pier, at ANZAC Cove on 18 June 1915�

Australian Sapper Magazine records our achievements and 
brings the serving soldier and former soldier closer together�  Be 
proud of your achievements, reminisce about shared experiences 
and debate the changes you discover�  Ubique!

Message from the Head of Corps 

Royal Australian Engineers
Brigadier Wayne Budd, CSC

T

June 2015 

Gallipoli Tour
Centenary of the  
Waterloo Dinner

InclusIons:
Return economy class 

airfare from all mainland 
capital cities to Istanbul.

All airport taxes, fees and charges.
share twin accommodation throughout, four 

star in Istanbul, three star (Kum) at Gallipoli.
All meals throughout.

Private Bosphorus cruise with lunch.
Private boat tour along the Gallipoli coast, 

subject to ferries being available in 2015.
Australian battlefield guide per coach throughout.

local English speaking guide throughout.
Deluxe air conditioned coaches.

10. Tips to local guides and drivers.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

The Corps is hoping to put 
together a touring party to 
visit Gallipoli in June 2015. 
At this stage planning is 
based on a touring party of 
120, with a 14 day and 10 day 
itinerary being proposed.

DATEs & cosTs: 
09-22 June 2015 ������������� $6900 
11-21 June 2015 ��������������$6125 

(Costs are per person, twin 
share and are based on current 
exchange rates and airfares) 

For further information please contact WO1 Graham Toll at RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au
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Message from the Corps Sergeant Major 

Royal Australian Engineers
Warrant Officer Class One Craig Egan

W ith my two-year tenure as your Corps RSM draw-
ing to close, I take this opportunity to reflect on our 
achievements and our diverse capability� Through 

you, our fine and dedicated people, we continue to provide out-
standing and important support across multiple theatres and 
operations� In the last 12-months, there is not an Engineer skill 
or trade that has not provided valuable and relevant capability 
to Army and our Nation�

We have seen rapid deployment of construction and civil 
elements of the Corps in response to border protection opera-
tions� Enduring, acknowledged lengthy, deployments on AACAP 
to remote communities continue improving opportunities and 
conditions for our indigenous people� It is worth noting both the 
aforementioned deployments offer personal and professional 
challenges that are unique and at times confronting� However, it 
is here where your self-discipline, sense of personal responsibil-
ity and accountability, leadership, professionalism and sense of 
humour are best illustrated through your actions and conduct� 
We have mentors proudly representing our Nation under the 
Defence Cooperation Program in Timor Leste and Papua New 
Guinea providing valuable experience and expertise to our clos-
est neighbours� 

Operational commitments in the MEAO continue to change 
as we reduce our presence and adapt to the mission� Corps ele-
ments have aligned to effectively support the draw-down of 
our troops and provide enduring infrastructure, facilities and 
capability to the Afghanistan National Army�  When I reflect 
on our operations over the last 12-years, two main aspects that 
resonate with me are the phrase ‘Follow the Sapper’ and the 
proposition for Engineer elements for initial deployment to 
Afghanistan in 2002� History proves that Special Force Ele-
ments were chosen as the initial effort, however; over time 
and due to the evolving threat, these elements now have an 
integrated, highly capable and competent Special Operations 
Engineer Capability� Other skills and trades continue to sup-
port across the full spectrum of mission requirements� Valuable 
contributions have allowed us as a Corps and Army to further 
understand - in a practical sense – the importance of Engi-
neer integration to operations and to our supported elements� 
Whether you provide data and technical products for the in-
telligence and mission planning processes across all lines of 
operations, services through construction and civil trades for 
infrastructure and reconstruction, force preservation through 
emergency response, mobility support through search and ex-
plosive hazards remediation, or mentoring our many allies, you 
have, and continue to do an outstanding and worthy job for 
which we are proud�

Our people in the manoeuvre brigades continue to ‘ready’ 
through the force rotation cycle, busily ensuring foundation 
engineering skills are retained while ‘relevant’ lessons learned 
are fielded and transitioned into doctrine� This is a challeng-
ing environment requiring a deliberate shift in thinking for 
our serving veterans, sound leadership, long-term vision and 
continued dialogue with supported elements� My experiences 
as an umpire on Ex Talisman Sabre / Hamel 2013 provided me 
with a valuable insight and perspective on the level foundation 
warfighting expertise at sub-unit and individual levels within 
the Corps� These observations allow me to understand broader 

applications and implications 
to individual and collective 
training of our Corps� It is clear 
we battle to find the necessary 
opportunities in a Combined 
Arms environment to suffi-
ciently dedicate time for the development and maintenance 
of our individual and collective core engineering skills� Full 
Engineer Capability is rarely effectively exercised due to time 
limitations and necessary broader outcomes, however; by not 
exercising Engineer capability we effectively deprive Brigade 
level operation planning and logistics staff of valuable experi-
ence and understanding of the complex coordination aspects 
required� A notable and satisfying inclusion this year was the 
approval of the Ordnance Hazard Reduction (OHR) rules for 
deal or defer and the restriction on Blow-in-Place (BIP)� The 
incorporation of these rules notionally exercised Two Star Gen-
eral approval to conduct Other Device disposal and forced OHR 
Operators to use manual neutralisation techniques� Continued 
involvement of EOR and EOD personnel remains important 
as we re-establish the capability into foundation warfighting, 
however; we must continue to broaden the scenario focus to 
include disposal of conventional munitions to ensure the full 
spectrum of explosive hazard remediation assets and EDD as-
sets are exercised effectively�

The next few years will require a Corps consolidated and co-
ordinated effort to respond to pending changes with training 
delivery and introduction of capability� At this point, I acknowl-
edge the important and immense work, somewhat unseen by the 
broader Corps, conducted by Force Engineer Branch (FEB), SME 
including Army Dive Wing and the Defence Explosive Ordnance 
Training Centre (DEOTS)� DEOTS has effectively integrated the 
Joint EOR and EOD training continuum with RAE personnel 
contributing to the provision of well trained personnel across 
Defence and influencing the application of consistent standards� 
The SME will relocate to Holsworthy over the period Aug 14 
– Apr 15� This alone places additional and significant pressure on 
‘The Home of the Sapper’ to meet Army training needs and unit 
rank, trade and skills requirements�  Therefore, if your course 
is not conducted as smoothly as you would like, please take a 
breath and look at what our instructors are trying to contend 
with� Evaluation on the impact to training delivery is underway, 
however; at times it will not be pretty, but rest assured the lead-
ership, staff and instructors at SME will be doing their utmost 
to ensure training continues to the highest possible standards� 
SME is held dearly in the hearts of our Sappers past and present� 
With this understanding, two key events have been coordinated 
to mark the move� The RAE Sergeants Mess ‘Back-to-SME’ has 
been postponed until Oct 14 to signify closure of the current 
SME� The ANZAC Day 2015 Service will be conducted at the new 
SME site in Holsworthy�

I also acknowledge the efforts of our Sappers in Capability and 
Systems Development and Defence Material as they shape future 
capability needs and procurement�  The difficult task of testing 
of this capability together as it’s introduced into service sits with 
the FEB� Training the capability sits with CATC, through SME and 
your units� So what’s coming and what would I like you to reflect 
on is the future of the Corps� You may need to rethink how you 
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do business in your units� Much of the proposed capability and 
equipment has an increased reliance on technical competence for 
operation and maintenance� It requires increased training, main-
tenance, operator currency and skill retention�

Keeping this in mind, there are major unit transitions planned 
across the Corps� As part of PLAN BEERSHEBA our 2 DIV Sapper 
units will amalgamate at the end of 2013 to better align capability 
and provide a relevant mission in direct support of the Multi-Role 
Combat Brigades� These are long awaited credible outcomes for 
our Army Reserve people� 3 Fd Sqn and 13 Fd sqn will align under 
respective Infantry Battalions within their Regions, 4 CER and 
22 CR will become 22 Engineer Regiment (ER), 5 CER and 21 CR 
elements (105 Sqn and LRRS) will become 5 ER, 8 CER and 21 CR 
elements (102 Sqn) will become 8 ER,  and 35 Fd Sqn will become 
11 ER� We should always consider the valuable contribution our 
ARES personnel have provided to operations, understand their 
strengths and limitations, and ensure the second and third or-
der affects with any changes to training or trade models are fully 
considered� 2014 – 2015 will see 1 Topo Svy Sqn transition from 
6 ESR to 1 Int Bn� Much work is underway regards this move with 
decisions yet to be made on how we continue to train and provide 
the Engineer Surveyor capability to our construction tasks while 
retaining an effective trade model�

To your credit, you continue to maintain the important and 
effective relationships with our supported arms� The enduring 
aspects I observed during Ex Hamel 13 were in the human dy-
namic and the character and values displayed by you, our Sap-
pers, NCOs and Officers� I found the level of morale, profes-
sionalism and determination to achieve mission success to be 
exceptional� The willingness to continuously improve through 
critical and honest self-evaluation was refreshing and a credit to 
leadership� Collectively, under extremely trying circumstances, 
conduct was impeccable, evidenced through mateship, sound 
leadership, resilience, professionalism and sense of humour� 
These are long standing traits valued by our proud Corps and 
compliment the Army core values of Courage, Initiative, Respect 
and Teamwork�

I respect and actively listen to what you have to say� My op-
portunities to visit RAE units have been limited this year due 
to my fulfilling the role of RSM CATC concurrently with my 
Corps SM responsibilities� I have taken every opportunity to 
engage with you, particularly when I have visited the SME� I 
want to emphasise that your ideas and suggestions are listened 
to, discussed and actioned where appropriate� Several ideas and 
proposals have been passed to me for consideration, one from 
the RSM-A and others through your RSMs� As a form of feed-
back to you, I presented several proposals for decision to the 
Corps command, leadership and senior soldiers last year� The 
proposals and outcomes of decisions are:
• Engineer Combat Badge� The RSM-A forwarded to me a 

suggestion for an Engineer Combat Badge (ECB)� This was 
proposed by a soldier from 2 CER and had been discussed 
informally but broadly by current and previous members of 
the Corps� The outcome of decision from Corps leadership did 
not to support the ECB proposal� Reasoning to this decision 
is that the Army Combat Badge (ACB) is deemed an appro-
priate level of recognition� While it was acknowledged many 
tasks on operations are particularly hazardous over extended 
and continuous periods of time, it was deemed divisive from 
a Corps perspective�

• Explosive Detection Dog (EDD) Badge� Members of 6 ESR 
raised a proposal for the approval to wear the EDD badge on 
ceremonial and general duty forms of dress� The proposal in-
cluded the reorientation of the badge so it faced forward� The 
outcome of decision from Corps leadership was not to sup-

port the ceremonial or general duty dress badge� Reasoning 
to this decision is that while the EDD skill was acknowledged 
as a valuable contributor to Corps capability, the approval of a 
badge would create division within the Corps and potentially 
prompt other skills to legitimately seek recognition for their 
contributions to capability� The reorientation of EDD badge 
(DPCU) was supported and has subsequently been approved 
for issue and included in the Army Dress Manual�

• KIA Memorial Bracelet� This was not something discussed at 
the RAE Corps Conference however the proposal was submit-
ted by a Sapper to the CA and RSM-A� It was accepted and now 
is approved and included in the Army Dress Manual� This is an 
example of soldiers being listened to, their suggestion consid-
ered and if deemed appropriate, supported and approved�

While we must remain forward focused we must never forget the 
lessons learned and the sacrifices made by our fine people� I have 
said it before, our people are our capability� The camaraderie and 
support displayed by units toward the families of our deceased 
and those Sappers who are injured has been exceptional� Our 
enduring support is critical to their successful reconciliation 
and recovery� Many of our mates still suffer quietly not willing 
to seek the assistance they need� It is you, a mate, which can 
help them through these difficult times and guide them to the 
assistance required� 

I congratulate those involved with the evolution of the RAE 
Foundation and the Reynolds’ Dinner� The Foundation is there for 
all Sappers, it’s ours� I encourage you to read the article from the 
RAE Foundation in this edition of Sapper� If you are uncertain of 
how the Foundation can provide support to a mate, speak with 
your chain of command; they can easily send a polite RFI seek-
ing clarity and a point of contact� I have recently been appointed 
as a Director to the Board of the Foundation, the first enlisted 
member to be extended this privilege� The Foundation is looking 
at how it can better communicate to you, how it has assisted our 
people and their families; this can be difficult considering the 
sensitive and personal nature of these dealings� I’m personally 
heartened to see the support for the Foundation grow; however, 
like Corps Funds it appears to struggle to gain regular contribu-
tions� I, along with many others, have personally placed signifi-
cant energy in promoting both the Foundation and Corps Funds, 
on your behalf� The relevance of Corps Fund should be prominent 
in your mind particularly with last year’s introduction of the RAE 
Awards for Excellence for the Top ARA Sapper and JNCO and 
ARES SPR/JNCO� 

In closing, I introduce and congratulate WO1 Mick Kerr 
OAM on his appointment as the Corps SM from Jan 14� WO1 
Kerr is an experienced Sapper who has served the Corps well 
over many years� I wish him the best of luck in continuing to 
advocate for you with fairness, strength, compassion, dedica-
tion and discipline� As I prepare for my next appointment as 
the RSM of the 1st Division and Deployable Joint Force Head-
quarters, I look back on my time in the Corps with immense 
fondness and pride� It’s the fact I became a Sapper and was 
effectively trained, lead, mentored, corrected and developed 
by outstanding people that has allowed me to attain this level 
of senior soldier leadership in Army� I thank you all for the 
mateship, support, teamwork, professional and personal en-
gagement and courtesy extended to me during my time serving 
you humbly as your Corps SM�

Look after and respect yourself and your mates, be proud of 
what we do and how we do it and, if forthcoming, ensure respect 
and accolades are earned through your deeds and a commitment 
to others�

Ubique!
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Word is getting out amongst the Sapper community that the RAE 
Foundation is here and ready to support the Corps� Consequently, 
2013 has seen the RAE Foundation make steady progress from 
its 2012 efforts, the focus being on fundraising and establishing 
the Foundation’s profile�

The Foundation’s past 12 months were primed by the success 
of the inaugural Reynolds Fundraising Dinner, held in Canberra 
last September� The Reynolds Dinner is the main fundraising 
event for the Foundation, and is named after Sapper Fred Rey-
nolds, who was one of the first soldiers killed during the landings 
at Gallipoli�

The Dinner raises funds by auctioning artworks produced by 
members of the Sapper community, including currently serving 
and former members, as well as from other supporters of the 
RAE� “The quality of the artworks donated for the auction was 
impressive – revealing a little-known artistic streak within the 
Corps that generated a fantastic amount of funds for the Foun-
dation’s support programs,” said Foundation Chairman, Colonel 
John Wertheimer� “Sappers who would like to contribute works 
for future auctions are strongly encouraged to contact the Foun-
dation, as there’s some real artistic talent out there”� The 2013 
Dinner was held in Brisbane, with plans to hold the event in dif-
ferent locations each year� Again, another very successful night 
with many current and former Sappers joining the Foundation 
Board and Foundation partners�

The Foundation’s efforts to gain wider support from the busi-
ness world has also borne fruit� Joining Komatsu as a Platinum 
Partner is Interlink Roads, who retains many links with the 
Corps through their employees, which are also former serving 
members of the Corps� Just as encouraging, the Foundation is 
very grateful for the many ongoing individual donations it has 
received, and the number of serving members making regular 
donations through their fortnightly pay has increased� For those 
interested in supporting the Foundation, allotments through 
PMKeys are available�

These donations and contributions go directly to those in the 
Sapper community who need it, via the Foundation’s suite of sup-
port programs� Amongst other objectives, the programs provide 
support for wounded soldiers, and the families of those killed 
while serving� “The Foundation is actively building relationships 
with industry so that its rehabilitative support programs for 
wounded soldiers have greater national coverage” said Colonel 
John Wertheimer� 

“These Programs acknowledge the valuable service Sappers 
provide our nation, while offering those that need it a hand-up, 
not a hand-out,” he said� “Our role is not to displace other sup-
port services, but to target areas ‘between the cracks’ where other 
agencies can’t assist� As a registered private charity, we have the 
flexibility to offer assistance where others cannot� This is an im-
portant distinction between the potential for Foundation sup-
port, and that from other agencies like Regimental Funds, Legacy 
and government agencies�”

Support from the Foundation in the past year has come from 
three of the Foundation’s four programs, and future fundraising 
efforts will build upon the results achieved to date�

Steering the Foundation is its Board of Directors, comprised 

of current and former members of the Corps� Maintaining the 
‘For Sappers, by Sappers’ focus for the Foundation, the current 
Board members are:
• COL (Retd) John Wertheimer, Foundation Chairman
• BRIG Wayne Budd
• COL Howard Bell
• COL Greg Bowyer
• COL Tara Bucknall
• COL Steve Gliddon
• COL Peter Knight
• LTCOL Robin Youl
• WO1 Craig Egan

Information about the Foundation’s work can be found on the 
Foundation website� The site is regularly updated, so that the 
Foundation’s latest news and activities can be easily seen� Com-
ing features of the site will include details of support from the 
Foundation, as well as links to Sapper Association sites to keep 
communication between Sappers everywhere open and flow-
ing� Donations to the Foundation will also be able to be made 
online, so that supporting the Sapper, is as convenient as a few 
mouse clicks�

The RAE Foundation
‘For Sappers, By Sappers’

By Colonel Tara Bucknall

What Can the Foundation support?
This past year, the RAE Foundation has provided assistance in the 
following areas:
Heritage Grants Program
• Assisted in the publication of the 1 Fd Sqn History.
Warrior Workforce Program
• The Foundation continues to work with a number of organisa-

tions interested in becoming partners in the Warrior Workforce 
Program.

Monash Program
• SPR Jim Kane (SME) – received funding support for emergency 

travel to extended family during a time of family crisis and 
death that wouldn't otherwise have been funded.

• Tom Florence, the son of MAJ Brian Florence (dec) had the 
purchase of a computer funded when he commenced univer-
sity studies. Tom is counted by DVA as a war orphan, but the 
RAE Foundations was able to support where other agencies 
could not.

• SPR Daniel Jackson (3 CER) received funding to purchase door 
handles and other devices in his home to assist his mobility. 
Daniel was wounded in mortar attack in MEAO, losing part of 
his hand. The modifications were installed by 3 CER.

• CPL  Aaron Rankin (SME) received funds to support family 
medical expenses, noting that the family had already paid ex-
penses of around $20,000 to date. This support was delivered 
through the Foundation’s partnership with Interlink Roads.

• The Foundation has also funded instances of family travel to 
visit Sappers undergoing medical treatment.

For more info on RAE Foundation Programs, visit the Foundation 
website at: www.raefoundation.org.au/programs
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The Force Engineer Branch (FEB), and 2013 has been no ex-
ception� The FEB is now in its fourth year of existence, with 
the current Force Engineer, COL Steve Gliddon, now having 
just completed his first� For anybody who is unfamiliar with 
the organisation, the FEB’s role—as part of HQ 6 Bde (CS & 
ISTAR)—is to provide technical engineer planning advice on all 
Army engineer capabilities and act as the focal point for all Army 
engineer matters in order to support the conduct of operations 
and the generation and sustainment of engineer capabilities� 
Key tasks include:
• Provision of engineer plans advice to HQ 1 Div, including 

assignment of a small plans team to support any deployment 
or planning activity by DJFHQ as a Joint Task Force (JTF) 
when required�

• Provision of a technical control framework for adaptive and 
responsive military engineering on behalf of the manoeuvre 
support capability advocate (Comd 6 Bde (CS&ISTAR)�

• Coordination of force generation requirements across the 
Modular Engineer Force (MEF) to deliver the most appropri-
ate operational engineer effect�

• Capturing operational lessons and managing the flow back 
into the Force Generation (FORGEN) and Operational Gen-
eration (OPGEN) models�

• Articulation of the standards and certification required for 
engineer assets�

The Force Engineer Branch consists of three staff sections:
Plans section is the lead for: engineer plans advice to HQ 1 Div 

and Army, OPGEN issues, Counter Improvised Explosive Device 
(CIED) and Explosive Hazard (EH) issues, amphibious capability 
development, engineer force modernisation, and engineer ele-
ments of Land 400 and Land 907� 

Operations and Training section is the lead for: development 
and synchronisation of collective training, Geospatial Intelligence 
(GEOINT) issues, capability development, doctrine, lessons learned, 
international engagement, and interaction with HQ 2 Div�

Policy, Works and Standards section is the lead for: RAE 
unit establishment reviews, equipment and introduction into 
service issues, engineer works and facilities, TRF compliance, 
and engineer policy and standards� 

All staff sections are prepared to contribute members (O4/O3/
E9) to the deployable Engineer Plans Team in support of HQ 
1 Div� With a necessarily wide remit, the Branch’s work across 
these areas allows Units to concentrate on their respective core 
business, which prevents unnecessary work being delegated 
down to busy units that should otherwise be focusing on train-
ing and operations�

To gain a sense of what the FEB does, and importantly, what is 
happening across the Corps of Engineers, go to our intranet web-
site: http://intranet�defence�gov�au/armyweb/sites/HQ6BDE/
comweb�asp?page=367307&Title=FE Branch

In the website, you will find everything from AACAP to Am-
phibious Operations� There is great detail that will update you on 
engineering capability, equipment and organisational structures 
plus a wide range of professional reading articles� If you have any 
comments or suggestions for the website, we would like to hear 
them and you can find the points of contact on the website�

Although it’s been twelve months since the last edition of Sap-
per Magazine, our priorities have not changed and will require 
continued effort through 2014:

Support to operations
Supporting operations has remained our highest priority� In Af-
ghanistan over the past twelve months, our focus shifted from 
the Engineer capabilities within the Advisory Task Force (ATF) to 
those needed for the Force Extraction Unit (FEU) to ensure that 
Transition and end of mission in Uruzgan could be achieved in 
accordance with CJOPS’ intent� The FEB successfully fulfilled its 
role of supporting higher headquarters with engineer planning 
and advice through multiple deployments of the Engineer Plans 
Team and participation in numerous capability development 
and training working groups� Planning support was provided 
to DJFHQ for Exercises POZIERES PROSPECT and TALISMAN 
SABER, as well as to Operation LANDSCAPE in support of the 
Department of Immigration and Citizenship (DIAC)—a follow 
up to the support the Branch provided to Operation RESOLUTE 
in the second half of 2012�

Supporting other Government initiatives is our next highest 
priority� AACAP 2013 is currently underway at Fregon, SA, and 
will likely be complete by the time the 2013 edition of Sapper 
Magazine is published� AACAP 2014 will be conducted at Wu-
tunugurra and Canteen Creek in the Northern Territory� Designs 
are at the 50 percent stage and detailed planning for the execution 
phase has been initiated� Prospective recipient communities for 
2015 have been shortlisted for a Ministerial level decision by end 
October 2013� 

Institutionalising capabilities, training and culture
The institutionalisation of “Counter-IED” (CEID) is a body of work 
now gathering momentum, and should be made easier now that 
the CIED Task Force is permanently established� A plan is being 
produced that draws on historical lessons, including the most 
contemporary lessons� Nested within future operating concepts, 
the plan will define the CIED capability—and FIC—to be gener-
ated and sustained in the future�

The OHR course has been refined and run as a pilot earlier this 
year� Further refinements are now being actioned in order to en-
sure that OHR qualified personnel also attain a DMEO qualifica-
tion� These developments should be finalised in 2014, which will 
allow us to shift effort towards refinements to the EOR course�

MEF equipment inserts
Through Army HQ, FEB has commenced arrangements for a 
loan of equipment under the Land Force Systems Development, 
Engineering, and Experimentation (LFSDEE) Memorandum of 
Understanding (replaced the Reciprocal Use of Material (RUM) 
loan between ABCA nations)� The loan seeks to test and evaluate 
ABCA partner MS platforms for integration into, and interop-
erability with, Australian concepts and capabilities� Equipment 
being sought includes the US Assault Breacher Vehicle (ABV), 
the UK Terrier combat engineer vehicle (CEV) and the US Joint 
Assault Bridge (JAB)� The intent is for this equipment to be used 
during the 7 Bde CATA in 2014 as a demonstration of the MOTS 
capabilities available now that could be incorporated into Projects 
Land 400 and Land 907�

By Major Einar Tufte-Johnsen

Force Engineer Branch
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Lead for:
• All Counter IED / Explosive 

Hazards (EH) issues:
	 ◦	Search,	EDD	and	EOD,
◦	EH	contract	management,	&
◦	EH	Training	Areas.

•	 Lead	for	all	OPGEN issies:
	 ◦	Conduct	OP	GEN	planning	 
	 to	meet	new	and	emerging		
	 operational	requirements,
◦	Support	OPGEN	of	FE	for	
known	and	contingency	
operations.

◦	Lead	for	engineer	support	to	
Land 400.

◦	Provide	deployable Engineer 
plans advice	to	HQ	1	DIV	
and	Army.

◦	Engineer	lead	for	the	
develoment	of	the	ADF	
Amphibious capability.

◦	Lead	for	Army Emergency 
Responce issues.

Lead for:
•	 Development	of	Engineer  

Training Continuum.
•	 Lead,	develop	and	synchronise	
collective	training	and	all	
Engineer	exercise	planning	
requirements	(including	Ex	
HAMEL	/	TALISMAN	SABRE).

•	 Lead,	for	all	Geospatial / Geo 
Int / IA / MMT issues

•	 Lead	for	the	development	of	
Engineer	Doctrine.

•	 Lead	for	engineer	support	to	JP 
1771.

• Leadfor	the	developement	of	
all	RAE Collective training, 
including	RAE	METLs.

• Collection	and	dissemination	of	
Engineer	lessons learned.

• Lead	interface with HQ 2 Div, 
including	ARes	collective training 
integration,	including	CIMIC.

• Lead	for	ABCA.
• Lead	for	international 

Engagement	(IE)	activities.

Lead for:
•	 Lead	SO2	for	the	FE	Branch.
•	 Responsible	for	Branch Coord 
and	TARP developement	and	
management.

•	 Lead	for	all	RAE Unit 
Establishment Reviews (UERs).

•	 Lead	for	Project	NINGAUI 
-	mechanical	route	clearance	
capability.

•	 Lead	for	engineer	support	to	
plan	BEERSHEBA.

•	 Lead	for	equipment and 
introduction into service 
issues.

•	 Lead	for	Engineer	Works, 
including AACAP.

•	 Lead	for	the	development	of	
Engineer	Explosive	Hazards	
Training	Areas	(EHTAs).

•	 Lead	for	Core 24	and	
infrastructure	/	facilities 
planning.

•	 Ensuring	TRF compliance.
•	 Provision	of	policy	for	 
standards	required	for	 
engineer	assets.

All sections are to be prepared to provide personnel to support the deployable Engineer Plans Team for HQ 1 DIV

Force Engineer Branch Orbat

FORCE ENGINEER 
COL Gliddon

WO PLANS 
WO1 Clench

SO1 PLANS 
LTCOL Scott

SO2 PLANS 
MAJ Orr

SO3 PLANS 
CAPT Dickens

SO3 LRS 
CAPT Mendon 

SO2 CIMIC
Vacant

SO2 POL/WKS/STDS 
MAJ Tufte-Johnsen

SO3 POL/WKS/STDS 
Tharmarajah

SO3 CONST 
Vacant 

WO POL/WKS/STDS 
WO1 Egan

SO2 OPS/TRG
CAPT Silvestri

SO2 GRes OPS/TRG 
MAJ Britton

SO3 OPS/TRG 
CAPT Townley-Jones

WO OPS/TRG 
WO1 Rutledge
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Plan BEERSHEBA
The FEB has worked with a number of organisation this year sup-
porting implementation of the changes to personnel, force struc-
ture, capability and equipment to meet the requirements of Plan 
BEERSHEBA� These efforts will ensure the required combat support 
is optimised and provided to the Multi-role Combat Brigade (MCB)� 
Specific bodies of work have addressed ARA CER structures and 
equipment allocations, armoured bridging and breaching vehicles, 
CBRN capability, the Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron’s fu-
ture, and ARes Engineer Regiment structures and equipment allo-
cations� Nested within Plan BEERSHEBA implementation, capabil-
ity development has been a major focus area for the Branch, which 
has provided input to and refinement of the MCB Concept of Em-
ployment, including supporting the AHQ Experiment HEADLINE 
2013, and the development of the Engineer Amphibious Concept of 
Employment� Work on Plan BEERSHEBA will continue into 2014 
and beyond as its implementation continues�

Specialist capabilities
Explosive Detection Dogs (EDD)
Remediation of the EDD capability is well underway after a con-
tracted surge in 2012, but requires sustained effort if a full recov-
ery is to be made� An EDD Supervisors forum was conducted in 
May 2013 that considered numerous issues in order to identify 
remedies and opportunities for improvement� The new EDDH kit 
will soon be issued to qualified handlers and the new block scale is 
being staffed to action authorities in Army HQ� The EDD section 
at SME is progressing with the management and resourcing of 
EDD puppy procurement and a number of puppies have already 
been purchased� Action is also underway to have PMKeyS num-
bers and ID Cards allocated to all EDDs to improve tracking and 
provision of services, such as medical and veterinary services� 

Army Working Diver (AWD)
The capability remediation has gathered momentum in 2013 after 
the Chief of Army endorsed the remediation plan; it is now one of 
the highest priority items for the FEB� Work to produce a Chief 
of Army Directive, produce common dive safety and governance 
policy (between Army and Navy) and merge the Army Dive Wing 

with the RAN Dive School is now well underway� Concurrently, 
the AWD capability is being re-established in 1, 3, 6, and 7 Bdes in 
accordance with the endorsed remediation plan� This will involve 
an AWD “camp” in 2014 that will be led by 7 Bde (2CER)�

Water Purification and Desalination System (WPDS)
As many readers will be aware, the WPDS’ Introduction into Service 
was problematic and protracted due to the early release of equip-
ment for use under provisional design acceptance, the stark differ-
ence in technology compared with the old equipment (Cross Plate 
Clarifier—CPC), and the need to fine-tune operator training� Equip-
ment distribution and operator training is now almost complete 
and thorough-life support arrangements are in place� Cognisant of 
unit training schedules, the water purification capability should be 
healthy again by December 2013� All units can expect the CPC 7�5 
and 20 to be withdrawn from service by December 2013�

EOD/Search
The new MOD 4 EOD Managers course has commenced and will 
improve the interoperability of EOD Managers across all Services� 
The course is now being fine-tuned based on feedback from the 
pilot course conducted in March� SAAB continued to provide sup-
port to operations and training throughout 2013� A further five 
training serials were delivered in Afghanistan to ensure that soldier 
CIED skills remain sharp throughout their deployment� SAAB also 
augmented CIED training in Australia, providing support to SOER 
and 6 ESR throughout the year� Moving into 2014, opportunities to 
improve individual and collective foundation warfighting training 
by using the SAAB CIED Clearance Trainer will be examined�

AER
The tender evaluation for the Project Land 998 (Replacement Avia-
tion Fire Truck (RAFT)) has commenced� The Source Evaluation Re-
port has been developed and the project will proceed with the Second 
Pass approval process in March/April 2014� RAFT vehicles are due to 
be introduced into service in 2016-17, which will see the Aviation, 
Wildfire and Emergency Response capabilities combined into one 
vehicle platform� The AER CONEMP has been drafted and sent to 
units for comment, with expected release towards the end of the 
year� The CONEMP will enable a better understanding of the capabil-
ity that AER provides� Further discussions have been held between 

Above: The High Mobility Engineer Excavator (UK) in Afghanistan.
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DMO and FEB regarding Fire Fighter PPE and equipment required in 
order to continue to provide AER capabilities to the joint land force� 
Efforts to restore the health of the AER capability will continue into 
2014 to build on the momentum gained during 2013�

Geospatial
2013 has seen a number of developments in the geospatial capa-
bility, including:

Introduction of the in-barracks Image Analysis Production Sys-
tem (IAPS)—essentially the permanent network for IA; and
Upgrade and accreditation of the Base Support Network (BSN) 
and Topographic Support System (TOPOSS) – 6 ESR (1 Topo 
Svy Sqn)’s primary GEOINT systems�

The ADS40 digital sensor Life of Type has been extended to coin-
cide with the end of the B350 platform lease in 2016� Army will 
start looking at a replacement sensor in the second half of 2014 as 
part of JP1771� During 2014, development of IAPS will continue, 
the future of the surveying capability will be determined, and con-
ditions will be set for transferring 1 Topo Svy Sqn to 1 Int Bn�

Project NINGAUI
The Australian Protected Route Clearance Capability (APRCC) is 
now being returned from OP SLIPPER� An APRCC system consist-
ing of 3 x HUSKY (2 x Ground Penetrating Radar, 1 x Interroga-
tion Arm), 2 x SMR II (rollers attached to PMV), 2 x HMEE will 
be sent to each of the CERs and a system will also be delivered to 
SME to facilitate individual training� A simulation system based 
on the VBS2 Platform is now being developed to assist with the 
collective training� The APRCC will be operated by the Manoeuvre 
Support Detachment that will be located within the MS Tp under 
Plan BEERSHEBA (see the FEB website for further info)� FOC is 
expected to be achieved in December 2014�

Access to and management of 
specialist equipment
Core 24
The framework that enables units to hire C and D vehicles to com-
plete specific tasks—“Core 24”—is currently being reinvigorated 
after the original Standing Offer was allowed to lapse several 
years ago� The revised framework, including a standing offer from 
selected vendors and a Deputy Chief of Army Directive, is planned 
to be introduced at the same time as DMO finalises its Tender 
Evaluation Process in June 2014� Units that plan to hire C and 
D vehicles must have forecast the requirement through FEB and 
should commence the hire process by contacting DMO not later 
than 6-8 weeks before the equipment is required on site� 

C and D Vehicles
Recently, replacements of C and D vehicles have slowed� Capabil-
ity Needs Documents are extant for the fleet replacement of the 

•

•

Merlo Forklift, LX100/120 Front End Loader, John Deere 250 and 
270 Skid Steer Loaders, and the Light Engineer Tractor� These and 
others in the twin fleets are the subject of the capability analysis 
currently being conducted into the two fleets� Mechanical handling 
equipment is being acquired in support of the amphibious capability 
and tow motor requirements� Considerable effort has been directed 
towards expanding the number of C vehicles capable of one or more 
of the forms of air portability in tactical and strategic aircraft� Cer-
tification of all vehicles will be a slow process that will depend on 
equipment availability and AMTDU’s ability to conduct trials� The 
certification process will continue well into 2014 and 2015� 

Joint capabilities
Triggered by conditions agreed between the Services for the pro-
vision of EOD support as part of Operation SLIPPER, efforts to 
perpetuate tri-service manning of 6 ESR (20 EOD Sqn) gathered 
momentum in 2013� The Joint Warfare Council will consider a 
proposal for tri-service manning in October 2013� If the pro-
posal is successful, 20 EOD Sqn will become a model for joint 
approaches to other collective capabilities� Similarly, DEOTS is 
the exemplar for a joint approach to individual training� In the 
next twelve months, dive training will become the next element 
of individual training to adopt a joint approach as the Army Dive 
Wing and the RAN Dive School merge�

Conclusion
Although tempo in the FEB has been high during 2013, in the 
end it is about ensuring all RAE units are structured, trained and 
equipped to accomplish their missions� The achievements of the 
FEB this year would not have been possible if not for the excellent 
relationships with, and support we have received from all Engi-
neer Units, Training Establishments and various Headquarters� 
With a lot more to achieve before the end of this year, and the task 
list building for next, we look forward to continuing to strengthen 
those relationships in 2014�

Left: The Husky Mark 3  Protected Route Clearence Vehicle with ground 
penetrating radar (GPR).  
Above: The Husky Mark 3 Protected Route Clearence Vehicle with 
Interrogation Arm.

Below:  A Dismounted Search Team. 
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The Engineer Cell, within the Directorate of Major Systems Devel-
opment – Army, represents the Corps’ interests in all major and 
minor projects relating to capability development� In 2013, the 
cell was engaged in six major projects, as well as a wide number of 
initiatives and short notice requirements generated from capabil-
ity reviews and support to operations� The cell is currently staffed 
with one officer and supported by the additional resources made 
available through the Force Engineer Branch�

Joint Project 2059 Phase 3 (Water Purification and Desalini-
sation) has provided Army and Air Force with the capacity to 
produce potable water from a range of poor quality sources� This 
project has been delivered over a protracted period and 2013 saw 
the provision of the final round of operator training to selected 
units� The project is yet to deliver minor facilities works at each 
of the gaining units, however these have been incorporated into 
larger redevelopment projects and the project is scheduled to for-
mally close in 2014�

Joint Project 154 Phase 3A (NINGAUI) achieved Initial Op-
erational Capability in December 2012, and the majority of this 
year has been dedicated towards the introduction into service 
of the Australian Protected Route Clearance Capability (APRCC) 
and to defining the communications requirements for the Husky 
and High Mobility Engineer Excavator (HMEE) vehicles� As this 
article is being prepared, HQ FORCOMD is preparing to send 
a detachment of 10 personnel to Reading, England, to con-
duct a pilot simulation training course delivered in the VBS2 
game-based virtual environment� The VBS2 based simulation 
will focus on collective training skills that can be used in the 
future to train Sappers in selected aspects of the capability, as 
well as inform manoeuvre commanders on the strengths and 
constraints of the APRCC when used in support of mounted 
operations� In 2014, Army will work with DMO to fit standard 
line of sight communications into the Husky whilst the HMEE 
will be fitted with a Battle Management System� NINGAUI is 
scheduled to achieve Final Operational Capability in December 
2014 with a complete system fielded at the School of Military 
Engineering and systems available to each of the regular Com-
bat Engineer Regiments in support of the HQ FORCOMD force 
generation cycle�

Project Land 144 (Countermine) is in the final stages of de-
livery, having provided the ANPSS-14 handheld detector, the 
Personnel Explosive Line Charge Capability (PELCC), and the 
MV-10 Protected Hazards Reduction Capability� In 2013, the 
3rd Combat Engineer Regiment (3 CER) supported this project 
through the conduct of two separate test and evaluation activi-
ties� 3 CER’s support assisted the project to identify areas for 
improvement and verified the munitions’ function in a range 
of operational–like conditions� Land 144 is scheduled to con-
currently achieve Final Materiel Release and Final Operational 
Capability in 2013� 

Land Project 155 (Enhanced Gap Crossing) will provide Army 
with range of combat support bridging and will, for the first 

time, include a rapid emplacement bridge system for Army� As 
a post First Pass project, it is in the process of releasing and 
evaluating tenders based on the specification requirements 
developed as a collaborative effort between Army, the Defence 
Material Organisation (DMO) and the Capability Development 
Group (CDG)� The project is currently investigating two option 
sets, all of which include a Rapid Emplacement Bridge, a replace-
ment for the current in service Floating Support Bridge, and 
a separate dismounted gap crossing system� The variation in 
options being considered is generated by Army’s preferred posi-
tion to include a modular bridge system, based on the current 
in-service Medium Girder Bridge (MGB) to provide a system 
that is air-portable and can cover gaps greater than 41 metres� 
Based on the normal project delivery timelines, Army should 
expect to see the Initial Operational Capability for this project 
achieved in early 2018�

Project Land 998 (Expeditionary Airfield Rescue and Fire 
Fighting) will deliver a replacement for the aging Titan vehicle 
fleet for both Army and Air Force� Due to the different capability 
requirements, the project is likely to deliver a different vehicle 
type or variant for each Service based on the increased mobility 
requirements necessary for Army� The project will deliver 10 ve-
hicles to Army and is post First Pass� An assessment of the tender 
responses delivered to DMO has identified a preferred solution 
for the capability and this will be presented to government for 
endorsement in 2014� Based on the delivery schedule developed 
by DMO, Army anticipates delivery of its first vehicle for Op-
erational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) in October 2015� Pending 
successful OT&E, Army would receive all of its vehicles over the 
period June to October 2016�

In 2013, the CBRN Advisor – Army position was disestab-
lished and all CBRN responsibilities reverted to the Engineer 
Cell� Along with this responsibility, the cell inherited Joint Project 
2110 Phase 1B (CBRN)� This project will provide each of the three 
services with a CBRN capability that satisfies strategic guidance 
and provides a foundation upon which future CBRN capability 
can be constructed� The project is scheduled for First Pass sub-
mission in December 2013 and Second Pass in 2016� The project 
specifically focuses on five pillars of the capability, which includes 
warning and reporting, detection and monitoring, physical pro-
tection, hazard management and medical support� The next 12 
months will require Army participation to create the functional 
performance specifications for each of the pillars and the 75 odd 
individual exemplar pieces of equipment that are being consid-
ered for purchase�

In 2014, the Engineer Cell will be headed up by Lieuten-
ant Colonel Scott Davidson, on promotion, and will increase 
in size to include Major Ben Gill� Whilst the cell’s priority will 
remain support to major projects, it will remain responsive to 
the more immediate needs of supporting unit capability growth 
and providing the Sapper with the tools necessary to conduct 
daily business�

By Lieutenant Colonel Michael Brereton

Corps Capability Development
Army Headquarters
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RAE SCM-A

By Warrant Officer Class One Brent Doyle

In the world of career management, a year is a long time, and 2013 
has been no exception� The year started with a move to a new loca-
tion for the DSCM-A� It saw us moving from sunny Fort Queenscliff 
with a view over Port Phillip heads, to a cosy leased building at 
Brindabella Park in Canberra with a view over the airport� 

The start of the year also saw two new members posted to 
the RAE Cell� The first being WO1 Stephen Hill who was posted 
to the Cell from 6 ESR (SSM 1 Topo Sqn) and took up the role of 
Career Advisor for the Construction, Geo Tech, and Multimedia 
trades from LCPL – WO2� The second new member was WO2 
David Tymensen who came to us from 19 CE WKS� Dave’s role 
was as the Career Advisor for all our Sappers (looking after approx 
1200+ soldiers across all RAE trades)� The new year also saw the 
deployment of the RAE Senior Career Advisor, MAJ Nick Den-
nington� He found himself as a mentor for the CAT 205 Corps in 
Afghanistan, and at the writing of this article has just returned 
home safe after a successful deployment� 

In 2013, DSCM-A undertook a review of the way that soldiers 
careers are managed within Army� This review culminated with the 
presentation of the Enhanced Career Management (ECM) model to 
Chief of Army’s Senior Advisory Committee (CASAC) for endorse-
ment on the 20 Sep 13� The aim of the ECM model is to contribute 
to future Army capability by affording greater flexibility, opportu-
nity and acknowledgement of individual value, while continuing to 
meet Service need�  A key part of the ECM is the move to a 5 year 
average time in rank (ATiR)� An ATiR of five years aligns to current 
reality and removes false expectations� It allows at least two post-
ings in each rank, enables our junior leaders to gain the experiential 
knowledge required to advance, and enable the chain of command 
and career advisors to better assess a member’s potential� It also 
enables an increased return on investment for those employment 
categories with extensive training liabilities�

The following are the key points out of the review with 
regards to ATiR :
• The minimum time in rank (TiR) has been replaced by 

ATiR� The ECM model outlines a path that will see most 
soldiers spending 5 years at each rank from CPL to WO2 
prior to being promoted to the next ranks� 

• Soldiers won’t be required to complete a promotion course 
in the first year of tenure in a new rank�

• Soldiers will be presented to PAC in their 4th year in rank 
for promotion at the conclusion of their 5th year in rank� 
Note that there will be a transitional period to incremen-
tal move CPL from 3 years TiR to 5 years ATiR�

Another key tenet of the ECM is the requirement to better man-
age talent within Army� Talent Management will provide focussed 
management to support the development and retention of Ar-
my’s most talented soldiers� These soldiers are to be identified by 
the CoC and DSCM-A through documented potential for more 

demanding appointments� As part of the talent management 
program a number of outplacement position will be created for 
SGT/Junior WO2 to allow for exposure and development outside 
of the ADF environment�

Lastly, the ECM has seen the establishment of the Flexible Work-
place and Retention Cell (FWR Cell) at DSCM-A� This Cell was raised 
to act as a single point of contact to register preferences and act as the 
intermediary for soldiers, career advisors and the CoC to support Ar-
my’s flexible work initiatives� The flexible work initiatives include:
• Leave Without Pay (LWOP) & Part Time Leave Without Pay 

(PTLWOP)
• Job Share
• Variable Working Hours
• Temporary Home Located Work (THLW), Remote Overseas 

Work and Alternate Located Work
• Project Boomerang

More information on the above initiatives can be found in DI (G) 
PERS 49 – 4 – Flexible Work arrangements for members of the 
Australian Defence Force�

Overall the Corps is in a health manning state, with approxi-
mately 200+ soldiers over its authorised strength� In saying that, 
the issue facing the Corps in the future is getting these soldiers 
into the required ranks and trades� We continue to have issues 
with the retention of all Sappers past the rank of CPL, in particu-
lar senior tradesman to fill the supervisor/manager roles� With 
the reduction in our operational commitments it is time for the 
Corps to switch focus to developing its people for the next fight, 
this includes release for career development, promotion, and 
skills course� Over the last couple of years we have lost a number 
training and development opportunities as a result of soldiers 
not being released for courses� This has been for good reason, 
but I would ask all in the Corps to now take a longer term view 
when making decision about the attendance of their soldiers on 
courses� “The right Sapper, in the right job, at the right time” is a 
motto that the RAE Cell follows� This can only be achieved with 
the continued support of the CoC� 

2014 will again see changes to the RAE Cell�  CAPT Anneke 
Jamieson (currently SO3 Post at DSCM-A) will take up the role as 
Senior Career Advisor with WO2 Stephen Hill and WO1 Brent Doyle 
continuing in their roles as career advisors� WO2 David Tymensen 
is moving on to ALTC to train the next batch of tradesman�

To all those soldiers who have been promoted this year we 
pass on our congratulations� Your promotion is recognition of 
valuable service, but more importantly it is the identification of 
your potential to lead Sappers into the future� 

More details on the ECM and RAE Manning issues can be 
found on the following webpages:
DSCM- A : http://intranet.defence.gov.au/armyweb/Sites/DSCMA/
ComWeb.asp?page=105099
RAE Cell : http://intranet.defence.gov.au/armyweb/sites/DSCMA/
ComWeb.asp?Page=325451
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Everyone’s second year in a posting is less frenetic than their first� 
That was certainly the case this year, and being familiar with all 
the RAE officers and their personal and professional situations 
from the start of the year certainly made the job much easier� 
However, what you gain in spare capacity is often invested back 
in to looking broadly at your portfolio and considering options 
of how to improve it� The following are some of my observations 
of RAE officer career management from this year�

A reduction in the separation rate of LTCOLs has resulted 
in a reduction of the normal amount of MAJs promoting to 
LTCOL� This has now brought RAE up to a healthy amount of 
MAJs, and seen a surplus of MAJs across all GSOs as a whole� 
However, as we continue to not meet our recruiting targets at 
RMC-D, we are still short on LTs and CAPTs within RAE and 
across Army as a whole�

The shortage of LTs was remediated slightly with the new Corps 
Model of having ADFA Tech Engrs complete a second year of regi-
mental training as a LT� The introduction of this model slightly 
exacerbated the CAPT shortage, however this ‘bubble’ will smooth 
out once those LTs promote to CAPTs at the end of 2014�

Another contributing factor to the CAPT shortage were the 
outcomes of the Unit Establishment Review for RAE units in 
the 2nd Division� This UER created another eleven RAE CAPT 
positions, as SQN 2ICs within the ARes Engineer Regiments� 
However, these positions are not a priority to fill, compared with 
other Corps and Non-Corps positions� These new positions offer 
the ability for some CAPTs to be posted to some of the major 
urban centres in Australia, but this would only be for compelling 
personal reasons because Service and Developmental Needs take 
priority and will be better satisfied with postings elsewhere�   

At the moment, there are approximately 140 RAE CAPTs, and 
120 RAE CAPT positions to fill� This means that only about 20 
CAPTs can post to Any-Corps positions before you start creating 
vacancies in RAE CAPT positions� This shortage of RAE CAPT 
is not having an overwhelming impact on short-term capability, 
but it does impact development opportunities for our CAPTs, as 
well as limiting geographical options for postings� For example, 
postings for 2014 saw personal preferences often subordinated 
to Service Need, with only 76% of officers getting their first or 
second preference� This was especially true for CAPTs�

Ideally, a CAPT will have one regimental, one training, and 
one staff posting in their six-year tenure as a CAPT� As the RAE 
CAPT positions include regimental, training, and staff appoint-
ments, it is possible for a CAPT to achieve this ideal posting 
experience without posting to an Any-Corps position� However, 
as 70 of the RAE CAPT positions are regimental positions, this 
means that approximately 40% of all RAE CAPTs can expect to 
serve three or four years in regimental positions� This means 
some officers will miss out experience in either a staff or train-
ing position as a CAPT�

This anomaly is unavoidable until either there are more CAPTs 
or less RAE CAPT positions to fill� However, in my two years at 
DOCM, I have not seen an officer disadvantaged due to a ‘regi-
mentally narrow’ profile� Also, Personal Advisory Committees 
(for selection for sub-unit-command, ACSC, and promotion to 
LTCOL), are made aware of this Service Need impact on some of-
ficers’ posting history� Ultimately, Service Need has priority over 
Development Need�

The current surplus of GSO MAJs has also created a new 
dynamic – minimum time-in-rank for CAPT now means mini-
mum time-in-rank� In the past, shortages in MAJs made pro-
visional promotion to MAJ for CAPTs who had not completed 
their ACOTC almost a default option� That is no longer the case� 
With a surplus of MAJs and a shortage of CAPTs, provisional 
promotion for unqualified CAPTs will be by exception� Addi-
tionally, depending on an officer’s relative merit within their 
cohort, substantive promotion to MAJ may not occur if there 
are no positions available for the officer to promote into� While 
this is a new dynamic for officer career management, it is has 
been the norm for soldier career management, so this improves 
how officers’ careers are managed by increasing the primacy of 
Service Need for promotions�

The other obvious change this year was the introduction of 
the new ePAR, the AE359� I appreciate there were some techni-
cal errors with the form, however in time, this process should be 
much smoother than the previous system of printing, signing, 
scanning, and sending multiple versions of the one document� 
These forms are coming into DOCM now� There have also been 
some teething problems as people get accustomed to ranking of-
ficers� The key message for DOCM is not to over inflate reporting 
in an attempt to second-guess the criteria and competitiveness of 
selections and PACs� Accurate, honest reporting is critical to both 
career management and providing performance feedback which 
allows officers to learn and develop�

The final part of the AE359 is the Annual Career Guidance� 
Instead of a separate document, officers will receive their ACG as 
part of their AE359� For LTs, CAPTs, and junior MAJs, this will 
also include a plan for ACOTC the following year� Career Advi-
sors will contact gaining units to determine the best schedule for 
ACOTC attendance for their officers in the following year� The 
intent will be that an officer’s ACG contains their ACOTC schedule 
for the following year� 

This is my last year in this position� I enjoyed the privilege of 
being able to interact with the junior officers and Commanding 
Officers within RAE, and hopefully I provided useful advice and 
represented our officers well in their career management� When it 
came to postings, I know that not everyone got what they wanted, 
but I am confident that everyone was placed in a position to ben-
efit the Corps and the Army as a whole� I hand over to MAJ Scott 
Jamieson next year, who will continue the ongoing improvement 
of career management for RAE officers� If we meet up in a mess 
in the future, I look forward to a chat (and probably some chest-
poking) over a beer� Fair warning – I will poke back�

Key points:
• Shortage of Lieutenants has been somewhat remediated 

by ADFA Tech Engrs completing an additional year as a 
Lieutenant�

• Factors contributing to the shortage of Captains include 
- the change of policy in reference to ADFA Tech Engrs 
and the creation of another 11 RAE Captains Positions   
(an outcome of the UER�)

• With the surplus of Majors and a shortage of Captains, 
provisional promotion for unqualified Captains will be 
by exception�

RAE DOCM-A
By Major Scott Davidson
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RAE Trades & Training
An Overview from CATC

RAE Trades and Training Overview
2013 has been another busy year for RAE TT� The cell continues 
to develop, evaluate and review existing RAE training top ensure 
that it meets Army’s requirements� RAE is a complex corps with 
diverse capabilities, skills and people� The large number of ECNs 
and TMPs is evidence of its complexity and the workload required 
to maintain and develop RAE trades and associated training�

The continued conduct of TMP Week twice yearly at SME is 
vital to the Corps training development� It provides the oppor-
tunity for both SME and RAE TT to review and further improve 
training by identifying areas for improvement� SME are to be con-
gratulated on the level of support and participation they provide 
to this activity that always provide effective outcomes� It is this 
vital work that enables CATC to train RAE soldiers to contribute 
to unit capability requirements�  

 I would like to acknowledge the great work that has been 
achieved by all members of the cell� Their dedication and hard 
work enabled the results that the cell achieved over the past 12 
months� Special recognition goes to the SO3 Capt Scott Thomas 
who acted as SO2 while I was deployed� Scott was able to achieve 
solutions to some very complex trade management and training 
issues that arose� He is a very well respected RAE officer among 
his superiors across the Arms Corps within CATC� His posting 
to SME will ensure the valuable work he did within RAE TT is 
reflected in training conducted at SME�

We also farewell WO1 Craig Egan CRSM, who will take up the 
position of 1 DIV RSM in 2014� His new appointment is recogni-
tion of his talents and professionalism; and the high standard 
that he is regarded in� His contribution over the past 2 years has 
been invaluable both in the trade management and training as-
pects, for the RAE Cell and the Corps in general� His experience 
and knowledge has provided solutions to complex issues in an 
effective and timely manner while providing at the same time 
guidance and mentoring of both his superiors and subordinates� 
Many of the achievements this past two years can be attributed 
to the CRSM� RAE Trade management and training is the better 
for his active participation and contribution�
By Major Michael Carroll

Combat Engineering Trades 
CE Trade Training emphasis this past 12 months has primarily 
been on TMP reviews� Currently the RAE IET curriculum is in the 
design and develop phases with a strong influence to bring it back 
to the foundation skills that are required by a Sapper to provide 
engineer capability for Army� A CRB was conducted in Oct that 
was co-chaired by COMDT CATC and the Force Engineer� Repre-
sentation from all the Regiments enabled the Corps to shape the 
training requirements� The new CE IET TMP is expected to be 
released as a pilot early 2014�

The Demolition Supervisor Requalification procedure has been 
refined and added to the Demolition Supervisor TMP which is 
also currently in the develop phase waiting the release of the up-
dated LWP-G 7-3-5�

WPDS review has been completed and the TMP updated 
with an expiry date placed on all previous training� The course 
is currently Exported Training Package and is on a Unit needs 
requirement� Units can request RCC/RPL for members that have 
completed previous training conducted in units that they believe 

covers off on all aspects of the WPDS curriculum requirement to 
CE ECM HQ CATC�

With the formation of the new ADF Dive School and Navy 
being given the responsibility for all dive training, a working 
group was recently conducted to discuss AWD and AWDSO and 
up date Army’s required capability requirements in readiness for 
the training to be handed over� The demolitions training for AWD 
will remain with CATC for the time being�

The constant review of the RAE TMPs has identified issues in 
regards to reports and returns from units conducting exported 
courses� Units are to ensure that they submit a PAR at the comple-
tion of all RAE TMP courses conducted� This provides the evidence 
for TMP amendments if required and ensures that the training 
is continuously improved� RAE TT Cell has now a template that 
covers off on the PAR requirements and is located on the CATC 
RAE TT & TD Cell Website�

The CATC website provides all the information via links or 
general text in regards to CE Trade Management as well as a link 
to the latest Employment Specifications which are published on-
line and can be found on the DRN�
By Warrant Officer Class Two Andrew Payne

Construction Trades 
Well this year has started with the same velocity as last year, flat 
out, with no sign of easing up in the near future�

External Evaluation (EE) for the construction training con-
tinuum has been a primary focus with results being analysed�  
It is much appreciated the effort undertaken by responders, we 
understand that everyone is busy with day to day work, but your 
time helps CATC structure courses to what is relevant to how 
units need there personnel to be trained�

There have been many changes to the Industry Skills Council train-
ing packages for the construction trades, which have direct influence 
on what is required to be the Corps TMPs�  These changes are being 
taken into consideration for any TMP amendments or reviews�

High Risk Work under WHS has been an issue requiring review 
of the implications on the Corps�  The new legislation is due to 
come out in the New Year�  

Construction Trades Employment Specifications (ES) are 
continually required to be reviewed and amended to ensure the 
remove any ambiguity� All personnel should view the current ES 
which are located on the DRN to ensure they are using the most 
current version�

TMP Week and our visit to ASEME continue to be worthy and 
meaningful activities that help to inform trade management is-
sues and construction training development�
By Warrant Officer Class Two Brendan Scully

Army Emergency Response 
The Army Emergency Response Concept of Employment (CONEMP) 
document, from Force Engineer Branch (FEB), outlines a redefined 
role for AER with a focus on four core skill sets of chemical, bio-
logical, radiological and nuclear defence (CBRND), emergency re-
sponse, hazardous materials (HAZMAT) incident management and 
personnel rescue� The redefined role will see an increased focus on 
CBRND support to Army, and a re-invigoration of the urban search 
and rescue, and technical rope rescue capabilities� RAE Trade & 
Training (RAE TT) cell is currently working closely with Force En-
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gineer Branch to identify and implement an appropriate training 
continuum that will provide the knowledge and skills required to 
allow AER personnel posted to the CERs and 6 Aviation Regiment 
to provide this increased level of support to Army�

The Operator Emergency Response (OER) course is currently 
under review� Changes to the RAAF SFS suite of courses (currently 
under review) and the redefined role of AER will likely result in 
some large changes to the current OER TMP� RAE TT will be aiming 
to release a draft version of this course to AER sub units for com-
ment in late 2013 prior to the new TMP going live in early 2014�

AER is a relatively small employment category within RAE� All 
members of the employment category are encouraged to submit 
(through the appropriate chain of command) to RAE TT cell any 
suggestions for improvement to or constructive criticism of the 
AER employment specifications and training continuum�
By Warrant Officer Class Two Joshua Farley

Geospatial Technician Trade
Future capability requirements of the GT EC are still under review 
and are dependent on the outcomes of Joint Project 1771 Geospatial 
Support Systems (JP 1771) and the Intelligence, Surveillance, Target 
Acquisition and Reconnaissance Force Modernisation Review (ISTAR 
FMR)�  Elements that will require further discussion include survey-
ing, geospatial intelligence, geospatial in the Joint environment and 
manning to support these� It is expected that these issues will be 
resolved, prior to the GT EC returning to ECREM in late 2014�

The GT Basic TMP and GT Intermediate TMP have both under-
gone significant revision and Pilot courses have been conducted in 
2012/2013, utilising these revised TMP�  Once feedback (PAR) on 
these two courses has been received, CATC will affect the neces-
sary amendments and make these two TMP ‘Active’�

The TMP were aligned with the civilian qualifications: CPP30111 
Certificate III in Surveying and Spatial Information Services and 
CPP40211 Certificate IV in Spatial Information Services�  These 
qualifications have since been superseded and CATC has rema-
pped the TMP to the current civilian qualifications CPP30112 
Certificate III in Surveying and Spatial Information Services and 
CPP40212 Certificate IV in Spatial Information Services�  CATC is 
currently waiting for ASQA to place these two qualifications onto 
the Army’s Scope of Registration (SOR), so that we can award them 
to our members who have completed this training�

An external evaluation of the four courses in the GT training 
continuum(GT Basic/Intermediate/Advanced/Managers Cse), was 
completed in 2012� These evaluations have identified any perceived 
issues/concerns that the GT community has, with respect to the 
training conducted on these courses and whether/not the courses 
provided effective training solutions to current workplace require-
ments� Most, if not all, of the identified shortfalls have already been 
addressed in the rewrite of the GT Basic TMP and GT Intermediate 
TMP�  The outcomes of the Advanced and GT Managers Cse Evalu-
ations will be utilised in the rewrite of these two TMP�

As part of the annual review of the Geospatial Technician Em-
ployment Specifications (GT ES) GT proficiencies with qualifica-
tion titles have been removed from GT Cses and GT Personal Pro-
files�  The GT proficiencies which define course outcomes to meet 
Army capability requirements have remained�  The proficiencies 

awarded to Army Reserve members is still under review�
The GT will be reviewed over the next 12-18 months as part of 

the ECREM process that will provide the opportunity to consider 
any restructure that may be required IOT meet Armys geospatial 
capability requirements�
By Warrant Officer Class Two Susanne Bourne

Multimedia Technician Trade
The Multimedia Technician (MMT) trade has been identified to 
be presented at the Employment Category Review Endorsement 
Meeting (ECREM) in November 2013�  It is anticipated that Army 
takes the opportunity to determine the capability direction for 
the MMT� There is a serious need for a Capability Needs Assess-
ment to be conducted so to shape future training requirements�

The MMT Basic course training re-commenced this year with 
three Corps transfer trainees� This is the first course to be con-
ducted since 2010�  The new Subject 4 CPL and SGT course con-
tract was put in place this year and will see the conduct of three 
CPL courses and one SGT course till 2015�

The MMT Basic course TMP is currently being reviewed in line 
with the results of the External Evaluation conducted in 2012�

The MMT trade provides a wide range of valuable capabilities 
supporting both the combat and non-combat organisations with-
in the ADF� The changes in the Multimedia industry will require 
MMT to expand their existing capabilities and thereby providing 
a greater asset to Army�
By Warrant Officer Class Two Andrew Westover

Training Development
The TD cell has revised developed a large number of TMPs this 
year that has been achieved with limited staff� The cell has relied 
heavily on its reserve members to assist in TMP review and devel-
opment� Many of the Trade managers are also TD qualified that 
are called upon when required to meet short timeframes� RAE TT 
manages 106 TMPs that require constant review or amendment� 
The assistance provided by SME has greatly assisted RAE TT to 
develop RAE training� The complexity of the Corps and its diverse 
capabilities will always require constant review of its training�

The valuable contribution provided by Training Systems has 
enabled the cell to solve many of the qualification related issues 
that have arisen in addition to the support they provide to train-
ing evaluations� Without their help, RAE TT would not have 
achieved the outcomes it did�
By Major Michael Carroll

RAE Trade and Training
MAJ Michael Carroll SO2, CAPT Scott Thomas SO3, 
CAPT Paul Bender SO3 TD, WO1 Craig Egan CRSM, 
WO2 Bourne GT ECM, WO2 Farley AER ECM, WO2 An-
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CAPT Steven Ellis A-Res, WO2 Geoff Tyson A-Res, WO2 
Gerald Woods A-Res �
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booK sale
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Tel: 8782 5401, Fax: 8782 3501, Email: RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au

FOUR VOLUME SET FOR $100
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Due to circumstances beyond my control� – I find myself sitting 
in the Commanding Officer’s chair at The School of Military Engi-
neering with the annual Sapper Magazine Article to write!  Having 
studied past copies we generally start by telling the readership 
“That this has been another busy year” and then go on to provide 
details of why�  Nothing wrong with that you may be saying?  And 
of course you are correct – but since I am unlikely to get the chance 
again any time soon – I have decided to break the mould – and be 
a little different (not radically so – just different)�

Now how to start… It all began on a very sunny day in January 
2011 – location – Foyer of SME Headquarters�  Present were:  new 
Commanding Officer (LTCOL Allan Hollink), new Second-in-Com-
mand (MAJ Stu Pemberton) and new ADJT (CAPT Crash Creer)�  I 
was dressed in PT kit to facilitate the wearing of a leg-brace from hip 
to ankle - having learnt the hard way (again) that Football (round 
ball variety) at 49 years of age has the real potential to cause dam-
age!  The scene this particular morning was reminiscent of the fa-
mous drinking session on board the shark fishing boat from the 
Blockbuster Film – Jaws� Robert Shaw and Richard Dreyfuss are 
comparing their scars from Shark attacks and telling increasingly 
outrageous tales of how they got them�  In this instance – the CO 
was clicking his dodgy knee cap and recounting how he had injured 
this playing Rugby many years ago�  Scars were displayed but none 
had a story to match those of Shaw and Dreyfuss!

And so it began – and over the three years – that have passed at 
Warp Speed – there have been some very notable successes�  Prima-
ry amongst these should be our involvement from the discussion 
phase to witnessing the first building taking shape of the move of 
The School of Military Engineering from the current Home of The 
Sapper to Holsworthy Barracks�  Throughout the planning there 
has been a great deal of scepticism and some justifiable given the 
number of years this move has been on the cards�  But you heard 
it here first – SME will be in its new home and running courses in 
2015�  I need to add at this juncture that I am convinced having 
seen the new Liverpool Military Area Chapel (read Cathedral) that 
the Padres are on a mission to resurrect Sunday Church Service 
since that is the only way they will fill that place!  The slab for the 
new Technical Education Centre (RAE Museum) resembles an over-
size Bunning’s Warehouse and will be an exceptional facility when 
opened – proposed to be on The Corps Birthday – 01 July 2015�

Less dynamic perhaps, but no less important, has been the de-
velopment of the Unit Welfare management system at the school�  

1  LTCOL Allan Hollink has been on leave since September 2013.

A significant amount of work has been invested in establishing a 
Welfare Suite that incorporates our Rehabilitation Co-ordinator 
with a DVA representative, PTI’s, the Padre and DCO (albeit on an 
intermittent basis) and latterly the inclusion of a representative 
from Defence Care�  Combined with the quarterly Unit Welfare 
Boards this has enabled SME to manage its staff efficiently and 
more importantly - proactively� We are proud of the success rate of 
returning previously injured or ill staff back to fitness or helping 
them on the transition to civilian life�

Change is not always a welcome or fully supported activity in 
Army and was no different with the restructure of the Operations 
Cell at SME�  However, with careful fine tuning and full manning by 
dedicated staff we have achieved a real success that benefits all Wings 
across the school�  It would be a shock to most readers to learn that 
since contractors took over the Logistics management in Training 
Establishments there has not been a 100% Stocktake undertaken 
at SME (over 10 years)�  Well we changed that in 2012 and we are 
reaping the rewards weekly and should thank WO1’s Col Ruddy and 
Geoff Waite for their professionalism and commitment�  Our S4 
and LOG WO are now better postured to enforce the terms of the 
contract and are achieving weekly successes with the contractor�

Interspersed with all this “Mundane” activity has been the 
uplift of EOD Training, from Steele Barracks to its new home 
at the Joint EO Training Centre at Orchard Hills�  Testament to 
the professionalism of those involved is that training continued 
uninterrupted and we are assured that EOD are well established 
in their new home�

The same can not be said for the protracted move of Army Dive 
Wing to RAN�  There have been a few issues with the move but these 
are being sorted by Army and Navy staff working tirelessly, and we 
are assured the move will take place in 2014 – watch this space!

There have been a number of occurrences that have cast a shadow 
over the barracks and one of the worst was the tragic incident in Oc-
tober 2012 that sadly cost the life of SPR Jordan Penpraze�  He will be 
remembered in the years to come due to the inclusion of a new Trophy 
(named in his honour) to be presented to IET’s�  This end of course 
award will be voted for by the students for the best overall trainee� 

The demise of the UK Exchange Officer position in Construc-
tion Wing hardly rates with the previous paragraph but is a sig-
nificant break in tradition for the school and Corps�  The reciprocal 
link between Royal Engineers and RAE has lasted over fifty years 
with the last incumbent in UK being MAJ Dave Evans (See Sapper 
Magazine 2011) and MAJ Ian Macfarlane RE in Australia��

As we approach the end of this era it is vital that I do not forget 
to note the support and involvement of our civilian staff at SME�  
We are blessed to have an enthusiastic and capable group of APS 
staff who work hard and support delivery of training in many 
key areas�  They provide the continuity and expertise that would 
be hard to maintain in uniformed staff�  There have been many 
uncertainties for them in the past few years and to their collective 
credit they have come through stoically�

Finally to the many families whose husband, wife or partner 
has worked at SME – Thank you for you support�  They could not 
achieve what they do, without you�
By Major Stu Pemberton 

2   We must have done something right because Ian married an Aussie girl and is living 
and working in Sydney.

School of Military Engineering
Home of the Sapper - Moving in 2015

Above: Hooper (Richard Dreyfus) and Quint (Robert Shaw) aboard the 
Orca Vessel comparing battlescars in the 1��� blockbuster Jaws. 
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Combat Engineer Wing
The role of Combat Engineer Wing (CEW) is to 
manage and deliver all Combat Engineer Train-
ing at SME less IETs, whilst also delivering the 
majority of the specialist skill set training on the 

RAE ROBC (ARA and GRES) and the Subject 4 promotional suite 
of courses� To achieve this training requirement the Wing com-
prises three Sections including Basic Combat Engineering (Field 
Engineering, Demolitions and Maritime which is further broken 
down to Watermanship and Bridging and Army Dive), Force Pro-
tection (Search, Mine warfare, Route Clearance and EDD), and 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)�

As with 2012, the Wing has worked hard in 2013 to meet the 
directed training requirements which, in turn, have benefited the 
Corps with better trained and skilled personnel�  

The EDD trade is still a topic of much discussion, with a number 
of tasks conducted to place the trade to better meet both Army’s 
and Corps requirements�  An increased Directorate of Technical 
Regulation (DTR) on the both the EDD Handlers (12) and EDD 
Supervisors (4) courses has seen a number of personnel qualified 
to fill vacancies across the Corps� The Section has also worked hard 
this year to develop a program for the procurement and training 
of EDDs, which should see the Corps better positioned for the 
future with trained dogs� 

Force Protection Cell has continued to provide specialist train-
ing in Search and Mine Warfare� The Section has also continued 
the planning for integration of the Project Ningaui Route Clear-
ance Capability into the training continuum� As a Cell, Force Pro-
tection has taken the lead to manage the Explosive Hazard Reduc-
tion Course for Sub 4 CPL� The TMP has now been approved� One 
area the cell is liaising with the Corps RSM is to issue a DMEO 
licence to all members that pass this complex phase of Subj 4 CPL� 
This proficiency will strengthen Corps skill for all units�   

CBRND are still actively engaged with JP2110 to identify 
the necessary training and equipment to meet the Corp’s need 
with respect to future CBRN detection capability; whilst also 
continuing to provide high quality training to the CBRN suite 
of courses�

Basic Combat Engineering Cell has been busy this year with 
the Basic Field Engineer (BFE) Section training on the ROWPU/
WOPU platforms� Demolition Section has been providing high 
quality demolition instruction and training� WAB continued to 
qualify the CPLs, SGTS and Junior Officers of the Corps in MGB, 
FSB, and BEPB� The Army Dive Wing has also been actively work-
ing to support the raising of an ADF Dive School at the same time 
as conducting training to meet the Corps Army Work Diver   and 
Supervisor requirements�

Basic Combat Engineering Section
Basic Field Engineering (BFE) Section. 2013 has provided 
BFE section the opportunity to cement a lot of work that 
commenced in 2012� Of particular note, is the development of 
the TMP and the implementation back into service of the Water 
Purification and Desalination System (WPDS)� The current 
training continuum for this equipment has finally been finished 
with a pilot course run in April of this year� The course consisted 
of two members from each of the three CERs and personnel from 
Units within 6 ESR� The course was run over a 10 day period 
by CPL Matt Pillington� Enough members from each unit were 
qualified on this course to enable training at their parent unit 
level to maintain a water supply capability for the Corps� To 
date; 2 CER, 3 CER and 17 Construction SQN have successfully 
completed a unit run course�

The cell has also met its normal training requirement, with 
instruction to the Regimental Officers Basic Course (ROBC), both 
ARA and ARES as well as the full suite of Subject Four courses for 
both SGT and CPL� The section has also run one Portable Saw Mill 
(PSM) course qualifying a number of tradesmen, in the identify-
ing and milling a number of locally sourced trees�  A further PSM 
course will be run in the back end of 2013�

Demolitions. 2013 has been yet another successful year for the 
Demolition Cell as part of the Combat Engineer Wing�  This year, the 
Demolition Cell has conducted the usual forecasted courses which 
include; Demolitions Supervisor course, Target Supervisors course, 
and the Regimental Officer Basic course for the future generation 
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of Corps Officers�  We have also conducted a Demolition Supervisor 
Recertification course for the benefit of SME personnel who had 
already lapsed or were close to lapsing their qualification� 

The year has brought new challenges and personnel to the Cell�  
New additions to the Demolition Cell include Corporal Craig An-
ger, posted in from 1 CER, Darwin�  Corporal Ian Hallt, posted 
in from 3 CER, Townsville, and Corporal Chris Stavely, posted in 
from 2 CER, Brisbane�  The changes to the staff brought a fresh 
outlook and new experience to the Cell�  The Corporals bring 
with them a great deal of experience from across the Regiments 
Australia wide�  The Demolition Cell has been heavily involved 
recently with the Training Management Package (TMP), and the 
Demolitions Pam (3-6-6) re-writes�  Quarter Master Sergeant 
Instructor (QMSI) Jim O’Neill (UK exchange officer) has been 
heavily involved with overseeing of this task in liaison with the 
Doctrine Cell and CATC ensuring the information and useability 
is of a very high standard�

Although there have already been many updates to the Demoli-
tion Supervisor TMP this year, predominately due to the change 
in the process and procedures regarding the Recertification which 
puts the responsibility and emphasis on the CERs and other Units 
to conduct Recertification for their own soldiers�  The main chang-
es will come once the new LWP 3-6-6 Demolitions PAM goes live 
in early 2014�  The changes will have a major impact on calcula-
tions for PE4 charges (Chp 5), Safety distances, FBT burn rates as 
well as numerous other amendments�  We certainly believe that 
the new PAM will be a more accurate and more user friendly pub-
lication than it is now�

An area that caused some concern within the School and Demo-
lition’s Cell was the incorrect belief by a number of RAE personnal  
that by successfully completing the RAE Demolition Supervisor 
course, they automatically gained the Disposal of Malfunctioned 
Explosive Ordnance (DMEO) qualification�  Only ALTC can au-
thorise the issue of a DMEO qualification and certificate�  To clear 
up the misunderstanding, as Engineers the Demolition’s Cell 
teach the ‘disposal of in-service misfired demolition explosive 
ordnance’ - this does not equate to a DMEO qualification� The 
Corp RSM and other interested parties are currently working on 

a way forward to hopefully ensure that our future Engineers gain 
the DMEO qualification�

As we enter the next financial year and approach new chal-
lenges, we as a Cell are ready to train and mentor the future gen-
erations of Sappers to ensure the successful future of the Corps�

Maritime Cell
Watermanship and Bridging (WAB). WAB has continued to 
provide specialist support to the relevant components of ROBC 
as well as Subject 4 courses for both Corporal and Sergeant� This 
has included specialist training in the Army Utility Workboat, 
Mark II zodiacs, improvised flotation, as well as the design, 
planning and construction of the Medium Girder Bridge (MGB), 
Non-Equipment Bridge (NEB) and Floating Support Bridge (FSB)� 
Additionally, WAB has also conducted specialist courses to qualify 
selected Sappers to Captain in the operation and maintenance of 
the Bridge Erection Propulsion Boat (BEPB) and the FSB� 

The highlight for WAB this year was Ex KOKODA where ROBC 
conducted a night build of an 11 bay double story MGB; the fol-
lowing night they conducted a reverse bank strip undercover of 
darkness on a restricted site� This was achieved over a period of 
48 hours and only 2 safety clips were unaccounted for, a job well 
done� WAB also inherited a new tool (trial only) which is used to 
assist the removal of panel pins that was tested on this site with 
great success� The second time this tool was used on a bridge in 
the WAB yard, however it bent and cannot be used anymore�

Throughout the year with the help from Construction Wing, 
the WAB yard has been cleaned up and we have begun to return 
stores no longer in-service or required for training�

For the rest of 2013 WAB will conduct one more BEPB course to 
get soldiers qualified from all units across the board� WAB will also 
provide support to Subject 4 CPL and run the Sergeant’s course 
through their last phase of training here at the WAB yard� 

Army Dive Wing (ADW).  ADW started off the year with two new 
staff members, WO2 Aaron Matthews as the Senior Instructor 

Below: SME Staff of 2013.
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and CPL Kneebone as the Corporal Instructor� Continuing on 
from 2012 was CPL John Richter who stepped up into the 2IC 
ADW position� The year kicked off mid-January at a fast pace 
as all staff members were adjusting to their new positions and 
prepping for the Session 0021 Army Work Diver Supervising 
Officer (AWDSO) and Army Work Diver (AWD) course which 
started on the 14 February� The AWDSO course had a full panel 
of three members, and the AWD course had a full panel of 12� 
The AWDSO and AWD course is conducted at the RAN Diving 
School (RANDS), HMAS Penguin� All dive training conducted by 
the ADW, is done so under the expert medical supervision of the 
Submarine and Underwater Medical Unit (SUMU), which is co-
located with RANDS�

Throughout the course the 12 Sappers were trained in sev-
eral competencies using Self Contained Underwater Breathing 
Apparatus (SCUBA), such as; compass swimming, simulated 
decompression diving, various seabed search techniques, lift 
and recovery, inland and open water survey, concreting and 
restricted spaces diving� Approximately halfway through the 
course the trainees are introduced to the Surface Supplied 
Breathing Apparatus (SSBA) equipment� The SSBA equipment 
allows the divers to have a constant supply of air from a panel 
on the surface, to their helmet via an umbilical and the ability 
to communicate with the dive supervisor whilst conducting vari-
ous tasks� Throughout the SSBA phase of the course the train-
ees are taught; non-technical structural inspection using still 
and video imagery, contaminated water diving, pneumatic and 
hydraulic tools, explosive powered tools, welding and thermal 
cutting, subsurface construction and destruction� 

When using SSBA, the constant supply of air allows the divers 
to work at depth for a greater duration than that which could 
be provided by the SCUBA equipment� It is for this reason that 
the SSBA equipment is the preferred option for Army Work Div-
ing� The freedom of having an ‘endless’ supply of air, as well as 
the ability to talk to the supervisor on the surface and the ‘dive 
buddy’ also increases the safety margin, not only for the AWDSO 
but also for the AWD�

Throughout the entirety of the course the AWDSO trainees are 
assessed by the three ADW staff members, on their ability to plan, 
supervise preparation of the diving equipment, the briefing and 
conduct of approximately 50 days of dive training� This regularly 
sees the trainees diving until 2200 and then, cleaning and prep-
ping equipment until 2359� The divers will then parade at 0700 
for PT and conduct another day of dive training� All of the course 
training objectives are revisited during a four day long scenario 
based exercise, which involves the construction of an underwater 
obstacle belt� This is also the culmination activity for the AWDSO 
trainees as they are required to work together to plan, prepare and 
conduct the task as a team� 

After an intense and tiring 10 weeks of Army Work Diver train-
ing, the 0021 AWDSO and AWD course finished on 19 April, with 
three corporals qualified as AWDSOs and seven Combat Engi-
neers qualified as AWDs� 

The future plan for the ADW is to transition from SME to the 
Royal Australian Navy Dive School (RANDS) with the formation of 
the ADF Dive School is progressing� This year has seen al lot of work 
conducted to allow the development of the ADF Dive School�  At the 
SME end, a curriculum review of Army dive training was conducted� 
This review will assist in identifying shared competencies and simi-
larities in training� The training and safety related documentation 
for the conduct of dive training is also being reviewed to allow Army 
the ability to dive utilising the current Navy doctrine (ABR 155)� 
This is particularly important as the policy Army formally relied on 
(SAFETYMAN Vol 2) is no longer in use�  The planned timeframe 
for this transition to occur is likely to be 2014�

Currently, ADW is conducting the second AWD and AWDSO 
for the year� This course is the largest one conducted by the sec-
tion in a number of years, with 16 trainees commencing the AWD 
course and one trainee on the AWDSO� To finish off the year,  the 
section will conduct an AWD underwater demolition and AWD 
underwater demolition DSO course�

With the amount of training conducted, as well as the work on 
the transition to an ADF Dive School, ADW has had a very busy 
2013, with 2014 shaping up to be similar�

Force Protection
Search. Search operations continue to play a vital role both 
domestically and overseas and as a result Sappers at all levels 
have continued to conduct excellent work in the fields of High 
Risk Search� This last year has seen even greater emphasis placed 
on Search TTPs, equipment and revision/continual improvement 
of the LWP-CA (ENGR) 2-6-1 Engineer Search and the LWP-G 3-
6-12 Combined Arms Route and Area Clearance� As mentioned, 
doctrine plays a key role in providing the basics of search training, 
at all levels� All search courses controlled by Force Protection 
now have an introduction to night search operations conducted 
under Dual NVG� This is enhancing basic Corps skills to ensure 
Commanders and Sappers are able to confidently conduct night 
search, if required, in any theatre of operation� Trainees are 
taught search TTPs and doctrine to allow them to apply their 
skills across the full spectrum of operations (domestically and 
overseas)� The current search training conducted by the School 
emphasises this thought process and covers the relevant lessons 
learnt for operations� The search package teaches the skills for 
a commander to either command or conduct search operations, 
as well as be able to conduct assessments of possible the treat 
history targets/venues for future search operations� The skills 
taught allow this knowledge to be transferable to both the field 
and urban environment� 

This year alone, search has conducted training for the ARA 
ROBC, Search Advisor, one Subject Four SGT and two Subject 
Four CPL courses�

Explosives Detection Dogs (EDD). 2013 has been identified by 
the EDD Trade as the year for “back to basics” after the operational 
tempo over the past 8 years� The trade has suffered over the last 
few years as a result of these deployments and it is now time to 
take stock and look towards the future� The Basic Dog Handler’s 
Course was increased to 12 students this year, with 12 out of 12 
successfully passing the course�

This years EDD Supervisors Course also saw an increase 
from 2 to 4 students which meant that the SME EDD Section 
recruited up to 20 training dogs to produce the amount of 
dogs required for reteams and discharge� This is a record in 
the EDD Section’s history, as this amount of dogs trained in 
just one year has never been achieved previously� 2013 has 
also saw the introduction of the ‘EDD 6 Month Pup Program’ 
under the guidance of the EDD Trade Manager in an effort to 
properly sustain the trade into the future� By the end of 2013, 
The EDD Section hopes to pass at least 10 of the 20 training 
dogs, as well as posting 12 operationally ready EDD Teams 
to the Units� SGT Cannon from 20 EOD SQN has attended 
the UK EDD Instructor Course with the intent to enhance the 
EDD training methods and processes with his observations 
and experience� 

The standard of handlers, supervisors and dogs produced in 
2013 will be a direct reflection of the tireless efforts of the team 
of instructors within the cell, of particular note, the EDD Chief 
Trainer for his commitment to training our future EDD handlers 
and dogs�
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Mine Warfare/ Route Clearance. 2013 has been a busy year for 
mine warfare� The cell has continued to provide relevant training 
support ro both ROBC and Subject 4 for SGT / CPL�  In addition, 
the cell has run both HSTAMIDS operator and supervisor courses� 
The cell sent two complete PELC systems to 3 CER to enable 
training in preparation for Talisman Sabre� 

The cell has continued revision/continual improvement on the 
LWP (ENGR) 3-6-5 Mines, Booby Traps and Improvised Explosive 
Devices publication, which will be released in the near future� 
All Mine Warfare courses controlled by Force Protection have in-
cluded an introduction to night breaching operations conducted 
under Dual NVG�

EHAP instructor (explosive hazard awareness and protection) 
has been removed as a  responsibility for the cell� It has been 
shifted to point of entry and promotion course training� This al-
lows All Corps Soldiers to conduct training without the need for 
an EHAP instructor� This has greatly increased the number of 
soldiers able to receive EHAP training� 

The cell has worked very hard in continuing the progression 
made last year with the EHR team leader course� The course is 
conducted as part of the Subject Four Corporal Course and allows 
section commanders to operationally deal with explosive hazards 
at the section level� 

The Section farewelled MSG Jason Therkelsen in July of this 
year, and also welcomed in MSG Gaw as his replacement� We 
would like to thank Jason for all his efforts over the past two 
years and wish him and Wendy all the best for the future�

Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear Defence Section
CBRND has progressed through 2013 achieving multiple outcomes 
throughout the year� This year has allowed for the cell to review and 
development better methods of instruction enhancing the product 
delivered to trainees� This has allowed for a series of amendments to 
be developed and recommended during the TMP review due in late 
2013� The amendments have been focussed on ensuring the informa-
tion taught is appropriate for each rank level and that the latest TTP’s 
are being taught and employed� Furthermore, they have ensured that 
a more efficient use of resources is employed with amendments to 
both instructional time requirements and physical resources�

A greater emphasis has been placed on the instruction and 
use of electronic simulation systems and electronic detection sys-
tems� This has resulted in an overall enhancement in the training 
outcomes provided on the CBRND suite of courses and informed 
trainees of the different systems existence and availability� 

In line with the TMP review and amendments has been the 
ongoing task of providing comment on the CBRND doctrine� The 
cell has also provided advice to RAE Doctrine on the draft LWP-G 
3-9-10 CBRND with new newly updated information and TTP’s 
being introduced�

In addition to conducting the CBRND suite of courses, the cell 
has been responsible for delivering training to the ARA and GRES 
RAE ROBC, as well as the RAE Subject 4 CPL and SGT courses� 
They have also provided advice, pre-deployment briefs and train-
ing in support of 39 PSB objectives�

Apart from the training aspects the cell has been engaged with 
CBRND personnel within the ADF CIEDTF and JP 2110 person-
nel to resolve future training requirements and capabilities� With 
JP2110 PH1A now complete and training regimes implemented, 
the focus has been on providing advice and assistance in the on-
going development of PH1B� This phase will cover all aspects of 
CBRND across all three services by providing an enhanced capabil-
ity of each functional component being Detection, Identification 
and monitoring; Warning and Reporting; Physical Protection; Haz-
ard Management; and Medical Countermeasures and Support�
By Major Greg Fish

Construction Wing
Trade Training Troop is a unique training environ-
ment, consisting of Army and RAAF personnel� 
Catering training to both service requirements is 
difficult, so RAAF trainees experience life in the 
Army with all the bells and whistles, including 

participation in the annual field activity, Exercise Tradie Assault� 
Conducted at Holsworthy Training Area the training was designed 
to push trainees beyond their perceived limits, building individual 
resilience while simulating the requirements of RAE service�

The exercise was divided into two phases over a four week 
period� The first two weeks consisted of lead up training for sce-
narios to be conducted in the field�  These section based scenarios 
awarded points to each section according to their performance, in 
order to determine the champion section� If the cunning efforts 
of the trainees during DP1 checks were any indicator, the section 
competition was going to be close� 

Conducted over 9 days, the field phase consisted of defensive 
and offensive operations� The defensive operations required train-
ees to establish and develop a defendable position to stage 3, with 
limited sleep opportunities testing their resilience and stamina� 
A subsequent four day offensive phase further tested trainees, 
with section based scenarios challenging their IMTs and Combat 
Engineering skills� 

As a final challenge the exercise finished with a culminating 
activity consisting of an overnight 20km forced march from the 
defensive position� During the march, trainee’s were required to 
conduct six activities testing their skills in areas such as first aid, 
communications and teamwork, with performance scored for 

Below (from top): � Section standing the Gin on the aerial ropeway task 
on Ex Tradie Assault; SPR Allan  enjoying a well earned break druing Ex 
Tradie Assault.
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each section� At the finish line, they were then greeted with a 
final test – a 500m run followed by a scored live fire practice� 

To their credit the trainees performed very well, although 
some RAAF members were a little dazed and confused, 
wondering why they even bothered bringing their DTCs with 
them� Their newly discovered resilience shone through, with 
all trainees completing the forced march and culminating 
activity despite some sore and bruised bodies� Perhaps the 
trainees renaming of the exercise from Ex Tradie Assault 
to the Trade Training Troop Selection Course, may be 
an appropriate amendment for next year’s activity� 
By Corporal Tim Cridge

Engineer Tactics Wing
This year has witnessed a major reshuffle of 
personnel within ETW from last year�  The new 
ETW team witnessed my retention of the role 
of Senior Instructor for the wing which enabled 
me to solely focus on Engineer Tactics training 

delivery� The remainder of the ETW team was comprised of some 
extremely strong performers including CAPT Matt Pesce, CAPT 
Matt Bennett, WO1 Mark Grigg, WO2 Peter Mitchell and WO2 
Dave Robinson� We were also well served by some high quality ad-
ditions to the team in the form of SGT Tim Young, SGT Blake Pas-
coe, SGT Adam Burke, SGT Paul Clark and CPL Dan Maughan�  

With a relatively small training wing, these exceptionally dedi-
cated instructors managed to provide a high quality of individual 
training for engineers in a combined arms setting� 

ETW commenced the year with the RAE ROBC�  This year the 
course consisted of 24 ARA officers, 3 NZ officers, 2 PNG officers, 
1 Tongan Officer, 1 Thai Officer and 8 RAAF officers�  Under a new 
Training Management Package, this course ran as a pilot program 
and incorporated instruction and certifications for Search Advisor, 
Construction Commanders, and FSB� This training culminated with 
a final field assessment to confirm each student’s ability to perform 
the role of a military engineer Troop Commander� ETW also ran the 
GReS ROBC for 19 new GRES officers�  This course is an intensive 
three week course structured to give these officers an introduction 
to the engineer functions and enable them to conduct a basic level 
of planning for employment of an engineer troop�  

On completion of the ROBC, ETW conducted the tactics mod-
ule for the RAE Subject 4 Combat Engineer Corporal Course�  Lead 
by CPL Dan Maughan, this course required our instructors to ex-
ercise flexibility and rapidly develop a revised training package�  
This course is critical to rounding out a Sappers experience and 
skill sets to enable them to assume command of an RAE Sec-
tion�  We ran two iterations of this tactics module and graduated 
a number of students that will assist the Corps in the future�  
ETW also ran one iteration of the tactics module for the Subject 
4 Combat Engineer Sergeant Course this year�  

Our SNCO courses were lead by WO1 Grigg and WO2 Robin-
son this year, and consisted of two Subject 2 WO MGR CE classes 
and one Subject 4 WO CE course�  ETW has placed a great deal 
of effort into improving the quality of these courses to allow a 
more adult learning environment and this is largely due to the 
professionalism displayed by the course leaders throughout� Both 
courses were well received by the trainees demonstrating the vast 
improvement in training quality from previous iterations� 

Our RAINF Assault Pioneers have also had a challenging year�  
This year alone they conducted three iterations of DMEO courses, 
a BNS and Claymore course, an OFFR/NCO Basic Course and sup-
ported the RAE ROBC field training exercise�  An impressive feat 
when you consider the section consisted of only WO2 Mitchell, 
SGT Burke and SGT Clark�   

2013 wraps up with another Engineer Operations Officer’s course 
at SME�  This year’s course will involve a number of engineer officers 
who will benefit from the vast improvements made to the course 
by CAPT Pesce�  The course leader has successfully transformed the 
course content by implementing and introducing future training 
concepts� This course is an important component of the RAE Officer 
training continuum and will continue its evolution in the following 
years due to current changes in ADF strategic thinking� 

In addition to our core courses, ETW conducted several other ac-
tivities in support of SME and training delivery for the Corps�  ETW 
instructors delivered tactics training for the construction NCO de-
velopment courses and supported other combat engineer training 
ranging from Mine Warfare to Search to basic Demolitions�  

This year will also witness my departure and the arrival of MAJ 
Dale Caswell (USACE) into the position of Senior Instructor of ETW� 
Upon reflection, I am proud of what ETW has achieved over the past 
year and I look forward to the challenges of next year and beyond� 
By Lieutenant Colonel Jose Laguna (USACE)

Geospatial Engineering Wing 
The Geospatial Engineering Wing has had a very 
successful year delivering quality Geospatial and 
Multimedia training� This year the Wing has con-
ducted two Geo Tech Basic Courses, as well as a 
Geospatial Intermediate, Managers, Officers and 

an Engineer Survey Course� Additionally, GEW has managed the 
Multimedia Technician (MMT) Basic and Intermediate Courses�

Geospatial Course Development
The holistic review of the Geospatial trade from Sapper through 
to Warrant Officer continues with the aim of delivering outcomes 
that provides realistic, relevant and technologically cutting edge 
training� The conscientious effort by the Wing to develop the re-
quired training materials that produce challenging and contem-
porary courses is vital; providing training that reflects the tasks 
undertaken by geospatial technicians at all levels including the 
ability to manage multiple spatial projects, understand the re-
quirements of a supported Task Force and intimately supports 
the IPMB and the Commander’s decision making process� 

Evolving technologies and processes drive the continuous im-
provement of geospatial training concepts� New technologies and 
concepts continued to be introduced within GEW during 2013� 
Adopting training in web dissemination and visualisation has been 
a huge leap forward for the wing and the geospatial trade as a whole; 
this provides a link to future systems such as JP 1771 and brings the 
trade into line with contemporary civilian geospatial practises� 

Below: Ex ST GEORGES CHALLENGE, an adventure training activity 
conducted in April 2013 along the Booderee National Park Coast Line, 
near Jervis Bay.
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Multimedia 
The MMT Basic course is back to producing quality trainees, after 
a brief hiatus from delivering training in 2011-12� MMT staff are 
providing excellent training which has a military context that is 
fundamental to the trade, as it moves forward to include roles in 
All Source Cells� 

The inclusion of Command Post Exercises (CPX) into the MMT 
training continuum allows GEW to consolidate the training pro-
vided in a simulated operational environment� This then provides 
the opportunity for the Wing to utilise scenario based training 
that replicates support to a Task Force� This generates more real-
istic training and the provision of MMT enhanced geospatial and 
intelligence fusion products�

Engineer Survey
The Engineer Survey Course has been run successfully in 2013� 
Members of the Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS) 
continue to provide valuable assistance to GEW staff in the de-
livery of this course� GEW and LRSS continue to develop strong 
ties in the delivery of training with the Survey Course combining 
with LRSS during their Pittwater Training activity in Oct 13� This 
was to tie in sea levels connections, allowing hydrographical data 
to mesh seamlessly with land survey data� 

Adventurous Training
GEW was fortunate enough to partake in an Adventurous Train-
ing activity in the Nowra/Jervis Bay area� They were based out 
of serene and tranquil surrounds of the bottom camp at Jervis 
Bay, where the mosquitoes have been known to fly away with 
small children� The wing conducted numerous rock climbing, 
bush trekking and sea kayaking activities� Highlights in the sea 
kayaking came in the respite from the paddling periods� Some 
nerves were put to test when rock shelves at various heights 
were utilised as impromptu launching pads into the shark in-
fested waters below�

Conclusion
GEW have completed another busy yet rewarding year, which 
sets the conditions to advance the good work into 2014� A focus 
on reviewing the remaining geospatial courses and providing the 
best possible training for our geospatial and multimedia techni-
cians lies at the core of what we do� A move toward a networked 
army sees us continue our move into the ISTAREW space, and our 
training is being continually reviewed to reflect this�

By Captain Anthony Purton

Initial Employment 
Training Squadron
Once again another busy year for IET SQN, 
with four ARA and two GRES Courses com-

pleted thus far, with another two ARA and one GRES to be 
completed by the end of the year� SQN ARA staff from  1, 2 and 
3 CER, SOER and 17 Const Sqn supported by G-RES members 
from 35 Field Sqn, 4, 5 and 8 CER have been working hard to 
ensure the SQN delivers the highest standard of training and 
knowledge for the up and coming ARA and G-RES Sappers�  
The SQN has maintained its strong focus on reinforcing the 
basics� This focus of being “brilliant at the basics” will hope-
fully continue into the future with the ongoing development of 
a revised TMP� Additional days have been allocated to training 
including: CBRND, Demolitions and Search, this is to ensure 
that trainees have a solid understanding of both theoretical 
and practical aspects of critical areas of being a Combat En-
gineer� Extra days have also been incorporated to allow for 
PESA training�

Above (from top): IET Course �3 dismantling a MGB; Reserve Course 
Mod 2 conducting demolition training; IET Course �2 conducting 
demolition training. 
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SQN HQ
This year saw changes in the HQ manning� MAJ Kavanagh main-
tained his appointment as OC IET SQN� The SQN 2IC position has 
been shared between CAPT Turner and LT Murphy� WO2 Lovell 
was posted at the end of his tenure and replaced as the IET SQN 
SSM by WO2 Thompson�  The SQN PNG exchange officer CAPT 
Hengene has completed his posting tenure and will be replaced 
in 2014 by CAPT Eka�

ARA courses
The ARA Troop staff have been very busy this year� Our CPL in-
structors have had to be very flexible when it came to operating 
in a troop structure� With members attending promotion and 
career development courses, clearing backlogs of leave and requir-
ing time off for surgery, all of the CPL instructors have had to be 
prepared to cover for each other at short notice� Although it has 
made work life a little hectic, it has helped to develop and enhance 
the base skill levels of the instructors�

GRes course 
The G-RES Troop is supported by a core of two ARA staff sup-
ported by G-RES SGT and CPL instructors from 35 Fd Sqn, 4, 5 
and 8 CER� They have been very active in completing two courses 
consisting of Phases 1 and 2 with maximum numbers in attend-
ance�  When there hasn’t been a course to teach, the ARA instruc-
tors have been preparing resources for future GRES courses and 
actively assisting on the ARA courses�

HF Troop
2013 has seen a reduction in the time that individuals spend within 
Holdfast Troop� With greater organisation and coordination between 
point of entry and IET taking place, a stay as short as two weeks has 
been normal for new members� The efforts from IET SQN OPS staff 
has ensured that other training options have been investigated to 
alter the order that personnel complete training if the existing train-
ing continuum was not suitable because of time or sequencing�

This system has worked extremely well, so far, and has boosted 
the trainee’s morale as they no longer have months to wait for 
an IET course to start� When not conducting external training, 
members in Holdfast troop have been busy supporting the ARA 
courses and other wings within SME/ LMA area

PES
The Physical Employment Standards Assessment (PESA) has been 
incorporated into the trainee’s physical training program� The 
SME PTIs have been doing a great job to ensure that all members 
receive adequate lead up training and every chance to pass both 
the all Corps and the Combat Arms PES first time round� To date 
IET SQN has a very high pass rate with the trainees being able to 
complete and pass to a good standard� 

Conclusion
Once again the tempo for IET SQN has been high� However 
through the expert and professional instruction provided by IET 
staff members, trainees have been leaving IET SQN bound for 
their new units well grounded in the basic Corps skills and ready 
to maintain the levels of professional excellence that are expected 
of Sappers Army wide� This is not to say we cannot improve things 
for the trainees and for their gaining units� 

A Curriculum Review Board is being held to investigate improve-
ments that can be made to the IET Course in the near future� CATC 
are conducting reviews to ensure that the training we deliver best 
sets trainees up for success once they leave the training environ-
ment� Units should hopefully see the fruits of these labours poten-
tially by the publication of the next edition of Sapper Magazine�

In spite of staff shortfalls and long hours, staff within IET Sqn 
have worked very hard in 2013 and should be rightly proud of 
their efforts�
By Corporal Aaron Rankin

Trainee Rehabilitation Wing
Trainee Rehabilitation Wing (TRW) 
is a subunit of the School of Mili-
tary Engineering and is responsi-
ble for the care and rehabilitation 
of Initial Employment Training 

Soldiers who have sustained a significant injury that requires 
prolonged rehabilitation� While the main user of TRW is the 
School of Infantry, TRW is available to all Training Establish-
ments including the Army Logistics Training Centre, Defence 
Force School of Signals, and other Combined Arms Training 
Centres� TRW is staffed by a command team from the Royal 

Below (from top): CPL Campos observing trainees conducting a functional 
circuit; WO2 Stafford supervising heave training.

T R A I N E E  R E H A B I L I T A T I O N  W I N G
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Australian Army Medical Corps and a training team of Junior 
Non-Commissioned Officers from varying Corps�

In 2013, TRW experienced a high turn over in staff and 
brought with it new ideas and a positive approach to the reha-
bilitation of trainees� Implemented this year, an internal train-
ing package for military instruction based on the existing cur-
riculum from Kapooka has provided a course of revision for the 
trainees while maintaining the foundation skills already learnt� 
In addition, a mental health resilience package facilitated by 
the Mental Health Practitioners from the Holsworthy Health 
Centre has been piloted and implemented to great success� In 
2013 the introduction of the Physical Employment Standards 
Assessment resulted in a shift in the Physical Conditioning 
Assessment Framework that both the trainees and staff have 
participated in�

With the Command Team remaining in place for 2014, there 
will be stability to further implement training opportunities to 
further enhance the rehabilitation process for trainees at TRW�

Paulatim!!
By Lieutenant Colin Strachan

Construction Platoon, Armament 
and Construction Wing, Army 
School of Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineering (ALTC) 
The delivery of underpinning skills and knowledge 
continue in Albury / Wodonga� Construction Platoon 
is still providing Initial Trade Training (ITT) to Aus-

tralian Defence Force (ADF) Carpenters and Plumbers and Electrical 
and Electronic Systems Wing (EESW) is still being utilised to provide 
the training for our ADF Electricians, in particular Royal Australian 
Engineer (RAE) and Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) personnel� 

The Army School of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering 
is made up of approximately 95% Craftsmen and 5 % Sappers� 
Although RAE has only a very small footprint within this or-
ganisation, the Sappers show a lot of spirit which is a major 
factor for our Wing being awarded Champion Wing at the end 
of 2012� For this year’s attempt of retaining the Champion 
Wing status, Construction Platoon had a remarkable start by 
winning the swimming competition� Special mention must 
go to Sapper Mitchell Zammit who won the swimmer of the 
carnival trophy�

Numbers of trainees for this year’s intake are down compared 
to previous years� This year we released five Plumbers (four RAE 
and one RAAF); four Carpenters (one RAE and three RAAF); and 

six Electricians (five RAE and one RAAF) to conduct their On 
Job Training (OJT) at the School of Military Engineering (SME)� 
Construction Platoon are currently training seven Plumbers 
(four RAE and three RAAF) and six Carpenters (four RAE and 
two RAAF); whilst EESW are training seven Electricians (six RAE 
and one RAAF)�

Construction Platoon has also had its first year up skilling ci-
vilian tradesmen that have joined RAE to meet the requirements 
set down within the Employment Specifications’� Construction 
Platoon designs their individual training plans and then receive 
those members in block training periods to deliver the training� 
After completion of each block training period, they return to 
SME to conduct OJT� 

All of the construction training has gone through some sig-
nificant changes this year as the new National Training Packages 
have been released�  In particular, the Electricians course has 
nearly undergone a complete rewrite due to the changes made 
within that package� The main effect to the Carpenters course has 
been the changes in training to the Basic Scaffolding Module� The 
testing requirements were increased by the licensing authority 
and Construction Platoon was required to develop a new training 
package in order to comply�

Construction Platoon is also delivering both the RAE Subject 
Four Corporal and Sergeant Construction Building and Engineer-
ing Services courses� This year they have provided the training to 
two Corporal and one Sergeant courses� Thankfully, there have 
not been any changes to the delivery of those courses�

Most of Construction Platoon’s Staff down time has been 
redirected to Review and Maintenance of the Training Packages 
that they deliver� This includes reviewing packages to main-
tain currency with the National Training Standards, ongoing 
maintenance of delivery and assessment material, maintain-
ing consistent assessment strategies to meet training needs 
and developing new delivery and assessment material as each 
Training Package changes� This is completed in a 20 month cy-
clic period to ensure that all the training they deliver is correct 
and current�  

In conclusion, Construction Platoon has worked extremely hard 
this year to produce quality soldier/tradespersons for our Corps� 
Construction Platoon remains committed to provide the most cur-
rent training whilst using the latest training techniques�
By Warrant Officer Class One Darren Moylan

Below (from left): SPR Zammit forming sheet metal for his plumbing 
course; CPL Johnston applying waterproofing for his carpenter course.
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RAe Operations

Afghanistan

Retrograde Operations in Afghanistan
Chief Joint Engineer – Combined Team Uruzgan - Four
Major Geoff Elford

CO’s Synopsis: An overview of the complexity of tasks faced by 
the staff of CTU as Australian forces commence their withdrawal 
from Afghanistan.

The Combined Team Uruzgan – Four Force concentrated in Sep-
tember 2012 and commenced preparation for deployment to 
Afghanistan in October� The Chief Joint Engineer (CJENG) Cell 
comprised four Australians (including the Chief and Deputy Chief 
Engineer), two Americans and two Singaporeans� During our force 
preparation mission analysis, we identified that our efforts would 
not be focussed on development of coalition force infrastructure, 
as had been the case for our predecessors, but rather reducing the 
coalition footprint in Uruzgan whilst developing infrastructure 
for the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF)�

Upon arrival in Tarin Kowt in October 2012, it quickly became 
evident that all efforts would start to focus on Retrograde Opera-
tions� Australia had signalled to the coalition that all Australian 
forces would retire from Uruzgan by the end of 2013� Indeed, 
Australia had already based a team in UAE dedicated to plan the 
redeployment and remediation of Australian forces and equip-
ment from Uruzgan� Whilst this was a monumental task in it-
self, the announcement by the ISAF Commander that all coalition 
forces would be out of the province by the same date, made the 
situation a very complex one�

In October 2012, coalition forces occupied 12 bases throughout 
the AO, including one in Northern Kandahar� CTU-3 had already 
transferred a number of bases to the ANSF and within a week of 
the CTU-4 arrival, two bases were transferred to the ANSF� Of 
the remaining 10 bases, three were planned for closure (complete 
removal) and the remainder were to transfer to ANSF� 

In terms of closure, this was a difficult task to plan and ex-
ecute, particularly in the case of FOB HADRIAN, approximately 
50km west of Tarin Kowt� It was a battalion-sized base built 
by the Dutch in a permanent construction method and utilis-
ing drehtainer protected accommodation buildings� The CJENG 
Cell commenced planning the reduction and final closure of FOB 
HADRIAN in October 2012� Although the deconstruction was an 
engineer focussed plan, it was synchronised with all assets within 
the CTU Plans Cell� It became evident that the engineering effort 
was going to be tethered to the ability of the logisticians to re-
move the deconstruction waste products to Tarin Kowt, and sub-
sequently to Kandahar for final disposal� Initial deconstruction 
works commenced in December� This was achieved using a small 
plant and trade element from 1 CER� They worked long hours 
through the height of winter with sub-zero temperatures exacer-
bating difficult working conditions� The 1 CER elements handed 
over the deconstruction task in January 2013 to a company from 
the US 62nd Engineer Battalion, a theatre level construction en-
gineer organisation dedicated to deconstruction of US military 
infrastructure� They continued the deconstruction until RiP/ToA 
with the 92nd Engineer Battalion (known as the Black Diamonds) 
in March� The 92nd arrived with a can do attitude and remained 

ahead of schedule throughout the task until the withdrawal of all 
coalition forces in June� 

The final component of the project was the removal of the 
Hesco perimeter wall which was achieved through a contracted 
solution� The use of contractors was deliberate, noting the re-
duction of force protection measures during the peak of the 
fighting season in a known insurgent area was too great a risk 
to accept�

Although a number of other smaller bases were deconstruct-
ed or handed over progressively in the first half of 2013, the 
most difficult task was yet to come� Multi-National Base Tarin 
Kowt (MNB-TK) was a base the size of a small town, complete 
with its own power station, water and waste water treatment 
systems and accommodation capable of housing over 8 000 
people� It was going to be like dismantling a jumbo jet while it 
was still flying! After an inordinate amount of detailed planning 
and engagement with the various stakeholders we determined 
that MNB-TK was going to be a combination of transfer and 
closure� A majority of the more permanent infrastructure was 
to be transferred to various Afghan ministries and the more 
austere, expeditionary infrastructure to be closed and removed� 
Again, this was going to be a task for both Australian and US 
engineers� Preliminary works had actually commenced before 
our deployment with removal of approximately 100 drehtainers; 
however, major works didn’t commence until January 2013 and 
were scheduled to continue until December 2013� The key to the 
transition of MNB-TK was our ability to move and compress 
living and working accommodation in order to deconstruct it� 
From an engineering perspective, this was not considered ef-
ficient, we had to meet the needs of four different nationalities 
and maintain the ability of the base to sustain operations whilst 
progressively deconstructing the base�

By the time CTU-4 CJENG Cell handed over in June 2013, the 
conditions were set� Our works program contained over 1000 
tasks, all with numerous sub-tasks� We had successfully bid for, 
and secured, a theatre level engineering asset from the United 
States to conduct the works on US infrastructure� The Austral-
ian Force Extraction Unit was in full swing and engagement 
and approvals with both our higher and Afghan recipients had 
been completed� The model we had used for the transition of 
MNB-TK was approved by IJC (Corps) and being considered as 
the standard for large base transition throughout Afghanistan� 
We had reduced our infrastructure from 12 bases to 1, and that 
base (MNB-TK) was on track to meet its hard shoulder of 31 
December 2013�

The key lessons learnt were:
• planning needs to be synchronised with all stakeholders 

at all times,
• expectation management is key to maintaining relation-

ships, 
• detailed, accurate and relevant planning is essential, 

and
• continuous revision must occur�
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The Little Blue Bear Deploys
Sapper Jonathan Buttery, 17 Construction Squadron 
At the start of 2013, 17 Construction Squadron deployed several 
tradesmen to provide replacements to the Multi-National Base 
Tarin Kot (MNBTK) Camp Maintenance Team (CMT) and also 
farewelled senior members of the Squadron’s Works Office in 
order to develop a recon report that would provide invaluable as-
sistance to the members of 17 who would deploy later that year, 
assisting in pulling down MNB-TK�

The members of the CMT arrived just in time to catch the tail 
end of winter, and while under the direction of Provincial Recon-
struction Team (PRT) were expected to undertake a vast array 
of trade related tasks� Everything from leaky shower-heads to 
blocked toilets, faulty air conditioners to underground service 
repairs, and whatever it is that carpenters do ensured that the 
three-man team always had a busy schedule� 

By the end of April, the Works Office team had gathered 
enough information to take back home and begin formulating a 
plan that would be both effective and timely in its delivery as the 
expected draw-down date of MNBTK loomed closer�

At this point in the deconstruction plan the CMT were called 
upon to complete what would be the flagship task of their rotation, 
and move the existing and fully functional Restricted Area within 
Camp Holland, to a new proposed area of the Camp�  Over the 
period of six weeks CMT extended, refurbished or fitted-out exist-
ing recreational facilities to a level that would accommodate the 
manning of the current Restricted Area� It required reshuffling of 
power distribution to allow for all new additions, Drehtainer’s were 
completely stripped-out and then fit-out to the specific needs of 
each incoming element, and extra ablution blocks were installed to 
accommodate the now large number of additional personnel within 
that area� Along with Force Communications Unit (FCU) who in-
turn provided assistance in their specialized field, only a handful of 
lads turned in over seven thousand man-hours during this task�

It was not long after the completion of the New Restricted Area 
that saw new faces arrive in country� It was this ‘advance-party’ 
element who established a new Unit in MNBTK and with that, 
CMT was amalgamated into the newly formed Force Extraction 
Unit (FEU)� With a new HQ, Works Office and a boosted number of 
tradesmen, the focus of work was turned on pulling down or reduc-
ing specific areas of both Camp Holland, and Camp Russell while 
still providing an element of maintenance around Tarin Kot�

Some of the larger tasks that were completed included the re-
moval of 7RAR vehicle stables and sheds, removal of both Force 
Support Unit (FSU) and Camp Russell generator farms, and de-
molishing of the Ammo Storage Point�

With a considerable amount of works already undertaken and 
a short hand-over period, the main body element of 17 Construc-
tion Squadron were able to pick up where the advance-party had 
left off, and ensure that the scope of works could be achieved in 
such a limited time-frame�

Musings of Husky Operator
Sapper Michael Pierce (Husky Operator), 17 Construction Squadron
Rumours had been flying around for years that Resources Troop 
17 Construction Squadron, 6 ESR were finally getting deployed to 
Afghanistan� Granted that when we were told at the start of 2012 
we were going, it was taken with a grain of salt�

In order to successfully prepare ourselves for our future de-
ployment we had to complete a number of courses� Over the span 
of six months we completed courses for search team training, 
combat first aid (CFA), Protected Mobility Vehicle (PMV) driver, 
PMV Commanders, protective weapon system (PWS), Self Pro-
tected Adaptive Roller Kit (SPARK) mine roller, Husky operator 
and High Mobility Engineer Excavator (HMEE)� In the little spare 
time we had between these courses we were also required to com-
plete the full sweep of pre-deployment courses and training activi-
ties required to be certified for operations� 

This training that we were required to undertake prior to our 
deployment had us away from our families and loved ones for five 
months prior to our actual deployment� We travelled all around 
Australia and as far away as USA� The training we conducted in the 
USA was held at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri and Camp Lejune, 
North Carolina� Both training establishments are home to more 
soldiers then our entire ADF� The hospitality provided to us from 
the US Army and US Marine Corps was second to none and all 
soldiers attending thoroughly enjoyed their time

For our deployment as part of Advisory Task Force-1 (ATF), we 
were being deployed as the Mobility Support Detachment (MSD)� 
We were attached to 9 FD SQN who in turn were attached to 7 
RAR TG� We deployed in the first main body to Afghanistan at the 
end of October 2012� After the customary stopover in the UAE, 
where we received more theatre specific training we finally arrived 
in Afghanistan at the start of November 2012�

As it was the first time that Australia has deployed the MSD 
to Afghanistan, a number of personnel were required to complete 
an in theatre certification prior being allowed to conduct tasks 
outside the wire� 

In December, the MSD conducted their first operational task 
with a mounted patrol to FOB Hadrian with C Coy, 7 RAR� For 
this task we provided mobility support in the form of a high threat 
search capability� This task’s was completed with its fair share 
of teething problems that we were unable to foresee during our 
numerous training serials that were conducted in a controlled 
environment� The knowledge that we all gained on this first task 
provided us with a good base for our future operations�

After the New Year, time really started to fly with our TP being kept 
busy with various tasks in support of our re-deployment to Australia� 
We were seen as an invaluable part of the 7 RAR TG as the deployment 
unfolded, and our  worth was realised after a number of successful 
missions to FOB Hadrian, PB Mirwais, as well as the various construc-
tion and deconstruction tasks completed around MNB-TK�

Our troop also participated in the indoor cricket competition� 
Our team name was named ‘No Balls’� It became clear quite early 
that we weren’t quite as good at cricket as we were at sledging� 
This competition help to break up the routine of life in Afghani-

Above:  Members of the MSD in front of their valued assets. 
Below:  A Husky operator awaits orders to begin searching en route to Hadrian
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stan, whilst providing the TP with a good bonding experience�
The deployment finally ended when we returned home mid June 

2013 after roughly nine months away� A very special thank you to all 
our families, friends and the 17 Construction Squadron Association 
whose great support throughout made everything that much easier� 

The Sappers of the 7th Battalion Royal 
Australian Regiment Task Group
LT Ashley Turkenburg, 1 Combat Engineer Regiment

CO’s Synopsis: An insight into 9 Field Squadron’s support to 7 RAR TG 
and how the tempo and demand for combat engineers has significantly 
diminished compared to previous rotations 

To write an article on the Engineer Squadron of the 7 RAR TG that 
deployed to Afghanistan from November 2012 to July 2013 would 
not accurately reflect or cover the full contribution of Engineers 
on this deployment� This is because the Engineer Squadron was 
not task organised like the better known Engineer Task Units of 
the Mentoring Task Force rotations� It had more similarities to a 
doctrinal Combat Team that encompassed two infantry platoons 
providing security to the Provincial Reconstruction Team within 
Uruzgan, and a troop of Combat Engineers forming the Mobil-
ity Support Detachment (MSD) route clearance team� This was 
combined with a purely Engineer Headquarters element, trade de-
tachment, plant detachment and two EDD teams� What made this 
Task Group unique was that the majority of Combat Engineers 
providing close mobility support to the manoeuvre groups within 
the Task Group were under the full command of their Infantry 
Headquarters� Additionally, 9 Field Squadron also contributed the 
Engineer advisor element to the Brigade Advisory Team which 
was to play a pivotal role as the Afghan National Army began 
taking the lead in security operations within Uruzgan�

The re-posture of the task group was never going to be an easy 
transition, and it was identified early that the command relation-
ship had the risk of creating command and control issues if a 
strong and effective relationship was not developed early� The 
headquarter element worked hard to establish strong links to 
the other Engineer elements with Uruzgan notably the Chief 
Engineer cell, Managed Works Team, Base Engineer and Camp 
Maintenance Team within Combined Team Uruzgan�

Putting C2 issues aside, the sappers of 9th Field Squadron that 
had deployed with the 7 RAR TG had a clear mission and one that 
had not changed from those that had gone before us; that was to 
provide mobility, survivability and sustainment support to the 
Task Group� However, the focus had certainly shifted from the 
days of the Mentoring Task Forces that preceded our rotation� 
The main effort had shifted, and was now focused on the Brigade 
Advisory Team to ensure the ANA would be ready to take the lead 
as Australian forces prepared to leave the Uruzgan province�

The capability of the Engineer group that deployed with the Task 
Group was certainly significant, and it saw a ratio of engineers to 
manoeuvre forces on a scale not previously seen in Afghanistan� 
However, it was the trade and plant elements that were to receive 
the first large scale task supporting the retrograde of FOB Hadrian 
over Christmas of 2012� Although small in numbers and with the 
support of Combat Engineers, the job was completed well within 
the projected time frame and made a significant contribution to the 
reduction of the Coalition footprint outside of Tarin Kowt� Upon 
return to MNB-TK, it soon became obvious that the plant detach-
ment was going to be in high demand, with the need to continue 
the reduction of MNB-TK quickly taking centre stage� Under the 

watchful eye of CPL Vallas, and with the support of different combat 
engineer elements, the ANA and Coalition forces soon had a newly 
constructed 100m small arms range and two 25m ranges� The re-
quest for plant support continued to come from all directions and 
the need to ensure that adequate maintenance of an aging fleet of 
C vehicles was being conducted quickly became a key concern for 
Headquarters� However, as a result of excellent support from the Lo-
gistics Support Company, the vehicles that were to become critical to 
the retrograde effort were nursed through each additional task�

The MSD was a relatively new concept and after conducting an 
in-theatre certification exercise, it was the task of Headquarters 
and the Troop Commander to prove they had a role in a rapidly 
changing mission� Whilst the MSD remained lightly tasked, pro-
viding only limited support to irregular convoy moves to FOB 
Hadrian, the soldiers from both 9 Field Squadron and 17 Con-
struction Squadron proved a flexible and professional group� The 
challenge for the MSD was to demonstrate the extra assurance 
that the MSD could provide to route clearance outweighed the 
additional burden on manoeuvre forces to provide protection to 
an ever increasing vehicle convoys� This was a discussion that was 
analysed many times in planning and it remains a consideration 
for future employment of the package as any future MSD must 
remain a capability that can rapidly change force size and struc-
ture to meet an evolving threat�

All of the Engineers that provided support to this tour were 
under no illusions prior to leaving Australia that the tempo of this 
operation, particularly for the High Risk Searchers, would not reach 
the levels as seen in previous rotations� Many brick commanders 
were veterans of Mentoring Task Force – Two and had a vast and 
varied level of experience� It was the role of Headquarters to ensure 
that standards learnt on Specific to Theatre Training and CERTEX 
were maintained� As previously stated, engineers had never before 
deployed with such a high ratio of searchers, and there would be no 
excuse for not maintaining the highest standards and employing all 
the technology and force protection measures available� At the be-
ginning of our rotation, all Australian forces had returned to MNB-
TK, and we no longer had search teams being sent to the Patrol 
Bases dotted throughout the province� This meant the experiences 
of each search team was varied, with the Sappers providing support 
to the OGA platoons and PRT conducting daily tasks within the TK 
bowl and Dorafshan area� Meanwhile, the searchers attached to 
Charlie Company provided mobility support to a number of road 
moves to Deh Rawud and a search capability to the QRF�

Upon return to Australia, it is inevitable that we look back over 
our time in Afghanistan and attempt to identify if we made the 
right decisions and reflect on what required improvements for the 
future� From the very outset, we knew our greatest challenge would 
be maintenance of effective command and control,  in addition to 
providing advice to the manoeuvre commander, who also had ulti-
mate command of the supporting arms making up the task group� 
To be able to achieve this, strong leadership was required at the pla-
toon, section and brick commander level� The young soldiers in these 
pivotal roles had to possess the maturity and understanding to be 
able to inject themselves into the planning process and ensure that 
their advice was heard� Experience proved that it worked as best as 
it could, due to one overwhelming reason: the informal, yet profes-
sional working relationships formed by commanders at all levels� 

There are many ways to measure success� While, it would be sim-
ple to quote the amount of kilometres searched without incident, 
the tonnage of fill and debris removed, the number of containers 
back loaded, but this was only part of the OC’s intent for the Squad-
ron� The mission was essential, and was achieved to the satisfaction 
of the Engineer Squadron Headquarters; however, after many in-
depth discussions, the safe return of all of our sappers to their fami-
lies was always at the forefront of our decision making process�

Right Page: CPL Goldsworthy’s section  providing support to � RAR TG 
by searching in Dorafshan. 
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Exercise PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP
Lieutenant David Bellas, 6 Engineer Support Regiment
Exercise Pacific Partnership (PP) is an annual, multi-national, 
Humanitarian Assistance Mission that is run by the United 
States Navy� In 2013 PP was based on the platform support 
of the USS Pearl Harbor, the HMNZS Canterbury, and the 
HMAS Tobruk� The PP13 mission was able to deliver medical 
and construction aid to numerous sites in Papua New Guinea, 
the Solomon Islands, the Marshall Islands, Samoa, Tonga and 
Kiribati� For the first time in 2013, Australia and New Zealand 
took responsibility of the entire planning and coordination of 

works in Papua New Guinea (Aust), the Solomon Islands (NZ) 
and Kiribati (NZ)� Due to the limited timeframe available in each 
location the construction effort was focused on the refurbish-
ment of buildings in schools and medical clinics rather than 
complete reconstruction� The Australian Engineer element for 
PP13 consisted of an eleven man section from the 6th Engineer 
Support Regiment made up of seven carpenters, two plumbers 
and one electrician� The Engineering element of the PP13 mis-
sion was a resounding success with refurbishments carried out 
on over 25 schools and medical clinics which service over 30,000 
residents of the Pacific Islands�

The Refurbished Mongniol Primary School Wewak(PNG)

Before

The Refurbished Brandi High School Wewak(PNG)

RAe Operations

The Asia Pacific Region

After

Before

After
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Exercise PUK PUK 

Introduction 
Captain Robert Grant, 3 Combat Engineer Regiment
For those of you who have spent your military careers thus far 
residing in deep caves within the central Australian desert, Exercise 
Puk Puk is the annual engineer construction exercise undertaken 
by elements of 3 CER plus attachments from across 3 Brigade and 
the wider Army�  The exercise is one of four that sits within the 3 
Brigade’s overarching Exercise Olgetta Warrior, the others being 
centred upon a combat team from the RAR, 5 Aviation Regiment 
and the Combat Support Logistic Regiment�  In all, Exercise Olgetta 
Warrior is an extremely valuable overseas training opportunity 
for Commander 3 Brigade who rightly places a huge amount of 
importance upon achieving bilateral engagement with the PNG 
Defence Force, as one of Australia’s key regional and historical allies� 
Whilst the overarching aims are to improve working relationships 
with the PNGDF and increasing interoperability with the Australian 
Army, it also offers a unique training environment that simply 
cannot be replicated in Australia�

Ex Puk Puk 2013 consisted of almost 100 personnel drawn 
largely from 25 Support Squadron, 3 CER but with additional 
reinforcements from both near and far from 18 Combat Engineer 
Squadron, Operational Support Squadron, 3 Combat Signal Regi-
ment, 2 Close Health Company, apprentices from the School of 
Military Engineering (SME), and even the RAAF making it a truly 
joint venture� This varied and merry band of brothers and sisters 
were to spend six weeks working on a number of tasks within 
Igam barracks, in Lae, Morobe Province on the North coast of 
Paupa New Guinea�  For a surprisingly large number of soldiers 
within the contingent not only was this their first deployment 
overseas with the Australian Army it was also their first time out-
side of Australia, and therefore somewhat of a baptism of fire�

Far be it for me to speak on behalf of the men and women who 
made the exercise such a resounding success, not that my perspec-
tive from a comfy HQ position could accurately describe the hours 
and conditions they each endured�  As a result, the words below 
represent three very different perspectives of the exercise; the 
first from a young Lieutenant only just into his Troop Command 
appointment, the second from one of the attached medics from 
2 Close Health Company, and the third from one of the attached 
Sapper apprentices from the SME� Hopefully this deliberately var-
ied cross section of the contingent will be able to give you a good 
feel for what was achieved in Exercise Puk Puk 13�

Finally, it would be remiss of me not to thank members of 5 
Aviation Regiment for their persistent cheerfulness in the face 
of adversity� Six weeks spent slumming it in the five star hotel 
resort of Madang would test the patience of even the most bat-
tle hardened soldier� Of course, we understand you would much 
rather be living it up alongside the sappers in Igam barracks, just 
like we understand you were far too busy destroying the three 
course buffet to fly our soldiers between Lae and Madang for their 
R&R� ‘Choose your trade!’ I hear you cry from your dessert stuffed 
mouths, but having watched Australian soldiers toil in the rain 
and the mud for over 120 hours in one week on hot box rations 
and not hear a single complaint I have faith in my convictions in 
that, as a soldier, I know whose company I would rather be�

To borrow a phrase from my own unit, ‘United We Conquer’�

The New Guy…
Lieutenant Chris Zdjelar 3 Combat Engineer Regiment
… and conquer we did� 

It felt as if it were only yesterday, when I was sitting in the 
United Nations lecture room at SME, covertly trying to crack level 
99 of Candy Crush on my phone in an attempt to tune out the 
third lecture about Ex Puk Puk in Kiyunga� Well, that isn’t the 
complete truth; however, I do remember sitting there not paying 
particular attention aside from counting the number of times 
WO2 Brescianini would say ‘Kiunga’ every minute�

From the perspective of a new Lieutenant having marched in 
to 3CER less than two weeks prior and being told he would be 
commanding a troop of tradesmen on a refurbishment task, I 
wish I had paid more attention in those lectures� Not to mention 
that the word ‘refurbishment’ was really used to the absolute full 
extent of its meaning – something which the reconnaissance pic-
tures didn’t portray quite so well�

Ex Puk Puk 13 presented me with a golden opportunity to not 
only to put into practice the knowledge imparted unto me by the 
vastly experienced and knowledgeable instructors at SME, but 
also with the chance to meet the men that form the Troop I would 
be assuming command of upon our return to Australia� This was 
both a daunting and exciting prospect at the same time�

In terms of preparations, everything that could have been done 
‘state side’ was done� Tools, equipment and materials had already 
been shipped off to PNG and all the trade contingent was miss-
ing was a tinge of sky blue to augment our numbers� In the spirit 
of good inter-service banter, the addition of our RAAF brethren 
would traditionally not have been considered an addition, but 
instead a dilution of sort� However, anyone seriously considering 
this line of thought would have been clearly identified as less than 
sharp – especially after seeing them at hard at work�

Additionally, the Troop consisted of tradesmen from 2CER, 
apprentices from SME and of course a token reservist to complete 
the mix; all of which were worth their weight in gold and proved 
invaluable to mission success�

The Exercise saw the Troop divided into two and partnered 
with PNGDF tradesmen and Combat Engineers in order to foster 
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Above: The Reconno CAPT Braden Theisinger with some Southern 
Highlanders during the hand over ceremony at Igam Barracks.
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greater international relations, and to exchange trade knowledge 
over the course of their respective tasks� 

Refurbishment of the RAP / community health clinic was suc-
cessfully undertaken by 1 Troop, also known as ‘Hero Troop’ due to 
their intense PT regime run by SPR Everett� Hero Troop was led by 
site foreman CPL Moore and site managers SGT Wolfe and LT Sa-
wasi (PNGDF)� Works conducted included complete refurbishment 
of the main ward area and SALs as well as the construction of an ex-
ternal retaining wall to the western end of the building to improve 
drainage during the heavy rains� Replacement of all fixtures within 
the RAP area and installation of staging tanks were also conducted 

in order to provide a constant water supply to building� 
Refurbishment of Bravo Company accommodation was success-

fully completed by 2 Troop, also known as ‘Union Troop’ due to 
their uncanny ability to find fault with everything, even mornos!

2 Troop was led to success by site foreman CPL Millar and 
myself as site manager; with additional representation from SPR 
‘Union Rep’ Benson� Works conducted included demolishing and 
cleaning of the building both internally and externally, replace-
ment of the majority of plumbing and complete overhaul of the 
SALs as well as installation of hot water services, room partitions 
and a company conference room� 

In addition to these works, members across both troops quali-
fied in working with asbestos were required to implement their 
training and use their skills for the safe removal and disposal of 
asbestos containing materials within the Bravo Company SALs� 
This was safely completed to a high standard and received praise 
from trade expert ‘Steve’ flown in to supervise� Despite a slightly 
disturbing lack of clothing beneath his all but see-through cov-
eralls, this praise was coveted as it was an indication that their 
training and hard work in hazardous conditions had paid off and 
they could now get on with the job�

Despite numerous setbacks, Construction Troop consistently 
demonstrated the skills, knowledge and attributes that Austral-
ian Sappers are renowned for whilst successfully engaging with 
and working alongside their PNGDF counterparts; this enabled 
mission success and more to be achieved� Overall, Ex PUK PUK 
was a success and from a junior commander’s point of view, was a 
challenging environment to exercise both leadership and manage-
ment – anyone who has had the opportunity to experience ‘PNG 
time’ will know why�

Above: SPR Gurung and SPR Deans from 2� Spt Sqn setting out at the 
community health clinic within Igam barracks. 



Below: The full Puk Puk 13 contingent taken at the Lae Botanical Gardens 
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A Day In The Life Of A Medic
Corporal Sian Passmore, 2 Close Health Company
Morning wakeup call consisted of 3 Troops’ reveille anthem 
‘Dueling Banjo’s’ from the film, Deliverance� After this inspir-
ing and toe tapping melody there would be a battle of the 
sexes for prime position over the bathroom wash basins� It 
was then time for some pain… CPL Kot style! Pushups, sit-
ups, crunches and heaves… this was only the warm up� By the 
time CPL Kot had finished with us, the only motivation that 
we had to get up off the wet grass was the promise of a hot 
breakfast prepared by our expert chefs in the ‘rustic’ kitchen� 
Once we’d filled our bellies with bacon, eggs, hash browns and 
pancakes (exercise is tough) it was a race to get out of being on 
duty for the morning (shotgun not!)� The local net would then 
come to life with a flurry of conversation consisting of some 
interesting call signs (Potato Head in particular), some dubi-
ous RATEL skills (wait- wait-out) and the always entertaining 
and sometimes exasperating conversations between call sign 
35 and the Q-Store�

Patients would come and go from the RAP, being seen to 
by the expert medics under the watchful eyes of the matron 
nursing officer� As the day progressed, there were always extra 
tasks to keep us busy and entertained (medics can do more 
than just treat coughs and colds)� Driving through the mud 
out to the bridging site to deliver breakfast, lunch and dinner 
(Oreos, chips and smokes) was always an unpredictable jour-
ney� From sliding through the mud, getting bogged in knee 
deep clay or watching as a table puts itself through the back 
window of our landcruiser, the 4 Troop medics would always 
be kept busy� For some reason, SGT Wolfe seemed to have 

a problem with my sliding entry into the bridging site (yes 
Dad!)� If we weren’t covering our cams with the paint that 
was meant for the Bravo lines’ ceiling we’d often be found 
doing, taking part in, or presenting lessons in our brand new 
RAP courtesy of ‘Hero Troop’� Our instructional series would 
normally take on the form of a university standard lecture, but 
could sometimes morph into something completely different; 
such as when the nurso showed us how to deliver a baby from a 
laboring male doctor (thanks, Sir)� This is the first time we met 
our new RAP mascot, the baby doll Lovely Childie� Depend-
ing on which story you want to believe, she was either safely 
delivered by the expert medics or purchased from Brian Bell’s 
for twelve kina� 

But it wasn’t all work! There were always fun and interest-
ing excursions to be had by the entire contingent� The great-
est of these being the journey to the ‘Great Waterfall of Lae’ 
which was two hundred meters tall with flowing rapids that 
would easily drag an Olympic swimmer to his death� Although, 
upon investigation it may have been a few feet shorter and due 
to this, there may have been some confusion resulting in the 
‘geographical embarrassment’ of the group� With night quickly 
closing in, our guide through the harsh and unforgiving forests 
of Papua New Guinea (who was training for selection) stumbled 
upon our rescue party (thanks, FRT)� Surviving this harrowing 
ordeal, we settled into a night of music and local cuisine in the 
form of a well prepared moo moo� This was exactly what the 
mighty ADF AFL team needed to take on the Lae Mosquitos� We 
won’t go into detail, but it was a close game (I mean, it’s about 



Above: Members of the contingent playing around with some Papuan 
islanders whilst on R&R in Madang.

Below: SPR Kane Bell gets friendly with a Papuan Horn Bill in Madang.
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having fun isn’t it?) Myself and the little sister successfully 
delivered water to the opposing team, while our boys, despite 
their athletic appearance, were busy sucking in the oxygen at 
an alarming rate� After the game, it was time to plan for our 
weekend trip to Madang� 

Sun, shirtless boys and beers… but that’s another story�
This was an awesome first overseas exercise for me and it 

couldn’t have been so successful without the help of my fellow 
medical experts (and driver), Major Day, Captain Moller, Lieuten-
ant Hourigan, Lance Corporal Peters, Private Porter, Private Arm-
strong, Private Wakefield and Private Wilson� And a big thank 
you to everybody from 3 CER who made this trip so much fun� 
Hopefully see you all next year on Ex Puk Puk!

Puk Puk R&R
Sapper William O’Brien
As we continued to slog away at the tasks remaining on the scope of 
works for the exercise, the opportunity arose for the soldiers to take 
a bit of down time�  A small number of personnel elected to take 
their recreational leave at the tropical Madang Resort, some seven 
hours drive by very bumpy road�  We departed Igam Barracks in Lae 
mid-morning on Friday 04 Oct 13 on a chartered bus with only a 
few stops scheduled in�  As we crossed the countryside, we took in 
views of beautiful landscapes covered with sharply cut hills washing 
down into broad flat valleys, filled with fields of lush green grass 
and small village huts along the tirelessly winding rivers�  Arriving 
in Madang later that evening we organised ourselves into rooms 
and had dinner in a delightful little dinner hall next to the ocean 
before receiving timings for the activities to follow� 

The next morning some of the group decided to simply stay 
pool side with a few quiet beverages in inflatable toy boats to 
soak up the sun, whilst others decided to go snorkelling just off 
the rocky enclave that encompassed the entire northern border 
of the resort�  I along with several others met at the resorts scuba 
diving shop and were kitted up and boarded the dive tour boat 
for a day’s diving�  We completed three dives reaching depths of 
30m�  There was plenty of spectacular coral reef, both walls, bom-
mie’s and gulley’s, and within it the fish life was abundant with 
huge schools of fish, blue emperor, barracuda and white tipped 
reef sharks�  After the two morning dives, we moored at a quiet 
beachfront on an Island where some chose to free dive a wrecked 
Cesna located in shallow water just off the beach, while others 
found a shady place in the warm bay water to relax�  The next two 
dives consisted of a 26m decent onto a rock ledge that tracked 
around onto a skulled Catamaran which was sunk to promote 

sea life in the area, and later a dive on a US B-17 bomber aircraft 
which crashed into the sea during the battles for control of New 
Guinea against the Japanese in WW2� The American aircraft was 
still armed with its fore and aft machine guns and the canopy was 
missing making sliding in behind the controls for a photo quite 
easy�  It was great to dive a piece of genuine war history and was 
a stern reminder of the hard times suffered by the ever resilient 
local people of Papua New Guinea and the other men and women 
who fought here in pursuit of peace and freedom�  The next day 
some returned to dive other sites which by all accounts were just 
as amazing as the previous day�  Again, some chose to stay at the 
resort and indulge in the creature comforts we lacked back in 
Igam Barracks�  

I along with a few others woke early to meet a couple of local 
fishermen alongside some seriously questionable looking fishing 
boats�  Language barrier intact, we stumbled into the long thin 
canoe like boats and hummed off towards the horizon on little 
30HP outboard motors� After travelling no more than 10 minutes 
it begun to rain as we crossed a low pressure system which lasted 
on and off for 20 minutes, creating a bit of swell that only further 
set in a sense of discomfort as the boat rocked as we broke the 
waves� We pulled up near a buoy and dropped our hand lines in� 
Having done only minimal fishing I was sceptical of the shredded 
shopping bags we were using as a lures�  The men looked us and 
with a shrug said in broken English� “Sometimes we catch lots and 
lots, sometimes we catch not very lots at all…”  We all shared a 
moment of doubt as to how valuable this experience was going to 
be�  We began to trawl and sure enough, and much to our delight, 
we started to get hits and begun to pull in the tuna�  The water was 
crystal clear and seemingly blue as beams of light gleamed past us 
and deep below into the dark�  The gentle rock of the swell created 
a meditative state as we took turns reeling in the sizable yellow 
fin tuna our guides were skilfully hooking for us�  After several 
hours, a couple of last second escapes and a shark strike on our 
biggest tuna we decided to return to the resort with our spoils�  
As we crossed the vast depths a pod of 10-15 dolphins decided to 
join us and played in the wake of our boat� Some of them jumping 
out to get a better look at us and some turning off periodically 
to chase flying fish, which was quite an amazing sight watching 
them leaping over 20m through the air in attempt to get away�  We 
brought two decent tuna back to the resort and the chef fixed up 
a few dishes for us as we enjoyed the afternoon sun leading up to 
the NRL grand final�  The trip back to Lae was just as bumpy and 
the scenery as beautiful and the less said about the unsuccessful 
detour to the non-existent Shaggy Ridge war memorial the better, 
but overall the trip to Madang was just what everyone needed 
before getting back to work to get the job finished�
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5 BDE engineers bring skills to Timor-Leste
Captain Lily Mulholland, 5 Combat Engineer Regiment 
Soldiers from 5 Combat Engineer Regiment (5 CER) and 21 Con-
struction Regiment (21 Const Regt) made a contribution to Oper-
ation ASTUTE by providing mobility support to the Timor-Leste 
Task Group 5 (TLTG-5)� Twelve Reserve engineers deployed to 
Timor-Leste in early October 2012, where they provided combat 
and construction engineering support to the task group head-
quarters, infantry and logistic elements� 

Tasks included construction of timber components for a weap-
ons range facility, erection of security fencing at TLTG-5 facilities, 
inspection and rectification of infrastructure faults in the HPOD 
and Camp Phoenix�

Operation ASTUTE was the ADF’s contribution to the Inter-
national Stabilisation Force (ISF) operating at the invitation of 
the Government of Timor-Leste, and in support of the United 
Nations, to maintain stability and security for the ongoing devel-
opment of Timor-Leste� The ISF comprised of a number of sub-
groups, including ANZAC Coy� The Australian Army component 
of ANZAC Coy was the TLTG� 

Headquarters 5 BDE was responsible for the mounting of all 
components of the force� 5 BDE was tasked to provide the ISF’s 
ANZAC Infantry Company of approximately 160 personnel�  In 
addition, 5 BDE provided additional personnel including engi-

neering, logistics and headquarters capabilities�   
The 5 CER and 21 Const Regt soldiers undertook six months of 

lead up training, some of which was part-time and the remainder 
as full-time soldiers� The Task Group completed its withdrawal 
from Timor-Leste in early 2013�

RAe Operations
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Images: � BDE members deploy their engineering skills in Timor-Leste.
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Operation Flood Assist II
Lieutenant Ben Allsopp, 2 Combat Engineer Regiment
2 CER returned from Christmas leave on 28 January to a very 
busy 7 Brigade� Bundaberg, and other regions to the north, had 
received torrential rains so elements of the Regiment were iden-
tified and placed on reduced notice to move timings to assist 
across QLD where required� A CE Section and a Liaison Officer 
were immediately sent to assist the Brigade’s Emergency Support 
Force based on 2/14 LHR (QMI) in the clean up of the Bundaberg 
region� This group focused on aiding those in the outlying areas 
who had previously received no assistance� The section prima-
rily operated in Munduberra; clearing roads utilising basic CE 
equipment, including chainsaws and tirfor winches� Other tasks 
included cleaning out large farming structures of debris and right-
ing upside down plant equipment that had been tipped by flood 
waters, as well as helping to secure local livestock�

While waiting for the waters to recede, Sappers spent their 
time planning and liaising with other units to secure enough 
Bushmaster PMVs to enact a self lift, and also finding the appro-
priate personnel qualified in the construction of a Fixed Modular 
Bridge (FMB)� An additional CE Troop (+), based on 2 CE Sqn’s 
11 Tp, but including specialists from 24 Spt Sqn and reservists 
from 11 CE Sqn, deployed once the route to Bundaberg was open� 
Initial tasks comprised structure search, securing livestock, route 
clearance, debris removal and general mobility tasks�

The following week, 11 Troop (+), was tasked to construct an 
FMB over-bridge on the main thoroughfare through Bundaberg, 

the Don Tallon Bridge� The bridge had sustained considerable 
washout on its northern abutment, resulting in the creation of 
a large gap over 20m in width in the carriage way� JTF 637�5 
(2 CER Bridging Team) with assistance from SME’s WO2 Kevin 
Abrahams, then commenced the rapid construction of the FMB� 
Working for four days with little sleep, the Troop (+) successfully 
completed the construction of the overbridge and the first cars 
were able to cross, including that of former 2 CER OPSO, Premier 
Campbell Newman� 

Local authorities were able to backfill the washed out abutment 
under the operating FMB with concrete in a week� This quick fix 
saw 11 Troop return to Bundaberg to prepare for the removal of the 
overbridge� Arriving on 3 March, the engineer elements put in an-
other hard slog to strip the bridge as quickly as possible to provide 
the least amount of interruption to local residents� The night-strip 
began with the bridge closing at dusk and the area open to contrac-
tors for re-surfacing the following day, with the bridge re-palletised 
and being prepared for back-loading within 48 hours�

In only a two-week period, 2 CER’s contribution of less than 
two CE Troops was able to provide valuable disaster relief support 
to the Queensland Government and to the people of the Bunda-
berg region� It was a great Regimental effort, with all Squadrons 
represented in the team� These tasks resulted in a very grateful 
Bundaberg and valuable refresher in Defence Aid to the Civil 
Community tasks for 2 CER�

RAe Operations
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Above: Sappers lay the decking of the FMB.
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AACAP
Captain Ian Selth, 21st Construction Squadron 
The Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP) aka 
Exercise Saunders, kicked off again this year and became the main 
focus of the 21st Construction Squadron in 2013� Named after 
CAPT Reg Saunders MBE, the first Indigenous Australian to receive 
a commission by the Australian Regular Army, Ex Saunders is a 
partnership between Army and FaHCSIA (Federal Department of 
Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs) and 
has reached its 17th year� Its aim remains to promote community 
health through construction, training, mentoring and primary 
health, including Dental, and involves up to 160 personnel from over 
16 Units� Supporting Units include RASigs from 145 Sqn, the Health 
team from 2GHB, 1 CHC, 8 CHC with additions from RAAF and 
elsewhere, 16ALR, 51 FNQR, 9FSB, APAC, 2DIV HQ and 1 CSSB� 
The Engineers are predominantly from 6 ESR , with the Support 
of 1CER, 22 Const Regt and 13 Fd Sqn� It has involved personnel 
from the ARes from as far afield as Perth, Darwin and Tasmania� 
Additionally,  AACAP 2013 has been ably supported by Engineers 
from the East Timorese Defence Force and the Tongan Defence 
Forces� We were also visited by many dignitaries including a Senator 
and three Ministers, as well as an AFL youth camp sponsored by 
the Adelaide Crows� Other visitors included several Officer Cadets 
from ADFA, and a number of senior commanders interested in 
seeing first hand the good work contiunally conducted by the Army� 

This year, AACAP was located in the remote South Australian 
community of Fregon, or Kaltjiti in the local language, which is 
approximately three hours south of Ayers Rock in the middle of 
the APY Lands� Fregon is 65km south of Pukatja (Ernabella) which 
was the location of AACAP 2010� The advance party deployed in 
May, taking six days to cross the country from Amberley to arrive 
in Fregon just in time for heavy unseasonable rain, in the middle of 
a desert� The advance party, made up of predominately Resources 
Troop established Camp Birt, named after the 6ESR member who 
was killed in Afghanistan in October 2011� Meanwhile the main 
body deployed by RAAF C-130 in June,  to experience a desert cold 
that caught many unprepared for its sharp bite� 

AACAP 2013 consisted of several key elements� 1 Troop were 
responsible for the construction of the Fregon Children and Family 
Centre, located in the heart of the Fregon community while Re-
sources Troop conducted the refurbishment of the Fregon Com-
munity Church, an old run down building needing a complete 
overhaul� Resources Troop were also heavily involved in the estab-
lishment end of running Camp Birt, including the establishment of 
the water point which provided clean drinking water from a bore lo-
cated in the middle of some old cattle yards� Furthermore, the East 
Timorese working with Australian Engineer support successfully 
created a high quality softball pitch that is the envy of communities 
throughout the APY lands� The greatest issue experienced by the 
tradesman on the worksite was an initial find of non-friable asbes-
tos on the Children and Family centre as well as the Fregon Church� 
This meant a significant delay, some additional RAAF flights and an 
expedient asbestos management course out of Brisbane�

The Dental team had their work cut out for them with sig-
nificant community engagement providing exceptional dental 
treatment to members from as far afield as Mimili and Pukitja; 
that was of course when they weren’t playing basketball with 
the local kids at the school next door� The environmental health 
team and medics became the school kids’ favourite, as a result 

Right (from top): The completed Children and Family Centre frame; 
SPR “Tia” De Maria-Ryall screeds concrete after a pour for the Children 
and Family Centre; The refurbished Community Church frame ready for 
new cladding; Unseasonal rain presented significant challenges to the 
deployment to AACAP 2013.
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of their heavy involvement at the local school teaching basic hy-
giene, health and first aid� There were tears on both sides when 
their time was up� But the highlight to the community was the 
PTI who quickly became a standard part of the coaching staff 
of the Fregon Bulldogs AFL team and established an exercise 
program at the local school� With valued support from the girls 
in the health team, the Fregon softball team made it into the 
grand final while the boys in the AFL had a spectacular finish in 
their own finals series� The local sport was a keen attraction for 
the Army and gave us a regular outing on Saturday afternoon 
at the end of a busy working week� 

The training team did a good job involving the community and 
up-skilling several young men with valuable trade skills includ-
ing concreting, welding and small engine maintenance� The local 
women were provided training in the use of digital cameras and 
computer software and a senior clerk has mentored some of the 
local women building on their administration skills� The training 
team, stacked heavily with reservists, initially had poor attend-
ance from the community, but over several months they managed 
to encourage several members to attend regularly and complete 
a number of competencies toward TAFE recognised certificates,  

boosting their individual job opportunities� The training team was 
also involved in various tasks of opportunity improving the lives 
of Fregon members with the creation of footpaths for wheelchair 
access and general handyman jobs� 

Life in general at Camp Birt was relatively good, as anyone who 
has been on a long term AACAP in recent years can attest to� The 
cooks did a brilliant job feeding everyone top quality meals; the 
recreational tent was always packed, especially during Saturday 
night footy, particularly when it came to the finals series for both 
AFL and NRL� We watched Australia lose the Bledisloe Cup and 
Tri-nations, Australia lose the Ashes, Socceroos lose to Brazil and 
the endless politican chatter leading up to the Federal election� 
However the biggest attraction for many was the fully functional 
gym from which loud music could be heard pumping from 0500h 
until 2300h daily, as some people tried to bulk up, even when the 
rest of the camp was trying to sleep�

With relatively few personnel issues, a good works program 
and a generally positive attitude throughout the entire contin-
gent, AACAP 2013 can be considered another resounding success 
for Army� The question now remains, can an even more remote 
place than Fregon be found for the next Exercise Saunders?

RAe Training

Exercise DINGO FURY
Sapper Kieren Caldwell, 3 Combat Engineer Regiment

After a well deserved break, the boys from 16CE Troop rolled 
straight into Ex DINGO FURY� An exercise designed to give the 
Squadron as much exposure to bridging and watermanship as 
possible, in the short timeframe� The start of the exercise saw 
the troop conduct multiple recons of various sites to facilitate the 
deployment of the Floating Support Bridge (FSB) and Bridge Erec-
tion Propulsion Boat’s (BEPB) that would be used by all troops on 
the exercise� 16CE TP used their time wisely on the workboats 
getting as many hands back in control of the craft� With many 
‘man over board’ drills and assault landings conducted, there was 
a fair share of laughs as well� Corporal Crowe’s leap of faith to a 
boat that was leaving shore was one of the more notable fails of 
the day; however, ferrying the Quick Reaction Force (QRF) and 

seeing 15CE TP Sapper Watson go up to his neck with a Minimi 
and webbing full of smokes took the cake� After the ideal sites 
were selected for operation of the FSB, we spent time rotating 
with the other troops in various roles to do with the running of 
a FSB, with one troop commanding the rafts while the others 
practiced running vehicles from bank to bank, practicing loading 
and ferrying techniques along with site security� After a hurried 
pack up it was time for a few hours rest before we started the 
Squadron Medium Girder Bridge (MGB) build� 

The MGB build saw us rock up on site early with many of the 
troop straight over to the edge of the gap to see exactly what we 
had in front of us……it was big, a 46 metre gap� 22 bays with 
link and a 10 meter drop into a rock littered sandy creek bed� 
The challenge was set by the OC; bridge had to be completed by 
nightfall� The challenge was tough, but it was met� As the night 
went on, the Squadron conquered the fear of shattered limbs and 

Below: 1� Combat Engineer Squadron conducts gap crossing over the 
Ross River. 
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ran decking panel after panel out over the span until all decking, 
kerb and ramp units were in place and with the last hour spent 
getting the link taught, the bridge was done� All coded drivers 
on the site then spent some time driving the bridge under guide, 
before the troop called it a night� We were the only Squadron to 
live load the MGB and FSB throughout the exercise�

If everyone thought that the previous days’ build was tough, 
they were in for a shock with the recovery that was to come� Eve-
ryone was feeling a little fatigued and many were more than a bit 
sore, nonetheless everyone put in, we didn’t sleep and the strip 
was complete a full 24 hours after the strip commenced�

It would be fair to say that after all the lifting of the previous 
days; the thought of spending the next two days moving around 
more top and bottom panels for a five bay speed build was the last 
thing the boys felt like doing� But the challenge was set, a Squadron 
speed build competition was scheduled for the following morning� 

After a safety brief and the disposal of some hidden smoke 
grenades, the speed build was on� With the best time set at re-
hearsal of 20 mins we had a challenge ahead of us� Taking the lead 
early and with 21CE TP hot on our heels, we smashed the build 
out in a time of 15 min 20 sec, having destroyed our earlier time� 
The other Troops completed their bridges not long after, all with 
impressive times� The Squadron finished on massive high; the 
boys were spent but got a lot out of an exercise that challenged 
us physically across a variety of builds� 

From an after action review fix from activities last year, the 
Squadron conducted Ex PHOENIX STRIKE, a live fire exercise 
that was to achieve a training standard of 3C� This involved in-
dividual and pairs sneaker ranges, and brick and section live 
fire attacks� The certification of this training would enable the 
Sappers to integrate into the Infantry Companies for what was 

to be a Battle Group live fire attack on the Brigades Combined 
Arms Training Activity�

The Brigade Combined Arms Training Activity was the vehicle 
to certify the battle groups in achieving a live fire attack utilising 
the support enablers� For the 16CE SQN this was our first hit out in 
supporting the 1st Armoured Cavalry Regiment (ACR)� This was to 
change our approach to Engineering, supporting a mechanised bat-
tle group mounted in Unimogs� This is subject to many debates and 
will be discussed later� 21CE TP was to provide that engineer sup-
port to the ACR� While it was acknowledged up front that we could 
not provide a mechanical or explosive breaching capability, this did 
not stop the Sappers doing what they do best, forging a mobility cor-
ridor for the battle group to advance through� For the remainder of 
the Squadron this exercise was for most of us, our first opportunity 
to be a breach force, and for me to be the breach force commander 
for what was a battle group live fire obstacle breach� Utilising the 
tenant of SOSRA, the Squadron had a tank troop, an Armoured 
Personnel Carrier troop and guns attached for the breach� 

The requirement – two lanes for what was to be a dismounted 
battle group attack on a company defensive position� The means 
– the first use of the new Personnel Explosive Line Clearing 
Charge� On the day this proved to be a capable system that al-
lowed for the breach of a minefield for a dismounted lane� This 
was also the first opportunity for most in the Squadron to be 
exposed to a danger close artillery mission fired by 4 Regiment 
guns� The Sappers got to experience the realism of the friction, 
uncertainty and chaos that exists when you have multiple high 
explosive weapon natures firing in close proximity to �50 calibre 
machine gun fire from the Armoured Personnel Carrier troop; 
when Sappers are setting up and firing the Personnel Explosive 
Line Clearing Charge and providing the initial and subsequently 
intermediate markings for the lanes� This exercise validated the 
training standards achieved on Ex READY PHOENIX, Ex CORAL 
WAR FIGHTER and Ex PHOENIX STRIKE�
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Above: 1� Combat Engineer Squadron builds Military Load Class �0, 22 Bay 
Double Story MGB with Link Reinforcing Set (MLC �0 22 Bay DS with LRS). 
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From 09-15 Sep 13 5 Troop deployed to Mount Bundey Train-
ing Area in support of B SQN, 1 ARMD Regiment and A Coy, 
1st Tank Battalion, USMC as a part of the bi-lateral field train-
ing exercise, aptly named Ex GOLD EAGLE� The Troop was 
employed to provide mobility support and engineer recon-
naissance to both Australian and American forces� Over the 
conduct of the exercise, 5 Troop was able to provide section 
level support to three dry fire Combat Team minus advances� 
In each advance, section commanders were required to provide 
mechanised breaching reconnaissance and capability guidance 
to Tank Troop Commanders� The culminating activity involved 
the Troop providing mobility support to the entire USMC Com-
bat Team during a live fire advance� As part of this advance, 5 
Troop (with the participation of CO 1 CER) were employed to  
conduct a live fire breach�

Ex GOLD EAGLE provided an excellent opportunity for the 
Troop to deploy in a field environment with M113AS4s, con-
ducting much needed refresher training on basic mechanised 
tactics at the section and troop level� It also provided an oppor-
tunity for new members of the Regiment to gain an exposure 
to the TTPs of mobility support to mechanised combined arms 
manoeuvre, and more specifically mechanised breaching� The 
conduct of live fire breaching within a mechanised environ-
ment required the Troop to conduct detailed rehearsals and 
reinforced the need for engineer assets to fight with vehicles 
of similar mobility to their supported arms� The terrain and 
obstacle designs forced the combat teams to deploy engineers 
in the forward line of troops, in order to ensure that mobil-
ity, and therefore momentum was maintained� In all cases, the 
scenarios required the engineers to utilise the armoured vehi-
cles to provide intimate security and protection, particularly 
during the conduct of obstacle reconnaissance and obstacle 
lane breaching� One of the outcomes of the training conducted 
included the correct positioning of the engineer C2 nodes to 
allow for better coordination of expedient independent move-
ment throughout the battle space with minimal friction� After 
Action Reviews were conducted on a daily basis and highlighted 
a number of lessons learned�

The key lessons learnt were:
• the need for like mobility, such as a combat engineer troop 

in M113AS4s supporting mechanised manoeuvre; 
• C2 elements embedding early in order to develop work-

able plans;
• centralised control, decentralised execution;
• the requirement for protected breaching and gap crossing 

capabilities; and
• the continued need for engineers to dismount in order to 

effect obstacle reduction as part of SOSRA�

Overall, the exercise was a great success, with all force elements, 
from sappers to US Marines working together to undertake chal-
lenging, yet realistic training� Unfortunately, Ex GOLD EAGLE 
was the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment’s last mechanised train-
ing activity in the foreseeable future, representing the loss of a 
capability the Regiment has developed since the late 1980s�

RAe Training

Exercise GOLD EAGLE
Lieutenant Ben Turner, 1 Combat Engineer Regiment

Above: SGT Nott, in front  of  � Troop, after his last Mechanised Field 
Exercise. 
Below: Marines moving through a breached lane  during Ex GOLD EAGLE.
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RAe Training

Exercise LAE

During Ex LAE, 39CS Works took the opportunity to hone its 
niche skills in forestry works and milling, while also completing a 
non-equipment bridge for 105CS Works at Puckapunyal Military 
Area (PMA)�

Working hard in the high country in the vicinity of Shelley (east 
of Albury), the forestry troop felled some 320 trees, to access 30 
quality blue gum logs for milling� The purpose of the project is to 
support the Koetong Bridge, a feature of local history, which the 
local community are restoring as part of a regional rail trail project� 
The secondary effort, to assist with forest sustainability was under-
taken in cooperation with the Department of Sustainability and 
Environment (DSE)� The chainsaw and plant crew worked every 
daylight hour to achieve their targets, enduring every extreme in 
weather from the sweltering sun to heavy rain fall� 

Throughout the felling operation, the blue gum was ferried 
to Puckapunyal ahead of milling, which was no small feat con-
sidering the tonnage of the logs and the long duration on the 

trip (it was an eight hour round trip)� Using two Lucas mills with 
two teams, 39CS was able to mill materials for the repair of the 
Koetong Bridge using timber that matched the original specifica-
tions of the bridge, ensuring that it will stand for many decades 
to come, and continue to serve as an important historic tourist 
attraction for the region�

Concurrent to the milling activities, another team were de-
tached to work under 105CS Works to complete a non-equipment 
bridge� The bridge will allow all-season movement from the new 
officer accommodation facilities to the surrounding area utilising 
McKimmie track� Working during inclement weather, the bridg-
ing team took only two and a half days to complete the project 
and achieved an outcome combining a well-engineered bridge, 
millimetre accuracy and a graceful aesthetic�

Ex LAE showcased the unique capabilities of 39CS Works� 
The exercise was a complete success and provided excellent 
training opportunities for the members in felling, milling and 
construction� Furthermore, it allowed 39 CS Works to deliver a 
valuable product to PMA, the DSE and the regional community 
of Koetong� 

Lieutenant Paul Daniels, 105 Construction Squadron

Below: (L to R) LCPL Luke Arber and SPR Chris Farbus at Firebrace Coup 
near Koetong, Victoria.
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Just Make It Happen
Captain Charlie Mansfield, 2 Combat Engineer Regiment

“The more successful the villain, the more 
successful the picture” — Alfred Hitchcock 

2 CE Sqn, 2 CER took part in Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 13 
(TS13) in Shoalwater Bay Training area as part of the enemy 
Battle Group (or OPFOR)� The OPFOR Battle group (BG WAR-
HORSE) was based on 2/14 Light Horse Regiment, with a 6 RAR 
Coy, 8/9 RAR Coy, Engineer Squadron, Artillery Bty and Combat 
Service Support component� Our aim was to provide a realistic 
and dynamic enemy to test 3 Bde and the Armoured Cavalry Regi-
ment (ACR), with the best way to achieve that being to try and 
win� The general plan was for the Cavalry to remain hidden and 
allow 3 Brigade to pass by and then attack the rear echelons of 
the Brigade� This plan worked very well, but gave the engineers 
some issues� How do we stay mobile, stay hidden and be able 
to construct obstacles behind enemy lines, while still trying to 
draw the enemy towards the Urban Operations Training Facility 
(UOTF)? Answer: Just make it happen�

To enable this effect, we established a number of Class IV stores 
dumps around the training area� This allowed us the flexibility to 
quickly build obstacles where and when they were needed� The CE 
Troops were then deployed forward with a 434 tractor attached in 
order to allow them to move the tons of wire, logs, tetrahedrons 
and mines to be used� Due to the limited time that we had and 
difficult locations, the Sappers came up with some great “sapper 
solutions” for the construction of obstacles� Surprisingly, they 
didn’t break that many vehicles in the process�

With prelim construction complete, 11 Troop was attached to 
a Combat Team forward and 10 Troop stayed with Squadron HQ 
to prepare further defences and occupy the UOTF� 11 Troop had a 
few simple tasks allocated, such as breaching obstacles during the 
advance, assisting with the counter attack, constructing obstacles 
on the flanks to protect against 3 Brigade counter attacks, closing 
obstacles to the rear to stop follow up attacks by enemy tanks and 
to be prepared to do anything else that popped up� So in simple 
terms - support the front, sides and back of a Cav BG advance, 
then fight as infantry� Easy! During the spare time between all 
those tasks, the Troops also constructed mock tanks and mock 
artillery guns during the night� These proved their worth when 
the enemy attack helicopters flew over the Troop hide locations 
(not finding them) to attack the mock gun line, believing they had 
destroyed our artillery� 

2 CE Sqn (-) was then regrouped into CT PHANTOM and occu-
pied the UOTF after winning the support of the “locals”� Squadron 
HQ and 10 Troop were reinforced with an Infantry Platoon, a 
Troop of ASLAVs and a handful of mixed/random soldiers from 
across the Battle Group� The task was simple, we were to hold the 
UOTF for as long as possible� This is where some lessons learned 
from Afghanistan became handy, as the Sappers booby trapped 
doors, placed IEDs in alleys and blocked roads with cars� These 
techniques proved effective in the short six hours we had to pre-
pare, as the 1 RAR Battle Group attacked the same night that we 
had occupied� The highlights were watching our Infantry Platoon 
conduct well coordinated counter-attacks, as the engineer Troop 
did what engineers do best (caused chaos and confusion); with the 

Squadron clerk (aka sniper), the SSM and RECONO conducting 
spoiling attacks� The aim of holding the village for a few hours 
and causing attrition to the enemy was not only achieved, but 
after five hours of successful defence we got the orders from the 
umpires to surrender the UOTF in accordance with the exercise 
scenario� Morale was never so high for a surrendering force!

During EX TS13, 2 CE Sqn was tasked to be the enemy engi-
neer force and provide a realistic and challenging force to test 3 
Brigade� This was achieved, with a number of successful training 
opportunities and outcomes achieved during the activity� The 
Sappers got some good experience in conventional warfighting 
and most importantly gained a bit of bush-cred in Shoalwater 
Bay (which never hurt anyone)�

RAe Training

Exercise TALISMAN SABRE

Above (from top): 2 CE Sqn (-) on Ex TS13; Members of 10 Troop, 2 CE 
Sqn celebrating a birthday on Ex TS13; SPR Flanders camouflaging a PMV 
during Ex TS13.
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The Art of Deception
Lieutenant Mark Mayer & Lieutenant Benjamin Poole,  
3 Combat Engineer Regiment
With secrecy and deception being the key, 25 SPT SQN, 3 CER was 
presented with the challenging task of creating a convincing tank 
troop from nothing more than timber, ply and PVC just three weeks 
prior to Exercise TALISMAN SABRE (HAMEL) (EX TS(H))� The 
brief given to Construction Troop was to create four highly accu-
rate and realistic replica M1A1 Abrams main battle tanks capable of 
deceiving the enemy into believing that a far larger and formidable 
force was in place during the conduct of Ex TS(H) 13�

With extremely tight deadlines to design and procure all materi-
als, this task was given the highest priority� Of particular note was 
the necessity to provide an entirely accurate and realistic piece to 
ensure it could deliver the Brigade Commander’s deception plan� The 
Sappers from Construction Troop utilised an innovative and novel 
method of scaling up a plastic toy tank to produce the full scale repli-
cas utilising skills across the trade spectrum in carpentry, design and 
engineering, as well as large scale modulated production�

Working under extended hours and with the full force of 3 CER 
manpower, the end result produced a tank Troop that had many in 
awe of its accuracy and sheer presence, from the top mounted coax 
machine gun, to the gun barrel detail, as well as the various metallic 
components to give a positive thermal signature�  The replicas were 
delivered to the Brigade on time and fit for purpose�

Once the final product had been inspected and received the Brigade 
Commander’s personal approval, the delicate task of dismantling the 
modular tanks and loading the components for transport to Shoalwa-
ter Bay was undertaken� This required careful planning to ensure that 
all parts would arrive on site undamaged, and ready for re-assembly�

The modular pieces arrived at Shoalwater Bay Training Area 
and were immediately prefabricated onto their pallets within 24 
hours� The prefabricated units where covered with tarps to en-
sure the utmost of secrecy� The units then remained in location 
while the advanced party consisting of a blade team (JD850 and 
LX120) moved forward to the intended emplacement location in 
order to construct the AFV hull down positions� This was done 
deliberately during daylight hours to give the impression to any 
enemy observers that the armoured assets would be remaining 
in these locations for an extended period�

After fall of darkness, the units were loaded onto 20t trailers 
and called forward two at a time under blackout convoy to the 
emplacement location� The units were lifted to the rear of the 
AFV scrapes by Manitou and either winched into position by PMV 
or towed into the scrape by the JD850 dozer� In order to further 
enhance the overall deception plan, during the emplacement op-
eration, a Troop of ‘real’ M1A1 tanks jockeyed to the rear of the 
AFV positions during the emplacement�

The final task after emplacement was to erect the camou-
flage nets and carry out minor aesthetics� Once transported 
to site, the emplacement of the units only took between one 
to two hours; however, the successful emplacement of Project 
17 was only achievable due to the considerable skill of the 
plant operators, drivers, tradesmen and combat engineers of 
3 CER�

Editor's Note: Refer to Page 79 for an example of a dummy tank 
that was constructed by 4th F.C.E during World War 1.

Above:  The final product.  
Below:  The construction of a convincing tank troop by 2� SPT SQN. 
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17 Construction Squadron

Honour Distinction 
‘Namibia 1989-90’

The 11 May 2013, a very significant day in 
the history of the Corps, with the award-
ing of the Australian Army’s first Honour 
Distinction since the Vietnam War, to 17 
Construction Squadron� This Honour Dis-
tinction was awarded in recognition of 17 
Construction Squadron’s commitment and 

outstanding performance in support of United Nations Transition 
Assistance Group (UNTAG) operation in the transition of Namibia 
to Independence in 1990� This support included the establishment 
of assembly points after the ceasefire broke down; the provision of 
security, transport and logistic arrangements for election officials 
and other designated personnel leading up to the election itself� 
This support ensured that the elections were able to take place 
with minimal interference and interruption, allowing voters to 
have their say, without fear of intimidation or duress�

The weekend of festivities, leading up the formal presentation 
of the Battle Honours, commenced with Cobbers night on Friday 
night� Approximately 180 members crammed into the new Bear 
Cave located at Coral Lines Holsworthy, for a great night of catch-
ing up with mates and rekindling old friendships� 

The awarding of the Honour Distinction was presented by the 
Governor-General of Australia, Her Excellency, Ms Quentin Bryce 
AC CVO at a ceremonial parade conducted at The Home of the 
Sapper, Steele Barracks the following day� The parade was well ex-
ecuted by all members on parade, which included 17 Construction 

Squadron complete and some add-ons from 6 Engineer Support 
Regiment� Their efforts were observed not only by family and 
friends, but some very senior ranking officers� Notable appear-
ances include Colonel and Chief, LTGEN F� Hickling; LTGEN K� 
Gillespie; MAJGEN S� Day; and BRIG D� Luhrs�

Later that evening, the final celebratory drinks occurred at the UN-
TAG ball� A relatively formal occasion conducted at Penrith Panthers, 
where conversation and laughter was at times drowned out by the 
bellowing tunes performed by the Australian Army Band Sydney�

By Retired Sapper Michael Borg (President 17 Construction Squadron Association) & Lieutenant Stephanie Sheldon

Above: Namibia Veterans gather around the Honour Distinction. 
Below: Governor-General of Australia, Her Excellency, Ms Quentin 
Bryce AC CVO presents the Honour Distinction to (from left) SSM, WO1 
Shawn Goodbody and OC 1� Const Sqn, MAJ Henry Stimson and former 
members of the Squadron from Namibia Contigent LTCOL David Crago 
(ret), LTCOL Brendan Sowry (ret) and WO1 Rod Carr (ret).
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From the Commanding Officer
I would firstly like to thank LTCOL Matt Pearse 
for his commitment and dedication as the Com-
manding Officer of the Regiment for the period 
to Jan 2010 until Nov 2012� His efforts ensured 
the Regiment was well positioned to meet the 
key priorities and tasks faced in 2013�

2013 has seen 1 CER committed to supporting known and 
operational contingencies as part of the READY Brigade� This re-
sulted in the Regiment having three key priorities for 2013:
1� Support to known operations
2� Support to contingency operations
3� Support to the ACR trial

This article will provide an overview of the major activities un-
dertaken by the Regiment to achieve each of the Brigade priori-
ties and outline the significant changes within the Regiment as 
the unit adopts the structures of a generic CER within a multi-
role combat brigade� Achievement of the three priorities has 
stretched the Regiment and ensured 2013 has been another 
high tempo year�

In relation to supporting known operations, the Regiment 
provided a number of personnel to fill positions as staff of-
ficers on both CTU-4 and CTU-5� This resulted in the Regi-
ment having to cope without key personnel, such as OC 23 
Spt Sqn, the Regiment XO and a number of other officers and 
SNCOs� The article by OC 23 Spt Sqn on retrograde operations 
in Afghanistan provides an overview of the complexity of tasks 
which faced the staff of CTU as Australian forces commenced 
their withdrawal�

The Regiment’s commitment to ATF 1 and 2 was based upon 
combat engineers with support from plant operators and trades-
man� The article by LT Turkenberg provides an insight into 9 
Field Squadron’s support to the 7 RAR TG and indicates the 
tempo and demand for the combat engineers was significantly 
reduced in comparison to previous rotations� Despite the re-
duced tempo, the search teams from within 9 Field Squadron 
had to ensure they maintained their skills to a high standard in 
the event they were required to perform the demanding role of 
high risk search� As this is written, 2 Troop, 1 Field Squadron 
continues to provide support to the 2 Cav Task Group and are 
set to return prior to Christmas�

Overall, the Regiment deployed 90 personnel on the CTU-
4/ATF-1 rotation and 50 personnel on the CTU-5/ATF-2 ro-
tation� This ensured we were always going to be pushed to 
meet the Brigade’s second priority of providing an engineer 
squadron as part of the Ready battle Group in support of con-
tingency operations� 

Due to the deployment of key personnel on operations, 23 
Support Squadron and 1st Field Squadron were forced to merge 
from Feb – Aug 13� The centralisation of approximately 170 
soldiers who would not deploy on operations under one Squad-
ron Headquarters ensured the Regiment was best postured 
to provide the Engineer Squadron to support the RBG� The 
article by the 1st Field Squadron provides a summary of the 
key exercises and training activities undertaken as part of the 
Squadron’s support to 5 RAR� 1 CER and 5 RAR established an 
excellent working relationship, which enabled challenging and 

demanding combined arms training� The Regiment’s support 
of contingency operations was further tested when Brigade 
HQs tasked RHQ to coordinate and command the OPFOR for 
Exercise Predators Strike� This saw the remaining elements 
of the Regiment, a gun battery and CSS elements centralised 
under RHQ to provide a robust OPFOR to test the RBG in a 
number of scenarios ranging from foundation warfighting to 
security operations

In achieving the Brigades third priority of support to the ACR 
trial, the Regiment attached seven A-vehicle qualified personnel 
to 1st Armoured Regiment to participate in the 3 Brigade CATA 
and Exercise TALISMAN SABRE� This allowed the A-vehicle crews 
to maintain their skills and gain exposure to the employment of 
the ACR� This was extremely important as the Regiment transi-
tions to the forces structures of a generic CER and determines the 
best method to provide support to the ACR�

The unit has already commenced the transition to the struc-
tures and equipment holdings of a generic CER within the mul-
ti-role combat Brigade� This is a significant event in the unit’s 
history, as we transfer the M113s to the ACR� The article by 5 
Troop provides an outline of what is likely to be the Regiments 
last hurrah in M113s as they provided support to a US Marine 
company as part of Exercise GOLD EAGLE� The buckets will be 
missed by the olds and bolds of the unit�

While achieving the brigade’s priorities required the commit-
ment of a majority of the Regiment, the unit managed to return 
to the sporting field in an attempt to establish the foundations 
of barracks routine post operations� The regiment actively par-
ticipated in the additional sporting events such as the Brigade 
swimming and athletics carnivals, cross country and Military 
Skills competition� Whilst our reduced numbers due to opera-
tional commitments often meant the Regiment was forced to 
utilise members of other units to round out teams, the unit has 
remained competitive in all sports�

On the social scene, the Waterloo Dinner for 2013 was con-
ducted at the gun emplacements at East Point reserve� The Regi-
ment was privileged to have the company of LTGEN Hickling, 
AO, CSC as the special guest for the evening� He also provided a 
presentation to the officers and SNCOs of the Regiment which 
provided many valuable insight into the changes and the similari-
ties of being an engineer of today in comparison to the general’s 
day� The Regiment has also undertaken a number of family events 
with the highlight being the 1 CER Regiment Ball undertaken at 
Pee Wees restaurant in September� 

As the handover of the responsibility of the READY Brigade 
approaches, with personnel returning from operations shortly, 
the Regiment is looking forward to a reduced tempo as the RESET 
brigade� This will be a timely opportunity for the Regiment to get 
back to the basics and reset for the next challenge�

Finally, I would like to personally thank all the officers and sol-
diers of the Regiment on their efforts and commitments during a 
high tempo and challenging year� In particular, a special mention 
to the RSM, WO1 Mel Patterson, who will handover at the end 
of 2013 after over three years as the RSM and over 16 years of 
service in 1 CER, and MAJ Geoff Elford who departs as OC 23 
Support Squadron after a total of 8 years of service at varying 
levels within 1 CER�
By Lieutenant Colonel Mick Say

 SAPPERSITREP
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Supporting the Ready Brigade in 2013

Background
On 14 November 2012, 1st Brigade took over the Ready Battle-
group (RBG) responsibility from 3rd Brigade for the first time� The 
RBG requires the Brigade to maintain a Battlegroup on reduced 
notice to move, in order to perform short-notice missions� Within 
the RBG a Ready Combat Team (RCT) is maintained on a further 
reduced notice to move�

1 CER has supplied Squadron level support to the RBG, con-
sisting of a Combat Engineer Troop, a plant detachment, a trade 
detachment, a ROWPU/WPU detachment, as well as an Engineer 
Reconnaissance Team� Within that structure, one CE section and 
the Engineer Reconnaissance Team provided support to the RCT� 
Balancing the Regiment’s existing operational commitments in 
the MEAO with the requirement to maintain RBG and RCT has 
presented a range of challenges and opportunities�

The key opportunity that the RBG created for 1 CER was to 
develop combined arms training, most importantly between En-
gineers and Infantry� Throughout the year, 1 CER has seized this 
opportunity, and integration between 1 CER and 5 RAR has been 
established as the norm at section, squadron and regiment level�

First Steps
Integration with the infantry elements started early on in the year� 
Combat Engineer elements delivered a two day Low Risk Search 
training package to C Coy, 5 RAR� This training encompassed both 
theory and practical lessons on Vehicle Search, Personnel Search, 
Occupied and Unoccupied Building Search, and Area Search�

The search training provided an invaluable opportunity for en-
gineers and infanteers to develop personal bonds� The training 
provided Sappers and Corporals with a great opportunity to get to 
know the Privates, Corporals, Sergeants and Platoon Command-
ers of C Coy, and develop the personal relationships that would 
form the foundation of integration at higher levels and on more 
complex exercises later in the year� 

The soldiers and officers of C Coy were keen and active partici-
pants in the training� Infantry are keenly aware of the experience 
in search operations that 1 CER has gained during the past decade 
of operations, and the respect that Engineers have earned through 
this experience proved an ideal starting point� This collaboration 
put the RBG, and in particular the RCT, on firm footing, and paved 
the way for continued integration throughout the year� The posi-
tive experience that this training had on all involved led to both 
Engineer and Infantry elements leading further training in the 
lead up to the later exercises, most notably Infantry-delivered 
training on IMTs and Engineer-delivered training on protective 
obstacle construction� The subject matter expertise injected into 
all-corps skills training enhanced the capabilities of both units 
and further fostered a positive working relationship�

Exercises Goanna Walk, Tigers Run and Predator Strike
The suite of field exercises that 1 CER participated in commenced 
at Mount Bundey Training area from 03-14 June 2013, with Exer-
cise Goanna Walk� Goanna Walk was aimed at developing section 
level skills� It saw the Engineer RBG elements conduct training on 
IMTs in both a green-field and urban environment, CBRND train-
ing, tactical obstacle construction and breaching� The exercise cul-

Above: 3 Section, 1 TP, enhancing the Main Defensive Position on Ex Tigers Run (July 2013) through the construction of a wire obstacle. Members 
(from nearest to furthest) are SPR Green (sect comd), SPR Hender, SPR Franks & SPR Carr.
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minated with a live-fire explosive breach of a complex obstacle� 
Although integrated training with infantry elements was not con-
ducted on Goanna Walk, the focus of the training remained on the 
set of skills that Engineers would provide to the RBG� 

Key elements of the RBG deployed on Exercise Tigers Run at 
Mount Bundey from 22 July – 01 August 2013� An RBG-level de-
fensive exercise, Tigers Run allowed for large-scale integration of 
engineer and infantry elements� Tigers Run was aimed at devel-
oping skills at Troop level, and at providing Engineer support at 
Company level to 5 RAR� Combat Engineer sections were attached 
to infantry companies, and provided mobility support in Platoon 
level offensive operations, assistance in the siting and construction 
of protective obstacles and the emplacement of tactical obstacles� 
Support troop provided significant survivability support to the 
RBG, developing the fighting positions of the forward elements� 
Infantry elements displayed a high degree of enthusiasm for the 
support that the Plant detachment were able to provide, and quick-
ly adapted to operating in proximity to plant operations�

The RBG complete deployed to Mount Bundey on Exercise 
Predator Strike from 19 – 30 August 2013� Exercise Predator 
Strike was the key formation-level training conducted by 1st Bri-
gade� Predator Strike was aimed at operating at Squadron level 
and supporting Battlegroup level operations� Engineer support 
on Predator Strike was focussed on delivering key capabilities in 
mobility and sustainability�

As the first Brigade level activity since the loss of APC as a 
mobility platform, significant challenges and opportunities 
arose� Mobility through the battlespace using a combination 
of dismounted moves and TCV lift is significantly different to 
mechanised operations� Implementing the TTPs that units had 
established, as well as synchronising limited transport assets with 
multiple Combat Team level manoeuvre elements introduced 
challenges for commanders at all levels� 

The AO was serviced by three MSRs with few navigable tracks 
connecting them� The capabilities that engineers brought to the 
RBG proved pivotal� 1 CER actively sought out opportunities to 
improve TCV mobility throughout the AO� Two routes were es-
tablished by the plant detachment, connecting the MSRs� These 
tracks reduced the travel time between key objectives in the AO, 
and permitted the limited transport assets to support a greater 
number of sub-units throughout the exercise� The tracks created 
by engineers that initially enhanced the effectiveness of transport 
assets became mission critical in the conduct of the clearance of 
Snowy Prospect Village, a Battlegroup level clearance of a large 
urban area� In the preparatory phase for the main assault, a PMV 
was struck by an IED� This effectively closed off the MSR which 

had been the intended route to move the bulk of the assault force 
to the FUP� The previously constructed track provided the Bat-
tlegroup the ability to maintain their mobility in the AO, and all 
assaulting elements were able to concentrate at the FUP�

In addition to the key mobility effects that 1 CER provided, the 
support section established a water point, utilising the WPU, with 
the capacity to support Battlegroup operations� The ability to es-
tablish and operate a water production and distribution point of 
this size is vital in reducing the ongoing logistical burden required 
to sustain an organisation the size of the RBG�

Combat Engineer sections were attached to infantry compa-
nies upon completion of the insertion into the AO� Throughout 
the exercise, they provided mobility support, primarily focussed 
on route search� In the final assault on Snowy Prospect Village, 
Engineer search was decisive in providing mobility within the ur-
ban environment� This support was key from the very beginning 
of the assault, where engineer-constructed ladders permitted 
the infantry to secure a Forward Operating Base by scaling the 
walls� Engineer support was then key in the break-in to the vil-
lage proper, where identification of vulnerable points combined 
with rapid marking and bypass allowed the timely establishment 
of friendly elements within the town� In the exploitation phase, 
Engineer search and obstacle reduction allowed for the complete 
clearance and securing of the village�

Throughout the conduct of kinetic operations, Engineer HQ 
elements were fundamental in establishing a coordination cen-
tre for civilian aid� Engineers coordinated the supply of medical 
facilities, food and water distribution as well as conduct of an 
information operation (IO) campaign� Simultaneously providing 
coordinated kinetic and non-kinetic effects significantly enhances 
the warfighting capability that the infantry provides� The breadth 
of skills that 1 CER brought to the RBG was vital in ensuring the 
successful clearance of the objective�

Summary
1 CER’s year on RBG has provided a wide range of opportuni-
ties� Combat Engineer elements have worked closely with 5 RAR 
throughout the year, with noticeable mutual benefits� The plant 
and trade elements have highlighted to other units in the Brigade 
the extent of the capability they are able to provide� The unit has 
learnt significant lessons on establishing and maintaining a high 
level of individual and collective readiness� 1 Brigade has always 
been strongly focussed on combined arms, and 1 CER has used 
support to the RBG to ensure that this focus continues as the 
Brigade moves away from its mechanised background towards 
Plan Beersheba�
By Lieutenant Lachlan Grono

Above: Sunset, overlooking the Main Defensive Position, on Ex Tigers Run.

Below: SPR Hender windlassing a wire obstacle on Ex Tigers Run.
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From the Commanding Officer
Following back-to-back Combat Engineer 
Squadron Group rotations to Afghanistan 
in 2012, the 2nd Combat Engineer Regi-
ment (2 CER) looked optimistically towards 
our turn in the ‘Reset’ phase of the Force 
Generation Cycle as a period in which we 

could slow down and get back to basics� While this was achieved 
to an extent, with a number of activities focusing on foundation 
warfighting and basic combat engineering skills, ‘Reset’ has prov-
en far from restful, with the Regiment and the whole formation 
proving easy pickings for cuts to manning and ruthless targeting 
for short-notice support tasks� Nonetheless, the soldiers and of-
ficers of 2 CER have done a fantastic job in 2013, whatever the 
task or difficulty of the circumstances�

The year started quickly, with support to Operation QLD 
FLOOD ASSIST II� A number of personnel, from across the Regi-
ment, deployed to Bundaberg to assist in disaster relief opera-
tions� It culminated in the build of a Fixed Modular Bridge over-
bridge on the Burnett River highway crossing� Focus then shifted 
to preparing for our role as part of the opposing force for Exercise 
HAMEL / TALISMAN SABRE 13 and the provision of a Platoon 
to Rifle Company Butterworth� Amongst this, were a myriad of 
external support tasks, a series of time-consuming audits, and 
an inordinate number of soldiers and NCOs away training on 
career and specialist courses� Somehow, during this period, the 
Regiment found the time to relocate into temporary working ac-
commodation (with some 40% less storage area) while our lines 
are being rebuilt, and the Squadrons found time to design and 
implement a range of training activities to revise and broaden 
combat engineer and trade skills across the Regiment�

In May, we suffered the tragic loss of our comrade SPR David 
Wood, a skilled high-threat searcher who had deployed twice in 
the role and was an all-round good bloke� You’ll be sorely missed 
Woody but never forgotten� I would also like to recognise the serv-
ice of several key personnel departing at the end of 2013: Execu-
tive Officer Major Mick Wilson, who has served the Regiment and 
SME with distinction in this role, particularly in all things soldier 
and family welfare; Operations Officer Major ‘BJ’ Pearce, who has 
been outstanding in the role, particularly as he is (only) an infan-
tryman (!); Major Stephen John, who has done great things with 
11 Combat Engineer Squadron in preparing them for their future 

in the 2nd Division; and Padre John Crosby, who tirelessly dedi-
cated himself to the members of the Regiment and their families, 
after what has seemed like one tragedy after another� 

Many thanks to the members of the Regiment for your work 
in 2013, and thanks also to your families for your ongoing sup-
port – we could not do what we do without you� We look forward 
to 2014, which will see the Regiment occupy brand new working 
facilities back in our old Sapper precinct, and hopefully a more 
structured training year�

Ubique�
By Lieutenant Colonel Paul Foura

The year in review
2 Combat Engineer Squadron (2 CE Sqn) came into 2013 expect-
ing to have a busy ‘Reset’ year, but quickly found that busy was 
an understatement� The first day back in January from Christ-
mas leave saw a parade conducted to tell everybody to pack their 
equipment and vehicles, as the Squadron had been put on 48hrs 
notice to move for Operation QLD FLOOD ASSIST II� We then 
spent the next week gathering equipment to fit out the Squadron 
and waiting for the orders to execute� Despite the good work of 
all members, the whole Squadron was not required with a Troop 
(+) sized element was sent to Bundaberg� 

Aside from general post-flood cleanup work, the Troop(+) built 
a Fixed Modular Bridge (FMB) over a damaged section of the Don 
Tallon Bridge, the main highway bridge over the Burnett River� 
Despite significant challenges, the bridge was built quickly and 
the route opened� This bridge proved vital for the flow of traffic 
from the south to the north of Bundaberg and allowed residents 
and tradesman to start the long task of cleaning up�

With the flood support finishing, it was not long before the 
Squadron was starting lead up training for major exercises later 
in the year� The first Squadron exercise was conducted at Canun-
gra Training Area and focused on the basics� CE Troops prac-
tised field craft, rehearsed dismounted infantry minor tactics 
and introduced a number of junior sappers to Protected Mobil-
ity Vehicle mounted operations� The Squadron also conducted 
a number of ranges, which culminated in section-level live fire 
attacks and withdrawals� The final range finished with a tor-
rential downpour of rain, which surprisingly increased morale 
instead of dampening it�

The Squadron then ramped up for Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 
13 (EX TS13)� 2 CE Sqn was attached to 2/14 LHR (QMI) as the 
motorised engineer component of Battlegroup WARHORSE, the 
Opposing Force (OPFOR) battlegroup for the exercise� This saw 
the Squadron head up to Shoalwater Bay Training Area to con-
duct integration and consolidation training� Unfortunately, due 
to heavy rain and restrictions imposed by range control, the full 
outcomes of the exercise could not be achieved� The CE Troops 
still managed to do some urban operations training and some 
obstacle construction practice�

In between the major exercises, the Squadron lost one of its 
members, SPR David Wood� The entire Squadron pulled together 
in this difficult time and moved down to the Reserve Depot at 
Lismore for the conduct of two days funeral drill practice� This 
was followed by a full military funeral that was conducted in his 
home town of Casino, where he was given a fitting goodbye from 
his mates, colleagues and the Regiment� SPR Wood had completed 
two tours of Afghanistan as a high-threat searcher and was re-
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Below: 2 CE Sqn building an MGB for the � Brigade Open Day.
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garded by all that knew him as a genuinely good bloke who would 
do anything for his mates� Woody was a good soldier, combat 
engineer and mate; who will be missed by the Regiment�

Not long after this, the Squadron was quickly back at work 
and off on EX TS13� The activity proved to be a good one for the 
Squadron, with a wide range of combat engineering tasks being 
exercised� Mobility was provided to the combat teams, counter 
mobility was conducted in the form of dozens of obstacles across 
the range, survivability was provided through the digging of de-
fensive positions and deception was achieved through the con-
struction of dummy tanks and artillery� The Squadron was also 
re-tasked for a period as Combat Team (CT) PHANTOM and given 
infantry and cavalry assets� The task was the defence of the Urban 
Operations Training Facility (UOTF), which saw significant delay 
imposed by CT PHANTOM against the 1 RAR Group�

With EX TS13 completed the Squadron refocused on the other 
core tasks that we had not had time to train for during the first 
half of the year� Short and focused exercises were conducted to 
refresh the Sappers in bridging, search, CBRND, water purifica-
tion and small boat handling� These activities rounded out a busy 
year well and saw the Squadron in a good position for our “Ready-
ing” year in 2014� 
By Major Tim O’Brien

7 Combat Engineer Squadron
Following the return from Operation SLIPPER in Afghanistan in 
November 2012, 7 Combat Engineer Squadron (7 CE Sqn) was 
looking forward to entering the ‘Reset’ year of the Force Gen-
eration Cycle� ‘Reset’ in 2013 has allowed 7 CE Sqn to focus on 
developing individual skills, junior leadership and deepen the un-
derstanding of the role of the Combat Engineer at all levels� While 
the concept of ‘Reset’ generates visions of a relaxed, structured 
year, 2013 has been anything but, with 7 CE Sqn supporting our 
sister Squadrons, conducting our own field and live fire training, 
supporting multiple Brigade activities and providing a Troop of 
CEs to a Rifle Company Butterworth (RCB 103) rotation�

The year started with 2 CER relocating to temporary facilities 
to allow our old lines to be rebuilt� This brought with it all the frus-
trations of trying to fit a CE Squadron into infantry company lines 
and the additional frustration of reallocating equipm ent and ve-
hicles following the 2012 deployment� In parallel, we sent over 
half of our junior leaders to the School of Military Engineering for 
three months to conduct their Subject 4 Corporals course� 

In amongst this churn, we managed to achieve some good train-
ing� Both Troops conducted basic combat engineering, Medium 
Girder Bridge and demolitions revision, and watermanship train-
ing on the Brisbane River� This training culminated with the re-
turn of our junior leaders from course and the conduct of Exercise 

LIGHTENING STORM at Wide Bay Training Area� This exercise 
consisted of live fire section attacks, demolition ranges and the 
conduct of a Combat Engineer Soldier and Section Competition� 
The Soldier Competition was gruelling, including a 20 km Navi-
gation stand, the reduction and construction of obstacles, and 
the design and construction of an aerial ropeway� The teamwork 
and determination displayed is a testament to the quality of the 
combat engineers in the RAE today� On return from this exercise, 
the Squadron split its focus� 12 Troop provided the nucleus of an 
Infantry Platoon to be attached to 1 Regiment (RAA) to support 
RCB 103, with 13 Troop continuing to focus on developing wider 
combat engineer skills and capability� 

12 Troop as part of RCB 103 have gone from strength to 
strength, setting the example and standard during the lead up 
training for their fellow company members from the Artillery 
and Signals Corps� While deployed, the Engineers are maintain-
ing their reputation for working hard and playing hard, perform-
ing well in the jungle and soon becoming regulars at the Hong 
Kong bars� 

“We’d heard a lot said about the environment we were about to 
call home and unfortunately a lot of it turned out to be true”
By Lieutenant Brett Ritchie

Back in Australia, 13 Troop provided support to EX TS13 and con-
tinued to develop CE capability: conducting training in CBRND, 
bridging, mine warfare and developing a better understanding 
of the role of combat engineers in support of the combined arms 
team� 

7 CE Sqn has continued to demonstrate the adaptability and 
quality of its soldiers, winning the 2 CER Soldier Skills competi-
tion with a section put together at short notice� In addition, the 
Squadron, with support from soldiers from across the Regiment, 
completed the Sunshine Coast Tough Mudder competition with 
a 24 man team� While the year has had its share of frustrations 
and challenges, it has provided the Squadron with the opportu-
nity to repair and move forward from the deployment in 2012� 
Some key elements to this have been the opportunity to take some 
much needed leave to unwind with family and friends and to allow 
members to conduct promotion and specialist courses for career 
advancement� We have also taken the time to remember our fallen 
comrades through Mates 4 Mates charity activities and a 12-month 
remembrance service for Sapper James Martin� 7 CE Sqn is now 
well-prepared to move into the ‘Readying’ phase of training cycle 
in 2014 as an effective part of the combined arms team�
By Major Matt Boxall

11 Combat Engineer Squadron
In keeping with the Sapper ethos, 11 Combat Engineer Squadron 
(11 CE Sqn) had another busy year, beginning with a move to 
temporary accommodation into the old 8/9 RAR lines where, for 
the first time in many years, we had our own building to call home� 
It was a hectic start, with the planned Heavy Weapons Block can-
celled due to the excess of rain in South East Queensland and the 
need to deploy personnel at short notice to assist with Operation 
QLD FLOOD ASSIST II� With less than a day’s notice, a total of 24 
personnel were deployed to assist with the clean-up effort� CPL 
Lacey’s section was deployed to Mundubbera with very positive 
feedback received from appreciative locals, while CPL Olleren-
shaw’s section assisted with the main body in Bundaberg where 
the local residents were also very appreciative�

Following the flurry of activity in February, a number of 
weekend exercises were undertaken, including construction of 
an MGB for the 7 Brigade Open Day, small arms practices, and 
a reserve demolitions exercise� The second half of the year was 
focused on combat engineer skills including mine warfare, water 

Below: � CE Sqn having completed the construction of a Medium Girder Bridge.  
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supply, watermanship, and ‘white’ role search in preparation for 
expected tasks in support of the G20 summit in 2014� The Squad-
ron has continued to concentrate on individual training including 
G Wagon, the new Harris ANPRC 152 and the new BGC3 Battle 
Management System� The Squadron supported Exercise MENIN 
ROAD (11 Brigade) in April with a Section providing engineer 
support to the Battle Group, and also assisted RMC during two 
of their Battle Blocks� CPL Darryl Ollerenshaw assisted 6 ESR in 
construction of a new airfield, CPL Bachmann provided support 
to RAE Initial Employment Training courses in Sydney, and SPR 
Suzette Turner again provided support to Junior Leader Courses 
here in South East Queensland�

11 CE Squadron welcomed its first new recruits in almost two 
years and looks forward to the addition of more new faces in 2014� 
New promotions included LCPL Verdouw and LCPL Lawley, while 
CPL Milne received a well-deserved second hook� A number of 
new LTs marched in after graduation from RMC and have taken 
up the challenge of further improving the skill sets of the Sappers 
and continuing the ongoing rivalry between the CE Troops� The 
Squadron farewelled the OPSO, LT Hargreaves, in April 2013, as 
he took up a new work opportunity in Sydney� His hard work and 
organisation skills will be missed� 

The tempo will increase in 2014, building on the gains made 
in 2013 and preparing the Sappers for Exercise HAMEL and the 
transition to 11 Engr Regt at the start of 2015� This will sadly 
end an association with 2 CER of around 16 years in one of the 
most successfully integrated units� Nonetheless, we will look to 
continue our association with 2 CER and aim to have our most 
successful year to date in 2014� 
By Major Stephen John

24 Support Squadron
After an intensive period of 2 CER deployments, 24 Support 
Squadron (24 Spt Sqn) regrouped in January� Besides soldiers 
coming back to the Squadron from ANZAC Tp, there was a new 
kid on the block: Emergency Response Troop� This Troop, located 
in Oakey, transferred from the Special Operations Engineer Regi-
ment in January 2013 and provides 24/7 support to the Army 
Aviation Training Centre and Swartz Barracks� 2013 turned out 
to be a new start for the Squadron, with a combination of newly 
marched in personnel and a new troop�

Squadron move
As part of the Enhanced Land Force Phase 2B project, the largest 
Squadron in the Regiment had to temporarily move into old 8/9 
RAR lines which were previously occupied by their Support Com-
pany� The allocated area barely accommodates half the Squadron, 
resulting in the squadron being spread out over five main loca-
tions, including Oakey� 

Plant Troop
The year started well for Plant Troop, when a large portion of 
the Troop was deployed to the Bundaberg area as part of Opera-
tion QLD FLOOD ASSIST II� The construction of a bridge in the 
area was the most significant activity for Plant Troop during 
this deployment� It was a great opportunity to provide support 
to the civil community� In the first half of the year, the Troop 
refurbished the Australian Army Training Team Vietnam Memo-
rial at Canungra� This was an excellent job, which enjoyed atten-
tion from high level Army personnel, both active and retired� 
The Troop deployed for a month to Shoalwater Bay to conduct 
damage control and range remediation activities for EX TS13� 
Refurbishing, such an important training area for Army, is a 
much appreciated job�

Resources Troop
Due to the Regiment’s move into temporary facilities, Resources 
Troop picked up a few excellent jobs� The 2 CE Sqn Q-store was 
dismantled and re-erected on a newly-poured concrete slab� The 
Troop was awarded an old shed to create a temporary workshop 
for the tradesmen� The Troop enclosed this open shed and fitted 
out the interior, creating a very viable workshop� Around Gallipoli 
Barracks, the Troop received much praise from units for works 
conducted within their precincts� The Troop has many more con-
struction projects around the barracks lined up to keep them busy 
for at least the rest of the year� In September, the Troop ran the 
first of two WPDS courses, a new capability for the Regiment, 
which will enhance our ability to support domestic and interna-
tional operations� 

Emergency Response Troop
Emergency Response Troop has undergone a true transition 
throughout the year� Due to increased manning and better mater-
iel management, the Troop has increased its capacity from strug-
gling to provide daily support to a learning organisation where 
there is time to train and increase the overall competencies of 
personnel� This year, we have intensified our ties with the Queens-
land Fire and Rescue Service resulting in combined training and 
excellent live fire fighting serials at the Queensland Emergency 
Services Training Academy at Whyte Island�

2014
As of November 2013, 24 Support Squadron will split up Resourc-
es Troop into Construction Troop and Specialist Troop� With four 
distinctly different troops the Squadron will be able to conduct a 
large array of tasks� Specialist Troop will be one to watch in 2014, 
with dive operations, protective hazard reduction, acquiring re-
sources and explosive detection being its four main tasks�
By Major Christian van den Bosch

Left: ANZAC Day Cenotaph Party – SGT Grundie; LCPL Milne, SPR Hall, 
SPR Lawley, SPR Tieppo, and SPR Wynne. 
Above: Emergency Response Troop live fire fighting training with the 
Queensland Fire and Rescue Service.
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Operational Support Squadron
This year has been nothing short of a challenge for the soft belly of 
the Regiment, known as Operational Support Squadron (OSS)� We 
began the year with an uphill battle in the form of a relocation of 
our work accommodation and have stayed on this ascent ever since� 
It was apparent from early in the year that ‘Reset’ meant work, and 
lots of it� Similar to playing a losing Tetris game, the move was a 
frantic juggling act for most of the beginning of the year� After a 
quick relocation stock-take, OSS was able to move onto the next 
task, already out of breath and struggling to stay afloat�

Luckily, we were able to plough head first along with the rest of 
the Regiment into the Army Compliance and Assurance Agency 
(ACAA) Mega Audit� The title itself is daunting, justifiably, with 
many big players shedding a tear or two as Corrective Action Re-
quests and Audit Reports were issued out like pieces of cake at 
a wedding� The aftermath was months and months of fruitful 
meetings and remediation that no doubt led to the mass reten-
tion of all involved�

Beyond corporate governance and compliance audits, OSS was 
able to fit in some worthwhile work in 2013� Of note, we were able to 
provide a Forward Repair Team (FRT) in support of the Regiment’s 
Operation QLD FLOOD ASSIST II contingent during the January/

February period� CPL Bromet and CFN Finnigan manned the FRT 
and the SSM, WO2 Andrew Pitt put his old combat engineer jersey 
back on to lead a bridge build in Bundaberg� SGT Gillespie, from 
Workshop Troop, became a command post warrior at Gatton�

The pinnacle of the year was the support to EX TS13� OSS was 
able to provide FRT support to the Regiment’s OPFOR and Dam-
age Control contingents� The majority of the remaining personnel 
deployed as part of the ‘Green Force’ (civilian) contingent, and 
were used to enhance the training experience of the US Marines 
who joined the ADF on the exercise� A job outside of the usual 
realm of OSS tasking was the provision of support to a RMC cadet 
Battle Block� A section, comprised of Workshop Troop personnel, 
deployed to Canberra to help mould and shape the future officers 
of the ADF� The members returned full of hope and confidence in 
the next generation of leaders to come� 

To our members’ credit OSS met all tasks with a great sense 
of humour and a tireless desire to meet the requirements of our 
dependency� This year is no doubt just a taste of the next level 
of work required in 2014, which I have no doubt we will meet 
with enthusiasm and display the indomitable spirit of the Army 
Logisitician of today� 
By Major Andrew Olechnowicz
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3rd Combat Engineer Regiment 
From the Commanding Officer
2013 has been an extremely busy and challeng-
ing year for the 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment 
(3CER), with the unit supporting not only warf-
ighting tasks but also providing dedicated sup-
port to the development of Army’s amphibious 
capability with the 2nd Battalion, the Royal 

Australian Regiment�  3CER has maintained an extremely high 
tempo, with our young sappers and commanders showing ex-
traordinary commitment and dedication to their job and in turn 
enabling the 3rd Brigade to live, move and fight�

As I write this article, 3CER soldiers are completing the final 
stages prior to moving into the READY phase of the Force Genera-
tion Cycle in November this year� To achieve this, the Regiment 
has focused on ensuring our sappers, JNCOs, SNCOs and Junior 
Commanders are well trained, equipped and have the knowledge 
to succeed at the highest levels, not just as individuals but as 
part of a team as well� With the unit working at an extremely 
high tempo, credit must be given to the families and partners 
of these members, their ability to provide support in times of 
uncertainty and their dedication enables our soldiers to perform 
to the highest level�

While the number of deployed members has drastically re-
duced, we currently have four members of the Regiment de-
ployed on operations� The Regiment has refocused on ensuring 
key capabilities are maintained but also developing our skills in 
the basic fundamental skills as a combat engineer with a return 
to foundation warfighting� Such tasks have included bridging and 
watermanship with the Medium Girder Bridge (MGB), Floating 
Support Bridge (FSB) and watercraft; breaching and marking of 
protective obstacles and airfield denial tasks (cratering)�  Our re-
cent exercises have been the stepping stones towards the Army’s 
future of Multi-role Combat Brigades� By completing these nu-
merous exercises from section to squadron level, it has allowed 

the sappers and JNCOs to develop and gain experience� They have 
shown that our Regiment is able to be adaptable and agile in an 
uncertain environment� This has allowed the Regiment as a whole 
to provide credible and professional combat engineer support, 
not only to the three infantry battalions but to all units that con-
stitute 3BDE�

Whilst Ex HAMEL / TALISMAN SABRE was our most impor-
tant exercise of the year in terms of certification for the “ready” 
cycle, arguably the Combined Arms Training Activity (CATA) was 
of even greater benefit for the Regiment, with the sappers not 
only providing the standard level of support to Battle Group (BG) 
manoeuvre, but also in conducting live fire breaching utilising im-
provised Bangalore torpedoes and the Personnel Explosive Line 
Clearance Charge (PELCC) in support of Brigade minus level live 
fire manoeuvre�  The experience of breaching under the cover of 
danger-close artillery, with intimate support from M1A1 Abrams 
Tanks, ASLAVs and APCs, is something that all those fortunate 
enough to be in the breaching parties will never forget�

As you will read in the articles from each Squadron within 
3CER, it is all the members of the Regiment that make it the 
success it has become� Without the tireless support from both 
25 SPT SQN and OSS, the members of the Regiment would be 
without the vital equipment and resources it needs to achieve 
its tasks� The JNCOs, Sappers, Privates and Craftsmen are the 
most valuable asset of this Regiment and it is through their 
hard work, dedication to their skill or trade and professional-
ism that allows the Regiment to deliver all the tasks that are 
asked of them� 

Finally I would like to thank our families and partners for their 
support, this year and every year, without which it would not be 
possible to do our jobs� With Christmas fast approaching every-
one will be looking forward to the well deserved rest but also fully 
prepared for any short notice deployments that may occur�
By Lieutenant Colonel Robert Sanders
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16th COMBAT ENGINEER SQUADRON
Command of an Engineer Squadron in the 
Readying year of the Force Generation Cycle
I didn’t have long to settle into the position as the new Officer 
Commanding of 16CE SQN� The Squadron conducted induction 
training and then immediately found itself out on Ex READY 
PHOENIX, a lead in activity to prepare us for what was to be a very 
busy 2013 in the readying phase of the Force Generation Cycle�

Ex READY PHOENIX was a Squadron sized training activity 
that incorporated route clearance and search, explosive breaching 
on walls and wire obstacles, minefield emplacement, minefield 
breaching and foundation war fighting skills such as ambushes, 
urban assaults and observation posts�

The Squadron carried live explosives and conducted live tasks 
in a realistic scenario� Examples included the breaching and mark-
ing of a protective wire obstacle, breaching of a Quala compound 
wall and ‘blowing in place’ mines found in a vulnerable point� 
This exercise culminated with a Battle Noise Simulation serial, 
the use of explosives for airfield denial tasks (cratering) and to 
create expedient fighting pits�

The Squadron had five days to conduct refit-to-fight before 
we were back out at TFTA in support of the 1RAR Ex CORAL 
WARFIGHTER� This was a battle group level exercise that saw 
three main missions� The first mission was a dismounted sweep 
through an urban area to capture two high value targets� Once 
the town was cleared of enemy, the Engineer Troops with support 
from the Explosive Detection Dog section conducted a search of 
the area for caches�

The second mission involved a 15km route search mounted in 
Bushmasters� The combat teams encountered numerous nuisance 
minefields and a large minefield along the way� This minefield 
caused the Combat Teams to conduct a deliberate breach through 
the minefield� The Sappers and Explosive Detection Dogs of 16CE 
SQN displayed the utmost professionalism and enabled the clear-
ance of the route and the conduct of a combat team breach of the 
minefield on route to their objective� This mission proved to be a 
‘day-of-days’ with ‘anti-tank ally’ along the old rail tracks taking 
a very long time to clear� 

The final mission involved an air assault onto an urban village 
mounted in S70 Blackhawks and CH 47 Chinooks� The combat 
teams were inserted via air onto the objective and cleared the Ur-
ban Operations Training Facility of enemy� The Sappers and Explo-
sive Detection Dogs of 16CE SQN once again showed their skills 
when clearing the area of explosives, booby traps and mines� The 
Engineers also assisted with the defence of the village; constantly 
exceeding the expectations of our infantry counterparts�  
By Major Kenneth Golder 

From the Brigade Combined Arms Training 
Activity to Ex TALISMAN SABRE/HAMEL
16CE SQN was to break the habitual relationship with the 1RAR 
and be in direct support to the ACR� While the exercise was short 
in duration, this exercise proved how a light fighting Engineer 
Squadron can be re-rolled to support a mechanised battle group� 
The Squadron was predominately mounted in bushmasters, with 
only one troop remaining in Unimogs� Our support – an engineer 
troop minus in support of the Brigade screen, an engineer troop 
to support each of the organic infantry combat teams, and an en-
gineer section to support the manoeuvre of a tank combat team� 
There were many critics of this support; due to the efforts of the 
sappers on the ground, the squadron provide engineer support 
like we always do, this time the challenge was mobility� 

How did we get around it?  The engineers attached to the Bri-
gade screen were mounted in any available space in an Armoured 
Personnel Carrier or an Australian Light Armoured Vehicle� This 

came with its own inherent challenges of communications and 
situational awareness; but we were able to deliver the engineer ef-
fects when we needed to� The other two engineer troops mounted 
in bushmasters provided direct support to the mounted combat 
teams� Mobility mismatch was not such an issue for the bush-
master, but when you incorporate the need of an engineer stores 
vehicle and the skid steer loader on an 8 tonne trailer, the mobility 
challenges do not go away� In fact they only intensify� This led to an 
engineer troop being left behind in a withdrawal from enemy con-
tact, resulting in the loss of an engineer troop to the peacher� This 
was to become a significant loss noting we only had five combat 
engineer troops supporting three battle groups� While I do sup-
port the improvement in mobility from a Unimog to a bushmaster, 
there was an incident where this mobility mismatch came to light� 
The CO’s tactical party mounted in Armoured Personnel Carriers 
except for the Engineer vehicle – a bushmaster� The CO’s tactical 
party headed out on a patrol only to find out that the bushmaster 
is not a Armoured Personnel Carrier and can not go in the same 
areas� We quickly became bogged; no wheeled vehicle was able to 
recover us, relying now on an Armoured Personnel Carrier to come 
to the rescue� This brought with it tactical challenges and accept-
ance of risk, something that could be reduced or removed if the 
mobility challenges that exist today are addressed tomorrow�

The squadron found the 1st ACR was an inclusive organisa-
tion� From the battle group headquarters all the way down to the 
combat team and platoon level headquarters, all engaged with 
the engineers and all embraced the opportunity to have engineers 
integrate within there organisation� The doctrinal concepts, the 
personalities and natural “lets get the job done” attitude will 
continue to reinforce that Engineers can support the Multirole 
Combat Brigade construct and the Armoured Calvary Regiment� 
The hurdle is the mobility challenge�

This challenge is well noted within the Corps and Army� From 
the Force Engineer to the Chief of Army, we are all acutely aware 
of the mobility issues surrounding the Multirole Combat Brigade 
construct and how engineers support the Armoured Calvary Regi-
ment� We need a mechanised engineer platform and we need a 
mechanised breaching vehicle� The means of getting this, a separate 
capability project under the Defence Capability Plan� For too long 
we have attached ourselves to other projects only to be removed due 
to funding constraints� This challenge of mobility has been around 
since I was a Sapper some 15 years ago� The time is now to act� The 
Armoured Corps has new tanks and project L400, Aviation has new 
helicopters, Artillery has new guns, but for the Engineer what is our 
fundamental priority? This discussion is for another article�

Up to this point the Squadron have lived the reality of the 
tempo of the Force Generation Cycle and the requirement to sup-
port multiple battle groups� It was time to get back to conduct-
ing junior leader development training – the medium, adventure 
training and a week away in Cairns� The concept - develop small 
groups focusing on resilience, mental & physical toughness, indi-
vidual robustness and exposing individuals to extreme conditions 
that are not normal operating conditions� The execution – a three 
day bullring activity consisting of sea kayaking, hiking Mount 
Bartle Frere and jungle survival training� Here are some of the 
thoughts of these stands:

Jungle Survival Training
Jungle Survival Training was a one day activity as a part of Ex 
PHOENIX CHALLENGER at Golden Hole, Mt� Bartle Frere� The 
day consisted of four stages, the first stage was a brief on survival 
with topics such as the key fundamentals to survival being; water, 
fire and shelter� The second stage consisted of moving to a nearby 
water source to try different methods of trapping and purifying 
water which consisted of testing out our newly taught methods� 
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This included using Milbank filters, digging holes to find water and 
to assist in filtration and using a bag in the sun over a hole to collect 
condensation which was referred to as a dew trap� Next required 
us to walk further and deeper into the jungle where we were met 
by a well built improvised shelter� Out next task was to create fire 
using only items found in the jungle and limited items we had in our 
pockets� We also had to build an improvised shelter which included 
structures such as the lean-to, teepee, and the A-Frame� 
By Sapper Matthew Watson

Sea Kayaking
Sea Kayaking was lead by two Unit Adventure Training Leaders 
(UATL) and conducted along the Trinity Inlet� The following is 
an anecdote of an open sea kayaking experience� After receiving 
a lengthy brief from the UATLs the boys were keen to get on the 
water� The first couple of hours was pretty easy going as the tide 
was going out (more about that later) and we had the wind in our 
backs� With favourable conditions, the boys confidence in there 
abilities quickly increased� Their confidence was clearly misplaced, 
as it wasn’t much longer before a couple of teams had capsized, 
providing much comical relief to everyone else� 

We continued on until we had reached the mouth of the Trinity 
Inlet and pulled up for lunch� By this time the wind had picked up 
and it was decided that this was now the turn around point� Natu-
rally heading back against the wind was going to be a challenge, 
but things were about to get much worse� The tide was going out 
quicker then we could paddle to deeper water, then before we 
knew it, everyone was literally ‘thigh-deep’ in mud� The mud flat 
seemed endless but eventually we reached the shipping lane and 
deeper water� Now in deeper water we were more exposed to the 
head wind which made paddling more difficult�

We continued to paddle up river within the shipping lane and 
it wasn’t long until a very distinct noise was heard, symbolising 
our next hurdle to overcome� Looking up stream, a large passen-
ger catamaran was noticed heading straight for one of the kayak 
teams; “It’s amazing how fast and perfectly in unison 2 blokes can 
paddle when faced with adversity” is what Corporal Kaminski was 
quoted to have said after nearly being run over� Now free of the 
mud flat and catamarans we leisurely returned to HMAS Cairns 
for much welcomed dry land and cleaning of stores� 

Hiking Mt Bartle Frere
The final activity was the arduous climb up Mount Bartle Frere, the 
tallest mountain in Queensland reaching an elevation of 1,622 me-
tres above sea level� Leeches seemed to be one of the most concern-
ing aspects of the climb; and there were a few unusual attachment 
sites noted including an eyeball and other less mentionable areas� 
The climb itself however posed the greatest physical challenge, but 
the members of 16CE SQN were up to the task�

The starting location of the Mount Bartle Frere track is located 
at Josephine Falls about 75km south of Cairns� The Australian 
Department of National Parks recommend the 7�5km trail (15 km 
return) be tackled in two days and should only be attempted by 
experienced bushwalkers� Being professional Australian Soldiers, 
we decided to set ourselves a challenge and attempt to complete 
the ascent and descent in 10 hours or faster� All Troops eclipsed 
this goal and finished the trek under the 9 hour mark�

For many of us climbing the mountain was a real eye opener 
to experience the affects of change of climate and terrain� At 
the start it was dense rainforest and high humidity but as we 
reached an elevation of about 800 meters everyone started to 
notice the decreasing temperature the higher we ascended� For 
most of the way up there was heavy cloud cover obscuring the 
view and most of the Troops experienced rain for the majority 
of the climb� At the 7 km mark of the trail (1300 m elevation), 

the rainforest opens out onto a boulder field and the last 300 m 
ascent was conducted over the boulders� This last stretch was the 
most treacherous with members having to climb over the boul-
ders while being completely exposed to the high winds and rain 
of the summit� Once the boulders were conquered, there was one 
last ascent through rainforest before the peak was conquered� 

At the summit everyone had a well earned rest and prepared 
themselves for the long descent back down to the Josephine Falls 
car park� By this time weariness had begun to set in however 
everyone dug deep and managed to smash out the descent in 
about 3-4 hours instead of the 5-6 hours it had taken to reach 
the top� There was a great sense of accomplishment at conquer-
ing the mountain�

The Squadrons focus now is preparing for the contingency 
force requirements of the Ready Battle Group, something that 
will remain with us for the next 20 months� This will bring new 
challenges and indeed frustrations, but having experienced a year 
such as 2013, I do know one thing, the 16CE SQN is well prepared 
for the road ahead and postured to provide continued engineer 
support to those in need�

As I finish my first year in command of the sappers within 
the Squadron, I will say this, the Sappers understand the need 
to be certified and the logical progression from sub-unit to Army 
level training� They may not enjoy it, or at times complain about 
it, this is not new, our challenge as leaders is, and will always be, 
how do we continue to motivate and drive these Sappers to keep 
on doing it� Finally, the Sappers of this Squadron have demon-
strated extraordinary performances to date� Their motivation, 
dedication, hard work and courage has been outstanding and in 
my eyes very humbling� This Squadron remains physically strong, 
mentally tough, resilient and ready to respond� 
By Major Kenneth Golder 

Above: Sappers conducting mine drills (top), and a bridge build during 
CO's CHALLENGE 13 (directly above).
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18 COMBAT ENGINEER SQUADRON
Since returning from Christmas stand-down in late January, 
18CE SQN has achieved some significant milestones, including:
1� Conduct of readiness activities such as live firing, amphibious 

swim testing and static grenade practice training;
2� Participation and conduct of a tactical exercise, aimed at refin-

ing combat engineer skills and infantry minor tactics;
3� Conduct of Combat Engineer tasks in a littoral environment 

such as;
 Helicopter Landing Point (HLP) construction;
 sand bag bunker defences;
 corduroy road; and
 engineer reconnaissance�

4� Construction of three MGBs, two 14 and one 22 bay bridge;
5� Conduct of obstacle breaching with in-service explosives;
6� Search and minefield clearance; and
7� Amphibious operations training with 2RAR�

In 2013, 18CE SQN commenced its training to support the newly 
developed ‘Amphibious Ready Element�’ This element sees 18CE 
SQN operating from naval vessels and arriving on shore to con-
duct tasks to allow the Army to move once on land� All Sappers 
tirelessly worked to ensure all tasks were completed to a very 
high standard, and safely� The soldiers have continually impressed 
other members of the Regiment with their teamwork, work ethic, 
demeanour and professionalism to all tasks assigned� These tasks 
would not have been successful without the sound guidance and 
experience from the JNCO’s and SNCO’s� 

Ex THUNDERSTORM was the first major exercise for the 
Squadron� During the three week exercise, 18CE SQN conducted 
tasks at Cowley Beach, Mount Stuart and High Range� This ac-
tivity included of a number of combat engineer tasks, as well as 
infantry minor tactics� 

The combat engineer tasks challenged the members of 18CE 
SQN in undertaking some very arduous and labour intensive 
tasks at all hours of the day and night� Tasks like the construc-
tion of a HLP for 2 x S-70 Blackhawk helicopters, a sand bag 
bunker and a corduroy road� All of these tasks were deliberately 
executed in quite harsh environmental conditions, enabling the 
members of the Squadron to understand and appreciate working 
in a jungle and coastal environment� It would suffice to say that 
all members of the Squadron do not miss the constant humming 
of mosquitoes at night�

It was evident that the highpoint from the exercise was the 
completion of the HLP� All members enjoyed watching a Black-
hawk land on the well constructed landing points� There was also 
opportunity for most of the Squadron to fly in the Blackhawk� 
This was a first for many�

After the two arduous weeks at Cowley Beach, both troops 
deployed as individual units to complete bridging and demoli-
tions activities� The focus of these activities was to improve our 
capability at providing mobility operations to a manoeuvre Bat-
talion� At the completion of this exercise, 18CE SQN was treated 
to a well earned Easter stand-down� 

Upon return from Easter stand-down 18CE SQN commenced 
battle preparations for Ex DINGO FURY and Ex BUSU LANDING�  
Ex BUSU LANDING saw a section detach from 22CE TP in support 
of 2RAR� This section, commanded by Sergeant Travis Fennell and 
Corporal Nicholas Kowski, conducted multiple recons on potential 
amphibious entry points and areas of operation for the Battalion� 
The efforts from this section were well received, re-enforcing the 
significance and relevance of Engineer reconnaissance� 

Ex DINGO FURY was the first Regiment level exercise for 2013� 
This exercise comprised of SHQ, 23CE TP and a section from 22CE 
TP�  Conducted over 7 days, the exercise enabled the Squadron to 

•
•
•
•

practice a wide range of mobility and survivability tasks, being:
• construction of a double storey 22 bay MGB;
• route clearance;
• minefield clearance;
• HLP  clearance; and
• water-point reconnaissance�

Despite the heat and high tempo, all Soldiers performed to an 
excellent standard and maintained an impressive work ethic 
throughout the duration of the exercise� 

Ex CATA 13 was the first Brigade level exercise that 18CE SQN 
participated in� This was a very high tempo activity requiring a con-
siderable amount of resilience and flexibility from all members� 22CE 
TP were required to rapidly integrate to their assigned Company with 
2RAR to conduct a 20 km patrol in marching order to their objective 
within the initial stages of the exercise� 23CE TP were also required 
to rapidly integrate into operating within and around APCs, a task 
that the members were not familiar with� The Squadron participated 
in a number of combat engineering tasks in support of the 2RAR BG, 
being – airborne rappelling, engineer reconnaissance, HLZ construc-
tion, combined arms breaching, and low and high risk search�

This exercise demonstrated the flexibility and adaptability of 
members of the Squadron and their ability to rapidly integrate 
into a battle group setting operate in unfamiliar mobility plat-
forms and to adopt new procedures� The success of this exercise 
and 18CE SQNs involvement set the precedence and importance 
of a wide spectrum of engineer related tasks within a BG setting 
post operations in MEAO�

Ex TALISMAN SABER/ HAMEL was the final major exercise 
the Squadron for 2013� This short, albeit, high tempo exercise saw 
18 CE SQN be re-assigned to the 1RAR BG and conduct a wide 
range of combat engineering tasks� With a short notice change to 
the Brigade plan, the Squadron had to rapidly change its posture 
and tasks to best support the plan the Battle Group had been re-
assigned� 23CE TP conducted an airmobile movement and a 23 
km patrol to the first objective with the Battle Group� 22TP was 
reassigned to the Brigade reserve, postured to conduct expedient 
obstacle emplacement and deception� After the initial 72 hours 
the range of tasks the Squadron conducted included:
• airborne rappelling;
• HLZ construction;
• dismounted patrolling;
• urban assault and clearance;
• minefield emplacement;
• complex obstacle construction;
• complex obstacle removal;
• deception construction;
• low and high risk search;
• minor earth works/ route repair;
• key leadership engagement;
• battle damage assessment; and
• EOR�

These range of tasks were conducted by both Troops, and to 
a standard that received praise from Brigade wide� Throughout 
the duration of the exercise a section was dedicated to the ARE, 
whom were aboard the HMAS Choules� This section received high 
praise in their adaptability and willingness to support the ARE, 
this involvement continued to place an increased validity and im-
portance on the RAE capability attached to the ARE�  

Overall, the conduct of the Squadron during Ex TALISMAN SAB-
ER/ HAMEL 13 was exceptional� The intensity of the activities and 
tasks leading to the ‘road to hamel’ set 18 CE SQN up for success in 
their conduct and preparation for a wide range of Engineer tasks� 
By Captain Ian MacDougall 
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25th SUPPORT SQUADRON
Sappers go where others fear to tread – Old Jungle saying
It has been another great year for 25 Support Squadron, with the op-
portunity to provide support to the Regiment, Brigade, wider Army 
and Pacific Region consistently throughout the ‘Readying’ year� Col-
lectively, the Regiment has been busy with support to the Brigade’s 
Combined Arms Training Activity 13, Road to Hamel, Amphibious 
Ready Element exercises as well as individual and collective training 
to ensure each respective element is ready� The squadron has played 
a key role in all of these, whilst also planning for an independent 
squadron deployment to Papua New Guinea simultaneously with a 
Plant Troop deployment to Townsville Field Training Area�

With a significant influx of new personnel, it was key that the 
squadron regained its identity� Ex READY PHANTOM and PHAN-
TOM CHALLENGE provided the medium for this� Ex READY 
PHANTOM, an all corps minor tactics activity, was a tough activity 
designed to build cohesion and generate the individual and collec-
tive skills necessary for success in Army� The soldiers were tested 
throughout, culminating in a section challenge� Lead by Corporal 
Thomas, Plant Section performed admirably and took out the Tro-
phy� Notable mentions were Sapper Pike for his excellent all arms 
call for fire; Corporal Forsyth for accidentally brassing up the OC 
and SSM delivering much needed water; Lance Corporal Anderson 
for his ability to remain calm when geographically embarrassed; and 
Sergeant Tritton for favourable treatment of his beloved tradesmen� 
All soldiers performed to a great standard and forged the working 
relationships necessary for an enjoyable and rewarding year�

Ex PHANTOM CHALLENGE was another opportunity to gen-
erate team cohesion, and just as importantly build on the robust-
ness of each soldier within 25� Adventurous training activities 
such as climbing and roping, coupled with rigorous team building 
activities including sailing… yes sailing! were used to ensure all 
sections generated the trust of each other, as well as learning more 
about their strengths and limitations� The morale was high after 

this activity and all were appreciative of the efforts that went into 
delivering a demanding yet enjoyable activity, such as this one�

Focus then switched to Ex PHANTOM WARRIOR, which was 
integrated within Ex DINGO FURY� This activity focused on de-
veloping the specialist and support skills necessary for the ‘Road 
to Hamel’� Plant Troop used the opportunity to develop a M777 
position, while also practising anti-tank ditching and abutment 
preparation for the CE squadron’s MBG build� Not satisfied with 
this support, they were also key in the transportation and delivery 
of the FSB build by 16 CE SQN� ER Troop used this opportunity 
to focus on road crash rescue, wild fire suppression and confined 
space training� This training proved particularly useful when they 
rescued an embarrassed 3 RAR element in August from a Field 
Kitchen gone wrong! Construction Troop took the opportunity 
for a little respite in Cowley Beach, where they focused on the vol-
leyball skills and fishing, while also providing some much needed 

Above (from top):  SPR Everett and his team with the locals on a quick 
impact project during Ex Puk Puk 13; CPL Forsyth and his section getting back 
to Field Engineering winning Timber in the Jungle of PNG on Ex Puk Puk 13.
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maintenance and sustainability works to some tired facilities� 
Specialist Troop relished the chance to get back to a field engineer-
ing and resource role, with courses in tree felling, portable saw 
mill, water purification and desalinisation system (WPDS) and 
dive� These courses, particularly the milling, would prove crucial 
in Papua New Guinea later in the year�

Ex TALISMAN SABRE/HAMEL 13 provided 25 with an op-
portunity to deploy a squadron (-) to the field in a conventional 
setting� Achievements during this activity were the construction, 
transportation and reconstruction of the Dummy M1A1 Tanks� 
Construction Troop delivered a fantastic result with both Plant 
and Specialist Troop contributing toward an impressive piece of 
deception� The deployment of the WPDS was executed to a very 
high standard by CPL Dwyer and his section from Specialist Troop, 
certifying it as ready to support Brigade level operations� ER Troop 
were detached to Battle Group Pegasus and provided effective 
emergency response support throughout�  Finally, the exercise 
provided a much needed shake out for the squadron in preparation 
for the Brigade Ready year in 2014 and put on display all the skills 
and knowledge that had been gained throughout the year�

As the year progressed, with the deployment of Captain Simon 
Neilsen to Afghanistan at relatively short notice, the Squadron 
welcomed with open arms Captain Rob Grant (RE) from the UK 
on Ex LONG LOOK� A Commando Engineer who has spent sig-
nificant time in the Queen’s Gurkha Engineers, he provided the 
squadron with a wealth of knowledge!  Lieutenants soon learned 
that red pen was universal and submission of a poorly written 
document was just as quickly thrown back for a resubmission� 
The Queen’s English was reinforced to a new standard within 25, 
which is now all the better for it� 

Meanwhile, Captain Theisinger and his works team of merry 
men worked tirelessly on what was always going to be the main 
effort for 2013 – an individual squadron deployment to Papua 
New Guinea on Ex PUK PUK� This year’s exercise was delivered 
at Igam Barracks, and included the deployment of 85 personnel, 
predominately from 25, with key support elements from 18, OSS, 
Close Health Company and 3rd Combat Signals Regiment� The 
scope of works included the enhancement of contingent occupied 
lines (to a liveable standard), refurbishment of the Urban Clinic/
Regimental Aid Post (1 Troop); Refurbishment of the Engineer 
Battalion’s Bravo Company Lines (2 Troop) and a 15 metre MLC 
16 NEB from first principles 5km from the barracks (3 Troop)� 

While there was significant risk to project blow out, the plan-
ning and preparation conducted by the works team during the 
preliminary phase was critical to the successful delivery of works 
fit for purpose, in time and on budget� The trade tasks were chal-
lenging, with significant delays due to asbestos contamination 
and delays with the arrival of freight from Australia� Regardless, 
both Troops developed innovative solutions and created effi-
ciencies within the project timeline to deliver excellent results� 
3 Troop’s NEB moved away from the trade focused Ex PUK PUK 
of previous years and focused more on the field engineer skills 
that have begun to degrade across the Corps� Additionally, this 
gave the PNGDF an opportunity to lead on a task� With a recon-
naissance report completed by the PNGDF declaring the whole 
activity would take no more than a week, 3 Troop were already two 
weeks behind with just the milling requirements� It didn’t help 
with the negotiations that had to be made between locals on what 
trees were OK to be cut down and their ever increasing demands 
on what timber they were going to receive in return! Let’s hope 
the cure for some rare disease did not lie in these trees!

All Troops have had plenty of opportunity to exercise their 
skills and specialisations this year� Plant Troop has continued to 
provide small detachments throughout the Brigade on an almost 
daily basis� A notable mention was on a 4 Regiment reconnais-

sance, where a grader provided mobility support and led the party 
around High Range� The opportunity to deploy as a troop and con-
duct horizontal construction and also run the HR courses up at 
High Range was a welcomed by all planties and drivers, ensuring 
collective training milestones were met by the Troop� Construc-
tion Troop has also had a similar year, where they have delivered a 
disproportionate effect� Notable achievements are the support to 
CATA live fire with the construction, maintenance and delivery of 
a fighting trench system, the development of the deception tanks 
at short notice, the construction of the Stokes Litters at Tully 
training area and deployment to PNG on Ex PUK PUK� Specialist 
Troop have yet again raised the knowledge and skills critical to 
the Regiment, rounding out the skills of the senior sappers well 
prior to their re-post back to the CE squadron’s in 2014� Finally 
ER Troop, plagued by a reduction in manning but still with a de-
sire to practice and hone all the skills within their trade, have 
spent more time in the field than anyone else in the Regiment� 
With priority of ER support given to 5 Aviation Regt throughout 
2013, this ensured all flying operations supporting the Brigades’ 
certification were not impeded� 

The Phantom has made a couple of appearances in 2013� He 
personally thanked OC OSS for the use of his car park during 
the squadron photo� While SSM and OC OSS were less than im-
pressed, the Phantom does what he needs to do to support the 
morale of the 25� This also included a display at the Swimming 
competition� It was noted at this stage, that while both the Phan-
tom and the squadron are gifted in many areas, swimming is not 
one of them!  

The Squadron has embraced the opportunity to compete this 
year, both within the Regiment and across the Brigade� Notable 
sporting achievements include winning the Regimental Shooting 
competition and finishing high on all other competitions� The ef-
forts of the squadron during the CO’s challenge were particularly 
impressive� With no time to train, preparation for Ex PUK PUK 
lead up training well under way, as well as taking much needed 
RTP, 25 performed admirably� An outstanding achievement from 
Corporal Moore and his Trade section, finishing second overall 
and were the last to attempt Mount Stuart, yet climbed it with 
the fastest time�

All in all 2013 has been a great year, the Squadron has demon-
strated the ability to remain flexible, resilient and always deliver 
above expectations� 
By Major Brad Heskett

CONSTRUCTION TROOP
It’s been a busy and eventful year for Construction Troop with a 
variety of tasks and activities conducted to test and develop all 
aspects of the Troop’s trade and soldier skills� 

With a new Troop Commander and limited time to settle in, 
the Troop kicked straight into the year developing and revising 
its core soldier skills with a series of weapons courses and range 
days on a variety of weapons systems, including 9mm pistols and 
grenades� This period allowed the troop to show that members 
can aim a rifle just as well as a nail gun, with notable range per-
formances from Sapper Pike who scored well within the Squadron 
shooting competition�

With fresh weapons qualifications, the troop entered its IMTs 
phase of training with Ex READY PHANTOM� The troop once again 
proving that they are more than capable of dropping tools ‘camming 
up’ and performing a variety of section driven infantry tasks, despite 
the oppressive summer heat and humidity�  With some colourful and 
entertaining radio communication (notably from Sergeant Tritton), 
E32B performed outstandingly during the final challenge� 

With IMTs complete, the troop launched into Ex ‘PHANTOM 
CHALLENGE’� The activity provided an excellent environment 
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for some team building and down time as it was centred on a 
range of adventure training activities such as climbing, abseiling 
and sailing� All members enjoyed the experience with some be-
ing substantially more challenged than others, especially when 
suspended from the cliffs of Mt Stuart�

Trade tasks for the year have seen the Troop construction 
some additional kennels for the Explosive Detection Dog (EDD) 
section, as well as, various minor trade tasks around the barracks� 
The main effort for April and May has seen the troop producing 
hundreds of wooden wall panels and targets for Ex CATA 13� Dur-
ing Ex DINGO FURY, trade troop produced some 600 panels and 
a variety of vehicle targets, which equated to over to 30 tonnes of 
construction materials usage� A tight deadline and a mammoth 
task, which required industrial production like efficiency� The 
troop completed the task in time, and enjoyed a well earned rest 
before the installation phase commenced� 

With Ex CATA complete, the Troop focused its efforts on 
Cowley Beach refurbishment tasks� For this task, the whole 
Troop deployed to Cowley Beach with the main focus being the 
refurbishing of facilities, in particular the SALs and surrounding 
amenities within the training area� The refurbishment of these 
facilities would enhance trade skills, provide opportunities for 
development of section commanders and teamwork within each 
section in preparation for Ex PUK PUK in September�

With deception being the key, Construction Troop was pre-
sented with a secret task, codename ‘Project 017’� Project 017 
was the creation of a replica tank troop from nothing more than 
timber, ply and PVC� The intent was to create four highly accurate 
M1A1 Abrams tanks for the Brigade Commander� These tanks 
needed to be capable of deceiving the enemy, to make them be-
lieve that a much larger, formidable force was in place during the 
conduct of Exercise Talisman Sabre�

With extremely tight deadlines, the project required an atten-
tion to detail not usually required for an army trade troop� The 

task posed a significant challenge to create detailed and accurate 
1:1 scale models� To achieve this (without drawing attention to 
the task from other Bde elements) an innovative method of scal-
ing up a plastic toy tank was used� The task challenged sappers’ 
critical thinking and trade skills in design and engineering, as well 
as, large scale modulised production�

In the later part of the year, Construction Troop sharpened 
and honed their skills in concreting and construction through the 
installation of concrete and steel footings for the Stokes Litters in 
the Tully Jungle Training Area� The original structures had been 
destroyed during Cyclone Yasi, and thus a new, stronger structure 
was required� The task, while relatively straight forward, posed 
several challenges due to the nature of the environment, for exam-
ple, to complete the task we were required to pump concrete 100m 
across a flowing river� However, with a bit of luck, the rain held out, 
which reduced the swell of the river and assisted in the successful 
production of concrete and installation of the structures�
By Lieutenant Mark Mayer

PLANT TROOP
Plant Troop has had a busy year to date completing infantry mi-
nor tactics, minor road works, digging defensive positions, range 
clearances, bridging, constant transport and lift tasks and con-
stant operator maintenance� This year Plant Troop received a few 
new faces: Sapper Rose (Plant Operator), Lance Corporal George, 
Sapper Nowland and Sapper Wallace, whom have all settled in 
well, adding their own flare to the next generation of Planties� 

This year our main achievements have been centred upon 
exercises and training activities� Initially, Plant Troop con-
ducted IMTs on Ex READY PHANTOM during the period 26 
Feb – 05 Mar 13� The exercise turned out to be an epic 48 hrs 
of sleep deprivation; however, a day off in lieu was a fitting re-
ward� The following week , the Squadron participated in adven-
ture training, which comprised of a day of Rock Climbing and 
Abseiling on Mt Stuart, a day of sailing run by the Townsville 
Sailing Club along the Strand, and two days of Team Building 
Activities held on base and in the Strand Park� The week was 
a huge success, personal limits were tested, and greater sense 
of esprit de corp was felt by all�  

Above:  Sapper Michael Garozzo deployed at Rasberry Creek as part 
of the trade detachment during Ex TALISMAN SABRE. The trade 
detachment was deployed forward to conduct structural and expediant 
repairs to key infastructure. 
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The next big exercise, Ex DINGO FURY took place from 16 – 22 
Apr 13� The main focus for the exercise was bridging� Plant Troop 
provided advice to 16CE SQN who elected a very constricted gap 
at the safety limits for such a build� Plant Troop conducted pre-
liminary site clearance and ground preparation in order to sup-
port the building and the booming of the bridge over the gap� 
The bridging task was a great success, with 18CE SQN stealing 
16CE SQN reconnoitre report and completing the build with the 
help of 25 SPT SQN sappers (who ended up in the Army Newspa-
per!)� The gap was effectively bridged with some true blue combat 
engineering manpower, in conjunction with some plant power� 
During this time, Plant Troop also constructed a number of defen-
sive positions for 2RAR’s LFX along with expedient road repairs; 
an emplacement for a 155mm Gun (M777); 100m of Anti-Tank 
Ditching; breaching of an Anti-Tank Ditch, conducted reconnoi-
tres for further tasks at High Range, Tully and Cowley; providing 
floating support bridge support; and transporting the completed 
bridge to base and conducting refurbishment works on the whole 
Mt Stuart Training Area�  

One of the highlights was the expedient 155mm Gun (M777) 
emplacement� The task, led by Lance Corporal Stewart,  took just 
two days of digging with medium excavator (CAT 325) and the 
light excavator (PC 50)� The majority of excavator operation was 
conducted by Sapper Palmer, who was supported by Sapper Har-
raway and the heavy transport crew� Sapper Palmer needs to be 
commended on his hard work and effort� Much to the amusement 
of those planties on site, the task culminated with a driver from 4 
Regiment conducting an Austin Powers style 20-point turn before 
admitting defeat and having to unhook the gun trailer� After a 
quick ‘demotivational’ poster and commentary published on face-
book, the engineers (and not for the first time, nor the last time in 
history) helped the gunners push the trailer back around for the 
gun to be reattached and reversed into the defensive position�   

Support to 2RAR Live Fire Exercise was originally planned to 
be a one day tasking, however, turned into three days as a re-
sult of last minute requirements and extra pit constructed that 
was required� Range deconfliction took an additional two days, 
with units from artillery, aviation, cavalry, US Navy F/A18 (Jets) 
and the infantry� This deconfliction may have been somewhat in 
vain as at the end of day one, Lance Corporal Stewart, returned 
through his deconflicted trace, and was halted by 3RAR and told 
to go another route� He continued on his detour until initiating 
an Enemy Force with mine emplacements and booby traps on 
the road setting the first simulation mine off! He conducted his 
counter ambush drills and turned back around which his Plant 
detachment to only be halted by 3RAR for the next two hours� 
He got back late in the night and was off early for the next two 
days to complete the task which ended with 2RAR pleading us to 
do, ‘just one more hole’ they settled for a dug in power generator 
and we waved goodbye, signalling to their shovels� 

The most recent exercise conducted by Plant Troop occurred 
up at Cowley Beach which consisted of a range of tasks including 
construction of fuel bunds, clearing the Rocket Range,  and ex-
pedient road works� The work was made somewhat easier by the 
amazing views, crabbing and sunrise PT Sessions run by Corpo-
ral Murphy (Forward Recovery Team)� As expected, all members 
proved to work well in the team and all tasks were completed 
during the designated time period� Special mention must go to 
our Cook Jack Martin who provided hot meals (with dessert) for 
every meal during the week long exercise� Plus a Mention in Des-
patches for Sapper Melia who worked 13 hour days in the heavy 
dozer (JD850) and had to be ordered out of it each day! 

Plant Troop has had a great start to the year and will continue 
to impress the Squadron, the Regiment and Brigade!
By Lieutenant Timothy Hatch

SPECIALIST TROOP
The end of 2012 for Specialist Troop saw the farewell of the newly 
promoted Warrant Officer Class Two McGowan, who had been 
acting as both Troop Commander and Troop SGT� Warrant Officer 
Class McGowan has departed 3CER for the Special Operations 
Engineer Regiment in Sydney� In his place, the Troop saw the 
arrival of a new Troop Commander and Troop Sergeant, Lieuten-
ant Poole and Sergeant Wolfe, to take over the command team� 
The creation of the Dive Section has required some reshuffling of 
personnel with the Troop farewelling a number of members and 
welcoming a handful of new ‘chosen ones’ into the fold�  

Despite the busy tempo the Squadron has still managed to find 
time to conduct some adventure training including sailing, rock 
climbing and abseiling which was enjoyed by all, except Sapper 
Bowker who, while clinging to the rock face in fear, had to be co-
erced into descending with the prospect of being taken fishing on 
Sergeant Wolfe’s new boat� On its allocated Troop day, Spec Troop 
took the opportunity to get away from base and play a few games 
of indoor cricket� There was varying levels of skills on display but 
no clear victor� It could be said that the game of cricket was the 
winner on the day; however, this sadly isn’t the case and Sir Brad-
man would have been turning in his grave at the spectacle�

The Dive Section is currently preparing itself for a first run out 
on the forthcoming Ex DINGO DOWN, which will see the bubble 
blowers put into place to utilise their newly acquired skills, with 
most of the members recently returning from the Army Working 
Divers Course� Whilst the divers continue to live the dream, the 
real workers of the Troop have busied themselves with qualifying 
tree fellers and the running of a Portable Sawmill course, both of 
which were hugely enjoyable and have increased our field capabili-
ties significantly� The Troop’s resident Lumber Jack (Corporal Ray 
Forsyth) led the charge, with Sergeant Wolfe a close second� Ser-
geant Wolfe, who desperate to spend as many hours on the tools 
as possible, ultimately had to be pried away to give the Sappers a 
go on the kit� Many thanks to 35 Field Sqn for the support they 
provided to the course, your bar slab is in the mail�

During the recent Ex DINGO FURY, the Troop sent a Section 
to support 18 CE SQN’s bridge build and also to reinforce with the 
running of a water point� The tasks were led by Sapper Bayly, who 
did a great job stepping up into the role of Section Commander�

Most recently the Troop has seen the arrival of the new wa-
ter purification set and over the coming months, will be running 
working hard to convert from the relatively tired CPC to the seem-
ingly wondrous magic box that is the new WPU/ROWPU�
By Lieutenant Benjamin Poole

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TROOP 
Emergency Response Troop started the year by welcoming in sev-
eral new members from Sydney, and a couple of familiar faces back 
to Townsville� We saw a change to the rank structure in the troop, 
with the addition of a SGT and WO2 to the command team� Three 
Sappers who posted in from SOER in Sydney were keen to sink 
their teeth into some trade related training having become a little 
rusty� The troop also bid farewell to Sapper Jakson Harris, who is 
off to Perth to begin a civilian career within emergency rescue�

2013 has seen a rapid change in pace for ER Troop, with a 
heavy focus on providing support to airborne operations of the 
Fifth Aviation Regiment� So far this year, we have provided sev-
eral Aero Medical Evacuation (AME) teams, bushfire response, 
road accident rescue and airfield coverage, with many more bush 
trips in the planning stages�  We have also assisted 2 Close Health 
Company with their mass casualty drills providing realistic sce-
narios for their new CFA’s to respond to�

Despite a busy schedule, the Squadron found time to squeeze 
in a week of adventure training and team building during Ex 
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Phantom…menace, or something like that� We started the week 
with a day sailing, which is a lot like failing but with an ‘s’� After 
several concussions and a number of sappers trapped in the shark 
nets, we decided to head back to shore in our rapidly sinking ves-
sel for a BBQ lunch� 

Later that week we headed up Mt� Stuart for some abseiling, 
where Sapper Brad Wilson managed to experience both of his 
worst fears, at the same time, when a snake crawled over his arm 
as he dangled hopelessly in the wind over a 300 metre drop� The 
abseiling provided a good opportunity for ER Troop members to 
brush up on some of their rope rescue skills and also to reacquaint 
themselves with working at heights�

In preparation for the Regiment’s new role as part of the Am-
phibious Ready Element, Corporal’s Barnes and Middlecoat, along 
with Sapper Brown attended an aerial rappelling course, utilising 
the S70 Blackhawk helicopters as a method of entry to various 
insertion points� We can assure you that it’s not as easy as it looks 
in the movies, with our pack and rifles working with gravity to 
ensure we landed on our heads nine times out of ten�

Ex DINGO FURY gave ER Troop the opportunity to operate as 
an on-call fire station for a week, with multiple scenarios planned 
for the troop� Tasks that the troop responded to include – search 
and rescue, confined space entry, live fuel and car fires, vertical 
rescue and road accident rescue� 
By Sergeant Gavin Costello

EX TALISMAN SABRE (HAMEL) 13
During Ex TS(H) 13, Army Emergency Response (AER) Troop from 
3CER was to provide Emergency Response to the Combat Force in 
order to minimise loss of life and destruction of material, capabil-
ity and environment by accident, fire or HAZMAT�

The exercise saw the AER 3 CER deploy as a Troop attached 
to the 5th Aviation Regiment (5 AVN Regt) to the Shoalwater 
Training Area SWTA for four weeks� During there four week exer-
cise, the Troop maintained a twenty four hour, seven day a week 
response capability� 

The Troop managed to find time conduct Troop level train-
ing in all AER Mission Essential Task List (METL), the METL’s 
included:
• conduct Airborne/Air Mobile/Air Assault Operations,
• conduct Aviation Crash Rescue,
• manage HAZMAT, 
• structural Rescue Fire Fighting and Wildfire,  
• conduct Emergency Response,
• conduct Search and Rescue, and
• personal rescue� 

The Troop provided ongoing coverage to the rotary assets along 
with supporting RAAF counterparts at Williamson Airfield for all 
other airfield emergencies�

The Troop was kept very busy responding to Airfield, Road Crash 
Rescue and Wildfire incidents during the four weeks at TS (H) 13� 

Due to reduced manning, many members had the opportunity 
to step-up to higher roles, which provided invaluable experience 
in how to run a rescue scene, and think outside of the realm they 
would usually operate in�
By Sergeant Gavin Costello

Operational Support Squadron
Busy Year for OSS
All OSS personnel have been hard at work in preparation for the 
Brigades’ upcoming Ready status in November this year� The high 
tempo and complex nature of 3CER has remained a pleasant chal-
lenge for the OSS in the provision of logistic support; but, a chal-
lenge that has been met with significant achievement�

Ex ATLAS WARRIOR 13
Ex ATLAS WARRIOR is the annual foundation war fighting ex-
ercise for OSS conducted in February� The intent of the exercise 
was to confirm OSS personnel were revised in the critical skills 
that underpin the success of all future field activities, while also 
developing our junior leaders�

Although the deployment of EXCON was not as smooth as 
anticipated due to unforseen complications – the overconfidence 
of the Squadron’s officers when negotiating water obstacles – the 
activity went according to plan; vehicles were bogged, soldiers 
were geographically misplaced, the CR1Ms were delicious and our 
WO1’s were able to relive their glory days as the local Musorian 
forces, who resided in the Townsville Field Training Area (TFTA) 
for many years, still don’t want to go home�

Overall, the 10 days on Ex ATLAS WARRIOR was both a chal-
lenging and rewarding experience; the importance of which can-
not be understated in regards to establishing the conditions for 
success on all future activities�

Ex DINGO FURY 13
In April, the OSS worked extended hours based in Lavarack Barracks 
during Ex DINGO FURY to maintain first line CSS to 16CE SQN 
and 18CE SQN, while they were operated within the Mount Stuart 
Training Area (MSTA)� The OSS established the A2 Ech CP respon-
sible for the Regiments command and control of all road movement 
between MSTA and Lavarack Barracks, and the provision of CSS� 

During this period, OSS were able to effectively exercise C3, 
repair and recovery, supply, distribution and catering support to 
the Regiment deployed in the field environment in addition to 
addressing the Regiment’s significant corporate governance re-
quirements and alleviating the maintenance burden associated 
with critical 3 CER equipment�

Ex ATLAS ADVANCE 13
During May, OSS deployed to the MSTA for five days on Ex ATLAS 
ADVANCE 13 in order to validate CSS capability in preparation for 
further planned exercises and possible deployments�

Despite its significant manning and resource shortfalls, OSS 
were able to adapt and overcome, incorporating innovative and 
well considered scenarios and strategies to achieve the mission� 
The command and control, workshop, catering and Q elements all 
remained sufficiently challenged throughout the exercise ensur-
ing maximum ‘bang for buck’ in the designated time period� 

The main effort of the exercise was to confirm the OSS’s ability 
to deploy in its entirety to a bush environment of moderate op-
position, and subsequently provide responsive and effective CSS 
to 3 CER subunits� This activity further validated the Regiment’s 
SOPs to ensure all processes and procedures undertaken by the 
OSS remain sound and in accordance with current best practice, 
so that can be incorporated into a Brigade setting�

At the cold face, this was achieved by the OSS C2 elements ex-
ercising its capabilities via task orders, in conjunction with varying 
exercise scenarios� Objectives included the conduct of forward re-
pairs and recovery, distribution points of all classes of supply, trig-
gering of EMEFIXs requiring support from each functional area of 
the workshop and demands for internal resupply and support for ca-
tering operations� This was all conducted in addition to the challenge 
of constant re-deployment every 36 to 48 hours within the allocated 
battle space� This required HQ to plan and execute multiple packet 
convoys, which did not allowed anyone to get too comfortable�

Overall, the OSS sustained a high work tempo, pro-active work 
ethic and positive attitude that underpinned the success of the 
activity� The OSS had sufficiently proved its capabilities and iden-
tified areas for improvement which will allow it to continue the 
effective provision of CSS to the Regiment�
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The 4th Combat Engineer Regiment had a very 
busy start to 2013, with the posting-in of the 
Adjutant, CAPT Jason Law, the change over of 
the RSM (again!) to WO1 Peter Stanek, and the 
completion of the Unit Establishment Review 
which has set the Regiment up for the merger 
with the 22nd Construction Regiment (22CR) 

at the end of the year�
The Regiment has successfully grown its trained strength dur-

ing 2013, which has seen the actual unit establishment increase 
to 200 personnel� Concurrently, 4CER has made a sustained and 
significant effort to prepare for the merger and it is now well pos-
tured for the raising of the 22nd Engineer Regiment (22ER) on the 
1st of January 2014� The formal merger parade with 22CR will be 
conducted at Simpson Barracks on the 1st of December 2013�

Attendance has been consistent throughout the year and a 
wide range of Combat Engineer skill-sets have been tested during 
the training weekends� These skill-sets will be validated during 
Exercise PLATYPUS ATTACKS, a nine day culminating exercise 
that will be conducted at P&EE Graytown during October�

In 2013, the unit has deployed a number of members to op-
erations, including to the Solomon Islands to Operation ANODE 
Rotation 30 (the final ADF rotation) and one member is currently 
deployed to Operation SLIPPER�  The Regiment has also contin-
ued to support numerous activities and exercises with the most 
notable including Battle Noise Simulation to Ex CHONG JU at 
Puckapunyal and similar support to RMC Battle Blocks� In addi-
tion, 4 CER has provided key personnel to aid the conduct of the 
AASAM and instructor support has been provided to a number of 
RAE IET courses� The unit also continues to lead the conduct of 

navigation courses within the Brigade for pre-Kapooka trainees, 
and provides ongoing support to courses including the Cavalry 
Scout IET course�

Highlights of the 2013 social calendar include the ‘Waterloo 
Dinner’ that was held at Simpson Barracks and with the “4 CER 
farewell dinner” that will be conducted in late October� 

4CER (22ER) has been recently appointed as the mounting 
unit for Transit Security Element 72 - Operation RESOLUTE / 
SOVEREIGN BORDER� The force element will consist of a Squad-
ron sized contingent with the Squadron HQ and a Troop of Sap-
pers to be selected from 4CER and 22CR, and personnel for the 
remaining two Troops will be drawn from other units within the 
4th Brigade� The force element will deploy in early 2014 for ap-
proximately six months� Not only does this operation present an 
outstanding force-preparation and deployment opportunity for 
the unit, it will also mark the first occasion that the new 22ER will 
be able to participate in an operational deployment� 

An overview of the training activities that have been conduct-
ed this year is as follows:

February. The priority for February was to review / confirm 
training priorities for 2013 and to conduct Force Preservation 
Awareness and individual readiness training�

March. Training was focused on assault boat operations 
and reconnaissance activities that were centred on Melbourne’s 
waterways, including the Yarra River�

April. ANZAC Day ceremonial activities were the main focus 
for April, which included the City of Ringwood march on the 
weekend prior to ANZAC Day, plus a number of catafalque parties 
throughout Melbourne area� The unit also hosted a visit by the 
former Minister for Defence and Parliamentary Secretary for 

Ex TALISMAN SABRE (HAMEL) 13
In late July to early September, the OSS deployed on Ex TAL-
ISMAN SABRE/HAMEL 13, the first full Squadron deployment 
the OSS had undertaken on a Brigade level in known memory� 
The OSS was able to validate their updated SOPs IAW latest doc-
trine, successfully conduct tactical road deployments within the 
Shoalwater Bay Training Area (SWBTA) and subsequently provide 
timely and effective CSS to subunits of 3CER� 

The OSS was co-located with 25 SPT SQN within the Brigade 
Maintenance Area (BMA); a huge organisation consisting of all 3 
BDE respective Unit A1-A2 echelons� Fortuitously, the OSS hap-
pened to be sited on the enemy’s most likely approach becoming 
critical for the overall BMA defence� This was achieved through re-
porting the majority of battle space intelligence for regular enemy 
sightings and contacts, and, becoming the hard shoulder of the 
BMA with the use of heavy and anti-armour weapons (MAG58 and 
84mm) in combination with the construction of obstacles includ-
ing anti-tank ditching, dummy minefields and abatis supported by 
25 SPT SQN� This hard work paid off as the majority of the BMA 
suffered from daily mass casualty incidents; however, the OSS and 
25 SPT SQN suffered no casualties or enemy perimeter breaches, 
despite being tried and tested the most by enemy forces�

Overall, this was an excellent training opportunity that vali-
dated the OSS in the provision of CSS but interestingly was far 
more testing in the areas of Squadron defence and foundation 

warfighting skills; underpinned by the hard work from Ex ATLAS 
WARRIOR in particular that was conducted earlier in the year� 
Again, this highlights the importance of always revisiting the ba-
sics and that we are all soldiers first�

Ex ATLAS JOURNEY 13
In October, the OSS will conduct Ex ATLAS JOURNEY, a freshly 
designed junior leadership activity consisting of JNCO presenta-
tions to their peers, IMAP tuition from the officers, an escape 
and evasion component, and rafting� The activity will promote 
the professional development of our JNCOs through enjoyable 
and somewhat unique activities�

Ex ATLAS DEFENDER 13
In November, the OSS will sum up the years training with Ex 
ATLAS DEFENDER, a MAG 58 course culminating in live fire sec-
tion defence range practices� This will improve and build upon the 
skills, teamwork, trust and confidence of the soldiers and JNCOs 
in addition to posturing OSS for more hard work as we enter the 
Ready phase of the Force Generation Cycle�

There has been significant achievement as we take a look back 
at the year so far, and prepare for the end of the year where the 
volatile North Queensland tropics may have some surprises in 
store for OSS commitments�
By Captain Alex Schreiber
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A New Era for 5 BDE’s 
Reserve Engineers
5 Combat Engineer Regiment (5 CER) is preparing 
for amalgamation with 21 Construction Regiment 
(21 CONST REGT) to take effect on 01 Jan 14, as part 
of the organisational restructure to support Plan 

BEERSHEBA� The amalgamated unit will be known as 5 Engineer 
Regiment (5 ER) and will have responsibility for generating com-
bat, construction and geospatial capabilities� Furthermoe, as part 
of this restructure, 102 CONST SQN is moving across to 8 ER

As part of Plan BEERSHEBA, Reserve brigades have been paired 
with fulltime multi-role manoeuvre brigades (MMB)� 5 BDE and 8 
BDE have been paired with 7 MMB and will be required to gener-
ate a combat engineer squadron for Battle Group WARATAH, as 
well a composite construction troop� The restructure includes an 
Engineer Regiment in 4 BDE, 5 BDE, 8 BDE and 11 BDE�

While Plan BEERSHEBA is standardising capabilities across 
the new MMB, 5 ER will be unique in that it will hold a niche 
engineer capability in the Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron� 
As well, 5 ER will be the only Reserve Engineer Regiment with 
responsibilities for bridging METLs covering the Force Modular 
Bridge and Medium Girder Bridge�

5 ER headquarters will be located at Holsworthy and on com-
pletion of the Moorebank Relocation Project and will occupy new 
office and training facilities� 5 ER will have four sub-units with a 
total strength of around 400 personnel:

  4 CE SQN (HMAS HARMAN, Canberra)
  5 CE SQN (Penrith MUD)
  101 CONST SQN (Holsworthy)
  Littoral and Riverine Survey SQN (Holsworthy)

Although the unit’s name will change, most 5 CER and 21 CONST 
REGT personnel will not be affected on a day-to-day basis� The cur-
rent CO 5 CER LTCOL Zac Zaharias will become the first CO 5 ER� 
By Captain Lily Mulholland

•
•
•
•

Ex GEMAS Tests Reserve Engineering Skills
In May 2013, 4 CE SQN and members of 27 SPT TP conducted 
Ex GEMAS at the Majura Field Firing Range, Canberra ACT� The 
purpose of the exercise was to revise 5 CER members in field engi-
neering and separately exercise troop and squadron headquarters� 
Deploying to Majura, SQN HQ established itself separately from 
TP HQ, which was based at the Majura Forward Operating Base 
(FOB)� A range of tasks were then progressed by the unit, exercis-
ing field engineering skills and communications�

The exercise focused principally on rebuilding field engi-
neeringskills, and applying them in the field to situations that 
required effective communication and problem solving� The 
week-long activity enabled personnel to gain an increased ap-
preciation of design, construction and quality aspects of field 
engineering, HQ functions, logistics, sequencing of engineering 
tasks and communications�

Ex GEMAS also provided the unit with the opportunity to 
work with plant in a range of environmental conditions, building 
a much better appreciation of the difficulties involved in working 
closely with large machinery day and night in different weather 
conditions� Other activities involved night route clearance with 
Night Fighting Equipment (NFE), improved SQN and TP com-
mand and control, and exercising logistics support for the tasks 
that were required to be completed�

The highlight of the activity was completing a refurbishment of 
the FOB, permanent barbed emplacements at CAMP BLAKE, con-
struction of a culvert, and building an aerial ropeway with trees 
felled for the purpose� All members enjoyed the opportunity to 
work hard in dust, sleet, frost and rain to early hours in order to 
get assigned tasks done� Ex GEMAS provided the unit with an 
excellent opportunity to revise its field engineering capability and 
demonstrate these skills while also assisting Majura range con-
trol to enhance the range facilities and to resolve environmental 
concerns� The exercise finished with a CO’s parade� 

The Battle of Gemas took place during the Japanese invasion of 

Defence, and members provided a catafalque party at an event 
that was attended by the former Prime Minister�

May. The focus for May was to prepare for the June demolitions 
exercise with the construction of tetrahedrons and other counter-
mobility obstacles�

June. A number of demolitions and small arms practices 
were conducted at Puckapunyal in June� Personnel from the 2nd 
Commando Company provided specialist support to the small 
arms practices, which enabled unit members to participate in 
range practices that they had not previously been exposed to�

July.  The July training activity was conducted in the depot and 
focused on target hardening techniques and other asset protection 
training in preparation for the August training activity� 

August. This exercise was conducted at the 22CR depot in 
Newborough with the scenario and training concentrating on 
target hardening, the construction and operation of vehicle 
check points, the construction of complex wire obstacles and the 
conduct of low risk search activities� 

September.  This training was conducted in the depot and 
at One Tree Hill, near the Sugarloaf Reservoir and focused on 

various search tasks, including the utilisation of mine-labs for 
the conduct of route searches�

October. The October training block will be conducted over 
a nine day period at P&EE Graytown (adjoining Puckapunyal)� 
This will be the culminating training activity to reinforce and 
test unit members, at section through to Squadron HQ level, 
on the training that has been conducted throughout the year� 
In addition to this, 4CER will conduct the initial formal force 
preparation activity for Operation RESOLUTE, which will 
include the conduct of the Navy Swim Test and a range of 
administrative / medical checks for the nominated members 
across the Brigade�

In summary it has been a busy and productive year for 4CER, and 
there will be little opportunity to wind down as the year draws 
to a close� The establishment of 22ER on the 1st of January, the 
ongoing preparations for Operation RESOLUTE and the standing 
commitments for DACC will ensure that unit tempo remains high 
over the coming ‘stand-down’ period and into 2014�
By Lieutenant Glen Pilbeam
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From Headquarters
2013 has been another year full of 
achievements by the men and women 
of the 6th Engineer Support Regi-

ment� Quality support engineering has been delivered to Army, 
the wider ADF, coalition partners and Australian public�  Being 
in a perpetual state of ‘ready’ and ‘readying’ sees every year be-
ing one that stretches the capacity and good humour of all ranks 
across the regiment, but yet again the results of all the hard work 
have been significant�  We have continued to make a significant 
contribution to Op SLIPPER, which saw troops from all 5 of 6 ESR’s 
squadrons engaged in EOD, combat engineering, construction, ge-
ospatial engineering and logistic support tasking�  Concurrently 
we have supported Op ASLAN in Sudan, Op LANDSCAPE in PNG, 

Pacific Partnership in PNG, the Solomon and Marshall Islands, Sa-
moa, Tonga and Kiribati, Ex SAUNDERS (AACAP) in Fregon (APY 
Lands, SA), not to mention the multitude of other significant tasks 
which you’ll see in the squadron reports that follow�

An achievement near and dear to our heart was the long await-
ed completion of the Regiment Training Facility, aka the Bailey 
Bar�  Whilst 6 ESR remains spread between Holsworthy, Enoggera 
and Amberley, with several squadron boozers alive and kicking, 
the Bailey Bar is for the whole regiment�  Plans are underway for 
the development of a Regiment Memorial adjacent to the Bailey 
Bar, which will be the focus of ANZAC Day and Remembrance Day 
activities in the future�  

As many of you would know by now, this time next year 6 ESR 
will be within a few short months of transitioning command of 

Malaya in the Pacific Campaign of the Second World War� The ac-
tion occurred on 14 January 1942 at the Gemencheh Bridge near 
Gemas and saw around 1,000 troops of the Japanese 5th Division 
killed or wounded during a fierce ambush initiated by Australian 
soldiers from 2/30th Battalion blowing up the bridge�
By Lieutenant Tris Conlin

5 CER Watermanship Skills Tested
The inviting blue waters of Jervis Bay were the scene for the sap-
pers of 5th Combat Engineer Regiment to test their waterman-
ship skills over the period of 20-21 Oct 12� Designed to qualify 
unit members as RAE small watercraft operators, Ex QASMIYE 
supported continuation training in mobility, at troop level, within 
a controlled environment�

The course comprised a swim test, practical lessons on equip-
ment and craft handling, and individual practice using Zodiac 
RHIBs� A highlight of the training was the floatation of a half-
tonne trailer and construction of improvised rafts from empty 
jerry cans and steel mesh framing�

Course Manager, Staff Sergeant Chris Hanger, said the soldiers 
did a good job of assembling the makeshift floats: “the purpose 
behind getting the soldiers to build the rafts was to build up their 
skills and confidence in providing mobility support to land forces 
under sub-optimal conditions�”

OC 4 CE SQN MAJ Attila Ovari said, “Through the trial and 
error process of assembling improvised craft, we were also able to 
test out individual leadership skills and reinforce the importance 
of teamwork in achieving the required outcomes�”

Ex QASMIYE is named after an action during the Second 
World War which saw the 7th Australian Division in close pur-
suit of the Vichy French from 09-10 June 1941� The bridge at 
QASMIYE was blown up within 50 metres of the Australian 
advanced guard securing it� Australian Sappers conducted wa-
termanship and pontoon bridging tasks to allow the Division 
to resume its pursuit�
By Captain Lily Mulholland

Above: � CER watermanship skills tested during Ex QASMIYE.
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the 1st Topographical Survey Squadron to the 1st Intelligence 
Battalion�  The survey qualified geotechnicians will remain with  
6 ESR, but the remainder of the Squadron will join our sister 6 
Bde unit across the road at Enoggera� It will be a shame to see 
this capable and motivated Squadron leave the Regiment, but no 
doubt they will continue to serve with distinction�

6 ESR has maintained a manic tempo this year�  Whilst much has 
been achieved that we can all be rightly proud of, it has taken its toll 
on many of our men and women and particularly their families�  For 
the families reading the Sappers Magazine, the RSM and I thank 
you profusely for the support you’ve provided to your loved ones in  
6 ESR�  You can rightly share the accolades for all this Regiment 
has accomplished in 2013�
By Lieutenant Colonel Matt Galton &  
Warrant Officer Class One Frederick Airs

1st Topographical Survey Squadron
2013 has been a busy but rewarding year for the 1st Topographical 
Survey Squadron (1 Topo Svy Sqn), 6th Engineer Support Regi-
ment with members deploying to Afghanistan, Papua New Guinea 
(PNG) and Sudan whilst also providing Geospatial-Intelligence, 
Survey, Imagery Collection & Exploitation, Imagery Analysis and 
Multimedia support to exercises throughout Australia� 1 Topo 
Svy Sqn is in the unique position of rarely deploying as an entire 
Sqn, but instead providing scalable support to all units, forma-
tions and higher HQs that require Geospatial support� 

In Afghanistan, support continues to be provided in the form 
of Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT), Imagery Analysis (IA), data 
management and surveying to OP SLIPPER� A four person de-
tachment also provided significant support as part of OP NOS-
TOS� This support encompassed the development and mainte-
nance of a detailed and complex Geographic Information System 
(GIS) that identified and monitored the location and movement 
of every bit of Australian owned infrastructure within theatre� 
For his efforts in helping develop this GIS, SPR Chris Houley was 
awarded a JTF Commander’s Silver Commendation� 

Four members of the Sqn also deployed at short notice to PNG 
in support of OP LANDSCAPE where they were responsible for 
conducting feature surveys and for the provision of updated map-
ping� 2013 also saw two members deployed to Sudan as part of 
OP ASLAN in very different roles; CAPT Brianna Sterling as the 
UN Chief Geospatial Officer, CPL David Lawson as a linguist� The 
Sqn also had two members, SPR Scott Champion and SPR Michael 
Snelders, selected to represent the Army at the 25th Anniversary of 
the establishment of the Lambert Gravitational Centre, signifying 
the discovery of the geographical centre of Australia, in 1988� 

Outside of deployments, exercises made up a large part of the 
year for the Sqn, in providing continued support to external units 
and in conducting the Sqn’s annual certification exercise� Exercise 
NEOVISION was conducted in May, providing the environment to 
assess and certify the technicians’ technical skills and knowledge 
whilst under operational pressure� Sqn members were required to 
meet and maintain strict time constraints and product expecta-
tions, designed to imitate the pressures and stresses associated 
with a deployment, whilst at the same time displaying the ability 
to maintain their own well being� 

The major exercise this year was Exercise Talisman Sabre and 
the Sqn detachments eagerly awaited deployment into the field� 
Historically, these detachments provided geospatial support to 
the Bde HQ with products being disseminated from there� How-
ever, this year also saw geospatial support provided directly to 1 
RAR BG as the Bde Main Effort once deployed into the training 
area in addition to spt to 17 CSS Bde, OPFOR, EXCON and the 
Amphib Ready Element�  Additionally, Imagery Intelligence sup-
port was provided by an individual from the Geospatial Imagery 

Analysis (GIA) Troop onboard USS Blueridge, as part of allied op-
erations within the exercise� SGT Charmaine Atkinson performed 
to an exceptional standard during this support and received an 
Award for Excellence from the US HQ for the outstanding level 
of support provided� 

The Sqn’s surveyors have been extremely busy this year provid-
ing support to a variety of tasks, many of which have been ongo-
ing throughout the year� The main focus of the surveyors, outside 
of deployments, was in providing support to 21 Const Sqn and 
their efforts in the construction of the 20 STA UAV Airstrip at the 
Wide Bay Training Area� The surveyors conducted survey tasks 
with the Australian Navy at Triangular Island, provided survey 
support to AACAP in Fregon, South Australia, and assisted in 
upgrading the major road in Pukija, South Australia� 

The Imagery Collection and Exploitation (ICE) Team spent 
the year capturing ADS40 imagery in support of the G20 project 
2014, AGO’s Training Area map digitisation project, exercises, the 
Officer Training Wing at Canungra and to support a wide range of 
geospatial analysis, covering areas including Darwin, Townsville, 
Puckapunyal, Woomera, Brisbane and Shoal Water Bay� 

The Multimedia Technicians (MMTs) have also been busy this 
year� The MMTs have been responsible for a vast array of sup-
port to the Sqn and other units, especially the AACAP in South 
Australia, by providing high quality media products, web sites and 
photography support� 

The end of the year saw the completion of the Squadron’s new 
Secure Facility as part of its expansion under HNA and ELF2B� 
This high tech building has been designed to provide another di-
mension to the Sqn as it continues to expand and take on new 
roles such as Imagery Analysis, Precision Point Mensuration and 
Advanced Geospatial Intelligence� 

Once again, 1 Topo Svy Sqn has demonstrated its signifi-
cant prowess on the sporting field, with members chosen to 
represent at both Army and Defence level� In April this year 
four members of the Sqn represented the Brigade in the annual 
Brigade Rugby competition� LT Josh Borrill, LT Ben Moroney, 
SPR Isikeli Fukofuka and PTE Chantelle Hubbard were all se-
lected to represent the Enabler Brigade with LT Borrill and SPR 
Fukofuka further selected to represent the Army team in the 
Services Championship� SPR Fukofuka went on to represent the 
Combined Services Rugby Team on its tour of Tonga�  In addi-
tion to this, SPR Fukofuka and PTE Hubbard were both selected 
to represent Gallipoli Barracks in the SEQ Touch team at the 
National Touch Championships held in September�

The next 12 months have plenty in store for the Sqn� The 
handover of the new building will be taking place, the prepara-
tions for the move from 6 ESR into 1 Int Bn will begin to occur 
and support to exercises will continue, if not increase� The rapid 
evolution of Geospatial Intelligence and associated technologies 
and processes will ensure that advanced training for its personnel 
remains at the forefront of priorities for the Sqn� 
By Lieutenant Joseph Borrill

20th Explosive Ordnance Disposal Squadron
Another exhilarating year at the 20th Explosive Ordnance Dis-
posal Squadron (20 EOD Sqn) has come to pass� The year has been 
filled with the Squadron maintaining an extremely high training 
and operational tempo, from providing EOD support to Exercise 
TALISMAN SABRE 13 through to the continuation of EOD sup-
port to Combined Team Uruzgan in the Middle East Area of Op-
erations� The Squadron has also been involved with the provision 
of trade specific training within South East Asia and an exchange 
position with the New Zealand Army EOD Squadron�

20 EOD Sqn is a unique Army Sqn, as it is staffed by mem-
bers from all three services of the ADF, and liaises with several 
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domestic agencies in order to maintain the sub-unit’s key role of 
providing Army’s conventional EOD capability�  The sqn itself is 
staffed by Army personnel in key positions such as the OC, 2IC, 
SSM and TP Comds� The remainder of the Sqn’s positions are 
held by various members of all three services ranging from RAN 
Leading Seamen to RAAF Warrant Officers� This facilitates a very 
unique and desirable work place, due to the variety of skills and 
experience provided by all three services, allowing greater under-
standing of the EOD trade within the ADF�

The Squadron has also been involved in a multitude of other 
EOD specific activities� The majority of which include the provi-
sion of specialist explosive ordnance training and briefs to mem-
bers of the ADF� Some of these activities include conducting sev-
eral Certification Exercises for EOD, search and EDD teams� In 
addition to this, the Sqn provided Explosive Hazard Awareness 
Training to the majority of ADF members who deployed on opera-
tions overseas� This training has been delivered to all ranks and 
all services by personnel that are highly experienced and have a 
wealth of explosive hazard knowledge� 

20 EOD Sqn participated in Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 13� 
The Squadron deployed two EOD teams and a HQ element to pro-
vide specialist EOD support to 3 Brigade over a four week period� 
The exercise provided an opportunity for the EOD teams to once 
again integrate within a combined arms environment within a 
foundation warfighting setting�

The Sqn also took part in the 7 Brigade open day and won 
the unofficial title of best on ground as voted by the people of 
Brisbane in attendance (there is no actual evidence of this, just 
ask us, we’ll tell you)�

The Sqn deployed nine personnel to Thailand in August to pro-
vide CIED training to personnel of the Royal Thai Armed Forces 
and the Royal Thai Police� This will be an enduring deployment 
for members of the Sqn over the coming years� 

With the operational tempo declining from the intensity of 
previous years, opportunities have emerged to provide EOD 
support closer to home, in particular the Solomon Islands� OP 
RENDER SAFE 13 is the ADF contribution to the clearance of Ex-
plosive Remnants of War and the enduring EOD contribution to 
the South West Pacific region� The aim of OP RENDER SAFE is to 
reduce the threat of unexploded ordnance throughout the South 
West Pacific, foster goodwill and support bilateral relations� The 
ADF assists Pacific nations through EOD training initiatives to 

develop UXO awareness and to support these nations to develop 
their own EOD and explosive hazard reduction capabilities� 20 
EOD Sqn will be providing an EOD team and a liaison officer to 
support this operation in the coming months�

20 EOD Sqn will move into different working accommoda-
tion in early 2014, however will remain at Gallipoli Barracks 
Enoggera, for the medium term� The new compound is much 
larger and will better suit the Sqn’s equipment storage and 
workspace requirements� 2014 will see 20 EOD Sqn continue 
to diversify its training as it transitions from OP SLIPPER to 
focus on foundation warfighting and pursue every available 
opportunity for the professional and technical development 
of the personnel posted to it� RAN and RAAF personnel will 
remain within the Sqn next year making this a truly unique 
sub-unit within the Corps�
By Sergeant Wayne Meech and Sapper Ryan Nally

17th Construction Squadron
Refer to the Afghanistan section of RAE Operations, in particular page 
25, for information regarding the activities conducted by 17 Const Sqn 
through out the year.

21st Construction Squadron

Tactical UAS
Plant Troop, 21 Const Sqn, deployed to Wide Bay Training Area 
on 18 February 2013 to construct a recovery site for the Shadow 
Tactical Unmanned Aerial System (TUAS) as part of JP129� Works 
conducted in the latter half of 2012 by 21 Const Sqn and 3 CER 
established the conditions for construction proper to commence 
at the beginning of 2013� The TUAS recovery strips are two 366 m 
by 18 m sealed runways aligned in an ‘L’ shape configuration over 
two saddles in the middle of the bush� The green field site experi-
enced heavy rainfall, bushfires, and environmental and cultural 
restrictions� The construction team pushed through in trying 
conditions and was bolstered by four articulated dump trucks, a 
45 t excavator and plant operator support from around Army and 
the RAAF�  In total, the task was supported by 4 of 6 ESR Sqns; 
11 CHC; 1 CER; 2 CER; 3 CER; 9FSB; RAAF SFS and 1 AOSS� The 
expected completion date for the task is 31 Oct 13�
By Captain Andrew Hansell

For further information on activities conducted by 21 Const Sqn dur-
ing the year, refer to the AACAP article included as part of RAE Op-
erations on page 35.

Operational Support Squadron

Northern Logistics
2013 kicked off with preparations for this year’s activities, and the 
follow up of outstanding projects from the previous� The first activ-
ity was TUAS� Having had to deal with heavy rain this presented us 
with a challenge of providing the equipment and high level of con-
sumables being utilised in support of the unforseen inclement cir-
cumstance� Following TUAS OSS had our HAZCHEM audit insur-
ing our compliance with regard to safe handling and correct storage 
of POL and the PPE compliances’ within the unit� This proved chal-
lenging due to the newly released legislation� From there the SQNs 
main goal for the year was AACAP 2013� Being located remotely 
in Fregon South Australia it presented the SQN with the logistic 
challenge of moving stores and equipment to the desired location 
with minimum staff whilst continuing to provide support to oth-
er online tasks� This was achieved through methodical planning, 
immediate task reaction and dedication� The arrival of the new  
G- Wagon variants to replace the Land Rover provided us with new 

Above: An EOD Technician prepares for a positive action during a 
training scenario.
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Taipan’s Road to Hamel & Beyond
Callsign Taipan (8 CER) continued to ‘strike 
above its weight’ in 2013 with a high-tempo 
series of 2�5-day training activities that chal-
lenged sappers and planning staff alike� 

High on the REGT’s forward radar is the pro-
vision in 2015 of an ENGR ‘CT Taipan’ to 8 BDE’s 

BG Waratah for Ex HAMEL� This strategic horizon, plus the new 
RAE C-METLs, shaped CO LTCOL Andrew ‘Combat’ Kennedy’s 
2013 Training Directive� Aligned under the umbrella BG Waratah 
‘General Scenario’, we delivered an integrated sequence of ENGR 
‘Special Scenario’ training activities� We aimed to achieve tactical 

connectivity as the scenario evolved over the year�
In plain speak: ‘Taipan was Tactical’ in 2013, with Taipan Sap-

pers sharpening skills in 8 CER’s three capability niches: Search, 
CBRND and Demolitions� Here are some highlights:

May 
Holsworthy – explosive obstacle assault breaching
Singleton – RAInf interoperability training during BDE CATA 
Ex POLYGON WOOD

July
Singleton – CBRN incident response and decontamination 
While favourably impressed with our snappy CS gas IA drills, 

•
•

•
•

equipment to familiarise ourselves with� This year also introduced 
the “minute to win it” to OSS which was designed to pause and 
reflect on the resilience we as soldiers must display in environ-
ments of uncertainty whilst maintaining time constraints� Various 
activities are consuming the remainder of the year in preparation 
for the COs handover/takeover� This is currently proven to be a 
success due to the lack of discrepancies and good account keeping� 
We now move towards the wind down period of the year closing off 
on all outstanding Projects and supply requisitions in preparation 
for the unit muster and whatever 2014 has to offer� 

Northern Workshops
 The northern workshops’ has had a very hectic year, with most of the 
workshop being attached or on deployment� At the start of the year, 
a large contingent of the workshops vehicle mechanics were able to 
get a trip overseas, to assist in the draw down of the units Afghani-
stan contingent� Meanwhile, back at Amberley the rest of workshops 
were working their hardest in support of the tasks closer to home�  In 
Wide Bay, our mechanics were busy with maintenance, breakdowns 

and repairs that were occurring due to inclement weather condi-
tions� For the middle part of the year, a small detachment was sent to 
Fregon to support AACAP� During the short stay in Fregon, the guys 
were able to work extensively on G wagons issues which were nu-
merous, who would have thought an introduction into service item 
would go unhindered� AACAP has been and still is a good test for the  
G wagons� Workshops have also been attached to RAEMUS, the 
workshop project 4WD including some very long nights and week-
ends� This was not all bad, as a small group of crafties actually made 
it to enter the car in the Finke rally, Alice Springs in June� Despite 
not completing the arduous course, the car did well considering the 
conditions� Along with the big effort that the workshop has put 
in this year, we are not yet finished� We have several members on 
subject courses and equipment courses and there is still plenty to 
achieve as we wrap up 2013�

Southern Logistics
This year has been a busy and proactive year for logistical Supply 
Support to the Regiment� After induction training, there were driv-
er courses that required loans stores from DNSDC-Moorebank� The 
first group of Sappers deployed on Op NOSTOS in April� In May 
we hosted the Regimental Parade where 17 Construction Squadron 
received their Unit Citation for their part in the Namibia campaign� 
Later in the Year we provided members to support AACAP along 
side the rest of the regiment in Fregon, not long after this we re-
ceived our first compliment of G Wagons to replace the Land Rov-
ers� August we conducted a 100% warehouse stock take� As a whole 
it has been a busy and very productive year� 

Southern Workshops
In April the workshops had a big move from the Gallipoli lines to the 
Jordan lines� We had to allow two sheds worth of equipment into 
one shed, with a lot of backlog which we needed to catch up on� The 
great thing was getting to move into a brand new workshop which 
allowed us to de-clutter the years of old equipment� We also had a 
say in what was needed in the new workshop� Where we wanted 
our equipment placed and hard wired, and the sort of shelving that 
was required� To allow us to set the workshop up how the crafties 
wanted it� The new workshop did however come across a few obsta-
cles such as an over engineered wheel chair access which cost more 
to take out than it did to put in, and switch board rooms larger than 
a 2 bedroom apartment� All in all the boys worked hard on the move 
and continue to work hard as there is always something to do�
By Craftsman Tony Wratten

Above (from top): Early Project photo showing the saturated ground 
of the recently cleared site; view of both runways with sub-base 
nearing completion.
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From the Commanding Officer
2013 started in much the same way as 2012 
finished for the Special Operations Engineer 
Regiment (SOER); tempo has been and remains 
high with SOER members either deployed to 
the MEAO, preparing to deploy and/or pos-
tured for short notice domestic, regional and 
international response operations� 

The wide ranging, ever increasing (and often unique) skill sets 
resident and developed within SOER make its members ideally 
suited to this tempo and the roles demanded of them in support 
of the Special Operations Task Group (SOTG) abroad and the Tac-
tical Assault and Contingency Groups domestically�

The changing nature of the SOER mission has seen a number 
of name changes since its inception as the JIRU in 1999, most 
recently from IRR to SOER in 2012� This change reflects a shift 
in mission and capability and is represented in the institutional 
maturity reflected in its members, their dedication to the Unit, 
its role and its place in SOCOMD� SOER has become and remains 
firmly focused on proactively countering explosive and CBRN 
threats in the Special Operations domain�

SOER has continued to support the SOTG in its counter-net-

work operations and mentoring tasks� 5 Tp took over where 3 
Tp left off, completing SOTG Rotation 19 mid this year� 2 Tp 
returned for Rotation 20 rounding out the year with an extremely 
successful series of deployments for the Regiment� The efforts of 
all members, be it as part of the tactical FE, the supporting FE, 
those in the exploitation analysis centres or individual deploy-
ments have been and continue to be praised by all�

At home, 6 Tp have continued to support the TAG for all DCT 
responsibilities, providing key enabling capabilities on the East 
coast whilst the SOER detachment in Perth continues its invalu-
able support to SASR and associated regional collective training 
and international engagement activities� 3 Tp maintained the 
Contingency Role with aplomb� Complex multi national, multi 
agency exercises were completed by 3 and 6 Tps domestically, 
regionally and abroad, testing the full suite of capabilities, person-
alities (and patience) within the Tps� All members embraced the 
opportunities and firmly established themselves as key members 
of the organisations with whom they worked and operated�

The Regiment concurrently conducted its annual six-month 
reinforcement cycle in order to teach newly posted personnel the 
requisite Special Operations Force skills (weapons, insertion and 
extraction techniques) and advanced search and CBRNE qualifica-
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HARDROCK 8 (COMD 8 BDE, BRIG Murray) was not per-
suaded to partake of the full field washdown PDS (Personnel 
Decontamination Station) experience in chilly July! This re-
mains a training objective for future years…

September
Newcastle – high-profile search tasks with support from SME 
EDD on civil infrastructure (Hunter Stadium & Fort Scratch-
ley); with media coverage on Hunter Region NBN nightly news 
(for all the right reasons!) 

The training year closed with a BANG with Ex TAIPAN BLAST, 
involving precision urban demolitions, explosive clearing of an 
expedient HLZ, CMOB road cratering, and a RESDEM (Reserve 
Demolition) of a key asset threatened by (Exercise) EN activity� 
That’s a lot of explosive action packed into 2�5 days!

8 CER’s mission is to Raise Train Sustain ENGR capabil-
ity IOT support Ops and major exercises, and 2013 saw the 
REGT continue its proud tradition of providing high quality 
support for:
• OP ANODE  - LT Attenborough, CPL Stevenson, LCPL Hannah, 

SPR, Megarrity, SPR Connors, SPR McNaughton, SPR Morrow, 
SPR Coppard, CPR Westaway and SPR Blakemore; and

• Ex TALISMAN SABRE- CAPT Baumgarten�

Outlook For 2014
2014 will be pivotal in the REGT’s history� Key drivers from PLAN 
BEERSHEBA and 8 BDE have converged to generate: 
• a new title: 8 Engineer Regiment (8 ER)
• a new Composite Construction SQN, to be based in Singleton 

(based on 102 CONST SQN, following 21 CONST REGT’s dis-
establishment)

• a new recruitment focus on Hunter region to complete the new 
SQN’s manning

•

The new title reflects 8 ER’s additional CONST capability, which 
responds to PLAN BEERSHEBA’s intent for the REGT to develop 
centralised expertise in Vital Asset Protection (VAP), in addition 
to our core Combat Engineer capability� This, in turn, comple-
ments 8 BDE intent to consolidate the Northern NSW footprint; 
with recruitment activities aligned to leverage the CONST trade-
rich skills of the Hunter mining region�

True to its mascot, 8 CER has shed one skin and is emerging 
ready to meet the exciting challenges and directed capabilities 
ahead� The REGT is pre-positioning its Taipan fangs to sink into 
some serious target hardening tasks in 2014!
By Major Renée Kidson & Lieutenant Josh Heazlewood

Above: CAPT Quinn of � CER inspecting the results of a demolition 
cratering task, Ex TAIPAN BLAST (October 2013), Singleton Training Area. 
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tions required for SOER operations�  The 2013 reinforcements were 
high quality members with a diverse array of skill sets and experi-
ence, were keenly enthusiastic, completed their training and are 
now firmly embedded into their respective FE� The Unit trialled a 
pilot screening activity for all members seeking a posting to SOER, 
the results of which will become apparent in the 2014 intake� This 
will be something we continue to develop into 2014 and beyond�

In addition to the traditional Combat Engineer, EOD and EDD 
skill sets, SOER continues to provide, develop and enhance our 
specialist CBRN medical capability�  A small but highly dedicated 
team of medical personnel constitute SOER’s Primary Health 
Care Team (PHCT) and retrieval capability� In addition to the spe-
cialist CBRN medic course, run as part of the PHCT REO cycle, 
medics are up-skilled in parachuting, air and water insertion and 
extraction techniques, roping and other Special Operations skills 
in order to provide exemplar medical care for SOER and other 
Special Operations FE, in or out of a CBRN threat environment� 
The PHCT continue to deploy and support the SOTG, TAG and 
CCG and have proved to be another key enabler in SOER�

SOER continues to increase our intelligence fusion and 
technical exploitation capabilities, drawing on our full range 
of operational, intelligence and geospatial / MMT capability 
to progress these important yet often overlooked operational 
force-multipliers� We will continue to improve these areas in 
2014, increasing our engagement with the wider Defence Intel-
ligence Community�

The Logistic Support Team (LST) continue their behind-the-
scenes support to the Regiment with orderly room, ammunition, 
clothing, maintenance, vehicle and Q support being provided at 
the same NTM as the remainder of the Unit� They have worked 
tirelessly and often go unrecognised in ensuring the troops are 
fed, clothed, transported and equipped to undertake their mis-
sions and tasks�

Lastly, it is vitally important to recognise the welfare and oth-
er support mechanisms SOER contributes to and draws upon� 
Our strong relationship with the RSL continues to flourish, in 
particular our association with the North Bondi RSL Club� Their 
support, dedication and willingness to support the Unit and its 
members continues to amaze� We are privileged to count them 
as true friends� The support from the Commando Welfare Trust 
and the RAE Foundation remains exemplary, providing assistance 
and support in an array of ways to the families of our fallen and 
those injured� Our relationship with the Vietnam Tunnel Rats 
Association based on shared experiences has both inspired and 

grounded us� We remain keen to learn from their experience as 
much as recognise the efforts of these incredibly brave men�

With a continued high and sustained operational tempo, a 
relentless drive for improvement, innovation and excellence 
whilst maintaining relevance and leading edge tactics, tech-
niques and procedures, it is imperative to recognise the past, 
present and future efforts of all involved in SOER’s evolution� 
Noting the Regiment’s title, our strength and raison de etre is 
indelibly linked to our relationship with the Special Operations 
Command and the Corps of Engineers� We remain firmly com-
mitted to both as we set our sights on opportunities and chal-
lenges in 2014 and beyond�

Plan, Design, Deliver
19th Chief Engineer Works 
(19 CE Works) has this year 
celebrated its 50th Anniversa-

ry, following the appointment way back on 07 Feb 1963 of LTCOL 
David Engel as the Commander Royal Engineers for the purposes 
of raising 19 CRE Works in preparation for its planned deploy-
ment to Papua New Guinea�  Although a lot has changed in the 

intervening 50 years, it is remarkable how similar things still are�  
19 CE Works continues to actively demonstrate the extraordinary 
value we bring to both Military and Whole of Government opera-
tions, and live up to our motto of “Plan, Design, Deliver”!

19 CE Works continued its significant commitment to current 
operations in 2013, with one-third of its capability, in the form of 
198 Works Section, deployed throughout the year�  Eighteen indi-
viduals, comprising 40% of the unit’s ARA manning, have served 
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on OP SLIPPER (with the JTF633 Works Section, the PRT Man-
aged Works Team and the Force Extraction Unit), OP ASTUTE 
and OP LANDSCAPE�  On top of that, our members have seen 
numerous short-term deployments in support of eleven separate 
infrastructure projects throughout Australia and across the South 
Pacific, under our ongoing support to DSRG, AACAP and IP Div� 

Leaving 19 CE Works in the capable hands of the brand-new XO, 
MAJ Leigh Dalman, the CO, LTCOL Len Rouwhorst, deployed early 
in the year with a select team from both 19 CE Works and 6ESR to es-
tablish TG633�16 Force Extraction Unit (FEU), and plan and deliver 
the remediation of Australian facilities at Multi-National Base Tarin 
Kot�   The core of the FEU was the Works Section, which subsumed 
and expanded the extant JTF633 Works Section�  Involved in AFG 
works throughout the year from 19 CE Works were MAJ Jonathan 
Haling, MAJ Lisa Platt, MAJ Chris Sampson, CAPT Cam Hawkins, 
CAPT Josh Porter, CAPT Andrew Oxlade, WO1 Mort Newlin, WO1 
Dave Grope, WO2 Taff Hall, WO2 Col Walker, SGT Stu Cameron, SGT 
Fred Carré, SPR Scott Crawford and SPR Kelly Hall� 

50th Anniversary Celebrations
To mark this auspicious occasion, current members of the unit 
hosted past members at a formal dinner held at the Randwick 
Barracks Mess on 02 Feb 13� Over 90 personnel attended the 
dinner, including nine of the past 13 CO’s from the last 25 years� 
19 CE Works was also fortunate enough to receive MAJGEN John 
Stein AO (retired) as the guest speaker for the evening� MAJGEN 
Stein was one of the first officers ever posted to the unit and holds 
the honour of being the first member of 19 CE Works deployed to 
Popondetta, Papua New Guinea, in January 1964�
By Captian Spencer Milburn

11 Works Section
11 Works Section experienced it all this year; first-borns, promo-
tions, smoking-quitters, overseas postings and deployments�  CAPT 
Jordan Witt became a father in July and tried to increase his stock in 
the unit by naming his son after the CO�  CAPT Chris Sampson was 
duly rewarded for his extended attendance on promotion courses 
with an actual promotion before shipping off to Afghanistan one 
more time�  All told, the section has collectively spent more time away 
from the office in deployed site offices than they cared to register, 
although WO1 Mick Papay held the fort to support the effort from 
Randwick, as the dedicated reservist�  The locations, however, have 
not all been equally arduous with WO1 Steve Smith disappointed 
he couldn’t match a tropical dive with his local steak dinner during 
a feasibility assessment in Vanuatu, and WO2 Col Leggett cuddling 
up to his Project Engineer to keep warm in Fregon�

The work assigned to the two project management teams in 11 
Works Section had very little in common�  One team was assigned 
this year’s AACAP project to take it out of development phase 
and into delivery, whilst the others carried on the unit’s long and 
proud tradition of works in PNG�  

Returning to the APY Lands of South Australia, the AACAP team 
underwent some mid-project transformation with the replacement 
of a hard-working CAPT Chris Sampson as the Project Engineer 
with CAPT Rob Haynes�  WO2 Col Leggett also took up the Works 
Supervisor mantle to take the planning stage over the line and into 
construction before leaving us at the end of the year to learn another 
language at the Defence Force School of Languages in 2014�  The 
AACAP project team gained some hard-learned experience through 
the course of the year, however the fruits of the hard work are starting 
to materialise into three dimensional structures and happy faces�

The PNG project team has been dealing with a much different 
problem, set to continue the delivery of service residence upgrades 
for the PNGDF at various bases around the country under Project 
HALIVIM POROMAN�  Finishing up the work at Igam Barracks in 
Lae and commencing at HMPNGS Tarangau on Manus Is, the focus of 
this team has been on the safe work and supervision of the construc-
tion force of another nation to deliver high-quality workmanship�  
This form of works supervision has been far more hands-on and in-
volved than that associated with an AACAP job�  WO2 Leeroy Wyness 
has revelled in the challenge of returning to Manus in a role reprisal of 
his time on the island last year assisting the Air Force and it remains 
a miracle that WO2 Phil Burnham still has hair after all the work he 
has done to reconcile ledgers between two fluctuating currencies and 
to reach completion with underperforming contractors�

All in all, it was a tumultuous, but rewarding year for the Works 
Section with the ‘youngest unit member’� 
By Major Simon Everett

12 Works Section
12 Works Section have been the quiet achievers of 19 CE Works this 
year� Of the few members left behind from deployments, courses 
and the full manning of 11 Works Section, the B team have been dili-
gently plugging away on the development of AACAP 2014, closure 
of AACAP 2012 and construction of the Explosive Hazards Training 
Area (EHTA) up at Townsville� Unlike other sections who brag about 
their gold frequent flyer status as if it were a rite of passage, 12 Works 
Section have learnt a great deal about complex project management 
and achieved very successful outcomes given the ever compressed 
project timelines and unforgiving stakeholder interactions�

One of 12 Works Section’s primary projects for 2013 was the 
delivery of the EHTA at Townsville Field Training Area (TFTA) on 
behalf of DSRG (CFI) for Army� The project will deliver a purpose 
built area to train troop sized elements, primarily mounted Com-
bat Engineers, in search techniques through a series of varying 
road and infrastructure conditions� The EHTA design has tried to 

Above: CAPT Rob Haynes inspecting a jobsite at Fregon, APY Lands 
during AACAP 2013.
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replicate a number of features that would be considered complex 
terrain, which would then present as a vulnerable point of inter-
est to any search commander, and therefore triggering certain 
search SOPs and TTPs� The aim for the scope of works was to try 
to incorporate lessons learnt from the Afghanistan theatre and 
then try to develop an area that was flexible enough for future 
training scenarios�  Construction has progressed quickly and the 
project is set for completion at the end of September� 

The major task for 12 Works Section has been the develop-
ment of AACAP 2014�  This major project will be delivered in 
the communities of Wutunugurra and Canteen Creek, locat-
ed approximately 150 km east of Tennant Creek in the Northern 
Territory�  As usual, the scope of works will comprise of a mix of 
horizontal and vertical works, delivered by both 6 ESR and civilian 
contractors, with the aim of improving environmental health and 
living conditions for the remote indigenous communities� Inter-
estingly, the works will include ‘wild donkey mitigation’ which is 
a water source aimed at preventing disease ridden wild animals 
from entering Canteen Creek in search of water� Water supply is a 
critical constraint for the project, and so the work scope will need 
to be delivered whilst minimising water use by the 6 ESR deploy-
ment, construction and ongoing operation of the work scope�

AACAP 2014 presents 19 CE Works with a number of chal-
lenges and will prove invaluable project management experience 
as it transitions into construction and closure�
By Major Jonathan Haling

Force Protection Engineering
With the construction of a large number of infrastructure projects 
in hostile areas during recent years, Force Protection Engineering 
(FPE) is a subject area that 19 CE Works continually strives to 
improve upon�  CAPT Andrew Oxlade attend the UK Force Protec-
tion Engineering course in 2013, alongside two of his peers from 
other units, in preparation for his deployment to OP SLIPPER in 
July 2013, and is expected to follow on from the legacy left by 
his peers in keeping the force protected in what could be quite a 
difficult phase of the operation�

In June, CAPT Spencer Milburn and former member of 19 CE 
Works, CAPT Jack Plimmer of DCP Timor Leste, flew to Copenha-
gen, Denmark, in order to attend the 2013 International Physical 
Security Forum (IPSF), along with an Australian delegation includ-
ing members from DFAT, DSTO, and the Attorney General’s De-
partment�  Jack gave a presentation on the development of the FPE 
capability with RAE, which received much interest from our mili-
tary engineering peers in countries as diverse as the UK, Sweden, 
Denmark, Canada and Singapore�  The protection of our physical 
infrastructure is important, as it often is key to the survivability 
and sustainability of our most important asset—our people�  

It is hoped that the lessons learned from the FPE course, the 
IPSF 2013 and its future iterations will continue to enhance our 
FPE capability within Army, and amongst the various agencies 
that we regularly liaise with�
By Captain Spencer Milburn

Regimental Headquarters
This year can be best summarised as one of 
transition; firstly, the relocation of 21st Con-
struction Regiment (21 CR) from its tradi-
tional home at Gallipoli Lines to temporary 

work accommodation at Jordan Lines, Holsworthy, and secondly, in 
positioning 21 CR for disestablishment as part of Plan Beersheba� 
21 CR will be disestablished as a regiment and have its sub-elements 
amalgamated into the newly named 5th Engineer Regiment (5 ER) 
and 8th Engineer Regiment (8 ER) with effect 01 January 2014� 

101 Const Sqn, Littoral and Riverine Survey Sqn (LRSS) and a 
Works Sect (-) will transfer to 5 ER� 102 Const Sqn and a Works Sect 
(-) will transfer to 8 ER� CIMIC Sqn will be reorganised into a distinct 
2 DIV asset, with the embedding CIMIC assets into 2 DIV BDEs with 
the majority of 21CR CIMIC personnel working within HQ 5 BDE�

As with any reorganisation, significant work has been con-
ducted this year within RHQ to ensure that administrative, 
operational and logistic requirements have been met; not only 
to manage the transition of personnel, equipment, governance, 
ACMS and TARP issues, but managing soldier’s perceptions of the 
new organisation� Although work still needs to be done, 21 CR 
has been well positioned to meet these challenges� 

From a ceremonial point of view, the disestablishment and 
amalgamation will occur during a formal Ceremonial Parade to be 
held at the Holsworthy Army Barracks on 23 November 2013� It is 
also unique in that the Parade will have three Engineer Regiments 
from two Brigades on the parade ground at once� Following the 
parade, and in association with the 21CR Sappers Association, 
the annual Regimental Ball will be conducted with an apt theme 

of it being an end of an era� Although it will be an end of an era, 
it will also mark the beginning of a new era�
By Major Graham Hales

101 Construction Squadron 
It has been business as usual for 101 CONST SQN despite the im-
pending Regimental disestablishment activity, with a broad spectrum 
of operational and exercise support tasks across formations, as well as 
internal squadron exercises and supporting individual training�

101 CONST SQN commenced the year with ongoing BDE DACC 
season preparation and readiness� This flowed over to the first 
training activity for the year in March, Ex SCORPION HUT, a verti-
cal and horizontal construction AFX at Holsworthy Special Forces 
Training Facility, with construction of new training facilities, re-
furbishment of older facilities and improving admin areas�

101 CONST SQN deployed a 13 man plant team as part of DAM-
CON and an LO to the EMG team at Ex TALISMAN SABRE, work-
ing alongside Plant teams from 2 CER and 3 CER for 3 weeks� The 
101 DAMCON team surveyed and remediated over 140 km of criti-
cal roads and tracks within the Shoalwater Bay Training area during 
the height of the exercise� Good weather and a high tempo, along 
with ARA mentorship provided excellent training outcomes�

Ex SCORPION ENRICHMENT, for skills testing and development 
is planned for November as the very last activity for the SQN prior to 
regimental disestablishment and amalgamation to 5 ER and 8 ER�

Throughout this training, ongoing SQN support to external tasks 
saw 101 CONST SQN members support AACAP 20, Ex PUK PUK, 
RMC, SUR, 22 Construction Regiment, UNSWR, 8 BDE and 5 BDE, 
and members returning from OP ASTUTE and OP SLIPPER� To main-
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tain combat engineering skill sets, 101 CONST SQN conducted dem-
olitions practice, range practices, IMT and obstacle course training�

A number of highly experience 101 CONST SQN members 
have volunteered to transfer to the newly raised 8 ER, 102 CONST 
SQN based in Singleton, and whilst they will be missed from the 
Squadron, their skills will be valuable in maintaining a capability 
within the reserve� It is important to note that while a number of 
101 CONST SQN personnel are being transferred to 102 CONST 
SQN, they will continue to work together on exercises and other 
field activities in the foreseeable future�

101 CONST SQN has begun the process of preparing for the 
challenges of the New Year, which includes planning for integra-
tion with 5 ER, re-manning the SQN, training planning for 2014 
as well as maintaining preparedness for the DACC season�
By Major Rob Tot

102 Construction Squadron
102 CONST SQN under the unit establishment review is to move to 
8 ER commencing 2014� This year has been one of reorganisation of 
the previous 102 CONST SQN structure, which was framed as the 
Regiment’s recruit and pre-IET training organisation into a shell of 
the new construction squadron� To build substance to the new 102 
CONST SQN structure, the identification of sappers for the 2014 
positions has been a prime activity and maintaining sufficient com-
munications in the changing and growing situation has been an 
important aspect� It is an exciting time building this squadron in 
readiness for its move north into the Hunter Valley to be based at 
Singleton and Muswellbrook� While departures can be sad, this 
change is a time to remember 102 CONST SQN is not losing the 
21CR family as history and mateship will remain, but rather gains 
a new family as well with 8 CER as it transitions to 8 ER�
By Major Dave Cullen

Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron
As 21 Const Regt draws to a close it is appropriate to reflect on the 
past of Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS)� LRSS has 
an interesting history and a role that has adapted to a continu-
ously changing environment�

The lineage of LRSS traces back to 1955 when 45 Port Main-
tenance Squadron, a Supplementary Reserve unit, was raised� In 
1961, it was reorganised and became 5, 6, 7 and 8 Port Construc-
tion and Repair Teams� During 1971, 1 Port Construction and Re-
pair (1 PC&R) Group was formed, and in 1994 was amalgamated 
with 19 CE Wks as a Survey Detachment and a Works section�

In 2006, the LRS capability transferred to 21 CR and was 

named LRSS�  In January 2014, LRSS will be temporarily trans-
ferred to the 5th Engineer Regiment (5 ER)� From 5 ER, we are 
likely to see several years of adaptation with the role evolving to 
better support amphibious activities of the ADF�

Today, the role of LRSS is to provide geospatial and civil en-
gineer advice to support manoeuvre in the littoral and riverine 
environment� This supports activities such as:
• Point of Entry (POE)
• Logistic Over the Shore (LOTS)
• Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief (HADR)

In other words, LRSS completes the Modified Combined Obstacle 
Overlay (MCOO) in the littoral environment and connects up to 
existing road infrastructure (or creates new vehicle access)�

This is achieved by gathering, analysing and interpreting coast-
al and riverine topography, bathymetry and ground specific data, 
then combining this hydrographic information� Next we under-
take littoral engineer analysis in order to produce a task specific 
littoral MCOO� This process defines the littoral battlespace�

The members of LRSS, like many other ARES personnel, bring 
substantial professional expertise to Defence� Almost every skill 
and attribute that its members employ is drawn from their civil-
ian and personal lives and not the Army training system� LRSS 
members relish the challenge of translating their professional 
expertise into Defence capability outcomes�

Did you know that Army and Navy work from geospatial informa-
tion with different horizontal reference systems (Lat/Long vs Grid)?

Did you know that Army and Navy work from geospatial infor-
mation with different vertical datum (Mean Sea Level vs Lowest 
Astronomic Tide)?

LRSS is able to integrate the hydrographic (water) with the 
topographic (land) to provide a seamless geospatial representa-
tion (map/chart) for the conduct of operations in the littoral 
zone� As LRSS understand both Army and Navy operations, we 
are able to tailor the product and translate the advice to generate 
fit for purpose operational and planning support�

In recent years, LRSS has undertaken projects in many dis-
tant locations, including Papua New Guinea, Western Australia, 
Christmas Island, Queensland and Tasmania�

Noteworthy projects LRSS has undertaken whilst at 21 CR 
include:
• Christmas Island survey for Department of Regional Australia
• Joint activities with RAN Hydrographic School and RAN De-

ployable Geospatial Support Team
• Towed Flexible Barge System survey – introduction of new 

technology for DMO
• TADWG – Stony Head TAS survey
• AUST Mine Warfare Data Centre calibration marks
• Papua New Guinea beach landing sites for ADF/PNGDF Joint 

Amphibious Exercise
• AACAP Kalumburu WA – 1,000T of material from 8km off-

shore to 17 km inland

Our time with 21 CR has seen strong support from the unit and 
an excellent diversity of challenging tasks� We have been fortu-
nate to gain some professional soldiers along the way and have 
struck up lasting friendships�

LRSS has prospered as a sub unit of 21 CR and we would like to 
thank all who have contributed to this success� We look forward 
to our new home as part of 5 ER�

The ADF has just embarked upon a process of acquiring and 
re-learning major amphibious capabilities� With LRSS’s unique 
expertise in the joint amphibious environment, the future will no 
doubt hold many challenges and substantial rewards�
By Major Greg Spencer

Below: SPR John Carroll, 101 Const Sqn assists in the construction of a 
village hut during Ex SCORPIAN HUT at the Holsworthy Special Forces 
Training Facility.
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Civil Military Cooperation Squadron
CIMIC Sqn has been hosted by 21 Const Regt for several years, 
during which time the Sqn has regularly deployed personnel in 
support of operations in Solomon Islands and Timor Lesté as 
well as provision of CIMIC support to Ex Hamel/Talisman Sabre� 
The past twelve months has seen the Sqn prepare for and deploy 
eight personnel to Ex Talisman Sabre 13 into a variety of CIMIC 
roles at Battlegroup, Joint Task Force and the Combined Task 
Force Headquarters located on USS Blue Ridge� Members also 
deployed on ADV Ocean Shield and HMAS Choules as part of the 
development of the Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
(HADR) and Amphibious Task Group capabilities�

The Sqn has also been preparing for the formalisation of its es-
tablishment as part of Army’s review of CIMIC and 2014 will also see 
the filling of newly created positions with personnel from a variety of 
Corps backgrounds and experience in the ranks of WO2 to MAJ�

CIMIC Sqn will be reborn as 5 Bde CIMIC in 2014 and form 
part of the Reserve’s support to the Multi-role Combat Brigades 
under Plan Beersheba� This will see additional CIMIC Tactical Sup-
port Teams in 11 and 4 Brigades as well as a small HADR staff in 
all ARes Brigades�

CIMIC will commence standby from 01 November 2013 in 
support of 5 Brigade Emergency Response Force in the event of 
serious natural disasters during the emergency season�

CIMIC Sqn would like to take this opportunity to recognise 
its association with RAE and in particular with 21 Const Regt 
and wishes the best for the newly established 5 and 8 Engineer 
Regiments�
By Major Tony Griffiths

Above: 101 CONST SQN members at Camp Growl as part of DAMCON 
and an LO to the EMG team at Ex TALISMAN SABRE.

From the Commanding Officer
As our Regiment closes its 2013 chapter we 
also close our Regimental story after a proud, 
purposeful and honourable 63 years� Later 
in this magazine our units story will be told 
in brief from the moment the Institution of 

Engineers, Australia at the instigation of MAJGEN Clive Steele, 
DSO, MC, approached the Minister of Defence in 1947 with a 
proposal to form a Permanent Corps of Engineers, who in peace 
time would undertake Public Works similar to the system in the 
United States of America�

Sadly 63 years on, and with the privatisation of many of those 
public institutions that sponsored our beginnings such as the 
Country Roads Board, State Rivers and Water Supply Commis-
sion, Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and the State 
Electricity Commission, our time has come to reorganise and 
reenergise ourselves into a modern Engineer Force aligned with 
sister Regular Army Engineer Regiments and Brigades for a new 
contribution to Army, community and country�

At years end, 2013 was a good year albeit for one very sad 
exception, the loss of LCPL Duncan Orr� Duncan’s passing in Feb-
ruary, while representing our Army on Exercise Tasman Exchange 
in New Zealand rocked our very foundation of a “citizen force”� 
He was a much loved member of our Regiment over many years 
and his native Gippsland community� He was a future leader and 
is very much missed� This Christmas, our thoughts will be with his 
wife Anna, his Mum and Dad, brothers and their families�

This year the Regiment welcomed back it’s complete Works 
Section that in 2012 had been deployed in its various parts to 
Afghanistan, East Timor, Nauru and on AACAP� The experiences 
and competencies of this group are arguably comparable to any 
other design and project management agency in Defence� Firm on 
the ground, the team has secured a pipeline of work, completed 
designs and project execution plans for a range of internal and 
external stakeholders such as Directorate of Training Area Man-
agement, Defence Support and Reform Group, and High Country 
Rail Trail� An exciting program waits in 2014�

Our Construction Squadrons distinguished themselves with 
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significant horizontal and vertical projects that delivered en-
hanced capabilities for Army and the wider Department of De-
fence� Active recruitment of tradesmen has been the best in many 
years thanks to the drive of the unit RSM bringing real skills and 
competencies into the unit enhancing our capability outcomes� 
Often through the course of the year the Unit was supplemented 
with the assistance of other engineer units from around Australia 
lifting our people to bigger and better things� 

39 Const Sqn, fresh from a Unit Establishment Review, re-
ceived renewed lead responsibilities for forestry operations of  
timber felling and milling, which further enhanced their skills 
and professionalism in winning and milling significant timber 
members for the series of high country trestle bridges in North-
ern Victoria� This is fast tracking that once significant rail trail to 
restoration, for without our support might be lost to a memory� 

The Unit once again recognised their employers support for 
their part time careers at the Defence Reserve Support Coun-
cils Employer Support Awards� Similarly Unit members featured 
prominently in the Prince of Wales Awards having their commit-
ment to service recognised�

Second to last, I would like to give thanks to the tireless ef-
forts of our cadre staff, particularly in these last two years, who 
have dealt with an increasing governance requirement, agreed va-
cancies, innumerable deployments, support activities and other 
unforseen challenges but have somehow still managed to lift the 
bar and provide our reserve members every opportunity to serve 
and make a demonstrable commitment to Army�

As Commanding Officer of this Regiment for the past three 
years, I will take away with me the great sense of loyalty and own-
ership of the Regiments reputation, traditions and history by its 
members� I am reminded that my time was short and I was, but a 
custodian for a short while� This Regiments membership will no 
doubt preserve its heritage and history with dignity and honour, 
and will continue to serve our community and our Army in their 
part time way through the new 22nd Engineer Regiment�
By Lieutenant Colonel Darren Potter

105th Construction Squadron
2013 has been a busy year for 105th Construction Squadron 
(105CS); completing numerous Construction Tasks�  In prepara-
tion for the merger of 4CER and 22CR, under Plan Beersheba, 
105CS has been conducting significant works to transform the 
22CR Engineer Compound to prepare it as a functional operating 
home for the new 22nd Engineer Regiment to host 2 x Combat 
Engineer Squadrons and 1 Construction Squadron�

105CS demolished the old ablution block mid-year in prepara-
tion for a newly designed facility�  This new facility, designed by 203 
Wks Section, increased the current facilities and provided develop-
ment opportunities in both horizontal (installing septic tanks and 

drainage) and vertical (blocklaying and trade work) skills�  This was 
a joint effort by both troops with support from personnel from 
other units; 5 CER and 8 CER, as well as 21CR�  The new ablution 
facility is built to the Building Code of Australia Standards�

Additionally, within the Engr Compound, 105CS built new 
training sheds (half core filled blockwork with metal cladding 
and roofing) providing a multi-purpose training facility, as well 
as completed the block work for an ablution block at the North 
end of the compound – 12 courses high laser levelled in�  This 
block work forms the foundation for future works which will see 
the North end of the compound having a lockable Q area, ablu-
tion facilities and a mezzanine level training facility (focus for 
2014)�  The PLT/TPT Tp were also significantly tied up with the 
construction of a large hardstand�

Further, 105CS has become a valued asset to the Directorate of 
Operations and Training Area Management (DoTAM)�  In 2013, 
105CS completed numerous works in support of allowing range 
facilities within Puckapunyal Military Area (PMA) to be certified 
fit for purpose� The works conducted include: 
• Refurbished the Classification Range - in time to allow it to 

be used for AASAM – an international shooting competition 
involving 65 nations; allowing the world to see the great works 
of the squadron, 

• Built the mechanised target pits and a waiting shed at the ‘B’ 
Vehicle Sneaker Range – used by both mounted and dismount-
ed units to augment current training; and 

• Built a 4 metre high gabion blast wall with sacrificial timber 
frontage on the Static Grenade Range 2, the range board would 
not allow the range to operate until the wall was present�

Due to the great efforts by all members of the Squadron DoTAM 
are now looking to utilise 105CS to conduct further range works 
within PMA and are now planning to use this “Reserve Unit sup-
port to DoTAM” model in other states�

Moreover, 105CS have been supporting Defence Support 
Group – Puckapunyal (DSG-P) by conducting works in the PMA 
cantonment�  The Squadron constructed a walking track between 
the new accommodation facilities built by WATPAC to the School 
of Armour�  39CS built a Non-Equipment Bridge over an open cut 
train to link the track to the accommodation�  It is the quality 
of works produced and observed by DSG-P, that has created an 
environment where the buildings that 105 CS are building have 
already been added to the Registry of Assets, thus removing the 
maintenance liability from the squadron�

The final major construction activity for 2013 was Exercise LAE 
conducted from 18-27 Oct 13�  This exercise tested the squadron’s 
capability and showed its adaptability to conduct numerous works 
tasks�  During this exercise, 105CS managed the 39CS personnel as 
a Troop of the squadron as per how the Squadron will look in 2014�  
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2014 is a very exciting year for 105CS�  A fully manned SHQ and 
Command Team with 39CS becoming 39 Resources Troop as part 
of 105CS�  Throughout 2013 105 CS has been securing trade trained 
personnel to augment out Construction Troop with qualified com-
petent personnel – electricians, carpenters and plumbers�

2014 will also see some of the Squadron’s personnel deploy on Op 
Resolute as part of the Transit Security Element Rotation – 72�
By Major Scott D’Rozario

203 Works Section
The last training year was very busy for staff employed within 
203 Wks Sect, with more than half the section deployed� CAPT 
Noel Tipton deployed to Timor and Nauru, WO1 Neil Christie 
deployed to Timor and lastly WO1 Gary Lewis provided assist-
ance to 19 CE Wks as part of the Army Aboriginal Community 
Assistance Program (AACAP)�  The remaining members of the 
Works Section continued with the planning and the preparation 
of necessary project documentation to complete existing project 
commitments with the Regiments’ key stakeholders�  

Stakeholder engagement has been a major focus and over the 
past two years� 203 Wks Sect has built on, and strengthened its 
relationships with existing stakeholders through the successful 
delivery of projects undertaken�  Our continual engagement with 
key clients has ensured that 22nd Construction Regiment has 
not only a strong pipeline of projects to meet our METLS, and in 
addition we are continually checking that our delivery of projects 
meets the satisfaction of our stakeholders�

Projects designed and completed over 
the past 12 months include:
• B Veh Sneaker Range, Puckapunyal;
• Classification Range Upgrade, Puckapunyal;
• Stormwater drainage works, Puckapunyal Primary 

School;
• Concrete Cricket Pitch, Puckapunyal Cricket Club;
• Rock Gabion Blast Wall, Grenade Range 2, Puckapunyal;
• Pedestrian Non Equipment Bridge, Puckapunyal;
• Milling timber for repair of the bridges, High Country Rail 

Trail, Koetong; and
• Engineer Compound upgrade works, Puckapunyal�

Two projects that represent and highlight the range of engineer-
ing and construction management skills available within 22nd 
Construction Regiment are the pedestrian non-equipment bridge 
completed for Defence Support Puckapunyal and the rock gabion 
blast wall completed for DOTAMS, see Figures 1 and 2, respec-
tively�  These two projects were completed during the October 
2013, 9-day exercise at Puckapunyal�

Looking Forward to 2014
The major horizontal construction project for 22nd Engineer 
Regiment will be to improve the South Bandiana Close Train-
ing Area (CTA)� The purpose of this project is to enable all 
weather access for the training of students attending ALTC 
courses and to provide 22nd Engineer Regiment personnel 
with an opportunity to practice their vertical/horizontal 
construction and project management skills�  22nd Engineer 
Regiment will provide civil engineering design, construction, 
project planning expertise, skilled manpower and plant equip-
ment to enable the construction of all weather field deploy-
ment track circuits, admin sites and maintenance of existing 
civil infrastructure� 

203 Wks Sect completed an initial reconnaissance in Aug 13, 
to determine the extent of the works required and to enable plan-
ning for the undertaking of a detailed reconnaissance in Oct 13�  

The outcome of the detailed reconnaissance conducted in Oct 
13 is to inform the “Scope of Works” (SOW) enabling 203 Wks 
Sect to complete the engineering designs and construction draw-
ings of the agreed tasks in Oct 14�  The likely tasks that may form 
the SOW include:
• 2 x all season field deployment track circuits;
• 1 x all season headquarter CP site;
• Upgrade of TEWT shelter  / exercise control  / admin site;
• Defensive weapon pits and covers; and
• Hardstand areas�

The major vertical construction tasks will focus on the continuing 
improvements to the amenities within the Engineer Compound 
at Puckapunyal�   Fitting out the existing lysaght to include an ab-
lution area, Q store area and mezzanine floor in order to provide 
a lecture room and office areas will require the major trades of 
carpentry, block laying, plumbing and electrical�  This project will 
provide a challenge by testing the skills of soldiers as they work to 
improve their own facilities�  203 Wks Sect will provide support 
in the development of BOM, the procurement of all the necessary 
materials to undertake this project and the quality assurance and 
final acceptance of the works as designed� 

The major focus for our Combat Engineers will be the construc-
tion of a non-equipment bridge at the Light Horse Memorial Park 
at Seymour�  203 Wks Sect was approached by the committee of 
management for the Light Horse Memorial Park to examine the 
existing timber pedestrian bridge and to provide advice on op-
tions to repair or to replace the existing bridge� 

The existing timber stringers on the bridge were clearly in-
fested with termites and it was only a matter of time before these 
failed�  Following the initial reconnaissance, several options from 
carrying out repairs to the existing bridge, to construction of a 
new bridge similar in design and construction of the pedestrian 
non-equipment, were identified�  203 Wks Sect will undertake the 
engineering design and prepare the necessary drawings to com-
mence discussion with the local municipality to obtain approval 
for the non-equipment bridge, provide the project planning ex-
pertise to enable the bridge to be constructed in 2014�

The members of 203 Wks Sect have the skills and expertise 
capable of undertaking the full range of project planning, design, 
documentation, procurement, monitoring and reporting on project 
from conception to completion�  The members of 203 Wks Sect are 
often called upon to backfill positions requiring project manage-
ment skills from Afghanistan, Timor, Nauru and AACAP projects�
By Major Mark Roberts

Left to Right: SPR Chris Farbus and LCPL Luke Arber milling quality blue 
gum at Puckapunyal; SPR Chris Farbus and LCPL Townsend in the early 
stages of the bridge construction; Pedestrian Non Equipment Bridge; Rock 
Gabion Blast Wall, Grenade Range 2, Puckapunyal.
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13th Field Squadron
2013 has been an extremely busy year for 13 
FD SQN� The 1st of February saw the Squadron 
deploy by road from Perth to Exmouth for De-
fence Trial Leadfoot II� The Defence Trial Lead-
foot was a joint trial with the United States, 
consisting of over 200 personnel from all three 

services� Over the next 4 weeks, the Squadron was responsible for 
conducting 370 high explosive detonations, by day and by night� 
Detonations ranged in size from 5 kg up to 300 kg�

13 Field Squadron was instrumental in ensuring the success 
of the trial during the planning and conduct phase of the ac-

tivity� This was achieved by identifying short falls with stores 
and equipment, and sourcing these through our logistic support 
chain to ensure the trial was a success� Other taskings during 
the trial saw 13 Field Squadron’s Support Troop deploy its plant 
capability to ensure the road into Learmonth Range remained 
open and accessible�

Members of the Squadron had an enjoyable time in Exmouth, 
with down time allowing the members to explore the peninsula 
and conduct activities, such as bush walking, fishing and snorkel-
ling at many of the local tourist sites� Upon returning to Perth, 
13 FD SQN has received an Australian Defence Force Commenda-

2013 has been a busy year of change for the 3rd Field Squad-
ron� It has marked the 65th Anniversary of the raising of the 
3rd Fd Sqn but it has also marked the end of an era as an in-
dependent squadron, coming under command of 10/27 Inf Bn 
in January 2014 as part of Plan Beersheba�  The unit has also 
gone through a unit establishment review (along with all RAE 
units) and through this the unit will undergo some changes� 
Fundamentally the unit’s role in providing Combat Engineer-
ing capability will not change; however, our role in providing 
Construction capability will change with Support Troop being 
re-rolled into a Mobility Support Troop light� Their new role is to 
provide light plant capability to the Combat Engineering capa-
bility, however the unit will still have an entitlement to medium 
plant to maintain a limited construction capability� The unit has 

also lost its entitlement to maintain its dive cell� This was the 
only reserve dive cell in the army and the members of the dive 
team are naturally disappointed, however it is not all bad news� 
The equipment which the dive cell was allocated has been real-
located to Navy’s Dive Team 9 (also located in Adelaide), who we 
have partnered with over the past few years� We have crossed 
skilled both the Navy and Army divers in all the equipment so 
our Army Working Divers (AWD) can continue to maintain their 
skills and competencies by diving with Dive Team 9�

The Unit has had a busy year with a number of activities focuss-
ing on different Corps skills� As part of the ‘Road to Hamel’, the 
Sqn took part in two 9 Brigade Combined Arms Training Activi-
ties at Cultana Training Area, deploying a field troop as well as 
plant and headquarters elements� 
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Training activities have been conducted on a range of Corps 
skills including CBRND, demolitions, the portable sawmill sys-
tem, search and infantry minor tactics� 

A major activity conducted by the Squadron’s Support Troop 
was provision of support to the Riding for the Disabled (RDA) 
charity� RDA is a not for profit organisation that provides facilities 
for horse riding and related activities as sport, active recreation 
and basic therapy for people with disabilities� The organisation 
relies on grants, volunteers and fundraising to fund their projects, 
and in recent years have been able to procure a new 12ha site 
to establish permanent facilities� The site requires considerable 
civil construction works, which are currently beyond the ability 
of RDA to pay for in the short to medium term� This site was 
identified as a suitable training area for Support troop with it be-

ing located close to Warradale barracks, large enough to operate 
a majority of our plant assets at the same time, as well as, having 
an already completed technical design to work towards� 

Over a 4 day period Support Troop personnel were able to employ 
all of our plant assets on a wide variety of tasks , as well as refreshing 
their skills on the machines� It also gave them a unique opportunity 
to complete the works to a desired specification rather than the rapid 
improvised tasking that are normally conducted� This activity has 
given the soldiers in Support Troop valuable hours on a range of plant 
equipment as well as providing a service to a very worthy charity�

Overall, the unit has remained strong with almost full man-
ning and is well postured to adapt and change in 2014 to the units 
new administrative arrangements�
By Major Peter Morgenthaler

tion- Level Two (Silver) Group Commendation for its participa-
tion and involvement in the trial�

Arriving back in Perth in early March saw the training year kick 
off� During the month of March, the SQN conducted a watermanship 
course on Perth’s beautiful Swan River, which saw the majority of its 
members receive their W1 licences� The focus then switched to demo-
litions training, especially for the NCOs who participated in the Target 
Supervisors Course and successfully gained this qualification� 

Support Troop has conducted a number of exercises through-
out 2013� They were responsible for the logistics and road move-
ment of the SQN to Exmouth in February, and the road mainte-
nance during the Defence Trail Leadfoot II� 

During June, Support Troop deployed its plant equipment to 
Bindoon to conduct much needed road repairs on Roberts Rd, 
which is the main road leading to our demolitions range� Through-
out the year, they have continued to provide a high level of sup-
port to the SQN in providing logistical support to all training 
activities from transporting boats, stores and heavy targets and 

demolitions range refurbishment with their plant equipment� 
They remain a valuable asset to the SQN�

The second half of 2013 has been just as busy for 13 FD SQN, 
with three months of training culminating in the September 
Demolitions weekend� July saw 1 and 2 Troop conduct Portable 
Saw Mill training, and the timber milled was used to construct 
to non-equipment bridges� During August, the timber was taken 
to Bindoon range and the two bridges were constructed with the 
help of plant from Support Troop over a creek line� In September, 
the final recons of the two bridges were conducted, before the 
bridges were destroyed during a tactical scenario using reserved 
demolitions during the training weekend�

With the training year almost over, the tempo of the SQN has 
not slowed down; we still have three more planned training week-
ends to complete� 2013 has been a very successful year for 13 FD 
SQN, allowing its members to conduct a wide variety of Combat 
Engineering tasks�
By Sergeant Matt Colebrook

Above: 3 Fd Sqn Support Troop Major earth works training at 
Riding for Disabled O’Halloran Hill, South Australia site.
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SERVING IN THE RAE AT THE TIME

8507921 Sapper 
Rocel Estigoy
SPR Estigoy was born on the 28 Sep 1973 
and enlisted in the Australian Regular 
Army on the 25 October 2005, fulfilling 
his lifetime ambition� Upon completion 
of his IETs, he was posted to 3 Combat 
Engineer Regiment, where he became af-
fectionately known by his mates as ‘Esty�’ 
Esty will be remembered for his passion 

of Filipino food and his Ducati 1199 Panigale, his cheesy grin, 
his cheeky comments and his gentle nature� Esty passed away 
peacefully on 22 November 2013 after a long battle with cancer� 
He managed to remain an active member of 3 CER until the 
very end�

8254322 Lance Corporal 
Duncan John 'Orry' Orr
LCPL Duncan Orr was born on the 25 De-
cember 1981 and enlisted in the Austral-
ian Army Reserve in January 2001�  Upon 
completion of his IETs, he was posted to 
39th Construction Squadron Duncan was 
killed in a vehicle accident following his 
deployment in New Zealand as part of the 
Tasman Scheme� Duncan was a highly val-

ued member of 39th Construction Squadron, 22nd Construction 
Regiment� Known to many in the Regiment simply as 'Orry,' he is 
remembered as a passionate contributor with a casual and easy 
going nature�

8540046 Sapper 
David ‘Woody’ Wood
Sapper David Wood was born in 1991 and 
enlisted in the Australian Regular Army 
in March 2008� Upon completion of his 
IETs, he was posted to the 2nd Combat 
Engineer Regiment, where he was af-
fectionately known as ‘Woody’� He saw 
operational service with the 2nd Combat 
Engineer Regiment in Afghanistan, as 

part of Mentoring Task Force 1 and 4, and also closer to home, 
in Operation Flood Assist I�  Woody disappeared from his par-
ent’s home in Casino, NSW on 22 May� He was farewelled by his 
family, friends and the Regiment in a traditional military service 
conducted in the bushland, near where his body was found� He is 
survived by his parents, Michael and Mandy; his three brothers 
and two sisters� 

PREVIOUSLY SERVED IN RAE

Sergeant Peter Allen
Peter completed operational service with 32 Small Ship Squadron 
in Borneo and Vietnam� Peter, aged 72, passed away on 15 August 
2013� He is survived by his wife Gwen, his daughter Gina and two 
grandchildren� 

Warrant Officer Class 1 Barry Amos
Barry enlisted in the Australian Regular Army in 1965 in numer-
ous units including 32 Small Ship Squadron and four years with 
the PNG Defence Force� Barry retired from the Army in 2001 after 
36 years service� Barry passed away at home is Ballina, NSW, on 
21 October 2013� He was 67� 

Sapper Ernest ‘Ernie’ Bader
Ernie enlisted as a National Serviceman in 1953 and discharged 
in early 1960� He served with a number of units, the most no-
table being 3 and 4 RAR in Korea (1953) and the British Com-
monwealth Engineer Regiment in Japan (1954)� Ernie, aged 83, 
passed away on the 10 June 2013� 

Sapper John Colborne-Veel
John enlisted as a National Serviceman in 1968, serving with 
32 Small Ship Squadron� After completing his National Service, 
he was granted an Army Scholarship to the Sydney Conservato-
rium of Music� He would later prove to be a prolific composer, 
achieving acclaim in particular for his religious compositions� 
John passed away on 25 August 2013� He was 68� 

Captain Michael ‘Mick’ Creighton 
Mick, an EOD tech, was posted to 2 Combat Engineer Regiment 
in the 1990s� He was killed when a Lao Airlines plane crashed into 
the Mekong River on the 16 October 2013� 

Warrant Officer Class Two Alexander Dennis
Alex  enlisted in 1951 and completed operational service in Korea, 
Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Borneo� In Australia, he served 
with 1 Movement Control Group (Northern and Southern De-
tachments, Army Headquarters and the Department of Defence� 
Alex passed away in Currumbin Waters, Queensland, on 14 Sep-
tember 2013� He was 81� 

Warrant Officer Class One Damien 
Grant ‘Macca’ McInerney
Macca served with 7 Field Squadron in the early 1980s�  Damien 
aged 53, passed away on 23 June 2013� He is survived by his wife 
Anne and his three children Miree, Jack and Erin� 

Sergeant Ronald Charles ‘Pepsi’ Pefferini
Pepsi enlisted in the Australian Regular Army in 1961� During his 
time in the Army, he served with the numerous units, including 
School of Military Engineering, 17 Construction Squadron and 
32 Small Ship Squadron� After Pepsi elected discharge in 1976, 
he was employed as a crane operator� Pepsi, aged 70, passed away 
on the 28 June 2013� 

Lance Corporal Darryl Raymond Phair
Darryl enlisted in the Australian Regular Army in 1979, serving with 
21 Construction Squadron, 18 Field Squadron and 2 Field Engineer 
Regiment� At the time of  his discharge, he was the last bricklayer in 
the Corp� Darryl passed away on the 29 Jan 2013� He was 54� 

Sapper Paul Dudley ‘Richo’ Richards
Paul was posted to 7 Field Squadron for his three years service� 
aged 51, passed away on 15 May 2013� He was 51�

Sapper Obituaries
Lest we forget
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Personnel Matters
AWARDS

Member of the Order of Australia 
(AM) in the Military Division 
Major General Stephen Julian Day, DSC 
Brigadier William Timothy Sowry, CSC 

Member of the Order of Australia 
(OAM) in the Military Division
Warrant Officer Class One Steven John Di Tullio 

Commendation for Distinguished Service
Major Andrew Thomas Cullen

Commendation for Gallantry
Corporal Scott James Smith, deceased 
Sapper R 

Commendation for Distinguished Service
Sergeant W

Conspicuous Service Cross (CSC)
Lieutenant Colonel Matthew Stewart Thomson
Lieutenant Colonel Scott Andrew Corrigan

Conspicuous Service Medal (CSM)
Corporal Adam Eagle
Warrant Officer Class Two Damien Alexander Woolfe

RAE Prize RMC-D
December 2012: LT D� Parkinson; June 2013: LT S� Sheldon 

RAE Excellence in Military Engineering Award
The sapper awarded this prize, has returned a superior performance 
in technical/trade skills, soldiery qualities, espirit de corps and 
leadership (for the JNCO award only) and their achievements 
are in keeping with the finest traditions of the Corps of Royal 
Australian Engineers. Nominations for this award are required to be 
submitted by units to the CRSM by the end of September each year.  

The ARA Excellence Award (SPR):
Nil nominations received�

The ARA Excellence Award (JNCO): 
CPL M� Byron, Trade: Combat Engineer, Unit: 3 CER�

The ARES Excellence Award (SPR-JNCO): 
SPR S� Megarrity, Trade: Combat Engineer, Unit: 8 CER�

2013 Soldier’s Medallion for Exemplary Service
1 CER: SPR K� Bird, SPR C� Green, LCPL K� Stocks, LCPL 
D� Williams� 2 CER: CPL J� Burrett, SPR S� Kroehn, CPL S� 
Marshall, SPR N� Randolph� 3 CER: LCPL M� Clark, SPR 
D� Moore, CPL T� Morris, LCPL P� Sanson� 5 CER: LCPL 
S� Barbuto� 8 CER: SPR B� Chattillon, SPR G� Wilson� 
SOER: CPL R�C, SPR S�N�21 Const Regt: SPR J� Odell, 
PTE W� Regan� 22 Const Regt: SPR K� Luck� 6 ESR: 
CPL D� Murphy, CPL T� Dwyer, LCPL G� McKenzie, CPL 
J� Harvey� SME: CPL N� Campos, CPL C� Langley� 

Prince of Wales Award 
2012: CAPT J� Farnsworth, CPL Mark Hicks
2013: CAPT D� Ferwerda, CPL S� White

PROMOTIONS

To Brigadier: M� Ryan, J� Shanahan, D� Wainwright�
To Colonel: No information was available from DOCM-A�
To Lieutenant Colonel: No information 
was available from DOCM-A�
To Major: R� Brennan, D� Cave, A� Coburn, R� Davis, J� Diab, 
A� Hargreaves, D� Hebditch, K� Jackel, J� Lean, C� Mansfield, S� O’Dea, 
R� Orders, I� Rainbow, S� Reid, C� Sampson, A� White, F� Wythes�  
To Captain: D� Bellas, D� Brazenor, T� Budge, J� Childs, K� Galea, 
W� Harper, N� Hinde, M� Lynch, G� McDermott, H� McKeown, 
T� Mynott, M� Scott, S� Shakhovskoy, C� Sheahan, A� Turkenburg�  
Officer Appointments to the Corp – Lieutenant: 
L� Barbare, R� Beer, A� Codrington, M� Cullen, R� Fisher, 
A� Ghuman, A� Harbour, E� Hislop, C� Johnston, D� Luhrs, 
M� Pentney, N� Price, A� Mowatt, S� Sheldon, L� Staples, 
N� Tyrell, L� Wallace, C� Wilhelm, I� Williams, P� Witcomb�  
To Warrant Officer Class One: J� Clench, J� Faint, M� Grigg,  
R� Jones, M� Newlin, P� Stanek�  
To Warrant Officer Class Two: D� Bell, J� Bevis, P� Burnham, 
G� Carthew, B� Douglas, D�Hedges, D� Kelly, A� Keys, B� King, 
M� Logie, A� Matthews, B� McGill, S� McGowan, D� Payne, 
E� Sage, M� Smith, P� Tran, R� Turner�  
To Sergeant: K� Allen, R� Baron, J� Battle, G� Burchell, J� Cosstick,  
M� Davies, N� Dawson, M� Diercke, T� Fennell, D� Flanagan, 
D� Gathridge, E� Hammond, B� Harrison, P� Jeffery, 
S� Kendrick-Ward, M� Koekemoer, G� Lee, B� Maher, J� McLaren, 
W� Leech, E� Douglas, M� Oakley, J� Pahl, Z� Passmore, T� Peall, 
M� Peterson, K� Plant, D� Prowse, W� Reid, A� Robertson, 
D�Shearman,  A� Sheldon, B� Simpson, M� Skoblar, G� Smith, G� Stone,  
R� Swales, C� Ullrich, L� Wardle, S� Wilson, T� Young, A� Zappone�  

SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES
WX28089 Sergeant John Romily Hovey.
Jack Romilly Hovey was born in West Coolup, Western 
Australia on the 8th of November 1913�  He enlisted in the 
CMF on 11 March 1942, serving with 13 Field Company� 
Jack was promoted to Sergeant on 12 June 1945� After 
demobilisation, he lived in Kalamunda with his wife and 
two daughters, working as a manager in the hospitality 
industry� After retirement, he indulged in his love of 
gardening and was seen to be mowing lawns right up to his 
97th birthday� On the 8 November 2013, John celebrated his 
100th birthday, surrounded by his close family and friends�



To Corporal: D� Bailey, S� Balmer, M� Barnes, S� Bookallil, 
S� Brain, C� Bryan, M� Burgess, S� Burgess, G� Burns, D� Bush, 
M� Byron, G� Caddy, J� Cardey, J� Chapman, M� Clark, 
C� Cousins, T� Cridge, J� Culliver, S� Davis, H� De Vries, 
T� Dwyer, D� Eason, I� Farraway, J� Farren-Price, R� Flanders, 
J� Franks, M� Gerste, J� Grossmann, J� Hall, D� Harris, 
J� Hede, A� Horton, N� Hungerford, C� Hunt, M� Jenkins, 
O� Jones, M� Kaminski, M� Lawrence, S� Lockyer, M� Lorimer, 
A� MacFarlan, P� Managrave, G� Mazurek, R� McCoombes, 
D� McCullock, D� McDonald, J� McEwan, Y� McGeachie, 
M� McKean, J� Miller, L� Milne, A� Moore, F� Muthu, 
C� Myers, R� O’Connell, J� O’Neill, N� O’Neill, C� Oram, 
A� Peden, B� Peters, S� Potter, S� Pritchard, N� Protic, J� Reid, 
M� Rienmann, B� Roberts, J� Saye, N� Sloan, C� Stavely, 
K� Steinohrt, D� Strauss, J� Studenko, E� Swadling,  
G� Templeton, T� Tucker, L� Van Bakel, M� Vidot, B� Waterford, 
J� Watson, R� Whiteford, A� Widnyana�  
To Lance Corporal: L� Arber, D� Avery, M� Ball, S� Bennett, 
J� Bird, T� Birrer, S� Bowers, S� Campbell, M� Chapman, D� 
Cooke, M� Cordukes, S� Cox, R� Crouch, J� Delaney, M� Dellosa, 
S� Derwent, J� Duck, T� Dunning, A� Edwards, M� Evans, 
D� Fletcher, J� Gavin, C� George, T� George, D� Giorno, P� 
Glastonbury, S� Gordon, J� Haidar, D� Harrison, S� Hayward, A� 
Hession, K� Hewett, C� Hill, A� Hyde, S� Johnston, T� Jones, L� 
Keiler, L� King, D� Kleefsman, R� Kurciw, N� Smiley, N� Lawley, 
S� Lehman, B� Lentell, C� Mathias, K� McGovern, T� McKenzie, 
J� Mezzone, C� Moon, D� Moore, D� Paine, E� Parsons, C� 
Price, B� Richardson, P� Ricker, S� Rolfe, T� Rollinson, M� 
Rushforth, P� Sanson, K� Schneider, J� Schwebel, L� Scriven, 
J� Sinclair, R� Smith, T� Snowden, J� Southwell, M� Stafford, 
R� Talevski, J� Thomas, K� Tiller, C� Tindale, J� Verdouw, J� 
Wardhaugh, P� Watmore, A� Watt, K� Weblin, S� Weston, L� 
Whittington, J� Wolstencroft, M� Woods, M� Worthington� 

LEAVING THE REGULAR ARMY

Colonel: M� Shephard, S� Yeaman�  
Lieutenant Colonel: A� Boyd, H� Jarvie, W� Jolly, N� Pigott, 
P� Wright� Major: C� Dutton, S� Koen, M� Markey, P� Mason, 
K� Sindorff, B� Willis� Captain: B� Adams, M� Collaros, 
M� Dykes� M� Innes, A� Johnston, M� Plunkett, M� Thompson� 
Warrant Officer Class One: S� Hansen, R� Nolan�  

Warrant Officer Class Two: A� Dixon, A� Fitzmaurice, 
P� Hunter, A� Jones, B� McGrath, I� Shepherd�  
Sergeant: A� Davies, P� Evans, L, Owens, J� Pahl, A� Reilly, 
T� Rodda, J� Tollan, K� Watson� Corporal: L� Bennett, 
S� Credin, J� Foale, N� Frederikos, R� Geddes, A� Gill, 
M� Gonzalez, D� Kelly-Grimshaw, G� Lewis, A� Moore, L� 
Morrison, T� Murdoch, S� Smith, K� Speare, A� Teague, 
D� Thomas, H� Waller, S� Walsh, M� Young�  
Lance Corporal: M� Burgess, G� Burns, D� Cooke, J� Corradi, 
A� Graham, D� Hansen, S� Higginson, S� James, T� Jones, 
T� Luck, A� Macsween, G� Magnussen, M� Nealis, B� Newcombe, 
C� Nobel-Kendall, N� O’Neill, D� Parker, J� Stewart, J� Streeter, 
B� Turley, J� Ulbrich, S� Ward, K� Wood�  
Sapper: S� Adamson, A� Anstee, M� Ashely-Cooper, J� Bain, 
W� Baker, M� Battistella, S� Bellman, J� Bickford, E� Borg, 
C� Bryan, A� Bryant, A� Burey, T� Burgess, K� Byng, M� Caden, 
B� Cameron, W� Campbell, L� Carey, J� Cauz, P� Cawood, S� Chie, 
M� Clarke, A� Coleman, T� Cook, B� Coventry, J� Cram, C� Crosby, 
N� Cruikshank, J� Cust, L� Delander, M� Dickson, J� Dooley, 
S� Doust, A� Duncan, K� Eccleston, A� Edwards, J� Fagan, 
J� Fairholm, J� Fitzgerald, N� Franco, R� Fraser,  
R� Gass, L� George, T� Girvan, R� Grace, J� Grant, A� Grey, 
J� Harman, J� Harris, T� Harris, L� Hart, S� Hayden, J� Hobbs, 
J� Hourigan, A� Inglis, D� Jacobsen, L� Jenkins, K� Jenkinson, 
K� Jennings, P� Johnson, B� Jol, K� Jones, M� Jorgensen,  
D� Keith, J� Kerr, S� Kroehn, A� Lang, K� Lee, R� Letts, 
D� Leibeknecht, P� Lisney, B� Locke, J� Longrigg, B� MacCue, 
S� Males, K� Marshall, M� May, P� McGrath, T� McNamara, 
J� Mezzone, C� Miller, B� Mills, R� Mowie, S� Mulqueen,  
D� Neave, M� Nichols, G� Nottle, A� Oakman, A� O’Grady, 
H� Olsen-Edwards,B� Ossendryver, M� Oussoren, J� Overdyk,  
V� Parkes, D� Parkinson, B� Paterson, B� Peet, L� Phillips, 
C� Pilmore, M� Pittendreign, R� Plane, T� Prestage, K� Prickett,  
T� Remnant, S� Rival, L� Ryder, D� Saker, R� Sammut,  
D� Scanlan, R� Scanlan-Greig, R� Senior, R� Sharp, 
M� Shearman, B� Sheridan, M� Sheilds, M� Shipp, 
M� Skorupa, A� Smith, A� Spencer, J� Spicer, J� Stevenson, 
Z� Sumskis, G� Swalue, C� Swan, A� Tarasuik, C� Taylor, 
M� Taylor, G� Theelen, B� Thompson, J� Tidboald, H� Toms, 
R� Torrens, J� Van Der Reyden, J� Wainwright, H� Warner, 
G� Weier, R� Werts, B� Wetten, C� Wherrett, D� Williams, 
T� Wilson, B� Winsch, D� Wood, C� Yates� 

The Editor is always pleased to consider articles for publication in Aus-
tralian Sapper.

Subject. Articles submitted to the editor should have some direct 
correlation to military engineering.  however, this can be broadly inter-
preted, especially, if an article is well written and interesting. Articles 
of a historical nature are welcome, and encouraged, where the author 
can show a direct relevance to current situations or, more generally, to 
military engineering. 

Length. Articles of any length will be considered by the editor.  Authors 
should attempt to provide articles whose length is between 1500 to 3500 
words. Note that about 950 words covers one page less photographs. 

Copy. One copy of text should be submitted, together with the 
author’s name and any photographs to the editor. Articles should be 
submitted in Word. Photos are required to be submitted separately and 
are not to be embedded in the text. 

Photographs. Photographs must be of a good quality with sharp 
definition and the author is responsible for providing captions for each 
photograph submitted. Photos must be labelled in such a way that the 
Editor can recognise which photos accompany each article. The pho-
tographs should not be altered prior to submission and MUST NOT 
be embedded in the document. Digital images can sent via email to  
RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au or CD to the School of Military Engineering. 
Failure to follow these guidelines may result in poor quality imagery that 
cannot be utilised in the publication.

Abbreviations. The use of abbreviations, jargon and acronyms should 
be limited to only widely known abbreviations such as RAE.

Submissions. All articles provided for submission are required to 
be collated by units into the following categories: RAE Operations, RAE 
Exercises, SITREP or General Interest. Unit or individual contributions 
should reach the Editor by 3 October for December 2014 issue.

Article Submission Guidelines
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What was the best advice 
your parents gave you?
To back your own judgment and to 
seize opportunities as they arise. 

What advice would you give to a young 
person just starting their army career?
The most important thing is to live the army values.  
Second would be to enjoy yourself and embrace 
the opportunities that arise and you never know 
what challenge might be around the corner. 

Why did you choose RAE?
To build things and break things. 

What was your most rewarding posting or job?
My most rewarding posting was the Commanding 
Officer of the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment. For 
me, that is the pinnacle of my career as a sapper. 

Best memory of your deployments?
Only the person who wears the medal, knows its 
true value. When I reflect on my Mozambique time, 
only I know that I did. And I know I was able to 
contribute and make a difference to people’s lives. 

What is the most difficult thing you 
have experienced on operations?
For me the most difficult thing was seeing Australian 
soldiers lying badly wounded from gun shot wounds.

Who has had the most influence on your career?
My wife. Your partner is the person who has to support 
you through your demanding military life. In my case, 
if she had not supported what I was doing, all the 
times I deployed and so forth, it would have been very 
difficult to stay motivated and committed to what I 
do. My wife is the reason I am where I am now. 

In one paragraph, explain your current role 
as Deputy Commander 2nd Division?
2nd Division is 10,000 soldiers spread around the county 
in 6 Brigades. We have responsibilities to raise, train and 
sustain forces for operations. For example, reserve forces 
have previously deployed to East Timor and Solomon 
Islands, and we are currently sending forces to Operation 
Sovereign Borders.  We also raise battlegroups to support 
multirole combat brigades. So the commander is MAJ 
GEN Steve Smith, who resides in Tasmania, he is an army 
reserve two star and I am the ARA Deputy Commander. 

What’s next for you?
I serve at the Chief of Army’s discretion and as you 
become more senior in the organisation you seem to 
loose more and more control of where you go and what 
you do. As I am committed to the army, wherever the 
chief of army sends me, I go. He might send me fishing.

Do you speak any other languages?
No, however, I always make an effort as considerate 
of other cultures as I can be. So I will learn the basics 
of a language to assist with establishing rapport and 
working with others in their own country. 

When did you last go to the Cinema 
and what did you see?
I’d like to say Django unchained because that was a really great 
movie.  But the last movie I saw was 
actually Blue Jasmine with my wife.

What is your favourite movie?
The Shawshank Redemption because it showed character 
and spirit during adversity and the ending was good as well.

What are you currently reading?
The Insurgents by Fred Kaplin.

The Australian or the Telegraph?
I actually read Canberra times as the app is free. 

Who is your sporting hero and why?
John Eels. He was a great sportsman, particularly under 
pressure. I once watched him kick a penalty goal in the 
last five minutes of play, and also an honourable man 
with good values who represented his country well. 

To date, what is your most memorable 
hiking experience? 
It would have to be trekking shaggy ridge in PNG. It was an 
amazing experience over a few weeks culturally, historically 
and for the adventures provided along the route. I took that 
trip when as I posted to RMC as a Captain. At one point 
we were following the original trail beating a path through 
the virgin jungle with machetes on compass bearings.

Who from history would you most like to have met?
I would like to have met Weary Dunlop because I would 
like to hear first hand how he maintained his positive 
attitude and led Aussies in the most incredibly demanding 
circumstances as a Prisoner of War. And yet, he excelled 
in that environment and then when he returned to 
Australia, he was resilient enough to recover and have a 
distinguished career; even after all he had been through.

Favourite food?
Atlantic Salmon.

Eat at home or at a Restaurant?
Both.

BBQ or Picnic?
Picnic. 

Are you a spender or a saver?
Saver, but I like to make deliberate spending 
choices. For example, my dual suspension mountain 
bike, sportsgear, watches. Boys toys. 

If you had one wish that could be 
granted, what would it be?
World peace.

60 Second Quick Fire

Brigadier P. Clay, CSC
Deputy Commander 2nd Division

Know your Senior engineerS
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The School of Military Engineering (SME) will move into new 
facilities at Holsworthy Barracks in 2015� Rumours about SME 
moving have been heard around the Corps for over a decade� In 
2005, a site was selected at Puckapunyal and prior to that there 
were rumours that it might move to Bonegilla� However, when 
the Steele Barracks location was identified as the future site for 
the Intermodal Terminal (IMT), an essential piece of the national 
infrastructure plan, an acceptable course of action to move SME 
and the other Moorebank units was essential� Holsworthy Bar-
racks was identified as suitable with the planning and design of 
new facilities continuing through 2011 and 2012�

The new ‘Home of the Sapper’ will see SME move into the north-
east corner of Holsworthy Barracks, formerly the home of 1CER, 
17 Const Sqn and 21 Const Regt� In terms of physical space, the 
Steele Barracks foot print is reduced from approximately 198ha to 
50ha for the SME but when considering other internally relocated 
units and work to enable a consolidated and efficient solution a fi-
nal site at Holsworthy for the Moorebank Units Relocation (MUR) 
Project is 110ha� This compression of SME has been enabled by a 
consolidation of training areas, working accommodation and base 
facilities such as messing, gym and pool�

Corps heritage has been a key consideration of the project� All 
existing memorials at SME will be relocated and the existing mu-
seum collection will be reinvigorated by the construction of the  
RAE Technical Education Centre (RAETEC)� Significant work has 
been completed in 2013 by the curator, Mr Sebastian Spencer, to 
update and expand the collection with stories and artefacts from 
Sappers’ more recent activities� The Centre will provide a great 
opportunity for SME to link training with the Corps’ heritage and 
experiences on operations� 

Moorebank Unit Relocation Project
By Major Craig Clunas

Above (from top): Sapper Drew Taylor laying the first stone for the 
new  chapel; Visualisation of SME HQ; Cross-section of the Pool. 
Right page (from top): Visualisation of the Technical Learning 
Centre; Visualisation of the Area Mess, in particular, the entrance to the 
OR's Mess. 
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The other item of heritage significance is the All Saints Chapel 
at Steele Barracks� A new chapel has been designed and is cur-
rently being constructed at Holsworthy� It is likely to retain the 
same name and some of the sandstone from the existing chapel 
will be reclaimed for use in the new building� The first stone for 
the new chapel was laid on 1 Nov 2013 by SPR Drew Taylor� At 
the time, he was the youngest Sapper at SME� 

The look and feel of SME and Holsworthy will change signifi-
cantly as a result of the new facilities� Buildings include the Head-
quarters, Combined Wings Building (the new home for CEW, ETW 
and GEW)  and Holsworthy Area Gym and Pool complex� All are 
an improvement on the existing facilities� 

As with other Barracks around Australia, the MUR Project 
has resulted in the design and construction of a Combined Area 
Mess� The facility operates one kitchen but has separate entrances 
and facilities for Other Ranks’, Sergeants’ and Officers’ Mess� The 
naming of the Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess is still to be con-
firmed but the Corps intends to retain this mess as the Corps 
Mess and plans to decorate it accordingly� 

The move of SME is the end of an era for the Corps and many 
of us will have fond memories of Steele Barracks� However, the 
move presents the School with an opportunity to reinvigorate 
the training of our Sappers in modern, purpose built facilities an 
opportunity that can only be grasped by getting the Corps’ best to 
instruct at the School� Now is a great time to make the move�

By Mr Sebastian Spencer, Curator

Our Museum
It has been an active and dynamic year for the museum as we 
prepare for the move to the new facility at Holsworthy� Though it 
is only a couple of kilometres betwixt here and there – this reloca-
tion will be the single largest movement of a museum collection 
in the history of the country� 

As you are aware, the official published history of the Corps con-
cludes in 1972, some 41 years ago, which has proven challenging as 
we attempt to capture a history factually correct and inclusive� We 
have contacted hundreds of currently serving and former Sappers 
seeking stories, information and artefacts to feature at the new site� 
The response from every level of the Corps has been overwhelming� 

Thank you to all who have assisted us with this and we would 
also like to express our gratitude for the support we have received 
from SME, particularly MAJ Craig Clunas, LT Stephanie Sheldon, 
Jackie Northey and the library team for their invaluable contribu-
tion to the extensive research we have undertaken�

This year, we said farewell to MAJ Bob Petrenko as the Mu-
seum Manager� His commitment to the development of the new 
museum facility will be missed as he was instrumental from day 
one, particularly on the engineering and architectural aspects of 
the building� We wish him well� In the new year, MAJ Theo Koly-
vas will assume the role of the Musuem Manager� 

Sadly, Brian Collings OAM suffered a stroke which led to a stay 
in hospital and ongoing rehabilitation� Brian is doing well and we 
all hope for a speedy and full recovery�

The continued duty, dedication and hard work brought to 
the museum by our unpaid staff, never fails to impress and in-
spire� The men and women of our team have again gone above 
and beyond the call, as we prepare for our new home�

This has involved an extensive identification, collation, trans-
fer and disposal process and a lot of physical labour� As you know 

the collection we hold is extraordinary and ranges from a stuffed 
Carrier Pigeon to one of the rarest vehicles in the world, the 
Ground Elevation Meter, which truly is a GEM in every respect�

With many Sappers and Units relocating, not just at SME, but 
around the Corps and country, it is timely to reiterate what our 
primary role at AAHU is� We are absolutely not here to take your 
artefacts away from you, we are here to protect, preserve and 
promote our rich military heritage� Our resources are light, but 
our capability and expertise can be called upon at any time if you 
need to know how to care for, store or present those objects that 
you hold in your Units, Messes and offices� 

Thankfully for RAE, our new complex at Holsworthy has the 
space and world best practice museum storage requirements to 
become an area for display and education in addition to being the 
repository for the Corps magnificent history�

Your support is required…
To continue to maintain the Corps history, we need your as-
sistance with some significant gaps in the collection, namely 
peacekeeping operations in the 1980’s and 1990’s around the 
world and the most recent theatres of operations that RAE 
have been involved in (Timor, The Solomon Islands, Iraq and 
Afghanistan)� What we need to add are the personal and Unit 
stories, photographs and artefacts that you have collected on 
your deployments and postings�

Understandably we have a strict criterion for what we can ac-
cept, so as not to become a dumping ground or Zombie Q Store 
but please feel free to contact the curator, Sebastian Spencer, 
directly if you would like to discuss donations of artefacts etc�
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With the centenary of the outbreak of World War One (WWI) less 
than a year away, consumers of Australian military history are 
bracing themselves for an avalanche of new material on the War 
and Australia’s part in it� For the most part, this will consist of 
tired reworkings of existing stories: journalists-turned-amateur-
historians rarely venture into primary research - deadlines being 
more important than accuracy� Another unfortunate consequence 
of this reality will be that the focus of all these rehashed stories 
will continue to be on the traditional combat arms, the infantry 
and possibly the Flying Corps, to the detriment of the other great 
combat arms corps, the artillery, armour and the engineers� This 
is a great pity�

WWI was, to use a hackneyed and now somewhat discredited 
phrase, a genuine ‘revolution in military affairs’� It was the first 
war since the Seven Years War in the eighteenth century that was 
truly a ‘global’ war� It was also the first international ‘total’ war� 

(Historians argue that the American Civil War was the first�) Civil-
ians, industry, finance and commerce were all as important to mil-
itary success as was direct military power� The war also featured 
the dramatic rise in importance of combat support and combat 
supply support to success in battle� WWI was as much a war of 
materiel as it was of tactics� New technology was both a threat 
(gas) and an opportunity (the tank)� It was a war of mass: the 
army fielded by Great Britain was the largest military force Britain 
has ever put into the field, before or since� Inevitably, in a war of 
mass, transport and distribution influenced military strategy and 
determined where battles would be fought as much as more than 
purely tactical considerations� For example, thought was given 
in early 1916 for the British part of the grand coordinated attack 
by all the Allies to be launched in Belgium around Messines, but 
the lack of transport and logistics infrastructure was a key de-
termining factor in the decision to move the attack south to the 
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Somme� While the traditional operations staff, known at the time 
as the general or ‘G’ staff, tried to maintain their dominance over 
military operations, complexity of battle saw more and more in-
volvement in both planning and implementation of operations of 
both combat support and logistics staff� Featuring strongly in this 
rapid evolution was the engineer: the involvement of engineers in 
planning and engineer support during actions grew in both size 
and intensity during the remaining three years of war�

Most would know of the engineer role in the tunnelling war 
but fewer would understand the totality of the engineer function 
during this war or of the central contribution military engineer-
ing made to the final victory� This is a vast topic and this article 
will focus on just one aspect of the Australian engineers in WWI: 
their experiences on the Western Front in 1916, the first year of 
their involvement� 

The usual image of Australian Engineers, especially those in 
the field companies attached to the infantry brigades, is of sap-
pers in the thick of the fighting, building and destroying obsta-
cles, digging communications trenches and establishing strong 
points� These images are both powerful and accurate but they 
do tend to hide other, perhaps less glamorous but none the less 
critical, achievements of the Australian Engineers on the Western 
Front� Also, they do not point to the terrible price the engineers 
paid fighting along side the infantry� 

The first sappers to arrive in France were those of the 2nd Di-
vision, detraining and marching to billets in the area behind the 
front line at Armentières in northern France� In sharp contrast to 
Egypt, they were met by cold, windy and wet weather, with snow 
to add to their discomfort� As they had only a single blanket per 
man and were accommodated in tents, many went down ill� Better 
billets were quickly acquired� The 1st Australian Division and its 
engineers arrived at the beginning of April� Two new Australian 
Infantry Divisions, the 4th and 5th, had been formed in Egypt in 
early 1916 and they arrived from Egypt in May and June� (The 3rd 
Division, also formed at the beginning of 1916 but in Australia, 
did not arrive at the Front until late in 1916�) 

 uch to learn about this new theatre of war� The War Diary for 
the 1st Divisional Engineers noted, as the first activity upon ar-
rival, a visit to the nearby Canadians to learn a little about trench 
warfare�  The very next line was an entry noting attendance at a 
demonstration on gas� Surrounded by more artillery than existed 
in the entire Mediterranean theatre, they knew this was a differ-
ent type of war� It was not only material differences that changed 
the war’s nature for the engineers� Terrain and weather meant a 
number of skills acquired at Gallipoli had lesser relevance in the 
new theatre� One of the most immediate and obvious differences 
was the issue of water� In Gallipoli, water was in short supply and 
the sappers devoted much effort to winning and supplying it to 
the forward troops� In northern France, water was in overabun-
dance and the problem was not supply but its removal (although 
water fit for consumption did have to be supplied)� Too much wa-
ter affected everything from digging trenches and underground 
tunnelling to maintaining the road network and even the health 
of the engineers themselves� (1916 was a bad year for trench foot, 
caused by feet being continually wet�)

The 1st Division War Diary provides a first hand overview of 
the wide range of responsibilities the engineers were expected to 
fulfil in France� It shows the Commander Royal Engineers (CRE), 
the senior engineer officer on the Divisional headquarters, visited 
the front line trenches, engineer workshops in the support and 
rear zones, roads and communication trenches in the Divisional 
sector and engineer supply dumps in the rear support sector� The 
scale of engineer activity, even for the Division, was such that 
it took him two weeks to get around his responsibilities, even 
though the area was less than ten kilometres by ten kilometres� 

At this stage, the focus of the engineers was on combat support 
and the CRE’s attention was mainly on the theory and practice 
of constructing trenches and strong points in the forward zone� 
The emphasis at the Field Squadron level was also on improving 
the trench system, especially communications trenches� When 
the 5th Australian Division launched its attack as part of the Bat-
tle of Fromelles just three months later, they used the trenches 
that the 1st Divisional Engineers had improved during these first 
weeks in the line� 

The first involvement of Australian sappers was not, however, 
as part of a great set piece battle�  It was with more traditional 
engineer tasks, repairing equipment and plant, repairing pipe-
lines, burying telephone lines (the Engineer history claims that 
in the first two months in France, they buried 26,400 yards of 
telephone cable to a depth of at least five feet), unloading stores 
and establishing supply dumps� 

Tunnelling was also a ‘day one’ responsibility� The Mining Bat-
talion arrived in the area on 8 May 1916 and was immediately 
taken under operational control of the British Director General 
of Mines at General Haig’s headquarters� (General Haig was the 
Commander-on-Chief of the British Expeditionary Force, of 
which the Australians, Canadians, New Zealanders, South Afri-
cans and all the other Empire troops were an integral part�) It was 
immediately broken up and the separate tunnelling companies 
operated independently� Their main focus in 1916 was defensive 
mining to counter German underground offensive actions�

The first introduction to offensive trench warfare for the Aus-
tralians occurred on 19 July 1916, nineteen days after the great 
Somme offensive had begun� The 5th Australian Division, togeth-
er with the British 61st Division, were given the task of captur-
ing the German front line near the French village of Fromelles� 
The Germans had been removing troops from quiet parts of the 
line, including nine battalions from the Lille (Fromelles) area, 
and sending them to the Somme as reinforcements� The attack 
at Fromelles was intended to prevent any more such movements 
occurring� Intended as a limited action, errors in its execution led 
to heavy casualties but it was successful in that no further enemy 
troops did move to the Somme from the Lille region� While recent 
history has focussed on the supposed failure of the attack and 
the terrible losses experienced by the Australians, the role of the 
engineers in the attack has received little coverage� 

The three Field Companies of the 5th Division, the 8th, 14th 
and 15th, were all directly engaged in the battle because, unusual-
ly, all three brigades were used in the initial attack� Some sappers 
followed the assaulting waves of infantry to help consolidate the 

Above:  Dummy Tank made by the �th F.C.E. at Cartigney France 1�th 
September 1�1�.
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captured positions, others immediately began digging trenches 
to link the former frontline trenches to the captured enemy ones 
while yet others were tasked to keep road and tramline communi-
cations operating and to extend them as far forward as possible� 
On the right flank of the Division, almost directly in front of the 
enemy’s fortified salient known as the Sugar Loaf, engineers at-
tempted to use ‘pipe pushers’ to force forward explosive loaded 
pipe, at a depth of about four feet, to create, when exploded, an 
instant shallow but useful trench for forward communications� 
Generally, most attempts to link the two trench systems failed� 
Enemy action, problems with supply of engineer stores and 
shortages of labour caused by casualties and the frequent use 
of engineers as infantry to hold the captured perimeter, meant 
only one partially-covered link was finished� This shallow trench, 
in the 14th Brigade sector (175 metres long, a metre and a half 
deep and fully revetted), dug in one night, was to help save many 
men’s lives�

The attack failed to meet its tactical objectives and was costly in 
terms of Australian lives (over 1,700 dead and 5,500 casualties in 
total)� However, the engineer contribution to the limited success-
ful parts of the attack was considerable and the list of gallantry 
awards testament to their bravery� 

Fromelles has always been in the shadow of the major Austral-
ian engagements of 1916, the battles for Pozieres and Mouquet 
Farm, part of the Somme offensive� As with Fromelles, Australian 
engineers from the 1st, 2nd and 4th Australian Divisions were 
in the thick of the fighting� Unlike at Fromelles, in these attacks 
sappers were sent forward with the first waves of the assaulting 
infantry� This tactic was later to become controversial but the 

arguments involved usefully expose the dilemma concerning such 
specialist and valuable troops� As one of the Engineer Unit his-
tories wryly recorded, “no useful sapper work was done” under 
this arrangement as the sappers were too busy defending them-
selves and separated into small groups� However, given the need 
to quickly and expertly consolidate captured positions, construct 
strong-points and machine gun positions to repel the inevitable 
enemy counter attack, strong arguments existed to support the 
decision to deploy the sappers early in the attack� 

The sappers in fact led the attack, in that they had to prepare 
trenches in front of the existing front line, called ‘jumping-off 
trenches’ that allowed the assaulting infantry to move much 
closer to the enemy under cover and have the shortest possible 
exposure in the open of No Man’s Land when attacking the en-
emy’s front trench� The first attack, on Pozieres, was delayed for 
two days until 22/23 July, to enable these essential works to be 
completed� As the attack succeeded in occupying more and more 
of the enemy’s trench system, the engineers moved forward with 
the infantry� They reversed enemy trenches, using what materi-
als they could to strengthen the former back wall of the trench� 
They sited and constructed strong points and improved the com-
munications trenches� They did this while enduring some of the 
worst artillery bombardments of the war� The action dragged on 
for days and although the village itself was captured on 25 July, it 
wasn’t until 6 August that the high ground overlooking Pozieres 
was finally secured� Without pause, the emphasis then moved to 
capturing Mouquet Farm, which would enable the British to clear 
the Pozieres ridge� The battle for this feature lasted until 26 Sep-
tember when the Farm was finally captured by the Canadians� The 
Australians had been relieved, exhausted, on 3 September�  The 
engineer experience throughout this drawn-out attack was simi-

Above: Repairing shell damage to railway line in France, 1�1�.
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lar to the first few days at Pozieres� They spent most of their time 
improving defences and communications, actions which exposed 
them to enemy artillery, machine gun and sniper fire� Losses were 
heavy and replacements slow to arrive� One lesson quickly learned 
was to hold the engineers back until the advanced waves of the 
infantry had captured the first trench lines as the losses incurred 
in being part of the initial attack far outweighed any advantage of 
being on the site early� Mouquet Farm was the last major attack 
of 1916, although all four Australian divisions in France did go 
back into the line later in October and November and launch a 
number of smaller attacks and trench raids� The sappers’ role in 
these actions was very similar to that at Pozieres�

Even with the focus of the Field Companies being on support-
ing their Brigades in attacks, however, there were still demands 
on them to provide engineer support behind the lines, especially 
on road and railway maintenance and construction, pipeline 
laying and stores acquisition and management� As the year pro-
gressed and experience taught many lessons, this type of work 
in the rear echelon areas attracted even higher priority� Post ac-
tion reports of the Somme campaign all focus on the impact of 
congested roads on the capacity to reinforce attacks, get supplies 
and reinforcements forward and casualties evacuated� Where the 
roads were kept open, the system generally coped: where they 
were damaged or destroyed, attacks broke down, casualties built 
up and confusion was rife� One of the biggest problems was that 
this part of rural France had few roads to begin with� With three 
British Armies (4th, Reserve and, to the north, the 3rd), over 
half a million men in a zone around thirty kilometres long by 10 
kilometres deep were all competing for road usage� Constructing 
new roads and keeping existing roads functioning became one of 
the highest priorities of the operational commanders� The War 
Diary noted that on 12 August, the Chief Engineer of I Anzac 
Corps and the CRE of the Division together went to the CO of the 
2nd Field Company to arrange for the repair of a ‘bad road’ near 
Yadencourt Wood� That two such senior officers felt the need to 
together tackle a subordinate with what would normally be seen 
as a routine task indicated the priority roads had now acquired� 
For the Divisional Field Companies, this higher priority merely 
added to their workload, as they were still responsible for the 
front line work of constructing strong points, communications 
trenches and field defences�

Road and railway construction also became one of the most diffi-
cult and demanding challenges the engineers faced during this war� 
Nothing was simple: road building materials were in short supply, 
difficult to move and not always of the highest quality� Closer to 
the front, the Germans were not content to let the engineers go 
about their work without interference and it was dangerous and 
difficult� Being part of an Empire force, the Australians also had to 
work within a British supply system, to British standards and with 
British methods� Despite being in coalition with the French, the 
engineers also had to work with a French bureaucracy (especially 
in areas beyond the front line zone or, as the French called it, the 
‘zone of the armies’) that appeared to be unmoved by the simple 
fact that there was a war going on� The contrast between this situ-
ation and Gallipoli could not have been more marked� The fact the 
sappers met these obstacles head on and overcame them is a last-
ing testament to their skill and courage� 1917 and 1918 were to 
produce new and different challenges but it was in 1916 that the 
Australian sapper demonstrated his military value� 

Right (from top):  Construction of a Pontoon Bridge across Somme 
Marshes by � Div Engineers before the capture of Peronne 1�1�; 
Engineers using the 'Wombat' Boring Machine; The team which fired the 
charge at 'HILL �0', Messines Ridge, Belguim, 1�1�; Lt Watson during 
construction of Watson pier at Anzac Cove, Gallipoli.
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In April of 2008, I was standing on piquet in a gun tower of Camp 
HOLLAND� I had deployed to Uruzgan Province in 2006 with Recon-
struction Task Force 1 (RTF 1) and returned in 2008 with the fourth 
and final rotation of the RTF� My week up until this point had been 
a whirlwind of handover meetings and operational briefings within 
the confines of the FOB� As sappers are aware, the nature of piquet is 
to stand vigilantly on guard; however, this time of compulsory still-
ness also provided an opportunity to take stock and think� 

I started thinking back to my previous deployment when night 
piquets were in complete darkness� Inside the FOB in 2006, the 
FOB had been blacked out due to the rocket threat� Lights had to be 
turned off before someone left a tent or Feldlager so that fragments 
of light would not escape� Outside the FOB, there had been no lights 
in Tarin Kowt� The local population had limited generators; regard-
less they had no money for fuel� Limited supplies were reaching 
Tarin Kowt from Kandahar� Trace rounds and illumination being 
fired in support of troops-in-contact would occasionally break the 
darkness� The local people were in survival mode in 2006� They were 
not planning any tangible future for their families as they did not 
know if they would be alive to see that future�

Fast forward to 2008, and as day turned into dusk during my 
first piquet back in Afghanistan, I saw the lights switch on in Tarin 
Kowt and stream from jingle truck headlights as they travelled 
along the main supply route from Kandahar� Inside the wire, the 
rocket attacks on the FOB were so irregular that force protection 
measures had eased and light radiated from open doors� 

I cannot say with absolute certainty why the light situation in 
Tarin Kowt had changed from 2006 to 2008� I knew the RTF had not 
set up major power projects for the local population, neither had 
the other coalition forces� There were no effective aid agencies or 
United Nations presence in the province at the beginning of 2008� 
At the local level, the Provincial Director for Power was both corrupt 
and incompetent� He had not implemented any projects� During 
the initial situational awareness patrols into Tarin Kowt, I found 
out that the local people were behind the lights� They had bought 
small generators and then set up distribution systems for their local 
neighbourhoods� Dodgy is a glowing way to describe their distribu-
tion systems but they were working systems nonetheless� 

In a practical sense, I reasoned that the lights showed that the lo-
cals had money to pay for the generators and ongoing fuel, and skills 
to set up and maintain the system� From a conceptual view, the local 
population had a will to get things done and they were progressing 
their lives in a small way without external help� This was a vast differ-
ence from the nervous air of day-to-day survival I had witnessed in 
2006� To me, the lights indicated a possible second order effect from 
previous security and reconstruction operations� I was concerned 
that to others, the lights were only an indicator of normalcy, not an 
indicator of change with opportunities for learning� With the other 
engineer subbies, we started linking the ‘so what-therefore’ of the 
situation, environment and people; however, there was no doctrinal 
mechanism for these observations and opportunities to link back 
into our individual appreciation processes�  

It was reflecting on stories like this, and peers sharing similar anec-
dotes, that prompted my interest in whether the Australian Army has 
optimal thinking processes for junior commanders� Our sappers find 
themselves at the people-to-people interface on operations and our 

junior commanders are at the core of all military deployments during 
the response phase� Junior commanders are the eyes and ears on the 
battle space; a battle space often not directly seen by the higher level of 
command and civil-military personnel planning at the interagency lev-
el� The junior commander’s role in sensing and understanding the situ-
ation from the ‘ground-up’ is essential for nesting and synchronising 
strategic to tactical level plans� The Army already has a solid foundation 
for thinking through the Military Appreciation Process and Adaptive 
Action� My research through the 2013 Chief of Army Scholarship aims 
to recommend an integrating framework to assist this foundation for 
the individual thinking skills of the junior commander� 

The central proposition of my research is that future junior com-
manders will face challenges and opportunities for the human dimen-
sion during war, conflict, complex emergencies and disaster relief 
operations� The basic building blocks of training for leadership, char-
acter, ethos, values, physical capacity, mental toughness and founda-
tion warfighting must remain unchanged� However, to fully prepare 
the junior commander for the rigors of the contemporary operating 
environment there is a need to build on both tactical proficiency and 
aggressively cultivate junior commanders’ thinking ability� 

With debate surrounding what future conflict will actually look 
like, we need to better equip our junior leaders to ‘think’ rather 
than arm them solely with tactics and retrospective solutions from 
previous conflicts� Turning on lights, building roads, applying rule-
of-law and principles of clear-hold-build as advocated from other 
experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq are useful but are not dogma� 
History, lessons learnt, principles and doctrine will only help our 
junior commanders win their future battles if they can be adopted, 
discarded or modified after being considered, questioned and con-
textualised� Professional curiosity, historically grounded intellect 
and critical thinking will help junior commanders mitigate prob-
lem-framing bias and offer opportunities for learning, adapting 
and acting up and down the chain-of-command� Of course, noth-
ing is ever black-and-white as there can be paralysis by analysis� 
Questioning and analysing, instead of being disciplined to follow 
orders can have dire effects on a violent and chaotic battlespace� 
There needs to be a balance across the spectrum of operations and 
junior commanders need to be able to adjust accordingly�  

I feel honoured to have been the 2013 Chief of Army Scholar 
and Fulbright Professional Scholar in Australia-US Alliance Stud-

Reconstructing Thinking 
from the Bottom-up

By Major Claire O’Neill

Above: Georgetown University, Washington DC
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ies� My research commenced in Australia through the University 
of Canberra supported by the Land Warfare Studies Centre, inter-
acting with a number of Australian other government agencies� 
The Fulbright Scholarship has enabled me to be a Visiting Re-
search Fellow at the Edmund A� Walsh School of Foreign Service 
at Georgetown University in Washington DC� My program in the 
United States is examining analytical tools used for instruction 
of stability activities at West Point, Marine Corps University, Na-
tional Defense University, US Army War College, and organisa-

tions including the State Department, USAID and UNOCHA� 
There are many sappers within our corps with innovative ideas 

and a personal drive to take lessons learnt from their operational 
experience to help the next generation win their future battles� The 
Chief of Army Scholarship is one opportunity that exists for pro-
fessional development focused on practical outcomes for Army� 

Major O’Neill’s research for Junior Commander's thinking has 
been conducted through the Chief of Army's Scholarship will be 
released through the Land Warfare Studies Centre.

Smack in the middle of Missouri on Route 66 is Fort Leonard 
Wood – popularly known within the US Army as Fort ‘Lost-in-
the-Woods’� While central Missouri is not necessarily first in your 
thoughts when it comes to planning travel to the US, once you get 
to know this place, all sorts of interesting factoids emerge�

For instance, the average uniformed military population 
(trainees and ‘permanent’ staff) on the base is around 19,000, 
which puts the size of the ARA in perspective� Fort Leonard Wood 
also provides basic combat training (recruit course) for 20% of the 
Army’s enlisted soldiers, and conducts in-processing for 25-30% 
of women enlisting into the US Army� Its recent training output 
was around 80,000 full-time trainees and 13,000 reserve trainees� 
Training alongside their US counterparts were 450 international 
students from 70-80 nations� From basic soldier skills to live CBR 
agent training, there’s a lot going on here�

I am fortunate to see some of this activity in my current role as the 
Australian Army Liaison Officer (AALO) to the US Army Maneuver 
Support Center of Excellence (MSCoE) in Fort Leonard Wood� The 
AALO MSCoE’s role is to enhance our inter-Army relationship with 
the US Army Engineer, Military Police and Chemical, Biological, Ra-
diological and Nuclear (CBRN) Schools� The liaison role also encom-
passes the US Marine Corps Engineer School at Camp LeJeune�

The result of this liaison is to inform Army modernisation, capa-
bility, force, doctrine, and training development� This information 
flow will ideally be a two-way process, where our respective ‘good 
ideas’, initiatives and experiences are passed back and forth for con-
sideration and comment� The AALO MSCoE role also includes ABCA 
Standardisation Representative responsibilities, contributions to 
US Army force and capability development initiatives, and proactive 
development of the strong Australia–US bilateral relationship�

Training within the US Army Engineer School (USAES) runs the 
gamut of Sapper specialties, from basic IET equivalent courses, pro-
fessional development and career courses for soldiers and officers, 
through to technical courses� Most of these are run on or near Fort 
Leonard Wood, however the trade training component of USAES 
has its divers, carpenters, plumbers and firefighters conducting 
their respective training at other locations within the USA�

Nonetheless, there’s still a good deal of Sappering going on here, 
including the training for over 3750 deploying soldiers (annually) 
in CIED operations at the Counter Explosive Hazards Center and 
the 300+ combat engineers undergoing the annual Sapper Leader 
Course� It is important to also acknowledge the work of the Aus-
tralian exchange personnel posted here within USAES� These are 
currently MAJ Barry Mulligan and WO2 Glen Donaldson� MAJ 

Mulligan is the Division Chief overseeing the Captain’s Career 
Course, which is a 23-week course that prepares students for 
company command and staff appointments� Throughput for the 
course is around 448 officers annually� WO2 Donaldson manages 
and instructs on 13 ROBC-equivalent courses each year, with an 
average of 845 engineers 2LT trained annually�

The influence of these positions, which have been established for 
many years, should not be underestimated� There are LTCOLs within 
the US engineers who have strong (fond?) memories of the Australian 
exchange personnel who instructed them as junior officers� The depth 
and duration of these sorts of professional relationships underscore 
the important strategic relations between Australia and the US�

Doctrine and concept development also plays a big part in US-
AES activity, with regular interaction between the trainers and the 
doctrine developers� As a Liaison Officer, this is an important area 
for involvement, as we are in an advantageous position to promote 
cooperation on manoeuvre support concept development initia-
tives between the Australian and US armies� By promoting infor-
mation exchange on manoeuvre support issues, we can monitor 
and inform our own manoeuvre support capability development 
activities from the individual soldier through to the brigade level� 
Reporting on significant engineer-related capability developments 
from US industry also enables Australia to identify potential areas 
of interest for closer cooperation or consideration�

This then, leads me to the sales pitch – how I can help you� My 
role here is to act as an information conduit between MSCoE and the 
Australian Army� If there are issues in the US of interest, I can as-
sist in tracking down more information to assist understanding and 
decision-making� With a network of AALO across the major schools 
in the US Army, Australia has a good liaison network in place – it’s 
yet another resource that can be used� We can be approached directly 
(through DRN) noting that coordinated queries through the chain-
of-command will enable us to focus the priority requests� We can also 
act as local liaison for visits and the like, noting the separate adminis-
trative and procedural steps that precede any overseas travel�

Conversely, you can help me too� Keep the liaison network 
informed of major developments within the Corps, as the ‘out-
of-sight, out-of-mind’ situation is one of our primary hurdles� If 
I stay reasonably current on what the RAE is looking at, then I 
can represent the Corps’ interests more effectively� ‘Lost-in-the-
Woods’ we might be, but are here to promote ADF interests and to 
encourage closer cooperation and interoperability between the US 
and Australian armies� Just think of our situation as Puckapunyal 
with deer instead of kangaroos�

News from Fort  
‘Lost-in-the-Woods,’ USA

By Lieutenant Colonel Matt Prior, Australian Army LO to MSCoE
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As I sit here in Lae, Papua New Guinea writing this short article 
I find myself asking the question ‘so how does a British Army of-
ficer find himself in Papua New Guinea some three months after 
he should have been sent packing back to Blighty ?’ The answer to 
that question begins several months ago back in early April� 

As the Adjutant of 24 Commando Engineer Regiment in the 
British Army, the calling notice from 3 Commando Brigade re-
questing nominations for amphibious trained personnel for the 
2013 Ex Long Look programme just happened to land on my desk 
one day� Having spent hours searching all four of my desk drawers 
for suitable personnel I briefed the CO that the Regiment could 
simply not provide and then lingered in his office way past the 
point of uncomfortableness�  Over the proceeding weeks I exe-
cuted a solo master class in the manoeuvrist approach and upon 
leaving the Regiment after four and a half years I had the rather 
pleasant experience of heading North up the M5 toward RAF Brize 
Norton for a flight to Australia as opposed to South and a desk in 
Brigade HQ for the summer� Stroke of genius number one�  

Although Australia had remained on my ‘must see’ list for a 
number of years, somehow I had never quite got round to visiting 
despite the mass exodus of Brits to Australia during my lifetime� 
For many Brits quitting the UK for life in Australia remains the 
utopian dream� Personally, I was simply interested in getting to 
know the people of a country where they happily eat their na-
tional animal, which I am told is unique to Australia� 

Despite this being the 21st century a combined effort by both 
the RAF and the RAAF meant I eventually arrived in Australia af-
ter five days of travelling and therefore underwent an experience 
more akin to Captain James Cook� Five days� Five� Whole� Days� 
But a warm welcome at Townsville airport from both the OC and 
SSM 25 quickly abolished the resentment of my Cook-esque voy-
age� Wide eyed, jet lagged and somewhat excited that my journey 
down under was about to begin, I was confident that by the end 
of my time here I would have a good feel for the country and its 
inhabitants and be able to dispel many myths about this far and 
distant land� For example, I came here believing there was some 
sort of cyber factory somewhere on the outskirts of Sydney where 
the finest athletes in the world were genetically constructed to 
fuel this great sporting nation� However, after witnessing both 
the British Lions tour and the Ashes test series this winter I can 
only deduce that Government cutbacks have begun to bite and 
that the factory must have closed in recent years� 

It did not take long for me to settle in to ‘life in 25’ and I quickly 
found myself enjoying the rather unique experience of morning 
PT in the sunshine, morno’s and boozer parade’s� I was beginning 
to see glimpses of the utopian dream� The common institutional 
history between both the British and the Australian Army means 
they are essentially cut from the same cloth� Despite minor differ-
ences here and there (for example, shorts in the officers’ mess!, a 
general disregard for shoulder high hands on the quick march, and 
a strange preference for referring to soldiers as ‘members’…) the 
structure and day to day operation of both Regiments is remark-
ably similar and I was quickly at home within 3 CER� 

My first few weeks rushed by in a blur of PES-A training, sweat 
inducing tiger prawn feasts on the Strand, damn good coffee’s 

and, unfortunately, the occasional piece of office work� My first 
real glimpse of the Australian soldier in the field came not with 25 
Support Squadron but with 18 Combat Engineer Squadron as they 
supported 2 RAR for the second major training block of the Aus-
tralian Amphibious Ready Element� Now, I would like to add that 
after 9 years of military exercises in the Brecon Beacons, Salisbury 
Plain, Castle Martin and other desolate regions of North Wales, 
Cowley Beach Training Area is about as far removed from the UK 
notion of ‘exercise training area’ as you could possibly imagine� I 
actually find it somewhat offensive to call it ‘exercise’ as it is with-
out doubt one of the most picturesque training areas I have ever 
seen� Nonetheless, in the finest military traditions of somehow 
putting considerable effort into turning all things seemingly good 
into something seemingly rubbish, the daily trips to and from the 
recently acquired HMAS Choules did begin to take the shine off 
things a little� However, evening runs along Cowley beach with 
the warm water lapping the shore did wonders to restore morale� 
The difference in training areas between both armies was again 
reinforced by the fact that the last time I was on board HMAS 
Choules (or RFA Largs Bay as she was previously known), it was 
inside the arctic circle where the embarked landing force had been 
banned from using the HLS for PT due to five inches of sheet ice 
and the danger of Royal Marines disappearing over the side into 
the arctic ocean! Needless to say there was no such danger in the 
crystal waters off Cowley Beach� With the sheer number of former 
Royal Marines and Royal Navy personnel on the exercise now 
sporting ADF uniforms, combined with the number of Royal Ma-
rine Observer Trainers I was also beginning to question whether 
I was on exercise with the Brits or the Australian’s?

Shortly after my arrival in 3 CER my attention had been im-
mediately grabbed by the fact that 25 Support Squadron were 
deploying to Papua New Guinea in September and October for 
Exercise Puk Puk 13 and although at the time I was scheduled to 
return to the UK in early August the possibility of extending in 
Australia had lodged itself firmly in my brain� Just before I drove 
up the Bruce Highway to Cowley Beach I received a call from the 
UK explaining that my preferred posting had not materialised (i�e� 
not good enough…�) and that I would be run to a subsequent em-
ployment board upon returning to the UK� Whilst disappointing 
news in itself it did present a window of opportunity that I was 
determined to exploit to get me out to Papua New Guinea and so 
the plan began to take shape�

Following a whole raft of emails between the UK and Australia, 
the night before I deployed on Exercise Talisman Sabre (Hamel) 
13 I received a somewhat envious phone call from my career man-
ager in the UK giving me the green light to extend in Australia 
and deploy to Papua New Guinea with the Squadron� Stroke of 
genius number two� 

With my looming deployment to Papua New Guinea, the on-
set of a hot and humid winter in Townsville, and a somewhat ne-
glected dog back in the UK my wife decided that both she and my 
12 month old son would return to England� To say that she made 
this decision somewhat reluctantly is probably the world’s greatest 
understatement as she had spent the entire previous four months 
in Townsville digging in for the long term and at one stage I feared 

Morno’s, Cassowaries & ‘Gutpella’s’
 An englishman’s experience of the Australian Army

By Captain Robert Grant
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the entire Brigade would have to be diverted away from Shoalwater 
Bay in order to coax her from her fox hole on the strand that the 
Imperial Japanese Army would have been proud of� So after a few 
last days together spent travelling through the Sunshine coast and 
the Glasshouse Mountains in a camper van I bade them farewell 
at Brisbane airport and she very bravely undertook the 24 hour 
journey on her own with a lively one year old in order to go back 
to England and move our house up to the UK Staff College� Know-
ing the chances of my wife reading this article are slim to none I 
can confidently add that managing to swerve this journey for the 
second time in four months was stroke of genius number three� 

The overarching aims of Exercise Long Look are quite simple; 
to provide soldiers and officers with the opportunity to experi-
ence each Army at Regimental level given the common history 
between them, and to provide a rare opportunity to explore some 
of the country and experience the culture whilst there� Whilst I 
am happy that I have achieved both in equal measure I am pretty 
sure OC 25 will argue I have done far more of the latter� During 
my time here I have had a good exposure to the Australian soldier 
both in the field and in barracks and have been a part of exercises 
at Squadron, Regimental, and Brigade level whilst also being part 
of the validation process for the Australian amphibious capability 
which is due to come online in 2014�  I have also been fortunate 
enough to deploy overseas with 25 to Papua New Guinea on Ex-
ercise Puk Puk 13 which is exactly the type of deployment that I 
joined the British Army for and one from which the memories will 
stay with me for a long time� The Squadron achieved so much in 
the six weeks we were in PNG that I could write a whole article on 
that single deployment itself – and indeed will probably have to 
(check the contents page…)� It was a truly special experience and 
one that many of my British colleagues are extremely jealous of� 

Of course there have been no ‘strokes of genius’, certainly not on 
my part� I have simply been lucky enough to be in the right position 
at the right time, and have then relied upon the recommendations 
and influence of certain individuals to try and make things hap-
pen�  As a result I am extremely grateful to a number of people for 
providing me with this rare opportunity including the Command-
ing Officer of 3 CER, Lt Col Sanders, for allowing me to continue 
working within in his Regiment, the UK Senior Liaison Officer in 
Canberra, Lt Col Deakin, and several staff officers of the UK Army 
International Branch for endorsing my extension in Australia� 

I would also like to thank the soldiers and officers of 25 Sup-
port Squadron who have allowed me into their unit and have 
treated me as one of their own throughout� Gaining command of 
a Squadron is a significant milestone in an officers’ career and one 
that is, quite rightly, closely guarded� As a result I am extremely 
grateful to Major Brad Heskett for giving me the degree of latitude 
that he has and for allowing me to have my place in the chain of 
command with ‘no holds barred’ so to speak� The officers and 
soldiers within 25 have invited my family and I into their homes, 
onto their boats, to their BBQ’s and have even given me boxes 
of toy’s for my young son� We have been made to feel extremely 
welcome here through the genuine friendship and hospitality of a 
number of people and for that alone I am extremely grateful�  

Much like my wife and son a few weeks ago, I will reluctantly 
leave Australia with many fantastic memories and certainly richer 
for the experience� I will say goodbye to many people across the 
rank spectrum that I now count as friends and I will also return 
with a healthy respect for the Australian soldier� My only regret 
is still not having seen a drop bear� 

United We Conquer�

Right (from top): CAPT Grant teaching SSM 2� WO2 Bell how to fish; 
CAPT Grant endearing himself with the locals on Independence Day in Lae, 
Morobe Province; Apparently Ex Puk Puk is all about bilateral engagement. 
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The Final Army Geospatial 
Exchange to the USA

In 1976 a memorandum of agreement (MOA) was signed between 
the United States and Australian Armies to establish a permanent 
exchange between the then Army Survey Regiment, Bendigo and 
the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), Washington, D�C� The ex-
change intended to “further the bonds of friendship and under-
standing which exist between the two Armies and by which expe-
rience, professional knowledge, ideals, techniques, and doctrines 
of both are shared for the maximum mutual benefit”� 

In 37 years many aspects of the original MOA have changed 
including organisations, technology, and job descriptions� The 
Army Survey Regiment evolved to the 1st Topographical Sur-
vey Squadron in 1996 and Army sponsorship for the position 
was transferred in 2010 to the Defence Imagery and Geospatial 
Organisation (DIGO), now the Army Geospatial-Intelligence Or-
ganisation (AGO)� On the US side, DMA merged with the Cen-
tral Imagery Office to become the National Imagery and Mapping 
Agency (NIMA) and eventually the National Geospatial-Intelli-
gence Agency (NGA) in 2003�

These organisational changes reflect the evolution of geospa-
tial support from traditional mapping support to highly technical, 
adaptable and sophisticated geospatial decision support� Criti-

cally this support is now inherently linked to imagery analysis 
and intelligence and is now known as Geospatial Intelligence 
(GEOINT)� The technology and capabilities provided by GEOINT 
has become more available to the Warfighter due to the explosion 
of access to online mapping systems� This has forced a revolution 
in geospatial information accessibility in order to meet expec-
tations and maintain relevance� The NGA vision describes this 
as “Putting the Power of GEOINT in Your Hands”� A mantra re-
flected by the ADF concept of geospatial support and the enabling 
JP1771 and JP2064 projects�

Geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) is intelligence derived from 
the exploitation and analysis of imagery and geospatial in-
formation about features and events, with reference to space 
and time�

By Major Keiran ‘Kev’ Vidal

Above: The NGA Operational Planning Team (OPT) standing in the NGA 
atrium. The NGA Campus East opened in 2011 and is the third largest 
government building in the Washington D.C. area. The atrium alone is the 
size of an aircraft carrier.
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For the past 40 years, RAE has partnered with John Holland 
Group (JHG) to provide professional development for the Corps’ 
civil engineering officers�  What may not be well known is that 
John Holland has also run a very similar program with the British 
Royal Engineers (RE), now in its 39th year�  In 2013, CAPT Remi 
Rafter was assigned to the New Children’s Hospital (NCH), a $1�2 
billion project in Nedlands, Western Australia� While John Hol-
land has had a long history of providing development opportuni-
ties for engineer officers from both countries, the New Children’s 
Hospital project is the first time officers from both armies have 
worked side by side on the same project�

CAPT Remi Rafter, and CAPT Nick West from the RE, 
joined the NCH Project team in February and March respec-
tively and will work with John Holland until the end of 2013 
– a typical tenure period for both programs�  Remi is em-
ployed as a Project Engineer, and joined the project at the 
piling stage and has seen the structure rise out of the ground 
and commenced the facade�  A significantly challenging role, 
Remi is responsible for quality and schedule for an allocated 
section of the structure, coordinating all the materials or-
dering and delivery to site, deconflicting the multitude of 
sub-contractors onsite, and liaising with the design team to 
resolve constructability issues�

Project Director Delivery, Lindsay Albonico, said CAPT Rafter 
and CAPT West’s training program and integration at NCH would 
be beneficial to both the staff and the project� 

“The officers provide valuable work values and inspire those around 
them that loyalty is an absolute necessity for success,” Lindsay said� 

Executive General Manager Infrastructure, Chris Evans, said 
the partnership with the Australian and British Army is only pos-
sible with the support of the projects� 

“The relationship that John Holland maintains with both the 
Australian and British Army Engineers is of great importance in the 
cultural heritage of the Group, but can only succeed off the back of 
leadership and engagement at the project level,” Chris said� 

Since the partnership originated, 39 RAE Officers and 72 RE 
Officers have been placed with John Holland, working on some 

of Australia’s landmark infrastructure projects� Detachment of-
ficers reinvest their hard-earned knowledge and experience via a 
subsequent posting to 19 CE Works as a Project Engineer�  This 
year, 19 CE Works has worked with John Holland to develop a 
set of Detachment Guidelines and update the MOU between 
Army and JHG�

CAPT Andrew Hansell will join this program in 2014�  He is 
wished the best of luck with this tough but rewarding posting�

Annual John Holland 
Detachment

By Captain Remi Rafter

Above: (L-R) LTCOL Len Rouwhorst (CO 1� CE Works), CAPT Remi 
Rafter (JHG Detachment 2013), Mr John Reddie (Group Manager 
Military Engineering Programs, JHG) at the New Children’s Hospital 
construction site at Nedlands, Perth WA.

Whilst the game has changed with regards to how geospatial 
support is provided, what has not changed is the principle focus 
of supporting all levels of decision making at all classifications� 
GEOINT must be accessible, relevant, accurate and timely to en-
able critical decisions in field and office environments� A difficult 
challenge when you consider the volume, types and classifica-
tion of data available and breadth of user requirements across 
the Service, Joint and Interagency domains�

As a career geospatial officer, my two years at NGA working 
as a planner in the Operational Planning Team (OPT) have been 
a fantastic experience� The OPT utilises the Joint Operational 
Planning Process (similar to the JMAP) to look at domestic and 
expeditionary issues affecting internal and external partners� 
Working in this joint team has built my knowledge and under-

standing of the various US approaches to geospatial support and 
the US military as a whole� Through this lens I have worked on 
many challenges that are similar to the Australian experience, 
albeit at a different order of magnitude� Additionally I have been 
able to conduct visits, observe international exercises and attend 
a variety of training activities� It has been a once in a lifetime op-
portunity that I would wish upon all geospatial engineers for the 
professional and personal experience gained�

Unfortunately despite the recognised value of this exchange 
and the benefits gained at and individual and corporate level, the 
AGO has decided to disestablished the exchange at the end of 
2013� It is hoped that a similar exchange can be re-established in 
the future with either the US or UK to ensure that the next gener-
ation of geospatial officers will also be exposed to the benefits�
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Introduction
With the restructuring of 2 Division to support the required 
capability outcomes of Plan BEERSHEBA, 21 Construction 
Regiment and 22 Construction Regiment begin writing the 
final chapter of their long and distinguished service to our na-
tion� The key outcomes and required force structure changes, 
as identified in the 2 Division Construction Engineers Unit 
Establishment Review (UER) conducted in March 2013, has 
resulted in the dis-establishment of 21 Construction Regiment 
and re-roling and retitling of 22 Construction Regiment into 
22 Engineer Support Regiment�  A brief synopsis of the proud 
history of the two units is captured in the following pages�
By Lieutenant Stephanie Sheldon

21st Construction Regiment

Formation
21st Construction Regiment came into being as the result of con-
siderable foresight and a desire to provide an engineering defence 
capability post World War II� Realising the difficulty which had 
existed in both previous wars in rapidly raising properly trained 
engineer construction units, in March 1947, the institution of 
Engineers, Australia, at the instigation of MAJGEN C�S� Steele, 
DSO, MC, approached the Minister for Defence with a proposal to 
form a Permanent Corps of Engineers, who in peace time would 
undertake Public Works similar to the system in the United States 
of America�

In 1948, other proposals were investigated; these included the 
affiliation (sponsorship) program of the US Corps of Engineers, 
and finally the British Supplementary Reserve (SR) system� This 
system was considered practicable and a proposal was made to 
the minister in a letter dated 23rd November 1948� Subsequently 
the Minister authorised the initial raising of two engineer regi-
ments, one in Victoria (22nd Construction Regiment) and one 
in New South Wales (21st Construction Regiment) on an active 
reserve basis�

Conceived as a Supplementary Reserve unit of the Citizen 
Military Forces (CMF), 21 Construction Regiment was built on 
the strength of affiliations between a number of New South Wales 
Government Departments and Authorities and various sub-
units of the Regiment�  Members brought their civilian skills and 

learned how to employ them in a military environment�  Under 
the Supplementary Reserve model, these Government Depart-
ments would sponsor the Engineer Reserve units�

The 21st Construction Regiment, Royal Australian Engineers 
(SR) was officially raised in New South Wales on 29 August 1950�  
The Regiment’s first Commanding Officer was Lieutenant Colonel 
Douglas White, the Department of Main Roads (DMR) Divisional 
Engineer at Wagga Wagga, and a former World War II veteran�  
He was appointed in November 1950 with the responsibility of 
recruiting sufficient Officers, NCO’s and other ranks to make the 
Regiment viable� Major E�F� Mullin, also from the DMR was ap-
pointed as Second in Command�

Recruiting throughout the various sponsoring authorities 
commenced immediately, with 21 Construction Regiment attend-
ing its first Annual Camp at Middle Head in 1951 attended by 32 
Officers and 163 Other Ranks�

Organisation
The original organisation and sponsoring authorities were:
• HQ 21st Construction Regiment – Department of Main Roads 

(DMR);
• 101st Construction Squadron – DMR;
• 102nd Construction Squadron – Department of Public Works 

(DPW);
• 103rd Construction Squadron – Metropolitan Water Sewerage 

and Drainage Board (MWS&DB); and
• 108th Plant Squadron (Heavy) – jointly sponsored by all three 

public authorities�

In 1952, the 109th Construction Squadron was raised and spon-
sored by the Snowy Mountains Hydro Electricity Authority (SMA) 
as an independent construction Squadron� Permission was also 
granted in 1952 for the Regiment to approach certain Shire Coun-
cils for potential officers and recruits�  The year also saw the Regi-
ment being subordinated to the 5th Engineer Group, which was 
headquartered at Victoria Barracks in Sydney� A small number 
of regular personnel were detached to the regiment to provide 
training support� 

Relocation and Regrouping 
In 1958, the Regimental Headquarters was established at Haber-
field, New South Wales� In 1968, the Regiment was placed under 
the command of 11 CE Works when the 5th Engineer Group was 
disbanded� In 1972, 109 Const Sqn was redesignated 201 Works 
Section when its sponsor organisation, the Snowy Mountain Hy-
dro Electric Scheme, was completed� The Regiment returned to 
the 5th Engineer Group in 1975� Two years later, further change 
occurred when 201 Works Section was redesignated 4 Troop, un-
derneath the 5th Field Squadron, which was part of the 4th Field 
Engineer Regiment� This lasted until early 1980 when the subunit 
returned to 21 Const Regt and once again became 201 Works Sec-
tion�  In 1987, the Regiment was placed under the command of 
the 2nd Divisional Engineers� Later that year, both the 103rd and 
108th Sqns were disbanded and reformed as the 26th Divisional 
Engineer Support Squadron� 

The Final Chapter
A Brief History of 21st Construction Regiment 

& 22nd Construction Regiment
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Up until the 1990s when a centralised training model was 
adopted, the Regiment undertook its own basic, employment 
and promotion courses� When the Regiment had originally been 
raised under the supplementary reserve scheme, its personnel 
had been placed under conditions of service that enabled them 
to serve with only limited impact upon their civilian careers� This 
was done by allowing members only to parade for one annual 
two week camp per year� These conditions remained until 1995, 
when its personnel became subject to the same requirements of 
other Reserve units, which essentially required members to at-
tend weekly parades and monthly exercises� In 1996, the regiment 
was issued with a Unit Colour Patch that consisted of the purple 
background of the engineers and a red triangle� 

As of 1st July 1992, the Regiment was removed from 2nd 
Division to become a direct command unit under Commander 
Land Command Engineers�  With the formation of the new 
Joint Operations Command in 2006, Land Command En-
gineers was disestablished with 21 Construction Regiment 
again becoming under command of 2nd Division and 5th 
Brigade� This also saw remnants of the 1st Port Construc-
tion and Repair Group, the Hydrographic Survey Section 
returning to the Regiment to later be renamed the Littoral 
and Riverine Survey (LRS) Sqn�  CIMIC was raised as part 
of 21 Construction Regiment in early 2007 with its role to 
undertake specialist Civil Military Co-operation to deployed 
Force Commanders�

In 2002, 21 Construction Regiment relocated to Gallipoli 
Lines, Holsworthy Barracks�  The Regiment relocated from Gal-
lipoli Lines at Holsworthy Army Barracks to Jordan Lines in 
March 2013, where the unit as part of new 5 Engineer Regiment 
will remain until early 2015 where the RHQ, 101 Const Sqn and 
LRS Sqn will move into the new 5 BDE Multi User Depot within 
Holsworthy Barracks� 

Projects, Deployments and Milestones
Throughout its history, 21 Construction Regiment has un-
dertaken many and varied tasks, both within Australia and 
overseas� Throughout the 1950s and 60s, the Regiment under-
took various construction tasks around the country, moving 
between Middle Head and Singleton� Annual camps took place 
at Middle Head, North Head, Glenfield, Ingleburn, Holswor-
thy and Singleton� In the 1980s, exercises were undertaken in 
the Holsworthy and Singleton areas�  During the next decade, 
annual camps were undertaken in Rylestone, Shoalwater Bay, 
Holsworthy, Singleton, Port Wakefield, Goat Island, Majura, 
and Kapooka� 

In early 1975, the Regiment deployed over 350 personnel 
to Darwin to clean up the city in the wake of Cyclone Tracy�  
Five years later, 21 Construction Regiment took on a significant 
bridging project conceived in 1978 when then Commander 2nd 
Military District, COL R�S� Deacon, asked the Chief Engineer 
Field Force Command, COL F�J� Cross, if the Field Force Unit 
could remove the old suspension bridge and replace it�   The 
site works, embankments and footings were constructed by 17 
Construction Squadron using NSW Dept of Main Roads Facili-
ties prior to the Regiment arriving on site� Construction proper 
was completed on 28 February 1980, with the remaining seven 
days spent removing the old suspension bridge cables, painting 
the Bridge and constructing the concrete approach ramps�  What 
become known as the Engineers Bridge was officially opened 
on 5 March 1980 by the Chief Engineer, 2nd Military District, 
COL N�W� Sharpe�

Over the Regiment’s 63 year history, 21 Const Regt has 
provided significant support to various off-shore exercises and 
operations in South Vietnam, Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, 

Iraq, Afghanistan, Papua New Guinea, Sumatra, Antarctica and 
Rifle Company Butterworth, Malaysia�  Domestic support has 
been provided to the Army Aboriginal Community Assistance 
Program (AACAP), and significant contributions to a wide 
number of Defence Assistance to the Civil Community (DACC) 
activities, such as the recent bushfire emergency in the Blue 
Mountains region� 

Epilogue
For over 60 years, the Regiment’s members have worked to-
gether, played together, rejoiced in each other’s good fortune 
and sadly grieved the loss of good mates� Their incredible 
length of service saw them grow together and their commit-
ment not only to their unit but to their country saw them share 
that unique mateship of uniformed service� 21st Construction 
Regiment has a deep and well developed sense of camaraderie, 
esprit de corps and a family feel which is rare to find in other 
units�  This was reiterated recently prior to the Regiment’s 
Disestablishment Parade where CPL Phillip Priest; one of the 
longest, current serving members of 21 Const Regt stated: 
“The Regiment has long being recognised for retaining its sol-
diers� This is no small part due to the camaraderie between our 
soldiers, a strong esprit de corps that for many of us we look at 
the Regiment as being our extended family� While I think some 
of that will be lost when 21 Const Regt is disestablished as a 
unit, our challenge is to ensure that as part of the 5th Engineer 
Regiment, the camaraderie and esprit de corps remains strong� 
I’m sure that as a new regiment, with new capabilities, there 
will be new training opportunities and I look forward to the 
future and serving with the regiment”�  Certainly this will be 
an end of an era…
By Major Graham Hales

22nd Construction Regiment

Formation
Realising the difficulty which had existed in both previous 
wars in rapidly raising properly trained engineer construc-
tion units, in March 1947, the institution of Engineers, Aus-
tralia, at the instigation of MAJGEN C�S� Steele, DSO, MC, 
approached the Minister for Defence with a proposal to form 
a Permanent Corps of Engineers, who in peace time would 
undertake Public Works similar to the system in the United 
States of America�

In 1948, other proposals were investigated; these included the 
affiliation (sponsorship) program of the US Corps of Engineers, 
and finally the British Supplementary Reserve (SR) system� The 
latter system had addressed military transportation needs be-
tween the wars, re-initiated in the UK in 1948, with the formation 
of sponsored Engineer Construction units�

This Supplementary Reserve system was considered practica-
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ble and a proposal was made to the minister in a letter dated 23rd 
November 1948� Subsequently the Minister authorised the initial 
raising of two engineer regiments, one in Victoria and one in New 
South Wales on an active reserve basis�

LTCOL I�J� O’Donnell, OBE, who had been CRE AIF Malaya, 
was appointed Commanding Officer of the Victorian Regiment 
with the responsibility of recruiting sufficient Officers, NCO’s and 
other ranks to make the Regiment viable�

After a lot of hard work by LTCOL O’Donnell and senior mem-
bers of sponsoring authorities on the civilian side and by LTCOL 
A�R�J� Bell, Chief Engineer Southern Command, and his staff, 
22nd Construction Regiment was born�

The officer appointments, including CO and Squadron OCs took 
effect from the 4th of August 1950� Effective recruiting throughout 
the various sponsoring authorities commenced immediately, and 
22nd Construction Regiment attended its first Annual Camp at Site 
17, Seymour, commencing on the 30th of September 1950�

Organisation
The original organisation and sponsoring authorities were:
• HQ 22 Const Regt – Country Roads Board;
• 104 Const Sqn – Country Roads Board;
• 105 Const Sqn – State Rivers and Water Supply Commission;
• 106 Const Sqn – Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works; 

and
• 107 Plant Sqn – Country Roads Board and State Rivers and 

Water Supply Commission�

Originally, 22nd Construction Regiment was administered by 
the Chief Engineers Branch, Southern Command, but with the 
formation of HQ 6 Engineer Group at Swan Street in 1953 (rede-
signated HQ 6 Construction Group in 1960) the Regiment came 
under command of this HQ�

Since then, the unit has undergone a number of significant 
command and organisational changes and now is commanded 
by 4 Bde in Victoria�

The Regiment is now known as 22nd Construction Regiment 
Group, with its headquarters now established at Oakleigh Bar-
racks and commands the following units:
• 105th Engineer Support Squadron – Oakleigh Barracks;
• 39th Engineer Support Squadron – Newborough;
• 3rd Military Police Company – Watsonia;
• 1st Petroleum Company – Oakleigh Barracks; and
• 3rd Recovery Company – Korumburra�

Depot Change
Toward the end of the 1980’s, the State Government arranged 
to resume the site of the much loved Swan Street Depot and 
the Regiment, particularly under the guidance of Colonel (later 
Brigadier) R� Slater, AM, began planning for its move to the 
new depot lcoation to be constructed at North Road, Oakleigh 
South� On Sunday, the 3rd of November 1991, the units based at 
the Swan Street Depot, including 22nd Construction Regiment, 
marched out of Swan Street to what is now was known as the 
“Swan Song”� A month later, on Sunday, the 1st of December 
1991, Senator Robert Ray, the Minister for Defence, opened 
Oakleigh Barracks� The Swan Street Depot sat derelict for some 
years� It was during this time that a handful of Sappers “quietly” 
and successfully removed the two crests which adorned the engi-
neers and gunners facades in a stealthy, but complex operation� 
This operation was conducted prior to the demolition of the de-
pot in the mid 1990’s to make way for the City Link Project� The 
original site was marked by a stone and plaque placed by the RAE 
Historical and Heritage Society, with assistance of members of 
22nd Construction Regiment�

Changing Times
In 1990, Colonel Bob Slater (CO 22 Construction Regiment 1984 
– 1987) now in his fourth year commanding Victoria’s reserve 
engineers, ensured that the group remained well integrated and 
that members continued to be posted widely, rather than being 
kept in one sub-unit for long periods� Always alert to trends and 
an irrepressible ‘ideas man” he was able to effectively and accu-
rately detected changes that were imminent and subsequently in 
his consultative manner, laid plans to take advantage or protect 
his regiment against these changes� 

He thought hard about the move to Oakleigh South, how 
the sub-unit might transfer its traditions and institutions to 
a multi-User Depot (MUD) and integrate with the local com-
munity and many engineering orientated industries there� He 
also faced the question – how could the Victorian Engineers 
adapt themselves to best serve the Australian Defence Force 
through the new decade, making the most off their still con-
siderable human resources? His approach to these problems 
had an ongoing effect on the activities of 22nd Construction 
Regiment, particularly in the early 1990’s� This also resulted 
in obtaining the necessary equipment and to have Austral-
ian Regular Army Personnel attached for the first time, the 
SR units became ‘normal conditions’ units with provision for 
‘special conditions’ members�

COL Slater also recognised that the public service, the engi-
neering community and the Victorian System of trade training 
had all changed greatly in the 80’s� At this time, the various 
sponsoring authorities were being wound up and their respon-
sibilities passed over to private enterprise� The CRB remained, 
in its new format as VIC Roads, but even they were subject 
to “user pays” principles and therefore their support became 
practically non-existent� By the end of the 1990’s, 22nd Con-
struction Regiments only source of recruiting had become the 
“open market”, competing with all other Army Reserve Units 
in Victoria

Projects and Overseas Deployments
Over its 60 years, the Regiment and its members have undertak-
en many and varied tasks, both within Australia and overseas� 
As early as 1963, Volunteers from 22nd Construction Regiment 
were deployed to relieve some of the Regular members of 21st 
Construction Squadron on road building tasks between Wewak 
and Marik in Papua New Guinea, under the command of the 
then Major Peter Gration (later Major General), Chief of the 
General Staff�

In 1967, the Army called for volunteer Officers to serve short 
periods as visitors in South Vietnam, with the purpose of pro-
viding some technical assistance in some cases, and to upgrade 
the training of Army Reserve Units in Australia� At various times 
from September 1967 onwards, 22nd Construction Regiment was 
represented by Colonel B� Addis, Major B� Campbell, Lieutenant 
Colonel W� Hardy, Colonel G� Hunt, Major L� Malsedd and Lieu-
tenant Colonel G� Marshallsea�

The Unit has also undertaken tasks at the Buckland training 
in Tasmania� The works conducted include constructing a gre-
nade range and its access road, provided plant operators, drivers 
and tradespeople for the construction of RAAF Base Scherger 
as well as numerous horizontal and vertical construction tasks; 
although very noteworthy, too numerous to mention in this 
brief historical account�

22nd Construction Regiment has and still provides personnel 
for overseas duty and in recent times, some of its member have 
deployed on Operation Bel Isi, Bougainville as well as Operation 
Stabilise and Tanager in East Timor�

Anon.



PL02 Plaque: RAE/UBIQUE Style/Type 2  $39.00 

C03-01 Folder A4: Green Plastic  #27 

C03-02 Folder A5: Green Plastic $20

CW14 Dog Tag Silencer  $2.00 

CW12 CSI Folder: Auscam/Tan/Olive Khaki  $40.00 

ID ID Holder: Auscam $29.00

ID ID Holder: Tan  $12.00

CASNA HAT BOX $70.00

CLOTHING - GENERAL

C02-01 Cap: Baseball, Cotton, $25.00

C07-01 Cuff Links: RAE or RASVY $20.00

J02-01 Jersey: Rugby Jersey, Embroided RAE  $70.00 

J03-01 Jacket: Windjacket with hood, Black  $160.00 

S03-03 Shirt Polo Navy Blue RAE Corps Badge/pocket (new style)  $29.00 

T02-02 Tie: Neck Tie, RAE, Polyester $23.00

T02-03 Tie: Neck Tie, RAE, Silk $25.00

SAE 01- T. Shirt or Singlet  Sports RAE Motiv $26.00

S06 SME PT Shirt Kool Dry Sizes M -3XL $26.00

S06-000 SME PT Singlet Kool Dry Sizes S - XL  $26.00 

RAE T Shirt  2 Emblem $22.00

RAE Sweat Shtit $27.00

RAE Under Shirt Issue Brown $22.00

FIELD EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

PLU ITEM  PRICE 

BV01 Bivy Bag: Standard Size Auscam $250.00

CW10 Map Case: Auscam  $20.00 

CW11 Map Case: Auscam Mk 2  $23.00 

F01 Firesteel: Army $30.00

H06 Camelback: Adaptor for S10 Respirator  $17.00 

N01 Notebook: Field Message Note Book  $8.00 

N02-01 Notebook: Field Survey Notebook, OM26  $8.00 

N04-01 Brit Notebook Holder/Vui Tui Holder  $20.00 

N02-02 Field survey Notebook holder  $20.00 

BT02 Boots: Altama 3LC Tan,Size 12 - 13 $250.00

W01 G-Shock Watch: G9000 $185.00

WEB Webbing: SAW Vest, Auscam  $207.00 

P01-02 Pack: Crow 30L Auscam/Black  $69.00 

P04 Pack: Spur Tropical, Auscam/Black/Tan $199.00

P06 Pack: Sierra 1 Sniper Tropical, Auscam/Black $100

SUR G2 Surefire Torch $103

SUR1 G2 Surefire Torch Pouch  $15.00 

S01 Shemagh: Black and Green/ Black and Tan  $15.00

S10-01 Sleeping Bag: Softie, Merlin 3, Boot Reinforcement  $260.00 

P10-AC1 Pouch, Small Universal  $18.00 

S10-02 Sleeping Bag: Burrow 1  $120.00 

S10-02 Sleeping Bag: Burrow 2  $130.00 

S10-02 Sleeping Bag: Jungle Bag with built in Mossie net  $120.00 

Jet Boil Cooker $145.00

GENERAL/SOUVENIR - RAE 

PLU ITEM  PRICE 

B01-02 Badge  Blazier RAE Logo $17.00

B03 Badge Blazer  RAE Cypher $20

B04-02 Badge Car Bumper $33

B04-03 Badge Cloth RASVY  $5.00 

B06 Badge: Hat, RAE, Metal $7.50

B08-01 Badge: Lapel RAE, Stick Pin $7.50

B08-02 Badge: Lapel RAE, Butterfly Clip $7.50

B09-01 Badge: Tie Tac With Pin, RAE  $6.50 

B09-02 Badge: Tie Tac Without Pin, RAE  $6.50 

BK01 Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 1 $30

BK02 Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 2 $30

BK03 Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 3 $30

BK04 Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 4  $55.00 

BK05 Book: Aust Military Map Makers  $39.00 

BK07 Book: Podmore ( Cartoon)  $5.00 

BK08 Book: Swan Street Sappers  $23.00 

BK09 Book: Bridging the Gap, 3 CER in Timor 1999-2000  $26.00 

BK10 Book: A Green Baggy Skin $22

BK11 Book: Mud, sweat and tears $22.00

BK12 Book: Not Quite Men, No longer Boys  $22.00 

BK13 Book: Stew’s view  $11.50 

BK14 Book    Porton $35.00

BK15 Book: No need for heroes $22.00

BK16 Book: Mapmakers of furtuna  $60.00 

BK17 Book: Rolling through 32  $35.00 

BKM-01 Book  9 Fld Coy RAE $35.00

BE-01 Belt Buckle RAE $33

B15-01 Bottle Opener: RAE Metal/Plastic  $3.00 

C04-01  Book Rebuilding Afganistan $60.00

C04-02 Coaster: Metal, RAE Cypher  $5.00 

C06 Cooler: Stubby Holder, RAE Badge & Cypher, Red & Blue $5.50

C01-03 Cap: RAE, Dark Blue $20

K08 Patch , Aust, blue flag, black flag $5.50

K01-01 Key Ring, RAE Enamel $10

K01-03 Key Ring, RAE Metal $10

K07 Knife: Leatherman, CHARGE, ALX $232.00

K03-11 Knife: Leatherman, Wave  $150.00 

K03-26 Knife: Leatherman, Charge Titanium TTI $280.00

K03-27 Knife: Leatherman, Skeletool $110.00

K03-27 Knife: Leatherman, Skeletool CX $130.00

S15-03 Statuette: Bailey Bridge Timor  $60.00 

T01 Toiletry Bag, Auscam/Tan  $17.00 

HR03 Polar Heart Monitor A3  $141.00 

K01-01 Key Ring: Enamel, RAE $10

Z01-01 Lighter: Zippo, Lustre Etched RAE Badge & Cypher $45.00

Z01-02 Lighter: Zippo, Flints (6 per Pack)  $1.50 

M05-01 Mug: Thermomate Mug, Blue,Olive $7.50

SS Silver Sapper  $116.90 

H11 Drink Bottle RAE $5.50

For order forms please contact us.
Tel: 02 8782 5401, Fax: 02 8782 3501,  

Email: corpsshop@aamme.com.au or patrick.doherty1@defence.gov.au 
EFTPOS, VISA, MASTERCARD and BANKCARD facilities available 

Trading Hours : Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 1000 - 1400

 RAE CORPS SHOP PRICE LIST
Prices Are GST Inclusive, Postage Charges Are Cash On Delivery

Prices Are Subject To Change As New Stock Is Ordered
More Items Available In Store Or By Order Basis

Whilst the RAE Museum is closed throughout 2014 to enable the 
AHU to effect the move to new facilities in Holsworthy, the Corps 
Shop is open but for reduced hours.

Contact can be made through Mr Pat Doherty at patrick.doherty1@
defence.gov.au. We have a comprehensive range of goods at very 
competitive prices.

We can also obtain items not listed on our price list such as em-
broidery/screen printing completed on plaques, shirts, mugs etc to 
include ‘transfers’ of your units mottos/mascots. Please call us for a 
quote. During 2014 the shop will operate on Monday from 1000hrs 
till 1400hrs. A phone call to 02 8782 5401 can be made to organise 
access outside these times, please leave a message. Enquires are 
most welcome.




